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INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW

The present research integration project has had as its cal the review,

analysis9 and interpretation of educational and related research on the
concept of the "Least Restrictive Environment" (l RE) in special education

policy and law. The review was initiated following a proposed

conceptualization of LRE focused on three leKIls of interpretation: (1) the

legallegislative policies and intermetations, (2) the administrative
decisions and practices, and (3) variables affecting the instructional
environments of children with handicaps.

Thus, LRE involves, first, the legal and legislative concepts embedded in

the history of critical court deCisions and in state and national statutes
which provide the criteria for compliance. These considerations establish the

salient defining concepts of LRE from ethical, social, legal, and judicial
referents in contradistinction to scientific, empirical, or necessarily
practical referents. In other words, they represent values of our society
based upon the ethical and moral philosophical commitments embedded in the
laws.

A second facet in the definition of LRE relates directly to the
administrative variables associated with assuring compliance with the legal

and legislative prerogatives established to protect handicapped children and

assure them an appropriate education. Administrative variables associated
with placement of handicapped children are more salient in this definitional

component of LRE. It is this facet that is most frequimtly misconstrued by

educators to be the exclusive representation of definitional issues concerning

LRE (i.e., mainstreaming vs. special class placement; institutional placement

vs. community home placement). In our view, this second facet is like the
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first, necessary but not sufficient in seeking a comprehensive

conceptualization of L:".E. The administrative arrangement to which a

handicapped child is assigned may well comply with legal manda.:es but surely

does not consider fully the necessity for providing appropriate instructional

programs.

Hence, the final facet of our conceptual model of LRE includes the

instructional variables which, in their aggregate, comprise the instructional

environment offered to tie handicapped child aimed at achieving an appropriate

education leading to the realization of objectives based upon his/her

individual educational plan (IE °). This facet demands that a review of the

literature related to LRE encompasses variables that go beyond compliance to

include issues and empirical findin'js directly related to implementation of

appropriate educational programs. We strongly assert that if a definition of

LRE is to result in effective programs for handicapped children, then it is

time to seriously consider implementation variables which define educational

environments that are both in compliance with the law and also assure an

appropriate education to handicapped pupils.

Sources of Information

Consistent with the initial project proposal primary sources of data for

the present document have included the following:

(a) Legal sources -- derived from court decisions and interpretations

following landmark cases related to LRE, and legislative sources -- derived

from state and national laws, rules, and regulations pertaining to the LRE

provisions.

(b) Sources of information pertaining to administrative decisions and

practices -- derived from research literature related to educational

placements (mainstreaming, cascade of educational placements, etc.); derived
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from available data from studies currently being conducted by contractors for

OSERS (e.g., SRI, Rand, ABT, Research Triangle); derived from selected

and state education agency data sources; derived from previously funded and

completed studies conducted for DID, OSERS.

(c) Sources of information pertaining to instructional environments -- derived

From a variety of published and unpublished literature pertaining to group

characteristics, group size, teacher characteristics and attitudes,

demographic variables, teacher behavior variables, curriculum variables,

grouping variables, motivational variables, verbal interaction variables,

academic competency and growth variables, social acceptance and rejection,

self-concept, adaptive behavior variables, and so forth.

Structure of the Report

The present report summarizes a project in which several thousand journal

articles., research reports, chapters, and monographs were reviewed and

analyzed. Because of the volume and complexity of this material, the present

report departs somewhat from traditional form and presents the reader with a

relatively concise summary and synthesis of our research efforts and

conclusions as an initial chapter. The interested reader may refer to the

appended chapters, which represent comprehensive reviews of research in

specific areas, for more detailed information un particular su)jects. The

process of distilling the voluminous literature related to LRE and tile

analysis of educational environments toward identification of an empirically

meaningful set of pedagogical variables resulted in the abandonment of many

variables and conceptualizations of widely assumed importance (see appended

reviews of teacher attitudes, expectations, grouping variables). We do not

suggest that these variables have no importance, but sih.ply that, as presently

conceptualized and operationally defined they have not been associated with

suff ciently strong and consistent child outcome effects as to warrant
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emphasis in an empirically-oriented definition of LRE.

In the following summary chapter, we briefly review the history and

background of the LAE concept in special education, particularly in the

context of the ebb and flow of social - philosophical biases in the past

decades. Next, we review the current conceptual and empirical status of the

dominant line of research on special education envirnoments: the efficacy

research. A re-focus of empirical efforts is suggested toward increased ,*

mphasis on variables of more direct pedagogical effect: instructional time

and classroom goal structure. A shift in research methodology related to

analysis of special e,ucation environments is suggested wflich draws upon

existing work from the fields of environmental and personality psychology.

Finally, a program of research on special education environments is proposed

which utilizes more promising methodologies and focuses on what we believe are

more important and relevant questions related to the analysis and improvement

of classroom environments than those that have characterized most research to

date.

Appended chapters reviewing specific areas of research (e.g., teacher

attitudes, goal structure, analysis of environments, etc.) are followed by a

comprehensive annotated bibliography. This product summarizes individual

studies and papers used as primary sources for the present document.



Summary Chapter:

Defining Least Restrictive Environments

in Special Education: Toward an Empirical Orientation
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ThR passage of P.L. 94-142 and Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of

1973 (P.L. 93-112) represented the codification of several major trends of

programmatic philosophy in special education. Two of the most important of

these are the trends toward normalization (Wolfensberger, 1972) and

individualization of educational services.

Iii the laws affecting special education, the philosophy of normalization

has been most clearly expressed in mandates that handicapped children be

educated, to the maximum extent appropriate, with children who are not

handicapped. The trend toward individualization has been reflected in

provisions for delivery of appropriate instruction as defined by an

individualized educational plan (IEP). Viewed separately, the mandates for

integration with non-handicapped children and for provision of appropriate,

individualized instruction, may not always lead to identification of the same

educational placement. For example, following the integration mandate the

best educational environment may be viewed simply as the one which is most

integrated: the regular classroom. Alternatively it may be argued, following

the mandate for appropriate individualized instruction, that an environment

which offers the most highly specialized and intensive instruction is the

optimal placement for a handicapped child. The conceptual means for

considering both of these legislative mandates in identifying optimal

educational placements for handicapped children are provided by the notion of

the "least restrictive environment" (LRE). Thus, the concept of LRE

integrates the mandates for integrated and appropriate (individualized)

instruction by stipulating that the child should be placed in the least

segregated environment in which an appropriate instructional program can be

delivered. Much confusion has risen over this issue.

It is widely recognized that the public, as well as many professionals,



has often misunderstood the intent of the law as a mandate that all

handicapped children be placed in regular classrooms (Lowenbraun & Affleck,

1978). Much of the misunderstanding has been caused by the interpretation of

the concept of LRE as synonymous with the practice of "mainstreaming" or

returning special education students to the regular class. Although clear

definition of the term "mainstreaming" remains an important and unresolved

issue (Semmel, Gottlieb, & Robinson, 1979), it is important to recognize that

LRE is a much broader and more complex concept; one which is relevant to all

educational settings.

The Legal and Legislative Background of LRE

The principle of LRE has its constitutional antecedents in the Fourteenth

Amendment, which requires that no person shall be deprived of life, liberty,

or property without due process of law; and that all people have a right to

equal protection under the law. The principle of subs anti ve due process

reflects the notion that there are limits to the ways in which government may

intervene to achieve its ends. Thus, substantive due process rights are at

risk in situations in which the government wishes to provide services in a

manner which deprive a parson of life, liberty, or property. This principle

has been ceni al to judicial decisions which have held that handicapped

people's due process rights have been denied in cases where they have been

institutionalized and appropriate services have not been provided (e.g.,

Halderman v. Pennhurst; Wyatt v. Sticknel). Other decisions based on the

right to appropriate treatment have held that such treatment must be delivered

in a manner which is least intrusive, least drastic, or least restrictive

(e.g., Covington v. Harris).

The extension of the concept of least restrictiveness to educational

placement decisions was accomplished in Pennsylvania Association for Retarded

Children LPARC) v. Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, and Mills v. District of

I ()
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Columbia Board of Education. Here the courts ruled that children with mental

retardation (PARC) and other handicaps (Mills) were entitled to a free and

appropriate public education delivered in the regular classroom setting or the

least restrictive alternative appropriate.

To summarize, the judicial history of LRE emphasizes two key aspects of

the concept. First, the government may abrogate the rights of an individual

only when it is necessary in order to provide appropriate treatment. Second,

in providing appropriate treatment which necessarily involves restricting some

of the rights of an individual, the government must do so in the least

intrusive, least drastic, or least restrictive manner possible.

These aspects of the LRE principle are reflected in the legislative

.enactments relative to special education (P.L. 94-142) and generic service

delivery involving people with handicaps (Section 504). The laws stipulate

that, in its attempts to provide a free appropriate public education, the

government may remove a handicapped child from the regular classroom only when

it is necessary in order to provide an appropriate program (treatment). The

removal of the child may only occur to the extent necessary to provide that

program (i.e., in the least restrictive alternative setting to the regular

program). The assumption thus reflected in both P.L. 94-142 and Section E04

is that removal from the regular classroom setting represents a potential

abrogation of a handicapped child's rights.

It is important to note that the laws do not retreat from this assumption

with regard to degree of handicap. It is assumed that the benefits of contact

with nonhandicapped children, as well as the otential harms if segregation,

also apply to children with severe handicaps. There is, however, recognition

of the likelihood that for some children the "nature or severity of the

handicap" will necessitate service delivery in more specialized (and perhaps
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segregated) environments than the regular classroom. Category of

exceptionality is clearly not a basis upon which the LRE may be identified for

individual children.

Conceptual Background.of Research on Environments

A central and enduring concern of empirical researchers in the social-

behavioral sciences has involved the parsing of effects due to organismic and

environmental variables in explaining human development and achievement (Brody

& Brody, 1976; Hunt, 1961; Jensen, 1969). In the applied fields of education,

rehabilitation, and clinical psychology emphasis has often been focused on the

differential effects of varying therapeutic environmental arrangements on

attainment of desired changes in human behavior (Bandura, 1977; Bloom, 1964;

Kazdin, 1978; Skeels & Dye, 1939). The araa of for handicapped children in

integrated or "mainstream" settings. This area of inquiry has particular

importance in the field of special education due to current policy mandates

for placing children with handicaps in the least restrictive environment.

Implementation of this policy is presently proceeding on the basis of its

philosophical and ethical justification, but in the absence of an empirical

research base (Peck & Cooke, 1983). A central argument of the present chapter

is that policy issues related to mainstreaming, LRE, and other notions

phasizing assumptions about environmental effects on child pcYformance will

not be resolved without a thorough revision of the current concepts of

"environment" which dominate policy decision-making. It is equally clear that

a revised concept cf environment will demand methods of measuring differences

among special education alternatives which differ from those characterized in

most extant special education research.

The following discussiong begin with a review of traditional approaches

to identifying environmental variables associated with differential outcomes

for learners with handicaps, as well as their contributions and their
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limitations with respect to the LRE issue in special education. Secondly, we

review empirical research which suggests some specific instructional variables

likely to differentiate educational environments in terms of child outcomes.

Finally, we present a revised approach to analysis of special education

environments based on recent work from the fields of personality and social

psychology. A program of research is outlined exemplifying how this approach

analyzing special education environments may lead to better understanding

of environmental contributions to child performance and achievement.

Conceits of "Environment" in Special Education Research

The primary ;,:ce of the concept of environment in special education

research has been with reference to variations in administrative arrangements

for the provision of services to learners with handicaps (Semmel, Gottlieb &

Robinson, 1979). Environmental categories defined with this approach consist

of regular classrooms, resource rooms, self-contained classrooms, segregated

schools, arid residential institutions (Deno, 1970). The primacy of

administrative criteria in distinguishing among special .education environments

is reflected in the voluminous research literature devoted to comparisons of

learning outcomes in regular versus special class settings: the special

education "efficacy" research (Guskin & Spicker, 1968; Kirk, 1964; Sem& et

al., 1979; Strain & Kerr, 1981). The assumption underlying this approach to

differentiating special education classroom environments is that specific

administrative arrangements are composite proxies for pedagogically meaningful

variables affecting child performance and achievement. The extent to which

the empirical evidence supports this assumption is evaluated in a subsequent

section of the present review.

While comparisons of special vs. regular class settings have clearly

dominated special education research,, other conceptualizations of
I 6
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"environment" have been implicit in investigations of more specific

instructional design variablL:, effecting child outcomes. "Instructional

design" refers here to consistencies in methods of cask presentation, extent

of learner participation, and specific reinforcement and feedback strategies

employed across instructional tasks and curriculum domains (Bloom, 1976). Two

examples of models of instructional design which appear to have substantial

effects on child outcomes in special education are the "direct instruction"

model (Becker & Engelmann, 1976) and the "cooperative learning" model (Johnson

& Johnson, 1975. Slavin, 1980). Illustrative empirical reports of effects

associated with each of these are subsequently reviewed.

A third use of the concept of "environment" which has guided a large body

of research in special education has focused on the relationships between

antecedent stimuli, specific -learner responses, and consequent events.

Research focusing on these characteristics of educational environments

(typically involving procedural techniques related to instruction) has been

most often associated with the concepts and methods of applied behavior

analysis (Baer, Wolf & Risley, 1968; Sulze'r-Azaroff & Mayer, 1977; Tawney &

Gast, 1984). While the empirical data generated from this research paradigm

probably represent the most pragmatic scientific accomplishment of special

education researchers (MacMillan & Morrison, 1980; Tawney & Gast, 1984) the

particularistic nature of this knowledge-base does not lend itself easily to

addressing broader policy issues without substantial leaps of inference.

Because of the considerable breadth of the research literature on procedural

techniques in regular and special education, and the existence of

comprehensive reviews elsewhere (e.g., Lovitt, 1984; Snell, 1983; Sulzer-

Azaroff & Mayer, 1977; Tawney & Gast, 1984), this present review focuses on

more "macro-level" environmental variables assumed to affect child

performance: special versus mainstream sett'dgs, instructional designs and
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classroom climate. The following discussion summarizes the most commonly

researched of these variables: outcomes of special versus regular class

(i.e., mainstream) placement for students with handicaps,

Special Education Efficacy R,:sarch: A Review of Reviews

Administrative concepts of special education environments have been

reflected in a long history of "efficacy" studies dating back to the work of

Bennett (1932). The empirical goals of this line of research have remained

relatively constant, that is, the comparison of effects of regular versus

special class placement for children with handicaps. However, it is important

to recognize that the "burden of proof" for specific program arrangements has

shifted concomitantly with trends in social and political philosophy (Dunn,

1968; Wolfensberger, 1972). Thus, the earlier efficacy studies (i.e., 1932-

1970) reflect emohasis on the potential benefits of special class
arrangements, while more recent investigations have sought an empirical

justification for the policy of mainstreaming (Meyers, MacMillan & Yoshida,

1980; Strain & Kerr, 1981).

The present evaluation of the efficacy research does not replicate
earlier efforts to exhaustively review individual studies. Rather, we have

conducted a review of seven major research integration papers (Carlberg &

Kavale, 1980; Guskin & Spicker, 1968; Kirk, 1964; Leinhardt & Pallay, 1982;

IMeyers, et al., 1980; Semmel, Gottlieb & Robinson, 1979; Strain & Kerr, 1981)

with the goal of clarifying the contribution of these syntheses toward

attaining a reliable knowledge-base regarding the effects of administratively

categorized special education environments on child outcomes. The reviews of

IKirk (1964) and Guskin and Spicker (1968) deal primarily with the early

efficacy studies and represent the period when special class placement was

preferred for handicapped children. The later reviews include post-1970

0
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studies and reflect the political climate which emerged after the passage of

PL 94-142.

Results of Early Efficacy Research

Academic Achievement. There is general agreement across reviews of the

early efficacy studies that academic outcomes were superior in regular class

settings. There were, however, exceptions to this consensus (Carlberg &

Kavale, 1980; Kirk, 1964; Semmel et al., 1979). For example, Semmel et al.

(1979) found no differences due to particular administrative arrangements

related to academic achievement. They did conclude, however, that academic

behavior (which they distinguish from achievement) was facilitated in resource

rooms for EMR, learning disabled and emotionally disturbed children. Carlberg

and Kavale (1980) concluded that special class pldcement was more effective

for learning disabled and emotionally disturbed learners even though they

concurred with the general finding that regular class placement contributed to

superior academic achievement for EMR children.

Other reviewers found academic outcomes to be d4.fferentially related to

the functioning level of students. For example, Kirk summarized results

differently for children at the lower end of the EMR range, indicating that

they had superior achievement in special class settings. A similar
distinction was made by Leinhardt and Pally (1982), who cited the Goldstein,

Moss and Jordan (1965) results which demonstrated different outcomes with high

IQ and low IQ students.

Social Adjustment. The most consistent finding from the early efficacy

research regarding social adjustment was that EMR children were not well-

accepted by their nonhandicapped classmates. However, both the Semmel et al.

(1979) and Guskin and Spicker (1968) reviews suggested that there is
contradictory evidence relative to specific social outcome measures. While

their reviews showed that the social acceptance of EMR children was not
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facilitated by mainstreaming, they indicated that evidence from self-concept

measures was inconclusive. Additionally, Semmel et al. noted that the actual

social behavior of EMR children in regular class settings was

indistinguishable from that of their nonhandicapped peers.

As with the academic measures, the conclusions of Carlberg and Kavale

were significantly divergent from general opinion. They stated that social

outcomes for EMR learners were facilitated in regular class settings. This

finding may be partially explained by the specific studies reviewed, since

they examined several studies related to social adjustment which were not

analyzed by other reviewers. Additionally their conclusions may have differed

because they did not divide studies based on the year in which they were done:

more than half of the studies which showed superior social outcomes in regular

class settings were post-1970. Several reviews included studies from this

era, but considered results separately from earlier efficacy research.

Results of Post-1970 Efficacy Studies

Academic Achievement. Three review papers recognized a fundamental

shift in the focus of the post-1970 efficacy studies (Leinhardt & Pallay,

1982; Meyers et al., 1980; Strain & Kerr, 1981). Both Meyers et al. and Scrain

and Kerr concluded that EMR children progress at least as well within the

regular class setting as they did in self-contained classes. Leinhardt and

Pallay concurred with this finding for high IQ EMR children and for matched

populations of EMR students in regular and special classes. However, they

concluded that for low IQ students and for studies that used random

assiqnment, academic achievement was facilitated in self-contained settings.

However, these authors suggested that it was not the setting per se which

accounted for these results, but rather that innovat'ive and effective

experimental programming was instituted within these settings in the post-1970
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era.

Social Adjustment. In the area of social outcomes for post-1970 studies

the three reviews reflect conflicting conclusions. While both Meyers et al.

(1980) and Strain and Kerr (1981) reported many contradictions in the

literature, they concluded that self-concept measures for EMR children were

superior in integrated settings. Leinhardt and Pallay also noted the conflicts

in the data but drew a different conclusion: "the consistent finding seems

to be that EMR students have better attitudes toward themselves in more

isolated settings" (p. 26). Although all authors discussed inconsistencies in

the literature their conflicting conclusions may have resulted from

differences in the studies they reviewed.

A general agreement was that handicapped children were not well-accepted

within the mainstream. (Meyers et al., 1980; Leinhardt & Pa llay, 1982).

However, Strain and Kerr concluded that "all"studies reported from the 1970s

found that integrated EMR children were viewed more favorably than their

special class counterparts" (p. 22). The literature reviewed by Strain and

Kerr was limited to teacher reports and measures of peer attitudes while

studies reviewed by Meyers et al. and Leinhardt and Pal lay included

sociometric measures as well.

Methodological and Conceptual Issues in the Efficacy Research

There clearly is little agreement among the seven major reviews

relative to the influence of administratively defined environments on academic

and social outcomes in special education. The authors are unanimous, however,

in concluding that persistent methodological problems present an ongoing

hindrance to interpreting results of efficacy research. A number of spe :ific

difficulties have been repeatedly cited: a) nonequivalence of experimental

groups; b) use of dependent measures with unknown reliaoility and validity for

handicapped populations; c) changes in the nature of the populations defined
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as "handicapped" (MacMillan, Meyers, & Morrison, 1980); and d) lack of
specification of the treatment variables under study (MacM i 1 1 an & Semmel

1976. The specific threats to the validity of research results obtained
under these design conditions has been thoroughly explicated elsewhere
(Campbell & Stanley, 1963; Cook & Campbell, 1979; Kirk, 1968), and will not be
repeated here. However, because of the central conceptual issues implicit in
the last problem (d) noted above, some elaboration on problems related to
defining mainstreaming as a treatment variable i s merited.

The basic strategy employed in efficacy research involved use of between-

group designs to compare the effects of special class versus regular class
placement on academic and social outcomes (MacMillan & Semmel, 1977). An

assumption of these designs is that sufficient homogeneity in the treatment
variable exists within each experimental group to allow reasonable prediction
of some consistent effects (Kaufman, Gottlieb, Agard & Kukic, 1975; MacMillan

& Semmel, 1977).

Unfortunately, reviewers have noted that this is not typically the case

with the efficacy studies in special education. Several differences are

evident in the characteristics of classroom settings typically grouped under

the same administrative category in special education efficacy research.
These include; teacher qualifications (Kirk, 1964), curriculum differences
(Semmel et al., 1979), pupil-teacher ratio, teacher competency (Strain & Kerr,

1981), and variations in classroom climate (MacMillan & Semmel, 1977).

The critical point is that the differences between regular and self-
contained classroom environments are not typically as large as differences

within each type itself. This raises the possibility that administrative
typologies of Apical education service settings may be pedagogically
unimportant. We do not infer that service setting characteristics may be

.;tJ
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irrelevant, but that we have not typically designed research to focus on the

most salient characteristics which distinguish various educational

environments. Several lines of educational research suggest that variables

may be defined which are associated with substantive effects on child

outcomes. These are reviewed in the following section as a means of

illustrlting how pedagogically meaningful distinctions among special education

environments might be identified.

Instructional Design Variables

The predominance of research attention devoted to instructional design

variables has focused on factors related to academic achievement. Selected

models of instruction and related empirical studies are outlined below.

Instructional Design and Academic Achievement

Following Rosenshine (1979), research on the relationship between

instructional design and gains in academic achievement may be considered in

three identifiable "cycles". During the initial phase, researchers explored

the influence of teacher characteristics on student learning. Typical

investigations focused on variables related to personality, attitudes, and

teacher experience. Unfortunately, fihdings from this research were

inconclusive: few reliable associations were found between teacher attributes

and student achievement.

This led to a second cycle of research directed toward variables more

proximal to child outcomes, including a more specific focus on teacher

behavior and student-teacher interactions. In a review paper covering this

second cycle of research, Rosenshine and Furst (1973) identified several

variables that were strongly associated with student achievement: a) clarity

of presentation, b) teacher enthusiasm, c) variations in activities during a

lesson, d) content covered, and e) task-oriented behavior. Subsequent studies

indicated that two of these variables (which overlap) remain good predictors
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of achievement across studies of elementary-aged students: content covered

and task-oriented behavior (Rosenshine, 1979). The first variable, content

covered, simply refers to the amount of curriculum iateri al presented to

students. The second, task-oriented behavior, refers to the extent to which

the teacher and students maintain a direct focus on academic behavior rather

than social or affectively-criented activities. Data from studies of

student-teacher interaction, together with the work of Carroll (1963), Bloom

(1976) and others, led to the expansion of academic outcomes research to a

third area, emphasizing more direct measures of student instructional

participation.

Models of research during the third cycle have typically included three

factors (Doyle, 1977): (a) the teacher's arrangement of the learning

environment leading to (b) the student's engagement in effective academic

learning behavior leading to (c) improved academic achievement. Although

"third cycle" researchers acknowledge the influence of both teacher behavior

and student behavior on outcomes, they often focus on either the teacher's

role or the student's role in the process. Examples of how these roles have

been investigated during the third cycle of instructional outcome research are

reviewed below.

Models Using Time-On-Task. A critical conceptual shift in thinking about

instructional outcome research was articulated in an important paper by

Carroll (1963). In this model, amount of learning was predicted by the

function: time actually spent divided by the time needed to learn. While some

variables in the model consisted of individual characteristics (aptitude,

ability and perseverance) there were others which were environmental in focus

(opportunity to learn and quality of instruction). Anderson ( 1981 ) describes

five major models which have been influenced by Carroll's emphasis on
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instructional time as a central variable explaining academic outcomes. Three

of these approaches which have been of particular interest for researchers in

special education are discussed below,

Kounin (1970) proposed that managerial success in the classroom exists

when there is a high rate of student work involvement and a low rate of

student deviancy. He used observations made both during recitation and

seatwork activities to identify tho,,,e -teacher behaviors which would lead to

greater student time-on-task. The following behaviors were identified as

effective: 1) "with-it-ness" - communicating to children that the teacher

knows what's going on; 2) "overlapping" - the ability of the teacher to manage

two events simultaneously; 3)"smoothness" of pacing in lessons and transitions

- preparing materials ahead of time, maintaining a brisk pace of instruction;

4) "group alerting" - the degree to which teachers provide attentional prompts

and organizers; and 5) "accountability" - the degree to which teachers demand

active participation from students. While Kounin found significant

relationships existed betweeen these teacher behaviors and student outcomes

during both recitation and seatwork activities, they were most effective

during recitation.

Two later approacnes substantially expanded the concepts of time and

direct instruction as variables related to academic outcomes. In the

Beginning Teacher Evaluation Study (Fisher, Berliner, Filby, Marliave, Cahen &

Di shave, 1980), instructional time was conceptualized as consisting of three

types: 1) allocated time was defined as the amount of time set aside for

learning in a particular content area; 2) engagec' time was defined as the

amount of time that a student attentively spent on task; and 3) academic

learning time (ALT) was defined as time spent on tasks in which students

experience a high success rate. Results of the BTES indicated that there were

identifiable classroom situations and accompanying teacher behaviors related

ti
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to high ALT for students. These included: academically-focused, teacher-

directed tasks; teaching activities with clear goals; allocating sufficient

time; extensive coverage of content; monitoring of student performance;

questioning at a low cognitive level; immediate, academically oriented

feedback; teacher control of instructional goals; and teacher selection of

material appropriate to the ability level of the students. Results of BTES

provided further support for the notion that task-oriented behavior of the

tearer and extensive coverage of content are powerfully related to student

outcomes.

A second set of important findings regarding the role of time in

explaining instructional outcomes came from Stallings and her colleagues

(1975). The Follow Through Evaluation Study (Stallings, 1975) examined the

relationships between seven different educational models and academic

outcomes in reading and math. The model associated most consistently with

superior academic outcomes was the "Direct Instruction" model developed by

Becker and Engelmann (1976). The Direct Instruction model incorporates many

of the variables identified in the other approaches emphasizing instructional

time. These include: continuous instruction, clearly specified goals, closely

monitored student performance, immediate and academically-oriented feedback,

carefully sequenced materials and tasks, direct reinforcement, material which

is appropriate to the level of the students and sufficient time allocated to

instruction. Taken with the results of BTES and Kounin, the Stallings

research provided compelling evidence in support of the instructional designs

featuring the high rates of task oriented behavior and maximization of academic

content covered.

Studies in Special Education. Several studies related to the

instructional models reviewed above have been carried out with mildly
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handicapped learners. In an extensive descriptive study, Chow (1981) compared

academic 1 ear ni ng ti me for nonhandi capped and I earning disabled 1 earners.

Repeated observations were made of fifth and sixth grade mathematics classes

over a two-year period. During year one, Chow found significant differences

between learning disabled and nonhandicapped students on allocated and engaged

time. Learning disabled students had significantly more time at low and

medium success rate, while nonhandicapped students had more time at high

success rates. During year two, Chow found that nonhandicapped children

demonstrated significantly more engaged time with high success rate than did

learning disabled students. In contrast, learning disabled students showed

significantly more engaged time with a low success rate. Moreover, Chow

indicated that no significant correlations were found between ALT variables

and achievement for learning disabled students. These results suggest that

learning disabled students were not exposed to appropriately designed learning

tasks. This implies that teachers may not sufficiently modify large group

instruction when the ability level rdf Ole learners is highly discrepant, as in

mainstream settings.

In a related study, Leinhardt, Zigmond and Cooley (1981) investigated the

relationship between specific instructional practices and reading outcomes in

special day classes for learning disabled children. They found that teachers

could structure the learning environment to influence how students spent their

time, and that there was a :relationship between how students spent

instructional time and their reading achievement. The variable most strongly

associated with reading achievement was amount of time spent directly on

silent reading. Leinhardt et al. suggested that decreases in transition

times, management activities and activities indirectly related to reading

(e.g., talking about the story, relating of personal experiences) were

associated with increases in reading proficiency.
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In another descriptive study, Englert and Thomas (1982) tested the extent

to which Kounin's criteria for effective teachers applied in special

education environments. Supporting Kounin's original findings, they

identified effective teachers as those demonstrating group management

strategies which led to e high level of student involvement. These strategies

included occupation of a central position in the classroom from which to

monitor student task involvement, active surveillance through visual scanning,

and circulation among the students during seatwork tasks.

The results of Chow (1981), Leinhardt et al. (1981), and Englert and

Thomas (1982) all indicate that the variables identified repeatedly in regular

education outcome research also appear important in effecting instructional

gains for students with handicaps. Specifically, the degree of student

engagement in instructional activities, as well as the amount of content to

which students are exposed, appear to offer a parsimonious characterization of

effective special educational environments in terms of academic achievement.

Further support for this proposition comes from a number of experimental

investigations which have assessed the effects of more discretely analyzed

procedural variables on academic outcomes for learners with handicaps. For

example, Pany, Jenkins and Schreck (1982) used a direct instructional model to

teach vocabulary to both learning disabled and nonhandicapped students. They

designed several levels of intensity in instruction ranging from requiring the

students to use contextual information to define a word, to having the student

a) read the word, b) listen to the experimenter define the word, and c)

practice the modeled definition. While learning disabled students showed

significant gains only with the most intensive instructional procedures,

nonhandi capped students learned with the less intensive instruction. This

finding supports the notion that the amount of direct instruction required for

tiv
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handicapped children will likely be greater than that required for
nonhandicapped students. Simply integrating handicapped children within the

mainstream without alt,ring the instructional design may not lead to effective

outcomes.

In another study, Maier (1980) explored two aspects of direct
instruction: the use of small step increments and the administration of

explicit instructions. Learning disabled students, who were randomly assigned

to experimental and control groups, heard a story about which they were later

questioned. While a control group just had the story read to them, the

experimental group had the story divided into three segments and were told to

focus on a specific question for each segment. Results indicated that

experimental group Children had more correct responses to questions which

reflected higher mental processes. Again, more direct and intensive

instruction appeared to lead to superior outcomes.

Summary : Effects of Instructional Design on Academic Outcomes. The

foregoing review of instructional time as a design variable suggests that the

following programmatic characteristics may typify effective special education

environments:

1) high student instructional engagement;

2) rigorous teacher monitoring of student activity;

3) regular teacher feedback to students;

4) well-sequenced learning tasks which are appropriate to the learner's

achievement level, and broken into incremental steps;

5) clearly specified performance requirements;

6) minimization of transition time, management time, and activities indirectly

related to academic performance.

Clearly these characteristics of instruction constitute important

variables tc be included in any pedagogically meaningful analysis of special
26
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education environments. It appears likely, however, that at least some of
these characteristics may be difficult to implement in mainstream settings

where there is high variance in student cognitive and affective behavior. For
example, the large group classroom management strategies identified as
effective (Eng lert & Thaws, 1982; Fisher et al., 1980) may he more difficult
to implement when students must work at very different levels to maintain a
high success rate (see Gerber & Semmel, in press).

Instructional Design and Social Outcomes

While the direct instructional models described above are clearly useful

for prumotina academic outcomes, they place little emphasis on social
development, and likely do not represent optimal approaches to this aspect of

classroom programming. Other instructional paradigms, however, have been

developed with specific attention to providing conditions likely to facilitate
positive child-child social interactions and opportunities 'for social learning

(Johnson & Johnson, 1975; Slivin, 1980; Strain, 1981).

The importance of peer relationships to normal child development has

received increased recognition since Hartup's (1970) influential paper. A

number of specific instructional models have been developed which utilize

cooperatively- oriented small group activities as a method of facilitating
development of both positive peer relationships and academic competencies.

Each of these models is based on the assumptipn that students feel positively

toward peers who are perceived as contributing to the attainment of their
prrsonal goals.

For example, Johnson and Johnson (1975) describe a learning environment

that can be structured by the teacher which produces positive goal
interdependence among learners. In cooperative goal structure students can

achieve their learning goal if and only if all the other members of the group

27
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attain their goal. This structure is contrasted with a competitive 22.11

structure in which attainment of one child's goal is negatively correlated

with those of the other children, and an individualistic goal structure in

which goals are attained independently. Johnson and Johnson suggest that

there are positive feelings generated with cooperative goal structuring

because the positive value associated with the efforts of a person who helps

to achieve a goal become generalized to the person him/herself.

Models of Cooperative Learning. There are three major models of

cooperative learning. In the Ji saw variation (Aronson, Bridgeman & Geffner,

1978) each member of the group has access to part of the information which

they teach to the other members. Participants in the group are highly

interdependent because no indiviudal has access to all information. Rewards,

however, are given individually and are based on individual performance. We

were unable to uncover empirical evaluation studins focused on the application

of this model with handicapped childrk.. orison, however, suggests that the

model can include "poor readers" who benefit from the modelling presented by

the more competent group members. If this instructional design were used with

handicapped children, their portion of the lesson would need to be structured

carefully so that they would be seen as contributing equally to the effort of

the group.

The Teams-Games-Tournaments model (Student-Teams-Achievement Division) is

a cooperative learning strategy developed by Slavin (1978) and his colleagues.

The cooperative aspect of this model lies in its teamwork component. Children

of differing ability levels work and train together to prepare for the

tournaments (TGT) or quizzes (STAD) that they take. While children compete

during quizzes, the competition occurs between children at the same ability

level. Both TGT and STAD were developed for drill and practice on ba;ic

skills in reading, mathematics and language arts.

28
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A third method is the Small imp Teaching Model developed by Johnson and

Johnson (1975). In this model data is gathered by the students who then use

group discussion to interpret the information and incorporate each

individual's efforts into a group product. In contrast to the Slavin model

this paradigm is used to train higher level skills including problem solving,

interpretation of data and decision making.

Studies in Specie!' Education. Several early studies used cooperative

activity as an intervention strategy to increase social acceptance for

handicapped children. Chennault (1967) formed groups consisting of EMR

children identified as accepted or rejected on sociometric measures. Those

students then worked together to plan, rehearse and present a skit. While

Cliennault found that the rejected students were accepted as a result of the

intervention, the global nature of the intervention package made effects due

specifically to the cooperative aspect of the strategy ambiguous.

Ballard, Corman, Gottlieb and Kaufman (1977) extended research on use of

cooperative learning activities to a mainstream setting. Because treatment

gains had not been maintained in other intervention studies (Lilly, 1971;

Rucker & Vincenzo, 1970) they instituted a longer and more intensive

intervention program. While improvements in acceptance were achieved and

maintained for four weeks following the intervention, there were no

concomitant improvements in the rejection of the handicapped children.

A more extensive program of research has been conducted on the effects of

cooperative goal structuring by Johnson and Johnson and their colleagues

(Cooper, Johnson, Johnson & Wilderson, 1980; Johnson, Rynders, Johnson,

Schmidt & Haider, 1979; Martino & Johnson, 1979; Smith, Johnson & Johnson,

1982). One series of studies examined recreational activities (i.e., bowling

or swimming) with nonhandicapped and either learning disabled or severely

29
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handicapped (SH) youngsters. Outcome measures included the frequency of

friendly interactions between the handicapped and nonhandicapped children.

These were consistently greater in the cooperative learning conditions than in

either the competitive or individualistic conditions.

In related research carried out in a classroom setting, handicapped and

nonhandicapped children were randomly assigned to groups stratified by ability

(Cooper et al., 1980). Teachers taught under each of three experimental

conditions: cooperative, competitive and individualistic. A sociometric

instrument and an attitude scale were used to measure social outcomes.

Results for the cooperative condition indicated that nonhandicapped children

perceived themselves as giving more help, and all students perceived

themselves as receiving more support from their peers. In both the

cooperative and competitive conditions the nonhandicapped children chose the

learning handicapped children as their friends.

Although the primary rationale for cooperative learning arrangements has

emphasized potential social benefits, there have been a limited number of

studies which have employed a cooperative learning strategy to affect academic

outcomes for handicapped learners (e.g., Smith et al., 1982). Other studies

have concomitantly monitored both academic and social outcomes for handicapped

learners. Madden and Slavin (1983) used the STAD model with learning

handicapped and nonhandicapped children randomly assigned to STAD groups or to

control groups for mathematics instruction. Social outcomes indicated that

while there was less rejection of learning handicapped children taught with

the cooperative learning strategy, there was no difference in the number of

friendships identified between handicapped and nonhandicapped pupils. For

academic outcomes there was improvement in mathematics achievement for the

whole group of STAD children, but not for the subsample of learning

handi capped children.

30
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Summary: Effects of Instructional Design on Social Outcomes.

Cooperative goal structuring represents an instructional design which appears

effective in improving social outcomes for handicapped children. It is clear,

however, that a cooperative strategy cannot be used as a short-term

intervention with the expectation of long-lasting effects (Ballard et al.,

1977). There is more limited evidence that academic outcomes are affected,

although relatively few studies have focused on these effects.

There are characteristics of cooperative strategies which may limit their

effectiveness in mainstreamed settings. The social nature of the cooperative

task itself may require children to be at an appropriate developmental level

tof unction in a group, as well as to take responsibility for their own

learning. In addition, the evidence from the direct instruction literature

indicates that handicapped children may take longer to grasp information, and

that they may need more intensified instruction. Group functioning may be

difficult under these circumstances.

Analysis of Educational Environments

The foregoing empirical studies related to the effects of two major

variables in instructional design make it clear that learning time and goal

structure constitute pedagogically important aspects of classroom

environments. While these variables have been central components of cohesive

program models (Becker & Engelmann, 1976; Johnson & Johnson, 1975), they have

typically been conceptualized and operational ized as discrete intervention

components or independent variables for comparative research. Development of

scaling methodologies for assessing natural distributions in these

environmental characteristics across special education settings will be

necessary for the advancement of analysis of environments research related to

these variables. Methodological work in other fields, notably personality and
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social psychology (e.g., End ler & Hunt, 1968; Forgas, 1979) and environmental

psychology (e.g., Barker, 1968; Moos, 1979a) have provided guidance for

development of several specific instruments and related lines of research in

education settings which has relevance to present methodological needs in

special education.

Theoretical Antecedents

The empirical work reviewed su,)sequently reflects theoretical

orientations derived from early work in social psychology by Murray (1938) and

Lewin (1951). /1.-ith Lewin and Murray developed theoretical models which

focused on interrelationships between environmental characteristics and human

behavior. Murray's model differentiated between the personal needs of

individuals, and the press exerted by the environment. Needs refer to

consistencies in the behavior of an individual which appear to be organized

toward achieving a specific goal. Press variables refer to those

environmental characteristics (e.g., rules, social expectations, behavioral

contingencies) which facilitate or inhibit meeting specific needs. For

example, certain classroom environments might be characterized as having a

high press for academic achievement. Conversely, individual children in a

given classroom might exhibit a high need for academic achievement.

The differentiation of these dimensions of the social environment

organizes innumerable questions for research on the interrelationships between

need and press variables, on differences between various social environments,

and on differences between individuals. Many of the questions related to

differences in the press dimensions of school environments as well as

questions related to degrees of "fit" between personal and environmental

characteristics (Pervin, 1968) have been the subject of research which is

highly related to conceptual and empirical issues regarding handicapped

children and the identification of environments which are appropriate to
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meeting their needs.

The second major theoretical work which has stimulated research on

analysis of environments has been Lewinian Field Thee;.y (Lewin, 1951). Field

theory represents a complex and highly untried model for mapping the

interrelationships between personal and environmental factors effecting

behavior. The theory emphasiLis the importance of both the social and

physical aspects of a situation in determining behavior. It assumes that

accurate characterization of a field requires analysis of its specific

features (e.g., stimuli, goals, needs) as well as its general atmosphere (e.g.

friendly, hostile, tense). Thus, the characteristics of the field as a whole

are just as important as its specific features. Both the Murray and Lewin

conceptualizations have been reflected in many subsequent research efforts

aimed at describing, classifying, and comparing social environments.

Describing Educational Environments

Efforts to systematically analyze characteristics of classroom

environments have been underway for several decades. Early research focused

on observation and description of aspects of teacher-student interaction. For

example, Flanders' Interaction Analysis System (Amidon & Flanders, 1963) was

developed as an observation instrument for assessment of classroom social

climate. This widely used tool probed both teacher and student behavior in an

attempt to describe relationships between "direct" and "indirect" aspects of

teacher influence and student behavior.

Another influential approach to analysis of environments through direct

observation was developed by Barker and his associates (Barker, 1968; Barker &

Gump, 1964). Utilizing an ethnographic-type naturalistic observation

methodology, Barker attempted to identify distinct "bei.avior-settings" in

various social environments, based on theoretical principles from Lewinian
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Field Theory.

Direct observation techniques have a high degree of face validity as a

method of describing environments due to the relatively low level of inference

required for interpreting the data. However, the high costs of direct

observation have precluded its use in many studies. Additionally, some

researchers have argued that it is the subjective reality experienced by

learners that is of primary interest relative to many issues in the analysis

of classroom environments (Fraser, 1981).

Utilization of questionnaires has allowed researchers to collect

information describing large numbers of social environments at relatively low

cost. Two widely used instruments developed to characterize classroom

environments are the Learning Environment Inventory (Anderson & Walberg, 1968)

and the Classroom Environment Scale (Moos & Trickett, 1974).

The Classroom Environment Scale was based on the Murray NeedsPress

theory. Items were generated from observation, interview, and related

theoretical and empirical research and then subjected to psychometric analysis

before final inclusion in the tool. Nine subscales are included which measure

psychosoci al aspects of the environment such as involvement, affiliation,

competition, and teacher control. The CES consists of three forms that can be

answered either by the teacher or by the students relating to: 1) the actual

classroom, 2) the preferred or ideal classroom, and 3) the expected

environment in a new class.

Based on work across a number of social settings (see Moos, 1974, 19'9a

for comprehensive reviews) Moos has identified three underlying dimensions

along which even very different environments may be characterized.

Relationsh1 dimensions reflect the quality and quantity of interpersonal

interaction, involvement and support among participants in a soci al setting.

Personal growth dimensions reflect the extent to which achievement of personal
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social environment. Syst: maintenance and change dimensions are related to

environmental characteris -ics of orderliness, teacher-control, organization,

goals, academic accomplishment, and competition are characteristic of the

rule clarity and innovation (both teacher and student designed variations in

classroom activities).

Anderson and Walberg (1968) developed the Learning Envir""mmit Inventory

(LEI) in the context of a curriculum development and evaluation study in

secondary schools - The Harvard Project Physics. This instrument describes

classroom environments in terms of 15 scales whi c+-. can be reduced to areas

similar to those of Moos (Fraser, 1981). The relationship area is captured in

Ithe LEI scales of cohesiveness, friction, favoritism, cliqueness, satisfaction

and apathy. The personal development scales include speed, difficulty and

competitiveness, and the system change and maintenance area is measured by

diversity, formality, environment, goal direction, disorganization, and

Idemocracy scales. While the CES describes both the teacher's and the

students' perceptions of the classroom, the LEI is limited to students'

perceptions. Walberg and Anderson have developed a form of the LEI - My Class

Inventory - which is designed for elementary students, however, there is

little i.eliability or validity data available on this measure (Fraser, 1981).

Classifications of Educational Environments

A number of investigations have been carried out which have sought to

classify educational environments according to types of social-emotional

climate. In one study Moos (1978) analyzed a representative sample of 200

junior high and high school classes drawn from across the United States.

Using cluster analysis of CES scores, Moos was able to classify 196 of the 200

classrooms into nine types of environments. The conceptual similarity of

several of the clusters resulted in reduction to six clusters of classroom

32
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environments .

Moos (1979a) described these clusters both in terms of relative scores on

subscales of the CES, and in terms of how performance on the subscales

aggregated into the relationship, personal growth, and system maintenance

dimensions. Two of the clusters emphasized the relationship dimension.

Innovation-oriented classrooms reflected high scores on the innovation

subscale of the CES, and an above-average emphasis on all three scales related

to the relationship dimensions. These characteristics were contrasted with

relatively less emphasis on organization, procedural clarity, and teacher

control. Structured relationship- oriented classrooms were characterized by

emphasis on student interaction, participation, and teacher support.

Concomitant emphasis was evident on organizational aspects of the environment

in these classrooms. Two other clusters emphasized different aspects of

classroom goal orientation within a cohesive framework with a focus on teacher

support. Supportive task-oriented classrooms were typified by relatively high

scores on teacher support and task orientation subscales as well as the 'order

and organization indices of the CES. Relatively little emphasis on rule

clarity and teacher control was found in these classrooms. Supportive

competition-oriented class 'booms emphasized competition in a context where

students felt friendly toward each other, helped with homework and enjoyed

working together. There was an emphasis on organization and clarity and a de-

emphasis on teacher control. The last two clusters represented uncombined

clusters that Moos named unstructured competition- oriented and control-

oriented. The former occurred infrequently with an emphasis on goal

orientation and a lack of emphasis in any other area. The final cluster of

classrooms emphasized high teacher control and relatively low emphasis on

anything else except competition (rated about average). This cluster

constituted the most frequently occurring type of classroom environment
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identified, comprising over 23 percent of the classes s.anpled. Moos (1979a)

noted that these classes appeared to emphasize teacher control of student

behavior to the exclusion of other aspects of learning environment, and may

thus constitute a high priority population for further investigation and

change.

In addition to delineating the main effects for specific types of

environments, Moos (1979a) noted the relevance of studying typologies of

classroom environments as a means of identifying contextual factors which may

interact with specific intervention programs. This suggests that the

replicability of specific programs may be affected by aspects of the social-

psychological environment which are not usually assessed. For example,

although programs emphasizing student competition may have negative social

side-effects in some types of classroom environments (Johnson & John.;etn,

1980), the same competitive goal arrangements may be perceived more positively

in environments characterized by a concomitant emphasis on positive student-

teacher and student-student relationships. Compare, for example, the

supportive competition and unstructured competition-oriented classrooms

described above.

Comparisons of Educational Environments

A third general purpose toward which an analysis of educational

environments has been pursued consists of the comparison of various

environmental types and related effects. For example, Moos and Moos (1978)

compared 19 high school classroom environments on dimensions of the CES.

Outcome differences related to various subscales included higher absenteeism

for classrooms rated as high in teacher control and low in teach support.

Higher grades were obtained by students in classrooms rated as hi gh in

involvement and low in teacher control.
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Studies in Special Education. Forness, Guthrie and MacMillan (1982)

examined the relationship of teacher evaluations of classroom climate and

observable behavior of students in special day classes. TwAty-eight teachers

evaluated their classrooms using the CES. Students in those classes were then

observed on measures of positive verbal behavior, on-task behavior, off-task

behavior and disruptive benavior. On the basis of these data, the authors

were able to separate the classrooms into four clusters. The first cluster

was labeled supportive and represented the largest group. In this cluster the

relationship dimension was emphasized most with a moderately high emphasis on

classroom organization and clarity of expectations. The behavior of children

in these classrooms was high in attention and low in non-attention. These

classes also had the lowest disruptive behavior, although these differences

did not reach statistical significance. The second cluster of classrooms was

termed businesslike. Teachers characterized these environments as more

controlling, less supportive and less flexible in class routines. Children in

these classrooms also exhibited high attending behavior. A third cluster

labeled problematic constituted classrooms that were low in involvement, and

whith had moderately low teacher control, order and organization. Students in

these classes were inattentive and disruptive. The authors were unable to

clearly characterize the final cluster of classrooms. Although the children

in these environments demonstrated attending behaviors similar to those

children in the supportive and businesslike classrooms, they showed more peer

interaction.

Project PRIME. By far the most ambitious attempt to conduct a thorough

analysis of special education classroom environments is represented by Project

PRIME (Kaufman, Agard, & Semmel, 1978). This major federally sponsored

project was unique in the scope of its underlying conceptualization as well as

in the extensiveness of the data collected.
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Central to the design of the PRIME investigation was an explicit model

for considering child plus environment interaction effects within special

education settings. A taxonomic model based on relevant theoretical and

empirical research which identified likely sources of variance for outcomes

related to both child and setting characteristics was developed. Project

PRIME attempted to derive empirical weightings for these variables within a

regression equation predicting child outcomes.

The Project PRIME model parsed environmental variables into three

components. First the participant composition of the classroom was considered

important. Thus, peer characteristics such as school attitudes, intellectual

performance, social-ethnographic background, and othe..) were assessed.

Teacher characteristics were also viewed as important, including training and

experience, attitudes toward mainstreaming, attitudes toward educational

issues, socio-ethnographic background and others.

The second category of environmental characteristics identified in PRIME

was socio- emotional, climate. Related variables were designated as teacher

leadership style and peer cohesiveness. Peer cohesiveness characteristics

were related to the degree of peer harmony and liking or disliking patterns

observed in the classroom. Teacher leadership style was a composite of the

teachers' techniques of influence, warmth, and the amount of directiveness.

The third cluster of environmental variables hypothesized to be related

to learner outcomes was termed instructional conditions. These included the

physical setting, curricular content, and special instructional materials

used, and also behavioral dimensions such as teacher strategies, peer

instructional activity, cognitive discourse in the classroom, teacher feedback

and others.

Project PRIME Results. While more comprehensive data were reported, the
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present discussion focuses learrier outcomes in terms of academic and social

competence. Academic outcomes were substantially related to environmental

variables for all groups studied, but these effects were stronger for

handicapped than nonhandicapped learners. Participant composition factors

appeared most important in predicting academic outcomes, with teacher

characteristics accounting for the largest portion of variance. Specifically,

results indicated that teachers who had positive attitudes toward

mainstreaming, and Black teachers were associated with positive academic

outcomes for handicapped learners. Instructional conditions were related to

academic status and academic behavior outcomes, but not to academic attitudes.

Specifically, small group instruction formats were associated with lower

academic status outcomes for EMR learners. This finding is important given

that instructional differentiation, i.e., individualization, has been

generally assumed to have positive effects on learning outcomes. Socio-

emotional climate variables were associated only with academic behaviors -

specllically attention to task.

Social competence outcomes were more powerfully related to environmental

factors. Participant composition variables affected both acceptance and

social behavior outcomes. Particularly, teacher attitudes toward education,

peer attitudes toward school, and percentage of peers with reading problems

predicted higher social acceptance for EMR children in regular classes.

Additionally, higher acceptance of EMR children was found in urban schools and

in Cl;:tcrnnmE 1 high percentages of non-Anglo students. Antisocial

behavior was associated with classrooms with Anglo, highly verbal teachers,

and inexperienced teachers.

Findings for other environmental variables were also important.

Instructional conditions associated with differential outcomes included

teacher di recti veness and grouping strategies. Specifically, high teacher
40
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directiveness was associated with relatively less variance in social behavior
(that is, less positive and negative behavior). Large group instruction was

associated with more acceptance and less rejection of EMR children.

The clearest findings related to social outcomes were obtained on socio-
emotional climate variables. Here it was found that the cohesiveness of the
classroom social environment was consistently associated with higher levels of
peer acceptance. Specifically, peer harmony was related to positive social
outcomes for all groups, while peer disliking was negatively related to these
outcomes. Disliking was also related to higher levels of antisocial behavior.
Summaty. of Research on Educational Environments

Recent research on analysis of educational environments has demonstrated

that reliable and "wholistic" descriptions of classroom ecologies may be
obtained through questi()nnaire and observation methods (Barker & Gump, 1964;

Kaufman et al., 1978; Moos, 1979a). Further, it is apparent that typologies
may be developed which organize the characteristics of classroom environments
in a psychologically and educationally meaningful way (Moos, 1976; 1979).
Finally, the validity and utility of directly assessing variables related to
the social-psychological characteristics of classroom environments is
supported by research showing relationships between these environmental

characteristics and important student outcomes (Farness et al., 1982; Kaufman

et al., 1978; Moos & Moos, 1978).

Revitalization of Research on Special Education Environments

The central argument advanced in this review has been that policy issues
related to the effects of mainstreaming, identifying least restrictive
environments, and other problems concerned with the effects of specific types
of educational environments on child outcomes, will not he successfully
resolved without a shift in conceptual and methodological approaches to
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analysis of special education environments. It appears that research on the

effects of educational environments must be broadened in both concept and

method if data which are useful for complex policy recisions, as well as

individual program planning, are to be generated. Several characteristics of

such research may be summarized on the basis of the literature reviewed.

First, research on effects of special education environments is likely to

be more productive to the extent that it is multivariate in concept, design,

and analysis. Clearly the monothetic conceptualizations of differences

between classroom environments which have typified most special education

research to date represent a serious oversimplification of the characteristics

of. these environments. For example, while there etists substantial empirical

evidence to support the proposition that differences in child outcomes are

related to some specific instructional models (i.e., the direct instructional

and cooperative learning models), no existing model appears to produce

superior learning across all curriculum domains. Multiple attribute or

polythetic conceptualizations (Sokal, 1974) will undoubtedly yield more

reliable and valid strategies for identifying pedagogically important

differences among classrooms. The most widely used instruments developed for

the analysis of regular education environments, Moos and Trickett's CES and

Anderson and Walberg's LEI, both exemplify polythetic models of the classroom

environment. The usefulness of such instruments in explaining variance in

child performance related to environmental factors (Moos, 1979a) suggests that

similar strategies might well attempted in special education research.

A second characteristic of a revised approach to the analysis of special

education environments should be an increased empirical focus on variables of

more direct pedagogical significance than those categorized under

administrative arrangements. Instructional design variables related to goal

structure and engaged time clearly merit inclusion in any strategy f or
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measuring pedagogically relevant dimensions of sped al education classroom

environments. However, there has been relatively little work aimed at scaling

either qualitative or quantitative aspects of these variables in classrooms.

Assessing the extent to which classroom environments reflect use of one or

another of these instructional models will be important if researchers are to

be able to accurately describe natural variation in environmental

characteristics. That is, dichotomous categorization of classrooms into,. for

example, "individualistic" versus "cooperative" comparison groups will not

lead to accurate and externally valid information about what is likely to be a

somewhat continuous distribution of these characteristics across classrooms.

Those issues are analogous to general problems with the use of "laboratory"

research results in formulating social policy (Brofenbrenner, 1977; tirunswik,

1956).

A third characteristic of a revised approach to analysis of special

education environments should be an increased consideration of contextual

factors, and interrelationships among these, in evaluating the impact of

specific environmental characteristics on child learning and performance. We

assume tht, use of multivariate approaches to the measurement and

categorization of environments, as discussed above. Moos (1979a) has provided

an example of the importance of considering contextual factors in interpreting

the meaning of specific environmental phenomena. He noted that cl assrooms

rated as high in competition were perceived more positively by students

depending on the extent to which those classrooms were also characterized by

warm and supportive teacher-student and student-student relationships. What

is suggested here is that the meaning of a given environmer.tal characteristic

can only be defined in context; that meaning is derived from the

interrelationships between environmental characteristics - not those
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characteristics in isolation (Bateson, 1979; Mishler, 1979). The notion that

classroom environments should be viewed more wholistically is consistent

with shifts toward more organismic conceptual frameworks for understanding

phenomena in other fields of scientific endeavor (Dennenberg, 1979; Miller,

1978; Whitehead, 1925).

A Research Agenda

Development of research methodologies consistent with the criteria

identified above will allow several important types of questions to be pursued

related to the effects of special education environments. These may be

organized in terms of several general and somewhat overlapping goals (Moos,

1979a): a) description of natural variation in environmental characteristics,

b) development of empirically-based classification and taxonomic models for

environments, c) comparison of specific environments or types of environments,

and d) intervention toward improvement of environments. Each of these

research goals has importance to the field of special education.

Descriptive research. An important objective for research aimed at

analysis of special education environments will be the accumulation of a data

base descrilbing normal variations in classroom characteristics of

theoretically or empirically identified importance. While experimental

manipulation of variables hypothesized to have effects on child outcomes may

demonstrate the possibility of effects due to these variables, the extent to

which such variables actually impact children in natural settings can only be

. assessed through direct verification of their existence and operation in

representative samples of special education classroom environments

(Brofenbrenner, 1977). For example, while it is clpar that various goal

structures can have important effects on child performance, the extent to

which competitive, individualistic, or cooperative goal structuring actually

characterize special education classrooms remains unknown. Descriptive
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research will also provide important normative data on which further

taxonomic, comparative, and intervention research may be based.

A second goal of research on special education environments should be the

development of empirically-based classification or taxonomic models for

classroom environments. Identification of classroom "types" constructed

around pedagogically important variables would represent an important step

toward describing interactions between environments and specific child

outcomes. This achievement would, of course, provide a more meaningful means

of identifying a "least restrictive environment" fit to defined child needs

than have traditional administrative distinctions between environments. An

important advantage to developing a polythetic typology of special education

environments would be the organization of the plethora of variables of

potential educational importance into naturally covarying classes (i.e.,

setting types). The reduction of data achieved through this process promises

to facilitate use of the classroom as a unit of analysis for comparative and

intervention research.

A third general goal of special education research consists of obtaining

comparative data on characteristics of various classroom environments.

Numerous questions for comparative research on environments are suggested from

the traditional special education literature. These include comparisons of

classroom environmental differences due to: a) class size (Walberg, 1969a),

b) instructional or curriculum models (Stallings, 1975), and c) peer and

teacher characteristics (Brophy & Good, 1974). Clearly comparative research

must also be carried out to assess differences in child outcomes associated

with various types of classroom environments defined through taxonomic studies

as suggested above. To the extent that these differences in outcomes due to

classroom type are found to be reliable, a important comparative research
4 0
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question involves whether classroom environment types are distributed normally

within administratively defined categories of special education service

settings. This strategy may produce some of the long sought empirical

evidence regarding differences between mainstream and self-contained special

education environments, since within category variance in classroom

environment characteristics would be systematically analyzed rather than

designated as error. This research could, of course, provide an empirical

meaning to the notion of "least restrictive environment" when considered in

context of priorities for specific child outcomes (Peck & Semmel, 1982).

A fourth goal of research on special education environments is the

development of replicable interventions aimed at improving the characteristics

of those environments. Priorities for environmental intervention may be

identified from either the descriptive, taxonomic, or comparative research

described above. For example, descriptive research may identify

characteristics of specific classroom environments, such as high rates of

teacher-or-peer mediated criticism or punishment, which may warrant

intervention. Taxonomic research may identify types of special education

settings, Moose "control- oriented" type, for example, which suggest specific

intervention programs for these classrooms. Comparative research may show

that specific environmental characteristics (e.g., peer cohesiveness) may be

associated with desirable outcomes - suggesting the need for interventions to

improve this aspect of some classroom environments.

Conclusion

The evolution of the field of special education over the past ten years

serves as an interesting exemplar of the complex relationship between science

and public policy (Semmel, in press). A relative deluge of socio-legal

constraints on both empirical science and professional practice has resulted

from significant cultural change leading to the affirmation of the civil
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rights of handicapped children. In the midst of this era of social upheaval,

it has been particularly difficult to remain objective in makaing professional

distinctions between objective "truths" and ideological "rights" in regard to

the education of handicapped children. It is naive to submit to "the myth

that science itself is an objective enterprise, done properly only when

scientists can shuck the constraints of their culture and view the world as it

really is" (Gould, 1981, p. 21).

Current research and practice in the field of special education has been

shaped by major socio-legal factors. Legislation (e.g., Public Law 94-142)

has imposed a set of requirements designed to protect the rights of

handicapped children in the schools. These mandates have focused educational

delivery systems on "compliance" issues related to assuring these rights.

Hence, educational environments have been constructed and maintained following

the criteria of adherence to law, but not necessarily following criteria

related to the effectiveness of special education environments. In fact, the

overwhelming influence of law has resulted in the adoption of a "legal"

lexicon and conceptualizations of the field which correspond to the compliance

objecti ve .

This state of affirirs is reflected in a confusion among researchers

relative to distinctions between promising environmental research variables

and ideological constructs. For example, researchers frequently refer to LRE

as a construct represented by the extent to which a handicapped child is

appropriately integrated with normal pupils. There is the inference that the

:more time integrated, the greater the expected positive educational outcomes.

It is more appropriate to recognize that amount of time integrated is but a

single environmental variable which, by law, must be maximized to the greatest

extent possible, but which may or may not have impact on pupil academic and/or
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social growth.

Most researchers, i n designing em pi ri cal studies of the i of 1 uence of

special education environments on handicapped pupils, have uncritically

adopted the administrative variables (e.g., special class, resource room,

regular "mainstream" class) which generally reflect legal conceptions of LRE.

Although critics of constrastive, between-group designs have repeatedly

pointed to the wide variation that exists within administrative arrangements;

and have underscored the overlap between such distributions, they have not

generally offered alternative educationally relevant conceptualizations and

research strategies. In fact, we frequently find an unconscious adherence to

the osumption that "administrative arrangement" is a particularly important

contextual research variable. In calling for analysis of variation "within-

group," they implicitly allude to variation with extant administrative

arranoements as "within-group" contrasts (e.g., variations among

"mainstreaming" regular classes, variations among special classes).

The great danger in our current social context lies in a propensity to

invoke law and ideology as the sources of verification for the effects of

educational environments on handicapped pupils. These sources can only aspire

to verify that educational environments are in compliance with the mandated

"rights" of handicapped students, and to appropriately reflect 3 superordinate

social value system. In constrast, only empirical research results,

acceptable to both science and the law, can verify the educationally relevant

effects of special education environments.

Certainly the final worth of any empirical approach to the analysis of

educational environments must be evaluated on the basis of the effectiveness

of the interventions it produces. We suggest that the prospects for improving

the ability of special education researchers to effectively identify and alter

characteristics of classroom environments toward maximizing the growth and
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adjustment of handicapped children rests with the ability to more broadly avid

f'exibly conceptualize and measure the nature of those environments. The

issues and promising directions in research reviewed in the present chapter

imply that this is do achievable goal.



APPENDICES
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LEGAL AND HISTORICAL OVERVIEW

The concept of "Least Restrictive Environment" is relatively

new in educational theory (Dybwad, 1980). Historically, the

courts have applied the doctrine of the Least Restrictive
Alternative to a variety of constitutional questions (i.e., due

process, equal protection, commerce clauses, and the First and
Eighth Amendments). The LRA principle has its origins in a case

a

decided by the US Supreme Court: Dean Milk Co. v. Madison
(1951). In that case, the city of Madison, Wisconsin, attempted

to prohibit in the city the sale of milk that was processed more

than 25 miles outside the city. The Supreme Court struck down

the ordinance because,it unnecessarily discriminated against

interstate commerce when "reasonable nondiscriminatory

alternatives, adequate to conserve legitimate local interests,

are available." The courts have also applied the doctrine to

other cases of excessive governmental intrusion. See for

example: Dunn v. Blumstein (1972) the right to vote under equal

protection scrutiny; U.S. _v. Robel (1967), citing NAACP v.

Button (1963) 7reedom of association; Griswold_v. Connecticut

(1905) right of privacy under due process scrutiny; Sherbert v.

Verner (1963) freedom of religion; Tallu v. California (1960)

freedom of speech; and Kent v. Dulles (198) right to travel.

The Supreme Court's most clearly articulated statement of the

doctrine came in its ruling in Shelton v. Tucker, 364 U.S. 479

(1960), to be discussed in more detail in the body of this paper.
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The courts were historically willing to apply the LRA doctrine in

those cases where "state action" (i.e., government activity)

infringed upon constitutional rights. The concept of LRA is

based on the premise that government action must not intrude upon

constitutionally protected interests (freedom of speech,

religion, etc.) to a degree greater than necessary to achieve a

legitimate purpose.

The extension of the application of the LRA/LRE concept to

the education of handicapped children required the courts to

accept the contention that handicapped children are entitled to a

free public education appropriate to their needs, and that such

education has been aenied them due to statutes and court rulings

that have kept them in segregated schools or excluded them

entirely from the educational process. As a result, the

handicapped child's constitutionally guaranteed rights of due

process and equal protection of the law have been held to have

been violated. The incorporation of the LRE doctrine into cases

involving the education of handicapped children cannot,

therefore, be understood without first examining the cases that

set precedents in the areas of the right to treatment, and the

right to an education.

Additionally, it must be noted that the adoption of the LRE

concept into court rulings and statutory laws encompasses more

than constitutional guarantees of equal protection, due process,

and so forth. Underlying the doctrine are clear assumptions as

to the socialization function of schools and the role of LRE in
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achieving the integration of society. Therefore, the concept of
the LRE must not be analyzed solely in the context of its

statutory and legal evolution, but also must be examined in its
sociologiCal framework. This becomes particularly clear when the
frame of analysis switches from the legal to the legislative
arena, and when addressing the question of implementation.

In order to study and apply recent court decisions relating
to the implementation of the LRE concept, it is necessary to
review the historical judicial decisions which formed the
framework upon which current LRE policy and legislation is based.
Thus, we offer a broad historical overview of the various phases
of judicial and legislative thinking that led to the adoption of
the concept of the Least Restrictive Environment in the field of
education. The historical approach is especially relevant in

studying the evolution of American educational policy as it

relates to the education of handicapped children. This is
because the displacement of old judicial rulings and legislation

continually reflects changes in the current social-political

zeitgeist. Thus, general policy direction of early U.S.
educational policy regarding the handicapped emphasized
segregation or exclusion. Over the last 20 years a gradual shift

in the direction of legal and judicial decisions has occurred,

the result of which has been the current policy favoring the LRE

in the education of the handicapped.

Early Educational Policy Regarding Children with Handicaps

The legal precedent for the right of the handicapped

53
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children to a free appropriate public education was not

established until the early 1970's (Mills v. Board of Education,

1972; Pennsylvania Association for Retarded Children jP.A.R.C.j

v. Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, 1971). Until this time there

was little legal redress for the handicapped child segregated

from his/her peers or excluded from the educational system

altogether. In Beattie v. Board of Education (1919) the

Wisconsin Supreme Court ruled that the school board could exclude

from regular public school classes a 13-year old child because

"his physical condition produced a depressing and nauseating

effect upon the teachers and school children." Such exclusion

was not the exception but the rule. In Watson v. Cambridge

(1893), the court ruled that a child, having such slow mentality

that he was unable to profit from school attendance and that he

interfered with the rights of others, could be denied the

privilege of attending school with normal children and required

to attend special schools. Exclusionary policies remained the

rule as late as 1974 when in fact, the Congress found that:

"more than half of the handicapped children in the
United States do not receive appropriate educational
services which would enable them to have full equality
of opportunity; . . . one million of the handicapped
chiloren in the United States are excluded entirely
from the public school system and will not go through
the educational process with their peers" (P.L. 94-142,
20 USC 1401 Sect 3b).

Many means have been employed to exclude the handicapped

child from receiving an effective education. Different

admissions standards were used for handicapped children. Funds
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were frequently insufficient, and procedural due process
guarantees were rarely satisfied in cases involving exclusion,

placement, transfer or labelling. Ultimately, many states
practiced total exclusion for the children labeled "ineducable"
and "subtrainable" (Gilhool, 1976). Such classifications were
based on the prevalent notion in the 1930s - 1950s that some

retarded children could not learn, or more properly "could not be

taught" (Gilhool, 1976).

Segregation and Equality of Educational Omprtunity

It was not until the racial segregation decisions of Brown
v, Board of Education (1954) and Bolling v. Shares (1954) that
the United States Supreme Court addressed the issue of the need

for equal educational opportunity. In Brown v. Board of
Education, the Court stated that:

"education is a principle instrument in awakening thechild to cultural values, in preparing him for later
. . . training, and in helping him to adjust normallyto his environment. In these days, it is doubtful thatany child may reasonably be expected to succeed in lifeif he is denied the opportunity of an education

. . .(W)here the state has undertaken to provide (education),.(it) is a right which must be made available to all onequal terms" (Brown v. Board of Education, 1954, 493).

This ruling represented a critical recognition that the impact of

schooling went beyond achievement of academic competencies alone.

The injury suffered due to educational separation by racial
minorities, was conceptualized as having long range effects on
both the individual and society. Although not a' devastating as
total exclusion from the educational process, separation of
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students based on race from the "mainstream" of their peers was

viewed as likely to leave lasting scars and to be antithetical to

the goals of a just and free society. As the Court stated in the

Brown decision:

"To separate them . . . generates a feeling of
inferiority . . . that may affect their hearts and
minds 'in a way unlikely ever to be undone. 'Segre-
gation' has a detrimental effect upon . . . the
children. The policy of separating (them) is
usually interpreted as denoting . . . inferiority.
(In) the field of public education, the doctrine
of 'separate but equal' has no place." (Brown v.
Board of Educationv, 347 US 483, 494-495)-----

In Bollin.g. v. Shar2e (1954), the Court ruled de lure

segregation as unconstitutional and construed "liberty" as

encompassing a student's interest in obtaining an education.

"Although the Court has not assumed to define 'liberty'
with any great precision, that term is not confined to
mere freedom from bd'ily restraint. .Liberty under law
extends to the full )(Inge of conduct which the
individual is free to pursue, and it cannot be
restricted except for a proper governmental
objective (Bolling v. Sharpe, 347 US, 497, 1954).

Both of these decisions were essential to the movement away from

educational exclusion of certain classes of children and toward

the rulings in the right to education cases of P.A.R.C. (1972)

and Mills (1972).

However, the movement from the equal educational opportunity

ruling in Brown (1954) and Bollina (1954) toward acceptance of

the right to an appropriate education for the handicapped

guaranteed in P.A.R.C.. and Mills was not an easy nor direct step.

Brown did not establish a right to education per se, but rather a
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right to equalized treatment for all who "qualify" for publicly
supported education under the laws and regulations of the various

states. In contrast, the handicapped were seeking the right of

access to education. Access or the ability to "qualify" for
publicly supported education, was an elusive goal for a large
number of handicapped children. Given the absence of safeguards
to educational access in the US Constitution, the handicapped
were dependent on the states and localities to provide them with

an education. But given the negative attitude of society toward
the handicapped (Gottlieb, 1975a), access to educational
facilities was very limited. In fact, before 1971, only seven
states had mandatory education legislation covering handicapped

children (Roach, 1978).

Although education is not .a fundamental right (San Antonio

Independent School District v. Rodriguez, 1973) it is given
constitutional protection under the due process and equal
protection clauses of the Fourteenth Amendment.

The due process clause of the Fourteenth
Amendment. . . requires that state action
(which would include education) shall be consistent
with the fundamental principles of liberty and
justice which lie at the base of all our civil
and political institutions and not infreqvintly
are designated as 'law of the land'."

The state has the responsibility for protecting the
individual from injustice imposed by society. Where the state

has undertakex to provide a benefit to the people, the benefit
must be provided to all people on equal terms. If the state
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discriminates between groups of people or an individual, there

must be sufficient justification or the state action will be

struck down as unconstitutional. In applying the equal

protection clause of the Fourteenth Amendment to the schools, the

courts have used two tests:

(1) the rational basis test, wherein the state must demonstrate

simply that the challenged classification bears some rational

relationship to a legitimate governmental goal. The presumption

of constitutionality here, rests with the state action.

(2) the second "test" is referred to as the strict scruti_ar

test. Legislation is vulnerable to this stringent test when the

state violates a fundamental interest or when the legislation

involves a suspect class. Under this test, the state must prove

that its action is necessary to achieve a compelling interest.

Thus, the burden of proof is on the state. (For a more in-depth

analysis of this issue, see Alschuler, 1978; Turnbull, 1981).

To exclude the handicapped from compulsory education

equirements is nothing less than exluding them from any

opportunity to be responsible and active citizens in society.

The vital role of education in contemporary American society was

e lucidated in Brown and the other right to education cases of the

1950s. In addition, it has been argued that exclusion of

children with handicaps from education may imperil protected

ights which are not even at stake for the average individual.

Most specifically, liberty in the form of freedom from

institutionalization is at stake:
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The exceptional child without an education is notmerely in jeopardy "of success" as the Supreme Courtput it, but liberty and life itseif. You know verywell that the rate of institutionalization among thosechildren who have been deprived of a public educationis considerably higher. And you know as well that
the death rate at those institutions among childrenwho have not had the opportunity of an education whichwould produce for them those selfhelp skills that enaolethem, for example, to avoid scalding hot water, hasresulted in a higher rate of death itself." (citedin Flanagan, 1974, p. 4533).

The handicapped warrant protection, for their need for education
is vital to their ability to sustain their liberty.

But access to any form of education, it is further argued,
is clearly not enough. Access to an "inappropriate" education
can be the equivalent to functional exclusion from education
e ntirely. Thus, advocates for the handicapped have used the
concept of the LRE in the education of handicapped children in
hopes of securing an education appropriate to their individual

e ducational needs while maintaining maximum contact with
n onhandicapped children. However, successful application of the

LRE doctrine by the Supreme Court and other courts in the sphere
of education is dependent upon the courts' acceptance of the
handicapped as a suspect class. This classification is essential

because the use of LRA occurs only when the regulation at issue

affects interests that are considered especially sensitive under
the Constitution (e.g., free speech) or are directed at groups

against whom discrimination is regarded with suspicion by the

court (suspect classes).

In San Antonio Independent School District v. Rodriguez
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(1973) the United States Supreme Court set forth criteria for

determining a suspect class:

"(a) class . . . saddled with such disabilities, or
subject to such a history of purposeful unequal
treatment, or relegated to such a position of
political powerlessness as to command extraordinary
protection from the majoritarian political process."

The goals of both the minority students in the segregation

cases, and of the handicapped in the right to education cases

involve the same issues of suspect classification and equal

protection:

"Just as blacks sought to undo the feelings of
inferiority engendered by segregated schools so
that they might feel as confident about their
own identities and capabilities as white students,
the handicapped sought the right to obtain the
confidence and productivity which the school
systems allowed only to the nonhandicapped"
(Haggerty & Sacks, 1978, p. 963).

Nevertheless, the question of whether or not handicapped children

are entitled to a free appropriate public education was not

decided until after a number of right to treatment cases

enlightened the Congress and the judiciary to the extent of the

denial of liberty, equal protection and due process guarantees of

the handicapped. The adoption of tfle doctrine of the LRE in the

education of handicapped children was an extension of the

application of the LRA/LRE concept use ci in' the

institutionalization of the handicapped.

Early Use or LRE/LRA Doctrine

One of the clearest early judicial uses of the LRA/LRE
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concept came in 1960 in the case Shelton v. Tucker (1960). This

case involved a number of issues concerning an Arkansas statute

requiring a teacher to tile annually an affidavit listing every

organization he/she belonged to or regularly contributed to in

the preceding five years. In its opinion, the Supreme Court

ruled on the question of the deprivation of liberty and thus,

spelled out a clear statement of the LRA/LRE.

"Even though a governmental purpose be legitimate and
substantial, that purpose cannot be pursued by means
that broadly stifle fundamental personal liberties when
the end can bet more narrowly achieved; the breadth of
legislative abridgement must be reviewed in the light
of less drastic means for achieving the same basic
purpose."

The LRA doctrine found its initial expression in mental

health litigation in 1966 in the Circuit Court's decision in Lake

v. Cameron. Mrs. Lake, institutionalized due to a "chronic brain

syndrome." associated with aging, did not contest the legality of

the decision to impose treatment, but rather, argued that more

"appropriate" treatment was available in a less restrictive

setting than the "total confinement" of Saint El izabeth's

Hospital. The court ruled that:

"deprivations of liberty solely because of dangers to
ill persons themselves should not go beyond what
is necessary for their protection."

Three federal court decisions have similarly held tat prior to

involuntary hospitalization of mEntally ill people, the

Constitution requires a demonstration that there are no suitable,

less restrictive alternatives possible (Covington v. Harris,
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1969; Lessard v. Schmidt, 1972).

Right to Treatment

A number of court cases have dealt with the right to

treatment of persons constrained to restrictive environments

(Marterella v. Kelley, 1922; O'Connor v. Donaldson, 1975; Wyatt

v. Aderbelt, 1974; Wyatt V. Stickney, 1971). The ou4;come has

been protection against the kind of institutionalization in which

treatment is not rendered. In Wyatt v. Aderbelt the court ruled

that ". . the right to treatment arises as a matter of federal

constitutional law under the due process clause of the Fourteenth

Amendment." Restriction of a person's liberty without treatment

is not justified and therefore, illegal:

"To deprive any citizen of his or her liberty upon the
altruistic theory that the confinement is for humane
therapeutic reasons and then fail to provide adequate
treatment violates the very fundamentals of due
process." (Wyatt v. Stickney, 1971, at 785).

In Wyatt v. Stickney (1971) the court declared the right of

each resident to a program of habilitation (including education)

that is reasonably calculated to realize the residents'

capabilities. Futhermore, the court held that each resident must

be provided a written, individualized plan of treatment. In

addition, the court held that the treatment must be provided in

the least restrictive setting possible. In terms of adequate and

effective treatment, the court described three fundamental

conditions that must be met. These included the provision of:

1) a humane psychological and physical environment, 2) qualified

6 i?
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staff in numbers sufficient to administer adequate treatment, and

3) individualized treatment plans. In essence, the courts were

saying that bona fide treatment must be made available:

"Adequate and effective treatment is constitutionally
required because, absent treatment, the hospital is
transformed 'into a penitentiary where one could be
held indefinitely for no convicted offense . .

The purpose of involuntary hospitalization for treatment
purposes is TREATMENT and not mere custodial care
or punishment. This is the only justification, from
a constitutional standpoint, that allows civil commit-
ments to mental institutions..." (Wyatt v. Stickney, 1971).

On June 26, 1975, in O'Connor v. Donaldson, the US Supreme

Court ruled on the first right to treatment case to reach the

high court. In a unanimous ruling, the Court upheld a damage

award against a superintendent of a Florida mental institution

who had failed to return to the community a man who was dangerous

neither to himself or others.

r.learly in these right to treatment/right not to be

unnecessarily institutirnalized cases, the courts have traveled a

great distance in guaranteeing certain rights to handicapped

people. Guarantees of due process, equal protection and the

adoption of the LRA principle have given the handicapped legal

precedents and guarantees needed to more effectively pursue

decent and effective treatment with a minimal intrusion on their

liberty.
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Developments in Education: Rights_to_Free_ARaroRriate_Public

Education

These developments promoted litigation and legislation in

right to education cases for the handicapped as well as the

application of the doctrine of LRE in the educational decisions

for handicapped children.

The two most important cases guaranteeing the right of

handicapped children to a free appropriate public education are

P.A.R.C. and Mills. Both cases were significant in establishing

the LRE concept for the education of the handicapped. E.B.

Nyquist, New York State Commissioner of Education, clearly

expressed the rationale for integrated education in relation to

society as well as to the education of the children involved:

"in a very real sense, school is a microcosm of society
which teaches the child society's values. In a main-
streamed classroom, the school transmits certain humane
and compassionate values to each child. At the same
time, as the child adopts these values, the shape and
form of the society he and his peers will create is
enhanced" (cited in Englehart, 1976, p.

In the P.A.R.C. consent decree, the importance of an

integrated education was clearly stated. The issue involved was

the claim that exclusion of retarded children from education and

training in public schools in Pennsylvania was unconstitutional.

The consent decree resolving the class action suit established a

strong basis on which the rights of handicapped children to a

free appropriate public education would be argued.

The consent decree in P.A.R.C. addressed the question of the
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violation of due process because a retarded person could be

excluded from regular education without notice and a hearing

(P.A.R.C., 1972). Thus, it was argued that the tate, having

undertaken to provide public education to some children, could

not deny it to retarded children entirely. The consent decree

established explicit due process and equal protection guarantees.

In a finding of direct important;: to the adoption of LRE in

education, it was asserted that there existed no rational basis

for the total exclusion of retarded children from the state's

public education. In essence the court decided that the state

must provide an education "appropriate to the child's capacity"

whether or not the child was mentally retarded:

"Expert testimony in this action indicates that all
mentally retarded persons are capable of benefitting
from a program of education and training; that the
greatest number of retarded persons, given such edu-cation and training, are capable of achieving self-
sufficiency, and the remaining few, with such education
and training, are capable of achieving some degree of
self-care; that the earlier such education and train-
ing begins, the more thoroughly and the more efficiently
a mentally retarded person will benefit from it; and,
whether begun early or not, that a mentally retarded
person can benefit at any point in his life and develop-
ment from a program of education and training. . .

Having undertaken to provide a free public education
to all cf its children, including its mentally retardedchildren, Commonwealth of Pennsylvania may not
deny any mentally retarded child access to a free public
program of education and training.

It is the Commonwealth's obligation to place each
mentally retarded child in a free, public program of
education and training appropriate to the child's
capacity, within the context of a presumption that,
among the alternative programs of education and training
required by statute to be available, placement in a
regular public school class is preferable to placement
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in a special public school class and placement in
special public school class is preferable to placement
in any other type of program of education and training"
(P.A.R.C., 1972, at 307).

The consent decree in P.A.R.C. developed the major themes in

the right to education for handicapped children. It accepted the

proposition that all mentally retarded children are capable of

learning and, that all are entitled to an appropriate education.

Moreover, as exemplified above, certain kinds of placements were

to be preferred over others representing adoption of the LRE

doctrine as educational policy for the children with mental

retardation.

The P.A.R.C. case was extensive both in its scope and its

guarantees to the mentally retarded citizens of Pennsylvania.

However, since the case was concluded by an agreed settlement,

the Court did not rule on the merits of the p":antiffs' claims.

Secondly, the litigation was brought on behalf of mentally

retarded children and therefore, the "guarantees" established in

the consent decree were not directly extended to all handicapped

children. It took further court action or: behalf of the

handicapped to guarantee these rights.

The major case which granted these rights was Mills v. Coard

of Education of the District of Columbia (1972). Mills was a

class action suit brought on behalf of seven school children

labeled as mentally retarded, emotionally disturbed, hyperactive,

behavior disddered or otherwise impaired, who were excluded for

educational programs. The suit sought an injunction restraining
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the D.C. Board of Education from excluding such children from the
public schools or denying them publicly supported education. The
Mills case represented the first time a federal court ruled on

the constitutional issues raised in P.A.R.C.

The court, in deciding on the merits in the Mills case,
a

found that the failure to provide publicly supported education to
the plantiffs while providing education to other children
violated the equal protection guarantees provided for in the due

process clause of the Fifth Amendment. Furthermore, the court
held that due process required that these children must be
afforded a hearing prior to exclusion, termination, or

classification into a special program. As a result, the equal

protection premise of the Brown decision was extended to the

handicapped, and the District of Columbia was required to provide

all mentally, physically, and emottonally impaired children with

an appropriate publicly supported education:

"The District of Columbia shall provide to each
child of school age a free and suitable publicly-
supported education regardless of the degree of
the child's mental, physical or emotional disabilityor impairment. Furthermore, defendants shall notexclude any child resident in the District of Columbia
from such publicly-supported education'on the basisof a claim of insufficient resources. .

Each member of the plaintiff class is to a providedwith a publicly-supported education progriy suited
to his needs, within the context of a presumption
that among the alternative programs of education,
placement in a regular public school class with
appropriate ancillary services is preferable to
placement in a special school class" (Mills v. Board
of Education, 1972, at 878, 880).

t)
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The court delineated several elements which are important

for a theory of equal educational opportunity for the

handicapped:

1. Zero reject: the school district cannot exclude
children on the basis of handicap or "insufficient"
resources.

2. Individualized assessment and placement: each child
is entitled to an individual assessment to the
educational needs and the proper educational program
for that child.

3. Notice and hearing: all placements in special
educational programs must be preceded by
notification to the child's parents of the right
to a hearing if they object to the proposed placement.
The school board bears the burden of proof as to the
appropriateness of placements and transfers.

4. Least restrictive environment: a clear
determination that the education of handicapped
children should be provided for the "most normal"
or least restrictive setting appropriate for the
education of the child. With preference on placement

tile_ regular class (wi'th ancillary services) unless
clearly determined inappropriate (Mills v. Board of
Education, 1972, at 878 to 882).

The Mills case additionally extended the scope of the due process

and LRE requirements found in P.A.R.C. to incorporate not only

mentally retarded children, but all handicapped children.

quality of Educational Opportunity

One result of P.A.R.C. and Mills was the reexamination of

the definition of equal educational opportunity. It was argued

that, unlike normal children, handicapped children may be in

danger of never learning without a structured education. Thus,

an inadequate education that does not teach handicapped children

to care for themselves may have far more dire
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consequences--possible institutionalization or loss of

liberty - -than its effect on normal children.

appropriate education for the handicapped seems to

Thus,

imply

an

an

education that is more than just minimally adequate.

"In the case of handicapped students, failure to receive
an education that permits them to learn to cope and
function adequately within as normal an environment
as possible, might demonstrate that quantum of educa-tional harm which is violative of equal educational
opportunity" (Weintraub & Abeson, 1972, p. 1046).

Testing the issue in the case of Fialkowski v. (1975),

multiply handicapped students brought an action in the federal

district court alleging that they were being offered educational

programs that could not possibly benefit them. The plaintiffs

were in essence alleging a complete denial of educational
opportunity. The court, in ruling that there is a constitutional

right to a certain minimum level of education, helped to further

the examination of qualitative issues related to equal

educational opportunity. In this case the court stated:

"An educational program must be assessed in terms of its
capacity to equip a child with the tools needed in
life . . . Placement of children with the intelligence
of two year olds in a program which emphasizes skills
such as reading and writing would seem inadequate for
their needs. The harmful consequences of'denying
plaintiffs an adequate education is undersccred by the
fact that mentally retarded children have greater needs
for turmal education since they are less likely than
ordinary children to learn and to develop informally"
(Fialkowski, v. Shau, 1975, at 95).

Many of the principles articulated in the P.A.R.C., Mills,

and Fialkowski cases were later reaffirmed in Hairston v.

G
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Orosick (1976). Parents of a child who suffered from spina

bifida brought action challengin9 the refusal of the school

district to admit the child to the regular public classroom. In

his decision, the judge stated the following:

"A child's chance in this society is through the educa-
tional process. A major goal of the educational
process is the socialization process that takes place
in the regular classroom, with the resulting capability
to interact in a social way with one's peers. It is
therefore imperative that every child receive an
education with his or her peers insofar as it is at
all possible. This conclusion is further enforced by
the critical importance of education in this society.

It is an educational fact that the maximum benefits
to a child are received by placement in as normal
environment as possible. The expert testimony estab-
lished that placement of children in abnormal environ-
ments outside of peer situations imposes additional
psychological and emotional handicaps upon children
which, added to their existing handicaps causes them
greater difficulties in future life. A child has to
learn to interact in a social way with its peers and the
denial of this opportunity during his minor years
imposes added lifetime burdens upon a handicapped
individual" (Hairston v. Drosick, 1976, at 183).

Legislative Change

After the success of the right to education cases (P.A.R.C.

and Mills) and judicial acceptance of the LRE doctrine in

educaticn of the handicapped, the focus of policy change shifted

to the U.S. Congress. Statements by Senators Humphrey and

Stafford exemplify the support for the handicapped in Congress in

the early 1970's.

"This bill responded to an awakening of public interest
in millions of handicapped children, youth, and adults
who suffer the profound indignity and despair of isola-
tion, discrimination, and maltreatement. It is
essential that the right of these forgotten Americans
to equal protection under the laws be effectively

Yo
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enforced . " (Humphrey, cited in LRE, 1979).

"For far too long handicapped children have been denies'to the regular school system because of an inability toclimb the steps to the school house door, and not forany other reason. This has led to segregated classesfor those children with physical handicaps. This is
an isolation for the handicapped child and for the"normal" child as well. The sooner we are able tobring the two together, the more likely that the
attitudes of each toward one another will change forthe better.

I firmly believe that if we are to teach all of ourchildren to love and understand each other, we mustgive them every opportunity to see what 'different'
children are like" (Stafford, cited in LRE, 1979).

During this period three important pieces of legislation

passed the Congress and were enacted into law. The
Rehabilitation Act of 1973 (Section 504), the Education of the

Handicapped Amendments of 1974, and the Education for all

Handicapped Children Act (PL 94-142) all addressed the questions

raised in the right to education cases of P.A.R.C. and Mills.

The incorporation of due process and equal protection guarantees,

as well as the doctrine of LRE, into statutory law finally gave

handicapped children the protection of law. Statutes, in

contrast to court orders, can carry with them the necessary funds

and mandates for change that enable the states and localities to

create the needed service alternatives (Turnbull. 1981).

Before 1971, mandatory education legislation cnverina all

handicapped children existed only in seven states (Roach, 19/8).

The Congress did not act on behalf of handicapped children to any

great degree until 19h5, with the passage of PL 89-313. Pl.

89313 amende,d Title ' of the Elementary and Secondary Educatiin
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Act (ESEA), establishing grants to state agencies responsible for

providing free public education for handicapped children. Later

amendments to ESEA helped to provide funds to the states to

expand programs and projects to help meet the special education

needs of the handicapped. In 1968, the Handicapped Children's

Early Education Assistance Act became lavil The Act was designed

to establish early education programs for the handicapped to

serve as models for state and local educational agencies.

These actions were limited in their effectiveness in

securing the handicapped an appropriate education. As the right

to education cases of P.A.R.C. and Mills (and the dozens of cases

that they spawned, see Miller & Miller, 1979) clearly showed, the

handicapped were not afforded an adequate education, nor were

they guaranteed due process or equal protection of the law.

Congress had to do far more if the handicapped were to be

provided an appropriate public education. It was not until after

the P.A.R.C. and Mills decisions that Congress acted, but the

legislation that was passed was both historical in its granting

of rights and guarantees to handicapped children, and significant

in its ultimate effect on public education

The first action by Congress to adopt into federal law the

rights articulated in courts came with adoption of Section 504 of

the Rehabilitation Act of 1973. Section 504 was adopted

unanimously by Congress and signed into law on September 26,

1973. The section states

"Mc. otherwise qualified handicapped individual in the
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United States as defined in Section 7(6), shall, solely
by reason of his handicap, be excluded from the partici-
pation in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected
to discrimination under any program or activity receiv-
ing Federal financial assistance" (29 U.S.C. 794; Supp. V,1975).

Section 504 reflects verbatim the provisions of Title VI of the

Civil Rights Act of 1964 and extends to all handicapped people

the p )tections previously extended on the grounds of race and

national origin, namely, prohibition of exclusion, denial of

benefits, and discrimination under federally assisted programs

and activity (Gilhool & Stutman, 179). The Congress' choice of

Title VI language clearly suggests that the intent of Section 504

was nothing less than the end to the segregation of handicapped

people.

The subject of education is dealt with in subparts 0 and E

of the regulations of Section 504. Subpart 0 explicitly

acknowledges the importance of the right to education cases of

the early 1970's (Stafford, 1978). In addition, the regulations

provide guarantees for the handicapped child to a free public

education in the least restrictive environment. The regulations

state:

"(1) that handicapped persons, regardless of the nature
or severity of their handicap, be provided a free,
appropriate public education, (2) that handicapped
students be educated with nonhandicapped students
to the maximum extent appropriate to their needs,
3) that educational agencies undertake to identify

and locate all unserved handicapped children, (4) that
evaluation procedures be improved in order to
avoid the inappropriate education that results from
the misclassification of students, and (5) that
procedural safeguards be established to enable
parents and guardians to influence decisions rec7ard-

73
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irig the evaluation and placement of their children"
(Stafford, 1978, p. 81).

The regulation also states that the objective is to ensure that

no child is denied education in public school if schooling is

appropriate; and, that if his or her needs cannot be met in the

regular class, a suitable alternative will be provided at no

expense to the parents.

Section 504 represented a major step 'in guaranteeing

handicapped children access to the public education system. With

inclusion of the LRE doctrine and due process provisions, Section

504 became a cornerstone of the movement to secure statutory

guarantees for the handicapped. The major court cases (e.g.,

P.A.R.C. and Mills) not only increased public and Congressional

awareness of the handicapped child's needs, but also made clear

the need for substantial federal assistance to the states to

secure the rights of the handicapped child.

The perceived need was so great that while the comprehensive

legislation concerning the education of the handicapped was

taking final shape, Congress passed an emergency measure (PL

93-330) to secure full educational opportunities for the

handicapped. PL 93-380 consisted of the Education of the

Handicapped Amendments to the Elementary and Secondary Education

Amendments of 1974. The Amendments included funding provisions

as well as procedures and requirements to insure utilization of

the handicapped child's right to an appropriate education.

The Mathias Amendment was also introduced in 1:1/4 as an
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interim measure to aid the states in providing equal educational

opportunity of the handicapped. In order to receive federal

funds, each state had to adopt:

"procedures to insure that to the maximum extent appro-
priate, handicapped children, including children in
public or private institutions or other care facilities
are educated with children who are not handicapped, and
that special classes, separate schooling or other removal
of handicapped children from the regular education
environment occurs only when . . . education . . . cannot
(otherwise) be achieved satisfactorily" (cited in Gilhool,1976, p. 186).

It is evident that the intent of Congress was to integrate the

handicapped into "mainstream" society. This intent was

reiterated in the Stafford Amendment. Specifically, the states

were required to adopt a free public education goal and to adopt

procedural safeguards complying with due process relating to the

identification, placement, and evaluat;on of the handicapped.

Congress clearly perceived a substantive right of the handicapped

to be educated in the least restrictive environment and the

states were required to establish the proceuural safeguards to

guarantee this right (Roach, 1978).

On November 29, 1975, the Education For All Handicapped

Children Act (PL 94-142) was signed into law. The law superceded

PL 93-380 and committed the federal government to the most

substantial financial contribution toward the education of

handicapped children in American history. Futhermore, it refined

and strengthened the rights and guc,rantees elucidated in PL

93-380. The goal of PL 94-142 is to guarantec equal educational

75
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opportunity to all handicapped ch ldrene The states are required

to provide a free appropriate public education in the least

restrictive environment for all handicapped children. In

adopting the wording of the Mathias Amendment, PL 94-142

reassured the rights of the handicapped to education in the LRE

mandating:

. . . procedures to assure that, to the maximum
extent appropriate, handicapped children, including
children in public or private institutions or other care
facilities, are educated with children who are not
handicapped, and that special classes, separate
schooling or other removal of handicapped children from
the regular educational environment occurs only when the
nature or severity of the handicap is such that education
in regular classes with the use of supplementary aids and
services cannot be achieved satisfactorily" (P.L. 94-142,
Section 612).

What the Congress accomplished with PL 94-142 was permanent

legislation guaranteeing that handicapped children would be

afforded equal educational opportunities regardless of the

severity of the handicap. Congress accepted the notion that

social integration is a vital component of equal educational

opportunity (LRE, 1979).

The regulations of PL 94-142 place strict prohibitions on

placing the handicapped child cy,tside the regular class. Only

two conditions were given for such placement outside of the

mainstream. One is the emphasis placed on need for an

appropriate education for the handicapped child. The

determination is based on the child's needs and not on the

ability or 'inability of the school system to easily absorb the
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student into the regular school program. Secondly, and related
to the first, exclusion is permissible only when "the severity of

the handicap is such that education in regular classes with the
use of supplementary aids and services cannot be achieved

satisfactorily." Thus, the Individual Education Plan (IEP)

becomes an essential component for the successful implementation

of the LRE requirement in the education of handicapped children.
As a result, Congress apparently has decided that whatever is

appropriate to fulfill the guarantee of equal education in the

least restrictive environment, must be made available.

Senator Harrison.Williams summed up this belief in

educational equality:

"The Constitution provides that all people shall be
treated equally, but we know that, while all youngstershave an equal right to education, those who live with
handicaps have not been accorded this right. This
measure fulfills the promise of the Constitution that
there shall be equality of education for all people,
and that handicapped children no longer will be left
out" (cited in Gilhool & Stutman, 1979, pp. 210-211).

The concept of the LRE, as well as the other provisions of

PL 54 -142, implies acceptance of certain perceptions about the

meanin;) of education in a society and most specifically, the

advantages of integration. Congress has acknowledged the rights

of the handicapped and it turn, has accepted the notion that the

integration of children (reaardless of handicap) enhances the

long term benefits of all school children.

The LRE, having become a part of statutory law through the

enactment of Secticn 504 of the Rehabilitation Act and PL 94-142,
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should be construed as nothing less than a Congressional mandate.

However, the LRE mandate must not be interpreted as merely mass

mainstreaming and a call for the "dumping" of handicapped

children into the regular classroom. The Congress and the courts

have called for an "appropriate" education for the handicapped

and, therefore, the mandate for education in the LRE must be

considered in this light.

There are many potential problems that threaten the

successful implementation of the LRE mandate.

1. In both Fialkowski v. Shapp and Frederick I. v. Thomas

408 F. Supp. 832 (denial of motion to dismiss; 419 F. Supp. 960

(1976) aff'd 557 F. 2d 373 (3d Cir. 1977) the courts touched

upon a potential conflict inherent in the LRE concept: the

conflict between the delivery of an appropriate education and the

desire to achieve social integration. If an education is to be

meaningful and appropriate to the needs of the handicapped child

there will arise those instances where placement cannot be in the

regular classroom. Although such placements are a part of the

LRE concept, they run counter to the goals of integration. It

must be remembered that it was made clear in Hairston v. Crosick

that the interaction of handicapped and nonhandicapped children

is essential in order to obtain maximum educationa' opportunity.

Resolution of this conflict will not be easy, but the determJning

factor rests with what definition is accepted for the delivery of

an "adequate education."

Regular classroom placement may not become unsatisfactory
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simply because it is nut, from a strictly academic standpoint,
"the best nlacement possible." How are we to weigh the

social/psychological cost to a child that may result from the

separation of the handicapped from his/her nonhandicapped peers?

2. The LRE doctrine requires that there exist a continuum

of placement alternatives to adequately treat/educate the

handicapped. However, some have interpreted LRE to mean that
only the most restrictive placement must be discarded and have

shown little inclination to create additional alternatives
instead. This interpretation of LRE may be a severe stumbling

block to the successful implementation of the LRE as envisioned

by the courts and Congress. The existence of a flexible and

complete comprehensive array of services is necessary if all

students are to be guaranteed an "appropriate" education in the

LRE.

3. The principle of the LRE requires evaluation of each

child's individual needs. Ultimately this implies a change in

the focus of education in America toward emphasis on the

individual child and not just the "group." Such a change

apparently would require the massive expansion of funding for

both special and regular education. Whether such a change will

occur given present economic conditions and political priorities

is highly questionable.

4. Related to the comment above, proper implementation of

the LRE doctrine will require the re-training of a large

percentage of the regular teaching staff. This is essential if
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teachers are to be sensitive to the "unique" needs of handicapped

children and competent enough to offer them an adequate

education. Again, the issue may be one of adequate funds.

5. Finally, an important question will arise as to what is

meant by an "appropriate" education. How far must a school

district go to meet the "needs" of the handicapped child? To

what extent is the school district responsible for the child to

realize his/her "full potential"? This question of

"appropriateness" is crucial to the implementation of the LRE in

the education of the handicapped. The Lourts are beginning to

address this question. In Board of Education et al. v. 222.1e/

(U.S. No. 80-1002), the U.S. Supreme Court was asked to address

the question of appropriateness. Amy Rowley (a child with

minimal residual hearing) had been furnished by school

authorities with a special hearing aid for use in the classroom

and 4as to receive additional instruction from tutors. Her

parents filed suit asking the school district to also provide a

qualified sign language interpreter in all of her academic

classes. The federal district court ruled in Amy's favor, and

addressed the issue of appropriateness in the following manner:

. . . although the child performed better than the
average child in her class and was advancing easily
from grade to grade, she was not performing as well
academically as she would without her handicap. Because
of this disparity between the child's achievement ,nd
her potential, the court held that she was not receiving
a 'free appropriate public education,' which was defined
as 'an opportunity to achieve her full potential
commensurate with the opportunity provided to other
children'."
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The Supreme Court, however, after agreeing to hear an appeal,
held that a sign language interpreter was not required:

"The Act's (PL 94-142) requirement of a "free appropri.ate public education" is satisfied when the State
provides personalized instruction with sufficient
support services to permit the handicapped child to
benefit educationally from the instruction . . The
Act's language contains no express substantive standard
prescribing the level of education to be accorded
handicapped children. . . The Act does not require aState to maximize the potential of each handicapped
child commensurate with the opportunity provided non-
handicapped children."

Clearly, the Supreme Court in reversing the decision of the

district court has helped to further the judicial interpretation

of what Congress intended as a "free appropriate education." But

by no means has this decision been decisive in establishing a

framewor. for implementation.

The appropriateness of an educational environment is

difficult to determine. Academically, the provision of needed

services, the availability of qualified instructors, and the

presentation of valuable curriculum may help in the
determination. However, the socialization function of education

must not be disregarded. The importance of determining what

envirommen c or educational arrangemr..nt is the most "appropriate"

can be seen in its centrality in resolving difficulties regarding

definition of LRE. In fact, a very great portion of empirical

research in special education has been devoted to the problem of

identifying whic' educational environments are most appropriate

for children with handicaps., This issue has typically been
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phrased in terms of comparisons of regular class and
self-contained special class placements for handicapped
chi ldren.
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Since the advent of special classes for handicapped children

researchers have attempted to identify the :ettings in which the

most positive educational outcomes could f,e achieved. Thus, in

the early part of the century special classes were established in

the belief that mentally retarded children could not be educated

productively within regular class environments. The purpose of

the special class was to provide exceptional children a)

specially trained teachers, b) a well-designed curriculum, and c)

a haven from the social isolation and rejection of the regular

grades (Meyers. MacMillan & Yoshida, 1980).

The effectiveness of special class placement in
accomplishing these goals for the mentally retarded has been

examined in a long series of efficacy studies beginning in 1932

(Bennett, 1932). These studies compared educational outcomes for

children served in regular 0- special classes. Similar studies

have continued in the context of changes in the political and

philosophical climate in the 1970s which altered the thrust from

encouraging placement within a segregated setting to integrating

handicapped children into the regular class to the maximum extent

possible. During this period the resource room (parttilne

special education) wascr,!ated as an intermer'iate step betweel

segregation and complete integration, and studies in the 1970s

which used setting as the independent variable have often

included tha resource room as one alternative.
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The field of special education is replete with attempts to

meaningfully review and integrate this research (see Semmel,

Gottlieb, & Robinson, 1979, for a recent and comprehensive

review by the first author). The present authors, rather than

generating yet another exhaustive report on existing empirical

studies of special education settings, have attempted to go

beyond this process. We have cond,cted a review of seven major

research integration papers (Car,,erg & Kavale, 1980; Guskin &

Spicker, 1968; Kirk, 1964; Leinhardt & Pallay, 1982; Meyers,

MacMillan & Yoshida, 1980; Semmel, et al., 1979; Strain & Kerr,

1981) with the goal of clarifying the contribution of these

efforts toward attaining a reliable knowledge-base. Such an

approach, we argue, may provide a particularly useful perspective

from which productive shifts in the conceptual and empirical

focus of special education research may be derived.

Major Reviews of Efficacy Research in Special Education

The authors of a number of major review pipers have

summarized and critiqued studies comparing the efficacy of

different types of special education environments (Carlberg &

Kavale, 1980; Guskin & Spicker, 1968; Kirk, 1964; LE,inhardt &

Pal lay, 1982; Meyers et al., 1930; Semmel et al., 1979; and

Strain & Kerr, 1981). Each of these reviews is considered below,

followed by a general discussion of the findings and persistent

problems in efficacy research.

The Kirk Review. Kirk (19(4 ) argued in his review that the
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increase in special class placement from 192? to 1958 should be
accompanied by empirical evidence supporting special class
superiority. He concluded, however, that the available evidence
was equivocal. In the area of academic achievement he noted that

some research.ers found results indicating the superiority of

regular class placement (Bennett, 1932; Cassidy & Stanton, 1959;

Elenbogen, 1957; Pertsch, 1936) while others found no difference
based on setting (Ainsworth, 1959; Blatt, 1958; Mullen & Itkin,
1961). The limited eviotnce for t',e superiority of special class

placement came from a reanalysis of Pertsch's data (Cowen, 1938)
and for learners in the low IQ range (Thurstone, 1959).

In the area of social adjustment, Kirk found consist results

Favoring special class placement. Johnson (1950) and JOnson and
Kirk (1950) found that mentally retarded children were rejected

in the regular class. Baldwin (1958) and Thurstone (1959) found
that there was greater social acceptance of mentally retarded
children in special classes than in regular classes. Jordan and

deCharms (1969) found special class children to have less fear of

failure than mentally retarded children placed in regular
classes.

Kirk concluded that methodological inadequacies in the

research (specifically, the use of intact grolips and matching

procedures to provide equivalence between groups) prevented clear

conclusions for any setting's superiority. He suggested that

random assignment of children to '.:etting would eliminate the

problems of internal validity that were evident in toe studies
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reviewed. Based on available evidence, however, Kirk judged that

the regular class contributed to academic achievement, and the

special class contributed to the social adjustment of mentally

retarded children.

The Guskin and Spicker Review. Guskin and Spicker (1968)

reviewed educational research in mental retardation and included

the topic of the efficacy of regular class versus special class

placement. They examined a smaller number of studies than Kirk,

and dealt in greater detail with methodological flaws in the I

studies. Kirk had conjectured that because a study by Goldstein,

Moss and Jordan (1965) employed improved methodology, it might

provide more conclusive evidence indicating which setting would

be most effective for handicapped children. Guskin and Spicker,

however, noted persisting design limitations related primarily to

the external validity of the Goldstein et al. study. In

addition, they quest fled the conclusion that special class

placement resulted in Liproved social adjustment for mentally

retarded children, arguing that studies which contributed) to that

conclusion were based on teacher ratings and sociometric measures

from peers. These measures reflected different frames of

reference for the raters in special and regular classes and were,

therefore, not directly comparable. Studies which addressed the

issue of comparable reference groups obtained less consistent

results indicating that mentally retarded children in the regular

class either exhibited less self-derogation (Meyerowitz, 1962) or

showed no consistent differences in social adjustmPnt outcome s

)
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(Mayer, 1966; Milazzo, 1963; Towne, Joiner Schurr, 1967).

During the 1960s the number of children served in segregated

settings was particularly high due to increases in federal

funding and the prevailing zeitgeist which was that all children

needing special help should receive it. However, a series of

profound policy changes which took place during the 1970s,

culminating in the passage of PL 94-142, changed the predominant

placement policy from one which favored special classes to one

which emphasized regular class "mainstreaming". Later review

papers reflect this shift in policy since empirical research

began to focus on the evaluation of mainstreaming (MacMillan &

Semmel, 1977). A number of influential research review efforts

have attempted to integrate this data.

Semmel, Gottlieb and Robinson (197r:;) Review. The most

comprehensive review paper to be completed during the

mainstreaming era was that by Semmel et al. (1979). Because of

the unusual breadth of this paper, its findings are presented in

some detail.

This review differs from those of Kirk (1964) and Guskin and

Spicker (1968) in that it included studies of the resource room

option, as well as studies done with children with handicaps

other than mental retardation. Semmel et al., in their review of

the early efficacy studies, concluded that there were no

consistent indications of superiority for either regular or

special class placement for EMR children. In particular, it

appeared that the study with the least flawed methodo ogy

7
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(Goldstein et al., 1965) had revealed no lasting differences

between groups. In later studies which included the resource

room option (Rodee, 1971; Walker, 1974), most suffered y,rious

flaws due to sample selection bias. The most widely cited

investigation that included random assignment to groups (3udoff &

Gottlieb, 1976) found no significant difference between groups in

reading or arithmetic achievement.

The studies reviewed by Semmel et al. for emotionally

disturbed and learning disabled children had ambiguous findings.

Some studies showed superior academic achievement in special

classes (Cruickshank, Bentzen, Ratzenburg & Tannhpuser, 1961;

Haring & Phillips, 1962), while others found no difference

between special and regular class placement (Bersoff, Kabler,

Ficus, & Ankney, 1972; Rubin, Simson & Betwee, 1966; Vacc, 1972).

There was some indication that resource room placement improved

academic performance (Glavin, Quay, Anneslf!y & Werry, 1971;

Sabatino, 1971), however, Glavin (1974) found that these gains

were not maintained. In addition to the problem of using intact

groups, these studies suffered from definitional problems related

to identifying children as learning disabled or emotionally

disturbed.

Tne studies that had evaluated programs For hearing impaired

and visually impaired children did not permit comparison of

alternative placements for children with these handicaps. Semmel

et al. did conclude that visually impaired and hearing impaired

children required support services to succQuri within the regular
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class environment.

Semmel et al. also reviewed social outcomes for handicapped

children from studies that examined self-reports, sociometric

measuLes, and direct observation. There was no conclusive

evidence favoring one placement option over another on the
development of positive self-concept for children with mental

retardation. More specifically, conflicting results indicated

that self-concept was: a) superior for children placed in

special classes (Cassidy & Stanton, 1959; Goldstein et al., 1965;

Hoeltke, 1967; Kern & Pfaeffle, 1963; Schurr & Brookover, 1967),

b) superior for cnildren in regular classes (Carroll, 1967;

Pertsch, 1936), or c) that placement made no difference (Bacher,

1965; Blatt, 1958; Budoff & Gottlieb, 1976; Flynn & Flynn, 1970;

Knight, 1967; Mayer, 1965; Walker, 1974; )

Consistent with the Kirk (1964) review Semmel et al., found

evidence from sociometric measures that EMR children were not

well-accepted in the regular classroom (Goodman, Gottlieb &

Harrison, 1975; Gottlieb & Budoff, 19:3; rano, Ayers, Heller,

McGettigan & Walker, 1974; Johnson, 1950; Lapp, 1957; Rucker,

1967). No'Ling that while sociometric measures tap acceptance

towards spezific mentally retarded children, attitude measures

tap acceptance toward hypothetical rhildren (Semmel et al.,

1979), Semmel et al, reviewed several studies that indicated that

contact improved attitudes toward the retarded (Jaffe 1956
Shears, 1974). However, others indicated no difference in

attitude as a result of contact (Peterson, 1974; Strauch, 1 70).
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Observational studies of the behavior of children with

mental retardation in the regular class environment showed that

they behave similarly to nonhandicapped children (Gamp,!1,

Gottlieb Harrison, 1974; Grosenick, 19/0; Guerin & Szatlocky,

1974). However, one study found that when EMR children were

andomly assigned to mainstream or special class placement there

were increases in misbehavior for special ciasF, children.

Special class EMR children were more restless, and tiey gave and

eceived more negtive verbal responses than ntegrated EMR

children (Gampel et al., 1974).

Empirical findings on the social adjustment of children with

handicaps other than mental retardation were limited. The

studies cited by Semmel et al. dealing with the direct

o bservation of behavior of emotionally disturbed/learning

disabled children did not include comparisons of behavior across

settings (Barr & McDowell, 1972; Forness & Esveldt, 1975; Kounin,

Friesen & Norton, 1966). However, studies which evaluated the

sociometric status of learning disabled/emotionally uisturbed

children relative to that of their nonhandicapped peers indicated

tnat the handicapped children had lower status (3ryan,1 c.1/4;

Siperstein, Bopp & Bak, 1978; Vacc, 1972). The sociometric

findings on hearing impaired and visually impaired children

i licated greater acceptance and more positive attitudes with

,:reases regular class contact (Bateman, i..)62; Kennedy &

Bruininks, 1974; Marsh & Friedman, 19/2). The sociometric

evidence on poysically handicapped children showed social
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rejection (Billings, 1963; Siperstein & Gottlieb, 1977), however,

additional evidence indicated that increased contact contributed
to more positive perceptions of physically impaired children
(Rapier, Adelson, Carey & Croke, 1572).

Other Recent Reviews

A number of other researchers have attempted to integrate

and interpret empirical findings on the relationships between

special eduction outcomes and specific classroom settings.

Car lbwridnlalls1(19821. These authors included 50
studies in a meta-analysis. Studies were included which met the

following criteria:

1. The study had to investigate educational placement for

an identifiable category of exceptionality.

2. The study had to examine special class placement.

3. The study had to include a comparison group (e.g.,
reguLe. class) even if the comparison group was the same as the

special class group (as in a correlated group pretest-posttest

design).

4. The study has to report results in a fashion that could

be translated into a form appropriate for meta-analysis (p.

198).

Based on heir meta-analysis, Car.herg and Kavale concluded

that special class placement was inferior to regular class
placement in thP areas of achievement and social adjustment.

They additionally found that special class placement was more

effective for learning disabled/emotionally disturbed children
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than it was for either slow learners or EMR chidlren. However,

the authors did not separate the effects of resource room

placement from placement in a segregated special class.

Strain and Kerr (1981). In a recent review, Strain and Kerr

(1981) critically evaluated the efficacy studies in terms of

methodological issues raised. They divided their review into the

academic and social consequences of educational placement for

mentally retarded children. They found studies reviewed in the

area of academic achievement ambiguous in their imp.iications.

For example, Strain and Kerr indicated that while some studies

found that regular class placement resulted in superior academic

achievement for EMR children (Bennett, 1932; Cassidy & Stanton,

1959; Elenbogen, 1957; Hoeltke, 1966; Pertsch, 1936), most showed

no difference due to placement (Ainsworth, 1959; Bacher, 1964;

Blatt, 1958; Bradfield, Brown, Kaplan, Rickert, & Stannard, 1973;

Goldstein et al., 1965; Jordan, 1965; Lewis, 1973; Mullen &

Itkin, 1961; Smith & Kennedy, 1967; Thurstone, 1959; Walker,

1974; Warren, 1962). Strain and Kerr concluded that the "trend"

in academic achievement results favored placement in a regula.,,

class rather than in a special class. They suggested that this

tr'end may be the result of: (a) the emphasis on competition

within the regular class, (b) differences in curriculum content,

with the special class curriculum placing greater emphasis on

personal and social devel-Jpment, and (c) subject selection biases

favoring special education students placed in regular classes.

Strain and Kerr distinguished the results of social outcomes
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based on the time periods in which the studies were done.

Results prior to 1970 favored special class nlent regarding
positive teacher and peer ratings (Bennett, 1932; Cassidy &
Stanton, 11:159; Elenbogen, 1957; Johnson, n50; Johnson, 1961;

Kern & Pfaeffle, 1963; Thurstone, 1959). After 1970 the results

favored placement in regular class settings (e.g., Sheare, 1974).

The authors suggested that prior to 1970 the political climate

led to special class placement and those school systeids that had

special classes were "better funded,

staffed" (p. 23) than those school

1970, however, the segregation of

questioned and emphasis and funding

the "mainstream."

Strain and Kerr additionally examined the effects of special

class placement on the self-concept of mentally retarded

childrcn. They concluded that the results suggested superior

self-concept development for integrated EMR children (Budoff &

Gottlieb, 19/6; Carroll, 1967; Fine & Caldwell, 1967; Goldstein

et al., 1965; Meyerowtiz, 1962; Welch, 1966). However, they also

reported conflicting evidence which favored special class

placement (Hoeltke, 1966; Mayer, 3966; Warner, Thrapp, & Wilsh,

19/3) and evidence which showed no difference (Bather, 1964;

Bradfield et al., 1973; Lewis, 1973; Walker, 19/4).

Leinhardt and Pall (1982). In their review, Leinhardt and

Pal lay (1982) argued that setting its2lf was not primarily

responsible far academic and social outcom's, rather the

better equip J, and better

systems that did not. After

handicapped children was

were shifted to placement in
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processes which exist at variable strengths within particular

settings are responsible for change. Their review indicated,

however, that some programs which result in positive outcomes may

be more readily implementable in some types of settings than in

others.

The Leinhardt and Pallay review also separated the early

efficacy studies from those that were done after 1970. They

compared outcomes for self-contained and regular class settings;

finding that academic outcomes for self-contained students were

superior (Haring & Krug, 1975; Myers - low IQ, 1976; Sabatino,

1971; Vacc, 1963). They also reported studies in which results

were con'radictory (Bersoff et al., 1972; Myers - High IQ, 1976;

O'Leary & Schneider, 1977), noting however, that these

investigations either used matched groups, rather than random

assignment, or focused on EMR children who were at the upper end

of the EMR classification.

Leinhardt and Pallay additionally contrasted outcomes for

resource room placement with special class placement, concluding

that results tended to fa-or resource room placement. However,

they also described contradictory findings favoring

self-contained placement (Sabatino, 1971), no difference (Budoff

& Gottlieb, 1976; Walker, 1974), and favoring resource room

placement (Carroll, '.967; Edgerton & Edgerton, 1913). They found

the evidence comparing regular class placement and resource room

placement clearly favored the latter (Glavin et al., 1971;

Jenkins & Mayhall, 1976; Sabatino, 1971).

J.4
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In the area of social outcomes the authors confined their

eview to studies dealing with self-concept and social
acceptance. They combined studies from the 1960e and 1970s and

concluded that the self-concept of EMR children was superior in

self-contained classrooms (Kern & Pfaeffle, 1963; Knight, 19G7;

Schurr et al., 1972; Warner et al., 1973). They reported the

evidence relating to social acceptance by nonhandicapped peers as

u nequivocal, however, indicating that EMR children were not

well-accepted in regular class settings.

The conclusions of Leinhardt and Pallay supported their

original thesis: setting as a variable is less important than the

program practices that occur within the setting. They suggested

that, although effective behavioral strategies may he implemented

most easily within a self-contained setting, there are other

attributes of these settings including reduced cognitive demands,

less rapid pacing and lowered teacher expectations which operate

to restrict child outcomes. They concluded that because moral
and social considerations encourage a reduction of
estrictiveness, the task of education is to rind ways of

successfully implementing effective interventftn practices within

the regular class or resource room settings.

Meters, iacMillan and Yoshjdn 019801. These authors have

also recently completed d rview of research on the effect'; of

classroom settings. Their review of current mainstreaming

studies included an '.;valuation of academic an( social :7ltcomrs.

They reported resilts f"at showed no diffr:! is 1-)sed on
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placement (Budoff & Gottlieb, 1976) as well as studies which

showed gains for reading for mainstreamed children but not for

math (Walker, 1974; Carroll, 1967). Social outcomes indicated

that mainstreamed EMR students. were not well-accepted (Goodman,

Gottlieb & Harrison, 1972). However, they also noted that the

study by Sheare (1974) indicated that increased contact with EMR

students resulted in more favorable attitudes. Results related

to the self-concept of EMR chidlren were judged as equivocal,

indicating either no differences based on setting (Walker, 1974)

or improved self-concepts for mainstreamed children (Carroll,

1967; Budoff & Gottlieb, 1976).

Meyers et al. also described the California decertification

studies (Meyers, MacMillan, & Yosh:da, 1975; Keogh, Levitt,

Robson, & Chan, 1974) that 'ere done to examine the success of

the transition of learners from special classes to regular class

environments. Both of these studies indicated that decertified

students had higher test scores than the EMR comparison group,

but that both groups had lower scores than the nonhandicapped

comparison students. Meyers et al. concluded that there was

still no clear empirical evidence favoring placement in regular

class or special class settings. They argued that it is only

because the social and political climate favors mainstreaming

that children are retained within the regular class rather than

segregated. They concluded further that because setting is

complicated variab'e that encompasses many dimensions it is

',nlikely that them will be empirical evid]nce that clearly
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indicates one type of setting is preferable.

Summary.

The seven review.articles summarized above represent the
best existing attempts to integrate and interpret research done
in the field of special education during the past 50 years. For

a number of reasons, which are discussed, it appears that we have

accumulated little firm empirically-based knowledge from these

efforts. Nevertheless some tentative areas of agreement may be
identified.

There was general agreement among the reviewers that the
early efficacy studies provided evidence that academic outcomes

were superior in regular class settings. However, some argument

with this general opinion was offered by Semmel et al. (1979).

These authors concluded that there was no particular
administrative arrangement that contributed to the academic

achievement of handicapped children. They did indicate, however,

that academic behavior (which they differentiated from
achievement) was facilitated in the resource room for EMR,

learning disabled and emotionally disturbed students. Their

conclusions may have differed from those of other reviewers

because: (1') they did not analyze the studies relative to the

years in which they were done, and (2) they considered handicaps

other than EMR. Carlberg and Kavale (1980), who also examined

results for other handicapping conditions, concurred with the

yeneral opinion that regular class placement contributed to

'3 7
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superior academic achievement for EMR children. Additionally,

they found that special class placement was more effective for

learning disabled/emotionally disturbed learners.

Kirk (1964) summarized results differently for children at

the lower end of the EMR range. He indicated that these children

had superior academic achievement in special class settings. A

similar distinction was made by Leinhardt and Pallay (1982) who

described the Goldstein et al. (1955) study in terms of

differential results for high IQ and low IQ students. A caveat

mentioned by all reviewers of the early efficacy studies

concerned the methodological weaknesses inherent in the studies

which limited conclusions.

Conclusions drawn by reviewers regarding social outcomes

were only slightly more consistent. The most consistent finding

soAS that EMR children were not well-accepted by their

nonhandicapped classmates (Kirk, 1964; Leinhardt & Pallay, 1982;

Meyers et al., Strain & Kerr, 1981; Semmel et al. 1979).

However, Semmel et al. concluded than there was contradictory

evidence relative to overall social outcome measures. While they

agreed that there was consistent evidence that the social

acceptance of EMR children was not facilitated by mainstreaming,

they concurred with Guskin and Spicker that evidence from

self-concept measures was inconclusive. Additionally, Semmel et

al. noted data which indicated that the behavior of EHR children

in regular class settings was indistinguishable from that of

their nonhandicapped peers.
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The conclusions of Carlberg and Kavale (1980), however were

significantly divergent from general opinion regarding social

outcomes. They stated that social outcomes for EMR learners were

facilitated in regular class settings. This finding may be

partially explained by the specific studies they reviewed. They

examined several studies related to social adjustment which were

not analyzed by any other reviewers (Budoff & Gottlieb, 1974;

Gottlieb & Budoff, 1972; Holland, 1971; Schell, 1959; Tilley,

1971). Additionally, the Carlberg and Kavale conclusions may

have differed because they did not divide their studies based on

the years in which they were done. More than half of the studies

which showed superior social outcomes in regular class settings

were post-1970 studies.

Of the three review articles that considered the post-1970

efficacy studies separately (Leinhardt & Palley, 1982; Meyers et

al., 1980; Strain & Kerr, 1981), Meyers et al. (1930) drew

conclusions similar to those drawn in the early efficacy studies.

However, Strain and Kerr (1981) concluded that Et'R children

progressed at least as well within the regular class setting as

they did when segregated into a special class.

Leinhardt and Pallay (1982) concurred with this finding for

high IQ EMR children and for matched populations of EMR students

in regular and special classes. In contrast, they concluded that

for low IQ students and for studies that used random assignment,

academic achievement was facilitated in a special class setting.

Differences in conclusions may once again occur because the
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reviewers analyzed different studies. The evidence presented by

Leinhardt and Pallay for the superiority of academic achievement

in special classes was provided by the studies of Sabat'no

(1971), Myers (1976) and Vacc (1968). These studies were not

reviwed by Meyers et al. or Strain acid Kerr. The population

sampled in these studies, however, ir:luded learning disabled,

EMR and emotionally disturbed students rather than simply EMR

students. These studies were reviewed by Semmel et al. as well

as Carlberq and Kavale, but were considered separately from

studies related to EMR students.

In the area of social outcomes for post-1970 studies the

three reviews also arrived at conflicting conclusions. Meyers et

al, limited their conclusions because of the evident

contradictions in the literature. Strain and Kerr reported the

contradictions but concluded there was an "apparant superiority

in self-concept of integrated EMR children" (p. 23). Leinhardt

and Pallay also reviewed conflicting results but stated "the

consistent finding seems to be that EMR students have better

attitudes toward themselves in more isolated settings" (p. 26).

With the exception of Strain and Kerr there was agreement that

handicapped children were not well-accepted within the

mainstream. Strain and Kerr state, "All studies reported from

the 1970s found that integrated EMR children were viewed more

favorably than their special class counterparts" (p. 22). The

literature reviewed by Strain and Kerr was limited to teacher

reports and measures of peer attitudes while studies reviewed by
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Meyers et al. and lc,inhardt and Pallay included sociometric
measures as well.

It seems clear that there is less than perfect adYeement

among the reviewers relative to the influence of class settings

on academic and social outcomes in special education. There is

agreement, however, on two issues: (a) there are serious

methodological limitations in the studies reviewed and (b) there

is within-setting variation that influences outcorw3s in ways that

have not been suffictgntly explored. These issues are the focus

of the following discussion.

Methodological and Conceptual Problems

in Special Education Research

yineguivalgnce of Groups

Researchers who have examined the effect of special class

versus regular class setting have typically used intact group

comparisons. Kirk (1964) observed, however, that children

referred and selected for special class placement are different

from those that remain in regular classes. The children referred

for special class placement typically have behavior prohlems in

addition to exhibiting a pattern of academic failure (Mac(iillan,

Meyers & Morrison, 1980). Because the groups are not comparable

at the outset, it is difficult to conclude that it is a

particular setting which has affected the outcomes rather than

the initial difference in the groups themselves.

101
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Matching lids been used as a substitute for randomization in

some studies (Bennett, 1932; Blatt, 1958; Pertsch, 1936; ).

However, Campbell and Stanley (1963) suggest that "matching" on

background characteristics...is usually ineffective and

misleading" (p. 12). Guskin and Spicker (1968) used the study of

Mullen and Itkin (1951; to illustrate the difficulties inherent

in the use of matching procedures to equate subjects in special

and regular classes. The special class students were matched

with a group of students on the waiting list for special class

placement. Guskin and Spicker 0968) noted that the authors

themselves characterized the waiting list children as brighter

than the special class children. Matching problems mentioned

include: first, matching was based on scores taken at the

beginning of the study rather than at the beginning of special

--c-l- -ass- placement. The scores, therefore, may have reflected

changes that had already taken place due to special class

placement. Secondly, because there is error present in each

individual's score and because the group mean of the special

class retarded children is lower than the gorup mean of the

regular class EMR children on retesting, individuals from both

classes would tend to regress toward the mean of the group from

which they were drawn. On retesting regression would favor the

regular class students. Lastly, Guskin and Spicker indicated

that in order to match subjects from special classes and regular

classes it was necessary to select subjects that may not be

representative of the populations from which they were drawn.
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This procedure limited generalizability.

Strain and Kerr further question the subject selection

procedures used in the efficacy studies. They describe several

problematic approaches. First, some comparisons have invo'ived

segregated EMR children from school systems that serve all EMR

children in special classes, and integrated EMR children from

school systems that have no special classes. Second, numerous

investigations have both segregated and integrated EMR children

in the same school system. Finally, a few studies have compared

EMR childr,In who have been randomly placed into integrated or

segregated classes. In the first approach, Strain and Kerr

question the assumption that school systems that do not provide

special classes are similar to those that do. They suggest that,

particularly prior to the trend toward mainstreaming, schools

that did not have special programs were "smaller, poorer, and

generally more limited in the range of services provided to any

subpopulation of children" (p. 28). The issues raised in

matching student', are also present in the second approach.

Following Kirk (1964), Strain and Kerr argue that it is difficult

to match on all the potentially relevant variables. However, as

matching is carried out on increasing numbers of variables,

generalizability to unmatched populations becomes limited.

Kirk (1964) suggested that methodological difficulties could

be eliminated through random assignment of subjects to treatment

groups. Guskin and Spicker (1968) contributed a lengthy analysis

of the study by Goldstein et al. (1965), which featured random

103
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assignment, controls for program and curriculum variables, and

included instruments to evaluate outcomes that were specific to

special class placement such as social and occupational skills.

As illustrated by Guskin and Spicker, even this carefully

designed study was inconclusive.

Guskin and Spicker reported that Goldstein et al. found:

(a) while both groups gained in IQ over the four year period of

the study, there was no significant difference in amount of gain

between the two groups, (b) there was no difference between

groups in reading skills with the exception of the word

discrimination ability of the regular class groups, (c) on the

test developed to tap social knowledge there were no placement

differences, (d) there were social measurement differences

favoring the special class children, and (e) special class

children from one county scored significantly higher than

comparison children in verbal measures of originality, fluency,

and flexibility of thought.

Goldstein (1967) drew different conclusions. He indicated

that while there were no significant differences between groups

for high IQ children (those with IQs above 30), the low IQ

children (those in special classes) exceeded controls in language

achievement, spelling, oral reading, word recognition,

tachistoscopic word recognition, and sound blending. He reported

tnat low IQ experimental children scored lower than the control

children in word discrimination and reading comprehension.

Goldstein additionally found that low IQ children scored

1to
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significantly higher on the Test of Basic Social Information.

Guskin and Snicker took issue with Goldstein's conclusions

that were based on secondary analysis of low and high IQ groups.

Their objections included: (a) children were separated into low

and high IQ groups based on terminal rather than initial scores,
(b) initial random assignment was not made within IQ levels, and

(c) generalizability is limited due to the small sample size (N
25) of children with an IQ of below 75.

Other threats to external validity for the efficacy studies

concerned the control of contextual variables. Researchers who

initially sought to determine the effects of setting on learner

outcomes ignored the effect of contextual variables, assuming

them to be equivalent across settings. Questions arose, however,

as to the likelihood of that equivalence (Kirk, 1964; Semmel et

al., 1979; Strain & Kerr, 1981). Unfortunately, attempts to

control for each contextual variable in order to test for main

effects due to setting result in limiting the generalizability of

results to specific cases in which contextual variables differ.

Alternatively, the more typical procedure of assigning contextual,

variability to the error term results in such high within-group

variance as to preclude clear identification of main effects.

Problems with Dependent Measures

A second methodological problem suggested in several reviews

concerns the problems associated with the outcomes measures used
to tap academic and social growth Reinhardt & Pallay, 1902;

Semmel et al., 1979; Strain & Kerr, 1981). Academic progress is

1G5
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typically measured through the use of achievement tests.

Advantages to these measures include: large standardization

populations, empirically established reliability for use with

groups, and measurement of some objectives of curriculum common

to many schools (Jones, Gottlieb, Guskin & Yoshida, 1978).

Strain and Kerr (1981) contend, however, that achievement tests

do not measure the important vocational and self-help goals of

special classes. Additionally, Jones et al. (1978) suggest that

since the tests were not normed on handicapped children, their

format and use of language may not be appropriate for these

children.

Measures of social outcomes, typically grouped under the

construct of "social adjustment" (e.g., Semmel et al., 1979),

have included sociometric ratings, personality inventories,

teacher ratings and self-concept measures, as well as direct

o bservation of behavior (Guskin & Spicker, 1968; Semmel Lt al.,

1979). Several researchers (e.g., Greenwood, Walker, & Hops,

1977; Strain & Kerr, 1981) have questioned the stablity of many

o f these measures over time. For example, measures used for

teacher ratings have not typically reported test-retest

comparisons and "sociometrics have traditionally yielded

eliability measures less than adequate to be useful in

selection/identification procedures" (Greenwood et al., 1977, p.

492).

It is difficult to compare social outcomes from various

studies because the measures used index different dimensions of

106
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Sociometriz scales

measure popularity if nomination methods are used, whereas

rating-scales give a general index of likability or acceptablity

(Asher & Hymel, 1981; Greenwood et al., 1977). In contrast,

observational measures provide information on the frequency and

topography of specific social behavior. Additionally, studies

which have attempted to identify aspects of behavior which

correlate with social status have been relatively unproductive

(Deno, Mirkin, Robinson & Evans, 1980). Deno et al. (1980)

attribute this failure to the complexities of peer interaction as

well as to the large number of variables related to social
status. They also indicate that the nature of the observational

procedure itself may limit the relationships defined. Possible

problemseinclude: (a) low incidence negative behavior may have a

particularly negative impact on acceptablility yet may not be

evident in a random sample of behavior, and (b) because the

observer does not have an historical perspective, interaction

which may appear positive or neutral may be viewed differently by

peers (Deno et al., 1980). When relationships have been found

between sociometric measures and observed behavior it has been

with young children. Asher and Hymel (1981) suggest that the

relationship for older students is not as evident because

correlates of social status in older children may not be

primarily behavioral. Rather, important factors ,;ay be related

to race, gender, and physical appearance.

Teacher ratings estimate a different aspect of social
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adjustment: the level of a child's adjustment relative to others

within the environment. Because the special class and regular

class teacher use different frames of reference for evaluation,

the evaulation may not be directly comparable (Luskin & Spicker,

1968). Deno et al. (1980) argue further that ratings may be

affected by teacher's expectations for improvement (Beez, 1968;

Rosenthal & Jacobson, 1968).

Self-concept is the final dimension typically assessed as an

index of social adjustment. These ratings purport to measure how

a child perceives himself/herself. However, they include highly

diverse measures such as self-derogation (Meyerowitz, 1962),

evaluations of school performance (Towne, Joiner, & Schurr,

1967), and measure of attitudes toward school (Lewis, 1973).

Strain and Kerr (1981) contend that measures of self-concept are

not necessarily measures of reality but rather demonstrate how

children perceive reality. They state that "children may claim

many friendships, state that they are competent learners, and see

themselves as having control over their environment, none of

which may represent the current reality" (p. Morrison

(1931) has recently reported empirical evidence that EMR children

have difficulty in correctly assessing their own social status.

Inalleguatelestiescristions

Another persistent methodological problem contributing to

inconsistent results obtained in the efficacy and mainstreaming

studies has been the changing nature of the children assigned to

special education placement. MacMillan, Meyers and Morrison
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(1980) outlined the history of variations in the characteristics
of EMR children enrolled in special education programs. They

suggest that prior to World War II there were special training

classes for slow learners with IQs into the 80s. During the

Kennedy administration, however, the accepted definition of
mental retardation changed to include children who scored one

standard deviation below the mean (i.e., IQs 85) on an IQ test

rather than two standard deviations. The feeling during those

years was that services should be provided for all that needed
them. Moreover, there was an increase in funding, which

encouraged educators to fill special classes. However, during

the years 1969-1973 several court cases were brought (see Legal

and Historical Overview) which challenged the disproportionate

number of minority students assigned to special education

classes. The AAMD definition of mental retardation was changed

again to include only children with IQs of 70 and below and

additionally to stipulate the demonstration of deficiencies in

adaptive behavior.

MacMillan et al. (1980) contended that initial referral for

special education occurs not because children have academic

difficulties, but because they have "exhibited disturbed behavior

or otherwise manifested problems more difficult to help in the

regular program" (p. 109). In fact, these authors suggested that

the process of labeling a child is a highly subjective one.

,Algozzine (1977) has also described problem behavior from an

ecological perspective that views a disturbance as an interaction
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between the behavior exhibited by the child and "the response

that the behavior provokes from others in the environment" (p.

206). While a child must exhibit disturbing behavior in order to

be considered a problem, identical behaviors are interpreted

differently by teachers with different levels of tolerance

(Algozzine, 1977). Thus, varying perceptions will result in

differential rates of referral. Outcomes of referral may vary

depending on "district policy, characteristics of the screener,

qualities of the neighborhood, and even size of the school"

(MacMi 1 lan et al., 1980). It is clear, therefore, that while

research is often done with intact groups of a presumably

homogeneous nature, the characteristics of those groups are

determined by the schools, may be highly heterogeneous, and may

shift over time.

Lack of Specification for Independent Variables

A final methodological issue, raised by the reviewers of the

efficacy research concerns the inadequate specification of

independent variables. Kaufman, Gottlieb, Agard and Kukic (1975)

maintain that the purpose of a scientific investigation is to

determine the effect of a particular treatment on an obtained

outcome. This strategy was employed in efficacy research

utilizing between-group designs comparing the effects of special

class versus regular class placement on academic and social

outcomes (MacMillan & Semmel, 1977). An assumption 0 this

design is that sufficient homogeneity exists within each

treatment group to allow reasonable prediction of some consistent
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effects (Kaufman et al., 1975; MacMillan & Semmel , 1977) .

Additionally, integration of efficacy research relies on the

assumption that what is meant by special class in one study is at

least similar to its meaning in another.

Unfortunately, most reviewers have noted several potential

sources of large variation in the characteristics of classroom

settings typically grouped together in special education efficacy

research, including: teacher qualifications (Kirk, 1964),

curricular differences (Semmel et al., 1979), pupil-teacher ratio

and teacher competency (Strain & Kerr,.1981). MacMillan and

Semmel (1977) have suggested additional confounds including

variations in classroom climate and use of different

instructional materials and procedures. These types cf
differences among classrooms of either special or regular

administrative designation may more powefully affect educational

outcomes than setting type.

The issue of the specification of independent variables
related to mainstreaming is a complex one. Perhaps the most

widely cited definition is that of Kaufman et al. (1975):

"Mainstreaming refers to the temporal, instructional.
and social integration of eligible exceptional childrenwith normal peers based on an ongoing, individually
determined, educational planning and programming
process and requires clarification of responsibilityamong regular and special eaucatiun administrative,
instructional and supportive personnel" (p. 4).

The authors suggest that mainstreaming is not a singular

independent variable but that it contains "an array of

administrative and instructional options, each one of which may
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be conceptualized as a treatment variable" (p. 1).

This notion is consistent with the contention of Leinhardt

and Pallay (1982) that the importance of setting as an

independent variable lies its visibility and alterability. They

argue that it has little effect itself on student outcomes.

Rather, other processes such as instructional practices are

subsumed under it and influence outcomes. These processes are

independent of setting: they can occur in regular class or

special class environments.
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ANALYSIS OF EDUCATIONAL ENVIRONMENTS

In a recent policy analysis of State Annual Program Plans

across the U.S., Brand i s, Rader, and Hal liwe 1 1 (1930)

investigated some of the problems facing state and local

education agencies in implementing the LRE provisions of P.L.

94-142. An important finding of this study was that almost all

states appeared to consider the LRE issue only in terms of

administrative characteri4ti:s of service settings (i.e. special

class, resource room, regular class). The relationship between

the child's IEP and placement decisions was often unclear in

state policies. Although the preeminent problem identified by

most states implementing the LRE mandates was lack of sufficient

resources, it appeared that most states also lacked a decision

framework for identifying the LRE within existing resource

parameters, a frameww.k that integrates defined child needs with

relevant social-psychological, instructional, and physical

characteristics of various alternative placements..

Unfortunately, it is apparent that we presently know very

little about the actual characteristics of various classroom

environments along these dimensions. The field of Special

Education is in need of conceptual and empirical work which will

serve to identify critical features of various educational

environments, and which will hopefully lead to methods of scaling

these features and perhaps to pedagogically relevant taxonomies

of educational settings. Fortunately, work of this type has been
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underway in a number of related fields for several years.

Relevant Developments in Personality

and Environmental Psycho lo(y

In the field of personality psychology, a dramatic

broadening in the focus of theoretical and empirical

investigation has taken place in the last decade. Central to

this change has been the recognition that traditional

conceptualizations of personality variables are unable to account

for substantial portions of observed variance in human behavior

(Cronbach, 1957; Endlr & Hunt, 1968; Hartshorne & May, 1928).

Indeed, the centraliL, of the "personality trait" notion in

explanations of behavior has been challenged so severely

(Mischel, 1968) as to force the field of personality psychology

into a major paradigm shift (Kuhn, 1970). The substance of this

shift has involved consideration of situational and environmental

variables in explainin argIldictipg22man_behavior. Thus,

much recent work has been directed toward analysis of

interactions between personal characteristics and situational or

environmental factors affecting behavior (see Argyle, Furnham, &

Graham, 1981; End ler & Magnusson, 1976; Fredericksen, 1972;

Pery in, 1968; For relevant reviews). The importance of this

theoretical perspective has been recognized by educational

researchers in their search for "aptitude-treatment interactions"

(Bloom, 1904; Cronbach & Snow, 1977).

Although the concept of the aptitude-treatment interaction
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(ATI) has been a central one in modern educational research,
efforts to empirically identify such relationships have not
generally been successful (Cronbach & Snow, 1977; Duncan &
Biddle, 1974). Recently it has been suggested that this
difficulty has been due to an inappropriately narrow
conceptualization of the domain of "treatment" factors which may

be related to educational outcomes (Hunt, 1975). As Bloom (1964)

noted, the failure of educational researchers to find consistent

effects for instructional variables may be due to their failure

to monitor and sufficiently control for potential lz more

Eowerful effects due to variation in home and classroom
environments. The need for experimental researchers to expand

their traditional stimulus-level analysis of instructional events

to include more macro-level environmental factors affecting child

learning has been noted in a number of important statements from

the fields of psychology (bronfenbrenner, 177; Brunswik, 1956)

and education (Walberg, 1969b).

This goal has been the specific focus of researchers in the

relatively new tradition of environmental psychology. Moos
C1973a) has outlined a number of approaches which have been

undertaken to identify and measure environmental or ecological

variables affecting human behavior. Six overlapping and

interrelated approaches were identified. First, human
environments may be analyzed in terms of ecological dimensions,

including '+ariables such as climate, architecture, noise levels,

crowding, and others. A second approach is that developed by
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Barker (1968) and his associates which defines human environments

in terms of the characteristics of various "behavior settings."

Critical attributes which distinguish behavior settings include

patterns of behavior, physical aspects of the environlAnt, and

time-related activity patterns. A third approach to

characterizing human environments focuses on social

organizational structures. These may include characteristics

such as size, staffing ratios, salary levels, and organization

control features describing specific social environments such as

businesses, schools, or universities.

A fourth approach emphasizes the personal and behavioral

characteristics of inhabitants of specific environments (i.e.,

age, sex, education, or personal ity type) as a means of

characterizing specific environments. For example, Kellam,

Smelzer and Berman (1966) distinguished among psychiatric wards

in terms of relative amounts of disturbed behavior exhibited on

each. Fifth, human environments may be characterized in terms of

their psychosocial and organizational climate aspects. This

approach emphasizes qualitative and quantitative differences in

social relationships among inhabitants of particular

environments, most typically schools, hospitals, and residences.

Moos (1973a, 1974, 1976) describes three psychosocial dimensions

which appear relevant to many human environments: 1) relationship

dimensions (mutual support, involvement, and assistance among

individuals in a particular environment), 2) personal development

dimensions (the extent to which the environment facilitates
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achievement of personal goals), and 3) system maintenance and

change dimensions (the characteristics of the environment which

operate to maintain or change its existing social structure).

The sixth approach to analysis of human environments identified

by Moos consists of functional or reinforcement analysis of

behavioral contingencies. Moos suggests that the viability of

this approach may be limited by difficulties in identifying

important continuities in the environmental events which shape

behavior across individuals.

Theoretical Antecedents

Most of the empirical work to be reviewed subsequently in

the present paper reflects influences from several of the

foregoing conceptual approaches to the analysis of environments.
In addition, most of this work reflects theoretical orientations

derived from early work in social psychology by Murray (1938) and

Lewin (1951). Both Lewin and Murray developed theoretical models

which focused on interrelationships between environmental

characteristics and human behavior. Murray's model

differentiated between the personal needs of individuals, and the

press exerted by the environment. Needs refer to consistencies

in tne behavior of an individual which appear to he organized

toward achieving a specific goal. Press variables refer to those

environmental characteristics (e.g., rules, social expectations,

behavioral contingencies, etc.) which facilitate or inhibit

meeting a specific need. For example, certain classroom
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environments might be characterized as having a high press for

academic achievement. Conversely, individual children in a given

classroom might exhibit a high need for academic achievement.

The differentiation of these orthogonal dimensions of the

social environments organizes innumerable questions for research

o n the interrelationships between need and press variables, on

differences between various social environments, and on

differences between individuals. Many of the questions related

to differences in press dimensions of social service environments

(e.g., schools, hospitals, etc. ), as well as questions related to

degrees of "fit" between personal and environmental

characteristics (Pervin, 1968) have been the subject of research

which is highly related to conceptual and empirical issues

egarding LRE in special education (and reviewed in the present

paper).

The second major theoretical work which has stimulated

esearch on analysis of environments has been Lewin n Field

Theory (Lewin, 1951). Field theory represents a complex and

highly unified model for mapping the interrelationships hetween

persunal and environmental factors affecting behavior. Lewin

suggested. that "field theory is probably best characterized as a

method: namely a method of analyzing causal relations and of

building scientific constructs" (1951, p. 45). Although Lewin's

model has led to many theoretical and empirical insights v,hich

have greatly influenced social and environmental psychologists,

perhaps its most important features have been related to its
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comprehensiveness. Field theory emphasizes the importance of
both the social and physical aspects of a situation in
determining behavior. It assumes that accurate characterization

of a field requires analysis of its specific features (e.g.,

stimuli, goals, needs) as well as its general atmosphere (e.g.,

friendly, hostile, tense). Thus, the characteristics of the

field as a whole are just as important as its specific features -

e..4ch as the specific features of physical reactions exist

"nested" within the general laws of gravity (Lewin, 1951). This

concept anticipated and clarified many problems later recognized

related to the analysis of environments (Pervin, 1978), the

ecological validity of psychological experimentation
(Bronfenbrenner, 1977; Brumswik, 1956), and the study of

aptitude-treatment interactions (Bloom, 1964; Cronbach, 1957).

The problems relatee to the_ analysis_ of social environments are

of particular concern in the present context.

Conce tual and Methodolo ical Problems in Analyzing Environments

Difficulties in' the scientific analysis of social

environments are numerous and severe. Lack of agreement among

researchers regarding appropriate definitions, measurement

strategies, and classification algorithms for various

environments reflects the relatively embryonic state of work in

this area. In a recent and comprehensive review, Pervin (1573)

has summarized several critical conceptual problems which

investigators have encountered. A basic and pervasive problem
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regards whether to analyze characteristics of the environment as

independent of the individual or, rather, to view these

characterlistics as mediated by personal perception. Differing

positions on this issue are reflected by the extent to which data

collection techniques focus on "objective" or "low inference"

characteristics of the environment (e.g., class size,

teacher-child ratio, observed teacher behavior) as opposed to

more subjectively orieqed individual or group perceptions of the

environment (e.g., ratings of teacher or peer support,

competitiveness, rule clarity, etc.). Most recent work has been

characterized by substantial attention to both subjective and

objective aspects of social environments (e.g., King, Raynes, &

Tizard, 1971; Moos, 1974; 1976; Walberg, 1969b).

Unit of Analysis

A second issue regards defining the appropriate unit of

analysis for describing environments. As Pervin (1978) notes,

substantial variability exists in the level at which

"environmental" influences on behavior are discussed in the

psychological literature. Specifically, psychologists have

failed to distinguish between stimuli, situations, and

environments in a consistent fashion. A clear conceptualization

of the differences between these "levels" of environmental

influence on the individual will be necessary before systematic

analysis of their differential effects on behavior, as well as

associated interactions, may be pursuea. This "nested" character

12
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of environmental influences has been conceptualized by
Bronfenbrenner (1977) in terms of a series of co-existing social

systems ranging from the network of immediate behavioral

exchanges taking place in specific settings (microsystems) to the

pervasive and overarching influence of cultural factors

(macrosystems) impacting individual behavior. A similarly

structured set of "levels" of environmental analysis is proposed

by Pervin (1978), who includes more molecular categories. Here

the stimulus level of analysis would focus on the specific

o bjects of attention or specific response patterns of the

subject. Analysis of situational factors would focus on who is

involved, where the action is occurring, and the nature of the

action or activities. Environmental factors would emphasize

continuities in those situations encountered in daily living,

elations among situations, and quality of life across

situations.

In an applied context, the question of what constitutes an

appropriate level of analysis for investigation of environmental

influence on behavior is inextricably tied to the goals of

research. In education, researchers have most typically focused

on the dynamics of instrucL'on, u1ually analyzing differences in

methods at the stimulus level. Reviews of research on

differences in educational outcomes associated with specific

instructional methods suggest nat instructional variables may

n ot account for as much outcome variance as widely assumed

(Bloom, 1976; Duncan & Biddle, 1974; Peterson & Walberg, 1979).

1w1
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Rather, it appears that more global-level variables in the

environment, perhaps such as those described as "environmental"

by Pervin or as belonging to the "microsystem" by Gronfenbrenner,

may more substantially affect educational outcomes (Bloom,

1964).

Taxonomic Issues

A third area of conceptual difficulty involves development

of useful classification and taxonomic models for educational

environments. Although the process of classification is one of

the principle endeavors of reductionist science, enduring

consensus regarding appropri 'ate bases for consistent and useful

classifications of phenomena is seldom achieved even in the

so-called "hard sciences" (Sokal, 1974). Differences in opinion

about what constitutes the best classification system often may

be traced to differences in the purpose for which such a system

is developed. Sokal (1974) has distinguished classification

strategies which have,as their purpose description of the

"natural" system of relationships among phenomena, and those

which focus on classifying objects or pheonomena into a

predetermined set of categories for a specific use. Clearly,

th'ese approaches to classifying phenomena are highly interrelated

and often overlapping. Examples of both approaches appear

throughout the research literature on analysis of environments.

Any approach to classification depends upon identification

of criterial characteristics which define specific classes of
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phenomena. These may be drawn from theory or from empirical

data. Existing work on analysis of social environmenl_s typically

reflects a mixture of theoretically, empirically, and even
intuitively derived characteristics by which environments are

classified (Moos, 1976; Walberg, 1979). At a practical level,

inadequacies in a classification system are indicated by a)

excessive overlapping variance in the functioning of supposedly

distinct groups, or b) difficulties in reliably assigning

individuals to a specific class. Both of these problems exist in

special education. For example, the existing classification

system for special educational environments (i .e.,

administratively oriented "cascade" systems) is problematic

because of the high degree of cross-category overlap in

educational outcome variance. That is., the existing
classification system is an inadequate method of defining
environments at a pedagogically meaningful level - even though it

is a perfectly adequate means of classifying administrative
arrangements!

The second type of inadequacy in special education

classification systems is exemplified by difficultie'; with the

prevalent systems for classifying children. These classification

systems attempt to reliably assign individuals to specific

disability categories (i.e., educable mentally retarded, learning

disabled, behavior disordered) (Salvia & Yssnldyke, 1981).

However, factors such as changing and vague diagnostic criteria,

inadequate reliability of assessment procedures, local politics,

12 Q
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racial biases, and legislative enactments have resulted in the

assignment of children with similar characteristics to different

educational categories (MacMillan, Meyers, & Morrison, 1980).

Fredericksen (1972) has clarified the generality of this problem

in noting that attempts at classifying individuals are frequently

beset by problems of reliability. He suggests that taxonomies

based on attributes of individuals may be a more useful approach

in some contexts. This is the logic implicit in recent shifts

toward "noncategorical" child identification in special

education, wherein children are differentiated in terms of

various attributes related to specific educational needs rather

than by disability category.

A final distinction among hlsic cl,ssification strategies is

relevant to problems in the ysis of social environments.

Sok.al (1974) has noted that the gradual acceptance in many

scientific disciplines of classification systems based on

2.olLthetic groups: those that have in common a set of

characteristics, no single one of which is necessary for

definition of the group or of membership in it. This approach is

contrasted with monothetic classifications, where groups differ

by at least one characteristic which is uniform'among members.

Po lythet ic classification involves analysis of multiple

attributes of objects or phenomena - allowing more

differentiation among them.

The proposal of the present paper is that the "polythetic"

approach to analysis and classification represents an important
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developmental step for research on educational phenomena, as it

has in other areas of scientific endeavor. It clearly suggests

moving beyond the narrow characterizations of educational

environments which have typified attempts to define the "least

restrictive" environment to date. The level at which such

polythetic characteristics of educational environments might most

profitably be studied at present seems to be that defined as the

"environmental" level by Pervin (1978) or the "micro-system" by

Bronfenbrenner (1977). This level of analysis focuses on the

characteristics of recurring social interactions, social

relationships, and psycho-social climate which obtain in various

classroom enivironments. Methods for collecting data relative to

these phenomena are Outlined below, followed by extensive review

of existing empirical work on analysis of social environments

which has relevance to special education classrooms.

Methods of Describing Environments

Analysis of Environments Through Direct Observation

Efforts to systematically analyze characteristics of social

service environments have been underway for several decades.

Early research was focused on observation and description of

aspects of teacher-student interaction in classrooms. For

example, Wrightstone (1S34) developed an observation instrument

which categorized teacher behavior as "integrative" or

"dominative." A similar notion guided Withal l's (1949)
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development of the Climate Index, which assessed the

"teacher-centered' or "learner-centered" characteristics of

classroom environments. The Climate Index consisted of a

categorization of teacher behavior along a continuum from

"learner-supportive" statements to "teacher self-supporting"

statements. Using this tool Withall observed consistent

differences in the behavior of various teachers toward a group of

junior high school students. Additional aspects of the classroom

social environment were investigated by Medley and Mitzel (1953).

They developed the Observation Schedule and Record (OSCAR) to

assess emotional climate, verbal emphasis, and social

organization in the classroom. Later, Flanders' Interaction

Analysis System (Amidon & Flanders, 1963) was developed as a

complex direct observation instrument for assessment of classroom

social climate. This widely utilized tool probed both teacher

and student behavior in an attempt to describe relationships

between "direct" and "indirect" aspects of teacher influence and

student behavior.

Another influential approach to analysis of environments

through direct observation has been developed by Barker and his

associates (Darker, 1968; Barker & Gump, 1964). Utilizing an

ethnographic-type naturalistic observation methodology, Barker

attempted to identify distinct "behavior-settings" in various

social environments, based on theoretical percepts from Lewinian

Field Theory (Lewin, 1951). Barker conceptualized hehavior

settings as consisting of social-behavioral, physical, and
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temporal attributes. Social-behavioral attributes are comprised

by various consistent patterns of behavior exhibited by

individuals within the setting. physical attributes include

discriminable boundaries within which such consistent behavior

takes place (e.g., classrooms, theatres, dining rooms) as well as

other prototypical physical "furniture" of the setting (e.g.,

paper, blackboard, chairs, and desks for a classroom setting).

Ilmoralattlilules refer to consistent time frames in which

behavior settings operate, for example a courtroom "in session,"

a classroom "during recess," a history lecture "Tuesday and

Thursday at 10 a.m." It is the interrelationships of these

attributes that aggregate to define a specific behavior setting.

Barker and his associates have conducted research which has

attempted to describe relationships between specific types of

behavior settings and personal behavior. Several investigations

have focused on the effects of "undermanned" versus "overmanned"

behavior settings. The classic study in this line of research

was conducted by parker and Gump (1964) in five high schools in

Kansas which varied greatly in size. It was found that students

in smaller, "undermanned" high schools participated in a wider

variety of behavior settings, and tended to have more central,

functional, and responsible roles in behavior settings in which

tney participated. Students in the smaller schools reported more

feelings of satisfaction associated with development of

competence, cooperation, and meeting challenges. Similar

findings have been reported by Baird (1969) and Willems (1967).
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Other researchers have used the Barker framework to develop

taxonomies of behavior settings. Price and Blashfield (cited in

Moos, 1976) assessed the behavior settings identified for a small

midwestern t.wn in terms of 43 descriptive variables. Cluster

analysis techniques were utilized to identify types of behavior

setting which were similar. Twelve types of settings were

distinguished, including elementary school settings, youth

performance settings, adult settings, religious settings,

family-oriented settings and others.

Direct observation techniques have, of course, a high degree

of face validity as a method of describing environments due to

the relatively low level of inference required for interpreting

the data. However, the high costs of direct observation has

precluded its use in many studies - especially those which

require comparison or aggregation of data across a large sample

of settings. Additionally, some ,.researchers have argued that it

is the subjective reality experienced by inhabitants that is of

primary concern relative to many issues in the analysis of social

environments (Moos, 1976), These concerns have led to

development or numerous questionnaire approaches to data

collection.

Analysis of Environments through Questionnaires

Utilization of questionnaires has allowed researchers to

collect information describing large numbers of social

environments at relatively lo':i cost. Several early examples of

this approach exist. Stern (1v70) utilized the Murray

128
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needs-press conceptualization to develop the High School

Characteristics Index. This tool described the attitudes,

activities, and procedures typical of secondary school
environments. The Index was comprised of thirty scales measuring

such "need" and "press" variables as achievement, adaptability,

deference, dominance, nurturance, objectivity, and play. Other

work, also based on the Murray needs-press model, was directed

toward analysis of college environments. For example, Pace and
Stern (1958) developed the College Characteristics Index to

measure curriculum, activities, rules, policies, and'

organizational characteristics of various colleges. Hemphill

(1958) employed questionnaires to develop a taxonomy of executive

positions. He asked business executives to respond to items

which described job behavior and situations according to the

degree to which the item reflected his/her own position. Inverse

factor analysis identified executives with similar jobs, which

were characterized in distinct categories such as work

supervision, long range planning, business control, and others.

Early use of questionnaires to assess elementary' educational

environments is represented by the work of Halpin and Croft

(1963). They developed the Organizational Climate Description

Questionnaire, which was used to characterize primary level

classrooms in terms of six empirically determined categories

including "open," "autonomous," "controlled," "paternal," and

others. Su5sequently, a number of questionnaire instruments have

been developed for assessing school environments in the context
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of several major lines of research. These are reviewed in a

subsequent section of this paper.

In addition to research directly aimed at analysis of

classroom environments, two other research areas have employed

techniques for analyzing social environments which have relevance

to special education. First, a literature exists which describes

various psychiatric treatment environments. Studies in this area

are relevant to special education because of similarities in the

types of questions which have been pursued, as well as because of

methodological developments which have impacted techniques of

analysis for educational environments.

The secoad area of research relevant to issues in education

has focused on special education populations - in residential

service contexts. Both the methodology and many of the findings

of this work, which has been underway for over a decade, have

direct implications for the analysis of special education

classroom environments.

Analysis of Psychiatric Treatment Environments

Although systematic approaches to the measurement of

characteristics of psychiatric environments are relatively new,

the importance of specific aspects of treatment environments in

improving or exacerbating patient behavior has been recognized

since the eighteen4.h century (Moos, 1974). A resurgence in

attention to environmental effects on patient behavior was

1 30/
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reflected in investigations of social conditions in mental

hospitals, which led several researchers to the conclusion that

characteristics of the treatment setting had critical and, in

many cases debilitating effects on patient behavior (Coffman,

1961; Stotland & Kobler, 1965). For example, Stanton and

Schwartz (cited in Moos, 1974) studied treatment ward

environments and concluded that the "environment may cause a

symptom" (p. 5). Goffman's famous ethnography on life in "total

institutions" revealed that treatment environment conditions led

to breakdown in normal patterns of life and uehavior, including

the development of separate social systems involving patients and

staff, with little interachange between them. Those findings led

a number of researchers ta attempt systematic description of

treatment environments, with the ultimate goal of explicating

relationships between specific characteristics of the social

environment and patient outcomes. Goals of various studies may

be classified roughly as description, classification, or

comparison of psychiatric treatment environments. In the section

following, examples of each of these types of studies are
provided.

Descriptive Studies of Treatment Environments

Several early attempts were made.to systematically measure

important psycho-social aspects of psychiatric treatment

settings. For example, Kellam et al. (1966) attempted to

identify characteristics of psychiatric ward environments
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associated with specific types of treatment programs and

outcomes. They devised a questionnaire which measured the

dimensions of disturbed behavior, adult status (the extent to

which patients were allowed to retain symbols and privileges of

competent adults), and patient-staff ratios (including a measure

of social contact). Twenty-seven wards from nine hospitals

including small, low admission-rate. hospitals, large state

psychiatric hospitals, and general hospitals were included in the

study. Results indicated that extremely high within-hospital

variance existed across treatment wards on the dimensions of

disturbed behavior and adult status. Similar staff ratios were

found across hospitals. Unexpectedly, ward size rather than staff

ratios or disturbed behavior was found to correlate most highly

with adult status dimensions.

In another early report, Jackson (1964) described the

development of the "Characteristics of the Treatment Environment"

instrument (CIE). The CTE Consisted of 72 items concerning

conditions in the immediate environment of patients on

psychiatric wards. Items were aggregated to index six aspects of

treatment environment effects on patients' initiative and

creativity, self-esteem, anxiety, understanding of own illness,

distortion of reality,'and participation. An aggregate score was

assigned to indicate the overall therapeutic value of the rard.

Although an attempt was made to utilize items which reflected

objective aspects of the treatment environment, the author later

revised the CTE to eliminate many of its assumptions about

132
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relationships between treatment factors and patient outcomes

(Jackson, 1969). The revision of the CIE was conducted through

factor and cluster analysis of the original (1964) data. Five

orthogonal factors were obtained: 1) active treatment: the
degree of staff activity directed toward patient welfare and

improvement, 2) socio-emotional activity: the degree to which

normal socio-emotional relations and activity are permitted, 3)

patient self-management: the degree of patient responsibility for

self and others, 4) behavior modification: degree to which staff

attempts to influence, demand, or control specific behaviors of

patients, and 5) instrumental activity: the degree to which
normal choice-making and rational problem solving are encouraged.

This revision of the CTE to emphasize environmental factors
independent of patient characteristics allowed for empirical

investigation of treatment effects, including the possibility of

interactions between patient and environment characteristics.

The possibility of interaction effects between person

characteristics and specific treatment settings and behavior was

a focus in other early work on the analysis of psychiatric

treatment environments by Moos and hi$ colleagues (Moos, 1567;

Moos & Daniels, 1967). For example, Moos (1969) observed 16

psychiatric patients in six ward settings (e.g., intake meeting,

group theupy, face time, lunch) to assess the extent of person by

setting interactions on patient behavior. In addition to direct

observation of patient behavior, questionnaire measures of

patient feelings and appraisals of the environment in each of the

133
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settings were also obtained. As predicted, important interaction

effects were found. Results on the questionnaire measures

indicated that between zero and 45% of response variance was

attributable to per'son factors, zero to 18% variance was due

to setting factors, and nine to 38% of the variance was due to

person by setting interactions. On behavioral measures a much

higher proportion of total variance was due to setting than for

the questionnaire measure although this result was not consistent

across behaviors such as smoking and talking. Moos found that

person by setting interactions also accounted for more

behavioral variance than setting alone. The proportion of

variance due to setting effects increased over time on both

questionnaire and observa.:ional measures.

The need for more sensitive measurement of consensual

perceptions (Murray's "beta press") of treatment environments by

patients and staff which might be related to differential effects

of various environments led the Moos group to devise the Ward

Atmosphere Scale (WAS) (Moos & Houts, 1968). The initial Form 'A

o f the WAS consisted of 206 items which were a, -inistered to

patients (N=3b5) and'staff (N=131) on 14 psychiatric wards from

various types of hospitals. Psychometric analysis of results

produced a shorter 1&() item) Form B of the WAS, which

differentiated the treatment environments represented oy the 14

w ards. Twelve scales were obtained which measured perceived

e nvironmental press along dimenisions such as affiliation,

spontaneity, aggression, support, and submission. Ward profiles

13
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were constructed from aggregated patient and staff perceptions.

The WAS has subsequently been adapted for use in community based

treatment programs including separate questionnaires which tap

"real" and "ideal" conditions as perceived by clients and staff

(Moos & Otto, 1972). The basic model for analysis of social

environments represented by the WAS has been applied extensively

in educational contexts (see Moos, 1979).

Classifications of Treatment Environments

Price and Moos (1975) have attempted to use the WAS on a

large population of treatment environments in order to develop a

taxonomic classification of such environments. The broader

purpose of this research was to assess whether typologies of

treatment environments could be constructed which would be useful

in delineation of person-treatment interactions. Price and Moos

used the WAS with 144 treatment programs drawn from various types

of psychiatric treatment facilities: private hospitals, VA

hospitals, state hospitals, and university affiliated hospitals.

Responses from patients in each treatment program were subjected

to cluster analysis, which yielded differential WAS profiles for

six types of programs.

The six distinct types of programs varied in terms of their

emphasis on underlying psycho-social dimensions. For example,

one cluster or program type was termed "therapeutic community

programs": those which reflected high scores on treatment

dimensions and low scores on program maintenance dimensions. In

135
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contrast "relationship-oriented programs" were those that showed

higher emphasis on personal relationships and social interactions

than upon treatment factors. Other types of programs which were

identified included "insight-oriented," "control-oriented,"

"disturbed behavior," and "action - oriented." Results of this

investigation further showed correlations between-program type

and institutional affiliation. For example, therapeutic

community programs were not found in VA hospitals, and action

oriented programs occurred mostly in state hospitals.

Control-oriented programs were most often found in VA hospitals.

Differences in program type were also associated with

institutional size and staffing ratios. Large treatment settings

tended to be either control-oriented or insight-oriented.

Settings with large patient-to-staff ratios tended to be of the

in,ight-oriented, action-oriented, or control-oriented types.

The authors noted that the large variance in type of treatment

program found within specific types of institutions did not

support common assumptions about institutional affiliation and

type of program. For example, state hospital facilities, 'rather

than being exclusively control oriented, often sponsored

therapeutic community programs. The authors further noted that

variance *ogram types within a specific institution often

equals variance between institutions - su2gestin.a_the

inadvisabilitacf_arogramclassification tlx administrative

arrangements alone.

I
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Com arisons of Treatment Environments

A number of stuoi,s have been carried out for the purpose of

directly comparing various treatment environments along a number
of dimensions. For example, Moos (1976) compared 55 VA hospital

wards of various size and staffing ratio characteristics using

the WAS and the Ward Information Form (Kellam et al., 1966).

Obtained correlations between'size and staffing ratio were

nonsignificant, enabling separate assessment of these variables

on ward social climate. Similarly to the Kellam et al. (1966)

findings, results indicated that ward size was positvely

correlated with disturbed behavior, and negatively correlated
with the amount of adult status accorded patients. Hard size was

negatively correlated with the perceived social climate
dimensions of relationship, personal problem and autonomy

orientation, while positively correlated with staff control.

Results for the staff ratio variable indicated that as

staff-to-patient ratios increased, patients (and staff) perceived

greater emphasis on the treatment and relationship dimensions of

the environment, with concomitantly less emphasis on staff
control. Moos noted, however, that large variance in the

strength and directionality of associations between social
climate and size and staffing variables existed - teat is,

several exceptions to the generally obtained relationships were

found, indicating that specific arrangements may ameliorate or

even overide size and staffing effects.

Other comparative investigations have attemptec to uncover

13'7
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correlations between ward social climate and treatment outcomes.

Moos and Schwartz (1972) reported treatment outcomes on seven

large wards in one VA hospital. Using the WAS and the WIF, they

found several relationships between ward social climate and

treatment outcome. For example, high release rates and low

dropout rates were associated with programs perceived as high in

practical orientation. Length of community stay (for readmitted

patients) was correlated with programmatic emphasis on practical

orientation and staff control. Conversely, high dropout rates

were correlated with low practical orientation, low order and

organization, low support and involvement, and low program

clarity. These wards were characterized as relatively high in

anger, aggression, and staff control. The author also noted

evidence that different types of patients apparently respond

positively to differing types of ward social milieu

characteristics.

A similar study was conducted by Moos, Shelton, & Petty

(1973). These investigators attempted to derive three subscales

of the WAS which would consistently correlate with treatment

outcome. Dropout rates, release rates, and length of community

tenure were monitored for eight small VA hospital wards and seven

large VA wards. Responses on the WAS were obtained from 111

patients and 88 staff members. Results showed that 15 'lAS items

were correlated with dropout rates, but not with other treatment

outcomes. These items reflected programs that were low in

involvement, support, program organization and clarity. Fourteen
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items were correlated with release rates, but not with the other

outcome variables. These items indicated ward emphasis on

practical orientation, well-organized and clear program, and

moderate staff control Finally, 12 items were associated with

community tenure, but not with dropout or release rates. These

items .reflected open expression of feelings, support of autonomy,

practical orientation, and organized and clear program. No

consistent correlations were foLind between patient
characteristics and perceived climate or outcome.

Other comparative studies of psychiatric ward environments

have assessed results of interventions designed to improve social

climate. Pierce, Trickett, & Moos (1972) used the WAS to

describe characteristics of a psychiatric ward in a general

hospital, including patient and staff perceptions of both "Real"

and "Ideal" ward conditions. Discussions of WAS results,

including discrepancies between real and ideal conditions were

conducted with ward staff, leading to specific suggestions for

improving some dimensions of the program. Post tests on the WAS

showed that both patients and staff perceived changes in ward

atmosphere toward more "Ideal" characteristics. Staff and

patients agreed on the direction of these changes in nine of

twelve dimensions measured by the WAS.

A similar study of treatment effects associated with

feedback regarding perceived psychosocia 1 atmosphere was
conducted by Moos (1973b) in a community residential program for

adolescents with emotional and behavioral distur!)ances. Both
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staff and residents responded to the "Real" and "Ideal" forms of

COPES, the community-oriented revision of the WAS (Moos & Otto,

1972). Again, feedback on perceived real and ideal program

characteristics was used to develop program changes. Retesting

on the COPES suggested that both staff and residents felt the

program more closely approximated ideal characteristics along

most dimensions. However, on two dimensions (personal problem

orientation and anger and aggression), the program was viewed as

farther from ideals than at pretesting. The author noted that

this result was apparently due to a change in the stringency of

the ideals held on these dimensions, and a desire to improve the

program substantially in these areas.

Summary

Overall, findings from this area of research have suggested

that important psycho-social characteristics of treatment

environments can be reliably described, meaningfully categorized,

and even controlled in a fashion which may improve outcomes.

Similar goals might profitably be pursued in the context of

research aimed at analysis of special education classroom

environments. Important questions regarding the viability of

this approach with populations with varying degrees of cognitive

and social impairments may be raised - particularly in viev, of

the high degree of participant involvement for many of the most

promising asses: merit instruments (e.g., WAS, COPES) .

Fortunately, an extensive corpus of work has been reported which
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has used a similar range of methodologies for analyzing
characteristics of residential range of environments for

individuals with mental retardation and other developmental
disabilities. This work is reviewed in the following
discussion.

Analysis of Residential Environments

Serving People With Mental Retardation

The majority of research and development efforts aimed at

analysis of residential environments may be broadly
conceptualized as belonging to one of two distinct (but not

unrelated) lines of investigation. The older line of research

has sought to determine what effects the experience of
institutionalization may have on children (Clarke & Clarke, 1954;

Skeels, 1966; Skeels & Dye, 1939; Zigler, 1958). An important

advance in investigations related to this issue was signalled by

the work of King and Raynes (1968) in Great Britain. These

researchers developed methods for describing and measuring

institutional characteristics, including specific resident care

practices, in much more detail than had previous workers.

Methodological advances led to a multitude of studies which have

attempted to identify important characteristics of various

residential environments related to developmental outcomes (e.g.,

Calla, Butterfield & Zigler, 1974; Tizard, Cooperman, Joseph &

Tizard, 1972).
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A second line of research and program development work has

grown more recently out of shifts in social policy during the

late 1960s and early 1970s toward the deinstitutionalization of

'residential services for citizens with mental retardation. This

movement has been frankly non-empirical in nature, deriving its

goals from ideological sources, particularly the social service

principles of normalization (Wolfensberger, 1972) .

Empirically-oriented professionals have criticized rapid policy

shifts toward deinstitutionalization as precipitous in the

absence of conclusive evidence of client benefits (e.g., Zigler &

Balla, 1977). Consequently, numerous studies have been conducted

which have attempted to assess the characteristics of residential

environments associated with positive outcomes on both

developmental measures and on measures of the "quality of life"

experienced by residents.

In addition to these two major foci of research on analysis

of residential environments, a number of program evaluation

projects have been reported. These investigations represent a

direct extension of the work of Moos and others in identifying

the psycho-social characteristics of specific treatment programs

(McGee & Woods, 1978; Pankratz, 1975).

Research which has focused on analysis of residential

environments in these areas of research is reviewed in following

sections, corresponding to the predominantly descriptive,

taxonomic, or comparative purposes of specific studies.
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Descri tive Research on Residential Environments

Early attempts to systematically describe and quantify

important psycho-social aspects of residential environments were
reported by King and Raynes (1968). Following up on Goffman's

ethnographic description of "total institutions," King and Raynes

attempted to identify and measure resident care practices which

were more or less "institution-oriented" or "resident-oriented."

They differentiated between resident- oriented and
institution-oriented practices along four dimensions: 1)

rigidity of routine, 2) block treatment of residents, 3)

depersonalization of residents, and 4) social distance between

residents and staff. To assess these chacacteristics of
residential environments, the investigators developed the Inmate

Management Scale (IMS). The IMS was comprised of questionnaire

items which were assumed to be relatively independent of IQ,

severity of handicap, and cultural norms, and which allowed

rating of specific resident care practices as institution-

oriented, mixed, or resident-oriented. Results of the
questionnaire conducted with ward charge nurses showed that the

IMS did identify differences in care practices across various

types of residential facilities. Children's homes and hostels
for clients with mental retardation were characterized by the
most resident-oriented practices, while "mental subnormality

hospitals" were characterized as employing the most

institution-oriented practices.

Later work aimed at describing similar aspects of
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residential environments resulted in revision of the PIS,

McLain, Silverstein, Hubbell and Brownlee (1975) developed the

Residential Management Survey (RMS) based on the earlier King and

Raynes instruments. McLain et al. used the RMS, as well as the

Characteristics of the Treatment Environment (CTE) instryment

described earlier (Jackson, 1964, 1969), to assess differences in

residential environments across 43 wards in a hospital for people

with mental retardation. Two administrations of the instruments

were carried out, one in September and one in June. Results of

these measures indicated clear and stable differences between

programs with differing therapeutic goals, as well as among wards

witnin specific programs. These differences were not related to

staff demographic or employment characteristics.

Pratt, Luszcz, and Brown (1980) also used methods developed

from the King and Raynes work to investigate differences among

seven small community residential environments in Nova Scotia.

They utilized four observation and interview scales adapted from

the recent work of Raynes, Pratt and Roses (1579): a Management

Practices Scale (which measured aspects of the program's daily

schedule and events), the Informative Speech Index (a measure of

staff speech to residents), an Index of Community Involvement,

and an Index of the Physical Environment. Additionally, staff

attitude data were collected. Results revealed large variance in

staff speech and community involvement across programs, with less

variance among the programs in terms of management practices and

physical environment. Comparison of these data with profiles
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collected previously on institutional settings (Raynes, et. al.,

1979) indicated that the group homes were more resident-oriented

in care practices, more involved in the community, had more
physical amenities, and were characterized by less controlling

speech to residents than were the institutions.

PASS. The primary method developed for the analysis of

residential environments (as well as other service settings)

according to the principles of normalization is the Program

Analysis of Service Systems (PASS). Originally developed in the

late sixties as part of a program evaluation component for mental

retardation service system upgrading in Nebraska, PASS has

u ndergone several revisions (Wolfsenberger & Glenn, 1975) and is

now one of the most idely tools of this type. Items in PASS

eflect a "values-orientation" to identifying desirable

characteristics for human services rather than an attempt to

derive empirically-based criteria for quality service systems.

The assessment procedure entails observations, interviews, and

review of program records. Based on these data, three independent

aters assign scores for the program on 50 evaluation items.

Each item has a range of possible ratings corresponding to

specific program characteristics ranging from unacceptable to

ideal. Items are keyed to both process and pror'uct aspects of

service, consistent with the normalization emphasis on

consideration of the quality of means, as well as outcomes, in

human services design.

Psychometric work conducted on PASS (described in
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Wolfsenberger & Glenn, 1975) indicates that most items correlated

significantly with each other, and with the overall test score.

Factor analysis of 102 PASS evaluation scores revea eo 12

factors: normalization-program (this factor accounted for 30% of

variance in total scores), administration (this accounted for 12%

of observed variance), normalization-service facility, setting

proximity and accessibility, orientation to,student manpower,

aesthetic quality of setting, social integration-program,

age-group priorities, consumer and public participation, program

evaluation and change, service comprehensiveness, and a

relationship factor. Some comparative findings from the 102

program sample included a) higher scores for community than

institutional settings, b) decreasing service quality as a

function of client age, c) higher scores for mental retardation

services as compared with mental health services, and d) highest

scores for children's developmental services, followed by

vocational, residential, and recreational services.

The other major type of descriptive study which has been

carried out in residential settings serving clients with mental

retardation has represented an extension of methodologies

developed for psychiatric settings (Moos, 1968, 1'372). For

example, Pankratz (1975) conducted a program evaluation of

community half-way houses for adults with mental retardation,

using the Community-Oriented Programs Environment Scale (COPES)

developed by Moos and his colleagues. The residents of the two

houses evaluated by Pankratz ranged in age from 16 to 36 years,
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and were characterized as mildly to moderately retarded. The

COPES was administered to both staff and residents. Results

showed substantial agreement between perceptions of the
environment by staff and residents, although one of the programs

was scored lower on "involvement" and "support" by residents than

staff. Program profiles were similar to those of existing norms

from other residential service environments (see Moos, 1976, for

a review), with the exception that the mental retardation

programs were perceived as higher in staff control than the
norms. This study suggests that the Moos instruments may be

implementable with mentally retarded populations - at for least

older, higher functioning residents.

A second program evaluation study carried out using the Moos

mcthodology was reported by McGee and Woods (1978). They used

the Ward Atmosphere Scale (Moos & Houts, 1968) to assess the

perceived psycho-social characteristics of a residential

vocational training center for adolescents with mild to model'ate

mental retardation. Comparisons were carried out for staff vs.

resident scores and scores for "Real" vs. "Ideal" test forms for

staff (see previous review of WAS). Results indicated that

standard deviations for staff responses compared reasonably well

with Moos' (1974) national sample of 16° psychiatric residential

unit staffs. Resident responses showed more variability than ('id

those of Moos' sample of psychiatric patients, indicating that

the WAS may be more difficult to interpret with adolescents with

this level of mental retardation. However, McGee and Woods found

147
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a good deal of consistency in the perceived characteristics of

the program environment by staff and residents. Similarly to the

Pankratz study, residents scored the program as lower on some

dimensions (practical orientation, encouragement of anger, rate

clarity) than did staff. Discrepancies between staff responses

to Real and Ideal forms of the WAS indicated that they desired

more involvement, order and organization, and less spontaneity,

anger, and aggression. These results were utilized in planning

changes in the existing program.

Classification of Residential Environments

To date relatively little work has been conducted to develop

classifications of ,residential environments for people with

mental retardation based on the empirically assessed

characteristics of those environments. Similarly to most

taxonomic conceptualizations of special education settings (e.g.

Deno, 1970), classification of residential environments has

typically focused on administrative arrangements,alone. The

distinctions between institutions, nursing homes, community

foster-care, group homes, independent living arrangements and

others have typically been assumed rather than directly

investigated (Calla, 1916). Investigations which have been

carried out have typically found large and, overlapping variance

in the actual characteristics of specific residential settings

within each of these adminstrative categories (e.g., King,

Raynes, & Tizard, 1971; McCormick, calla, & Zigler, 1975; Peck,
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Blackburn, & White, 1980).

The purpose of environmental classification efforts should

be to reduce intra-category variation in the actual
characteristics of category members. This goal has been pursued

in two distinct ways. In the first, a set of characteristics has

been defined apriori which map onto the elements a philosophy of

human service ideals. Various service programs may then be fit

to existing categories according to the match between category

criteria and actual characteristics of the program. This

approach is exemplified by the work of Budde and his colleagues.

Budde (1976) utilized the philosophical principles of

normalization to construct a taxonomy of residential service

models according to the "quality of life" each provides. The

taxonomy consists of a continuum of service modJ1s, ranging from

segregated custodial services focused on providing subsistence

alone to fully integrated services aimed at supporting

individuals in independent living arrangements. The Budde model,

termed the Alternative Living Environments Rating and Tracking

System (ALERT), differs from traditional administratively

designated taxonomies in its reliance on a number of

environmental characteristics in addition to administrative

setting (i.e. institution vs. community group home) as part of

its classification system. Thus, environmental characteristics

such as privacy, staffing arrangements, actual social

integration, and others are used to categorize specific orograms.

The ALERT system dichotomizes program categories as "restrictiv,p"
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or "least restrictive." However, the conceptual basis for this

distinction lacks clarity - being based (according to the author)

on "professional opinion" regarding the types of settings in

which people with severe handicaps could possibly be served.

Additionally, no rigorous method for determining the presence or

absence of specific environmental characteristics is proposed,

although many of them (e.g., location, staff arrangements) would

be rather easy to assess.

A second, more inductive approach to developing useful

categories of residential service environments is based on the

construction of program typologies from descriptive data on

observed variations in program characteristics. Work of this

type is exemplified by Butler and Ejaanes' (1977) effort to

construct a classification system reflecting observed

characteristics of residential environments. Based on

preliminary descriptive data from program observations, these

authors hypothesized that three types of residential environments

could be identified: custodial, therapeutic, and maintaining.

Custodial environments were characterized by a lack of organized

and structured activities and little or no attempt to achieve the

goals of normalization. Therapeutic environments were identified

by their emphasis on providing activities and programming that

would enhance the social competence of their residents, and in

their vigorous pursuit of normalization goals. The maintaining

type of environment fell between these two extremes, Oth

sufficient organized and structured activities to avoid
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regression in resident social competence. Inclusion of specific

programs into one of these identified "types" was based on

ratings for factors such as habilitative programming, community

interaction, caretaker involvement, sheltered workshop

participation, and others. Caregiver attitudes were measured by

the Therapeutic Orientation Scale, which assesses staff opinions

of the abilities of the residents, and of people with

developmental disabilities in general.

Testing their typology against preliminary observation and

interview data from a sample of community care facilities, Butler

and Bjaanes found that differences between programs did exist

along the dimensions they had' identified. Various program types

cut across administrative categories, for example, custoeial

types of practices, were found in both small, community-based

programs and much larger board and care facilities.

Comparative Studies of Residential Environments

A multitude of studies have been carried out to compare and

cotrast differences between various residential environments.

Th'e specific question(s) pursued by each of these studies have

been complex, sometimes vague, and often overlapping. However,

several relatively distinct lines of inquiry may be

differentiated. As noted earlier, a set of research questions has

grown out of early attempts to delineate the effects of

institutionalization on children and adults (Skeels, 1966; Skeels

:4 Dye, 1939; Zigler, 1958). Recent research in this area has
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compared residential programs to identify relationships between

organizational characteristics of residential environments (e.g.,

staffing patterns, ward size) and patterns of client care likely

to affect developmental outcomes, particularly in the language

and social domains (McCormick et al., 1975; Raynes et al., 19:9;

Tizard et al., 1972).

A second line of investigation has attempted to provide

empirical evidence relative to the effects of the normalization

of residential environments on resident outcomes (Eyman, Demaine,

& Lei, 1979; Hull & Thompson, 1930). A third cluster of studies

has attempted to compare residential environments associated with

various administratively defined types of settings, for example,

institutions vs. group homes (Butler & Bjaanes, 1277; Seltzer,

1981). Finally, some inves4"qations have attempted to assess the

effects of specific interventions designed to improve residential

environments (e.g., Hemming, Lavender, & Pill, 1981; Levy &

McLeod, 1977).

Each of the foregoing lines of investigation is exemplified

below.

Or anizational Characteristics and Resident Care

Although early studies of the impact of the

institutionalization experience on child development offered

evidence that variations in the social environment within the

institution itself 'had important consequences for residents

(Skeels, 1';(66; Skeels & Dye, 1939), these results were generally
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interpreted only as evidence of the deleterious effects of

institutionalization. Important insights in recognizing some of

the complexities underlying the effects of institutionalization

were contributed by Zigler and his colleagues (Zigler, 1958;

Zigler & Williams, 1963), who demonstrated the importance of the

personal characteristics and social history of individuals

entering institutional environments in determining outcomes.

Conversely, King et al. (1971) recognized and systematically

studied the importance of various environmental characteristics
of specific institutional settings in affecting outcomes of the

institutional experience.

A number of important studies subsequently have been

directed toward comparing care practices and developmental

outcomes associated with certain organizational characteristics

of residential services. An early investigation of this type was

reported by lizard et al. (1972). Although this research was

carried out with nonhandicapped children, it exemplified the

logic and methodology to be followed in a number of subsequent

investigations in residential institutions for retarded
populations.

Noting the common assumption that institutional environments

have deleterious effects on child language development, Tizard et

al. utilized interviews, direct observation, and psycological

tests to assess differences in child language outcomes associated

with different staff behavior and organizational characteristics

of individual residential units. Thirteen residential units in a

I r 3
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"high quality" residential nursery for children awaiting adoption

were studied. These programs were characterized possessing a

"homelike atmosphere" and well trained staff. Measures of

o rganizational factors included: 1) staff autonomy: the numher

o f decisions staff made for themselves, 2) staff stability:

length of time working with the same children, 3) staff-child

atios, and 4) mean child age on residential unit. Staff

behavior measures included: 1) staff activity (i.e.,'housework,

physical care, social activities) with the children, and 2) staff

talk. Staff talk was categorized as informative, negative

control, express pleasure or affection, express displeasure or

anger, choices, and supervisory talk. Child outcome variables

included measures of child talk (whether the child talked, to

whom, in response to whom, and whether the staff talked to the

child), and psychological tests of language and nonverbal

development.

Results indicated that high scores for residential units on

a composite of the social organization variables were associated

w ith qualitative differences in staff talk. More informative

talk was observed these residences, together with a higher

predominance of explanations over commands, as well as fewer

negative commands. No differences in the quantity of staff talk

o r in the quality of observed child talk were Found. On the

psychological ,measures of development, correlations were obtained

between the children's verbal comprehension scores and the social

o rganization variables as well as several dimensions of staff
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behavior (social activities with children, informative talk,

staff replies to child talk). The results of thP 'lizard et. al.

study were important because they represented empirical evidence

for important differences in the effects of varying residential

environments on child outcomes, as well as identifying possible

causal links between organizational factors and staff behavior

associated with differences in child outcomes.

Later research utilizing similar logic and methodology was

carried out to assess the effects of varying institutional

characteristics on residents with mental retardation. A major

study of this type was conducted by McCormick et al. (1975).

They studied the relationships between size, resident

characteristics, cultural context (U.S. vs. Scandanavia), and

resident care practices in institutions for the retarded. A

total of 19 residential facilities in the U.S. were studied,

including group homes (7-24 residents), community based

medium-size facilities (10-116 residents), and large state

institutions (over 1000 residents). Eleven facilities were

studied in Scandanavia, with a similarly comprehensive range of

size, setting, and resident characteristics. The Child

Management Inventory (CMI) developed by King and Pavnes (1968)

was used to measure care practices, including 1) rigidity of

routine, 2) block treatment (i.e., regimentation) of residents,

3j depersonalization (i.e., opportunities for privacy, personal

possessions, self-expression), and 4) social distance (i.e.,

limits of interaction between staff and residents. The CMI was
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administered as a structured interview with senior direct care

staff in the U.S. and through mail questionnaires to comparable

staff in Scandanavia. Informal direct observation checks were

made to assess the accuracy of staff reports on resident care

practices.

Analysis of variance procedures revealed significant main

effects for comparisons by country (U.S. vs. Scandanavia),

institution size (large, medium, small), and level of

retardation. More resident-oriented care practices were found in

Scandanavia, in smaller facilities, and for clients with less

severe levels of mental retardation. Demographic differences in

U.S. programs indicated that higher numbers of residents were

assigned to a single residential unit when residents were more

severely retarded. This pattern was not evident in Scandanavia.

Proportional allocation of resources to professional and direct

service to clients increased as severity of retardation increased

in Scandanavian programs, but not in U.S. programs. The authors

suggested that improvements in resident care practices in the

United States might be facilitated by smaller unitization of

residential ,programs. Overall, the McCormick et al. investigation

suggested that previous ambiguity in findings related to effects

of varying institutional environments housing retarded

populations might well be reduced through more careful empirical

assessment cf variations in resident care practices. Their

results demonstrate that important differences do exist among

residential environments for the retarded, an0 that these
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differences are predicted by size, resident characteristics, and

cultural factors.

A related study was conducted by Raynes et al. (1979) within

three large state institutions for people with mental retardation

in Massachusetts. These facilities were under a state mandate to

"unitize" (i.e., decentralize administrative functions) as a

means of providing more individualized care. The study was

carried out to assess the effects of this reorganization on

resident care practices, as well as to study the relationship of

various organizational practices and dimensions of indivit_alized

care. Interview data were collected on resident characteristics

related to self-help skills, academic abilities, daily

activities, and behavior problems. Resident care practices were

assessed through observation and interview using the Revised

Resident Management Practices Scale (RRMP) based on the work by

King and Raynes described previously. Additionally, measures of

care practices were obtained related to staff speech (categorized

as informative, controlling, other talk, no talk), physical

environment (privacy, individual storage, furnishings), and

community contact (visits to movies, park, friend's house, etc.).

Dimensions of organizational structure related to staffing were

assessed in terms of centralization of decision flaking,

formalization (i.e., extent of rules and regulations governing

decision making), communication among staff, an specialization

(division of labor by professional role).

Results of the Raynes et al. research indicated large

5 7
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within-institution variance in care practices, client
characteristics, and staff behavior. However, significant
differences among residential units within each of the
institutions were found associated with client characteristics
and organizational factors. Consistent with the McCormick et al.
findings, there was a consistent relationship bv:ween the
severity of client handicaps and reduced community contact,
poorer physical environment, and the extent of
institution-oriented practices. Thi relationhsip did not appear
to be directly caused by low client bility, since there was

substantial within-group variablity in care practices observed
for even the lowest functioning, profoundly retarded residents.
The authors summarized these findings succinctly, "the less able
got less of everything" (p. 83).

Other findings indicated significant effects of unit size on
resident care practices. The authors noted that this was due to

higher proportions of resident-oriented practices in units with
less than 30 residents. No differences were found for size among

units serving more than 30 residents, where care practices became

typically institution-oriented.
These findings clarify aspects o.' the long-standing

controversy over the relationship of size to quality of care in
residential institutions. The finding of "no difference" in care

practices and developmental outcomes for institutions of varying

sizes has typically been reported when the the number of
residents in observed institutions has exceeded 100 (3alla, 1975;
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Balla, Butterfield, & Zigler, 1974; McCormick et al., 1975). It

appears that size is a relevant factor in predicting
characteristics of residential environments, but only when
residential size drops to levels that allow fundamental ly

diffsreltjtakes of resident care practices to emerge. More

productive study of this may be achieved in moderately-sized
environments in which interaction effects between size and
important process variables are not "washed out" by the powerful

main effects of extremely large size (Bloom, 1964).

Raynes and her colleagues (1979) also found relationships

between staff perceptions regarding organizational
characteristics of their units and care practices. More

resident-oriented practices were observed on units where staff

perceived a) more decentralization of decision making, b) less

formal ization of rules and regulations, and c) less
specialization of role. function (i.e., more administrative

involvement with residents). Other findings regarding staff

variables included negative relationships between tenure on the
job and resident-oriented care practIces as well as amount of

informative speech of residents.

Taken together, the investigations described above suggest
that the "monolithic" conceptualizations of residential

institutions which characterized earlier scholarly (Coffman,

1961) and popular (Blatt & Kaplan, 1965) descriptions are greatly

Jversimplified. More careful analysis of these environments has

revealed important differences among them which are associated
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with differences in quality of life and developmental outcomes.

Normalization and Residential Service Outcomes

Another line of comparative studies of residential

environments has been pursued to assess the effects of a specific

subset of environmental characteristics (those associated with

the principle of normalization) on resident development. Two

recent studies exemplify this research, hoth of which utilized

PASS as the independent measure of environmental characteristics

congruent with normalization principles.

Eyman et al. (1979) studied 245 clients with developmental

disabilities who resided in 87 community based roster care and 11

board and homes. Client developmental gains were measured with

the Adaptive Behavior Scale (ABS) (Nihira, Foster, Shellhaas, &

Leland, 19G9) annually across a three year period. Each

residential environment also received PASS ratings during the

three year period. The authors constructed 3 path model

reflecting hypothesized relationships between input

characteristics (client age, IQ, pre-scores or ABS), process

variables (environmental characteristics as assesse4. Ly PASS),

and a product variable (ABS annual change score). Results showed

that the path model accounted for 40% of total varianc-,: on

comprising a Personal-Self-Sufficiency domain on the AGS, of

variance on a communit Self-Sufficienc/ domain, an(.! of

variance on a Personal-Social Responsibility domain. Significant

pate correlations for PASS ratings or four environmental factors
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(administrative policies, environmental blending of facility with

the neighborhood, location and proximity of services, and comfort

and appearance) indicated that the normalizatio, factors did

contribute substantially to client growth.

Similar findings were reported by Hull and Thompson (1980).

These researchers used a multiple regression approach to assess

the relative contribution of personal and environmental variables

o n the instrumental functioning of retarded residents of

community based board and care homes and staffed small group
homes. Developmental growth was assessed for 369 clients on the

scales from the AS and on the Adaptive Functioning Index (AFI)

(Marlett, 1971). Residential environments were rated on PASS, as

well as other characteristics such as size, staff attitudes,

n umber of disability groups served, and others. Results of

egression analyses indicated that, although personal

characteristics (IQ, problem behavior, resident satisfaction)

accounted for the most variance of any single factor,

e nvironmental variables were consistently important also. For

example, on the Personal Routines domain of the AFI (which

measured independence and self-sufficiency), the PASS rating for

"activities promoting social integration" was the largest single

factor identified (accounting for 44% of observed variance).

This investigation substantiates the findings of Eyman et al.

(1979) and Butler and Bjaanes (1977) indicating that normalized

residential service practices may, in fact, have positive effects

on resident growth and quality of life.

id
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Comoarin Administrative Settings

A large body of research has been generated in an attempt to

bring empirical evidence to bear on acrimoniously contested

issues 'related to the deinstitutionalization movement. The

purpose of this research has been to assess the extent to which

certain environmental characteristics and related client outcomes

are predicted by sptzcifif.; administratively defined types of

residential programs: institutions, intermediate nursing care

facilities, foster homes, small group homes, independent living

arrangements, and others. Given the large intra-class variation

in the actual characteristics of administratively defined program

categories which has already been noted (e.g., McCormick et al.,

1975) the policy implications of finding any predictable

differences among them would relate to identifying those types of

programs most likely, to reflect desirable environmental

characteristics and produce best client outcomes. Choices

regarding individual residential placement option:., in contrast,

would best be made on the basis of observed chosacteristics of

specific programs available.

An early attempt to discover differences that might exist

between types of residential programs was reported by Ejaanes and

Gutler (1974). They compared a small sample (N=2) of community

based board and care homes to foster home care :programs (N=2) .

The number of residents in the hoard and care homes was 30 and 50

respectively. The two foster home care programs served fouv. and

Six clients each. The authors collected direct ohservational
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data on client behavior as ''ell as interview and questionnaire
data on physical characteristics of the environment and caretaker

supportiveness in assisting clients to manage personal affairs.
Although there was much overlap, results indicated some
differences between the two types of programs studied. Board and

care faci4lities were associated with more independent client
behavior, and more contact with the community. The authors noted

that clients in board and care homes demonstrated more social

competence, and suggested that this might be related to greater

opportunities inherent their proximity to the community. It was

concluded that the board and care type of facility more closely

approximated the goals of normalization than did the foster home

care programs. Although the Bjaanes and Butler study
demonstrated the type of environmentally oriented programatic

comparison which would provide much needed empirical data, the
extremely small sample size and lack of control for impact of

differing client characteristics greatly restrict generalizations

to be drawn fl'om their findings. Given the large variance in a

number of important characteristics of both types of programs
studied, the authors' environmental criteria for "approximating

the goals of normalization" would have been more meaningful if
they had ut'lized a more explicit system of weighting various

programmatic characteristics, such as PASS.

Another attempt to compare types of programs was reporte by

Eyman, Silverstein, McLain; and Miller (1977). They investigated

developmental changes on resident Adaptive Behavior Scale scores
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associated with specific types of residential settings.

Environmental variation among residential programs was measured

by Jackson's (1969) CTE, the Resident Management Survey, and a

measure of special treatment programs (behavior modifical..ion or

sensors -motor training) in effect for residents. Results showed

that environmental variation accounted for more outcome variance

than either of the treatment programs and that this relationship

w as most evident in community - based programs. Client

developmental gains were more consistently observed in community

programs, although superior gains were observed for some types of

clients in institutions also.

A much larger investigation of differences between types of

programs was recently conducted by Rotegard, Hill and Bruininks

(1983). This study involved 2271 residents of 236

community-based residential facilities (CRF) and public

esidential facilities (PRF), that is, state institutional

settings, for clients with mental retardation. The authors

conducted extensive staff interviews to determine 1) the

characteristics of residents and their individual programs, 2)

the characteristics of the 'treatment environment (Jackson's CTE),

and the characteristics of the physical environment related to

normalization principles. Results of this survey indicated that

CRFs consistently had more homelike environments than PRFs.

Additonally, although both types of facilities were rated as

having predominantly "positive" treatment environments, CRFs were

ated significantly higher on this dimension. Size was
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significantly related to how "homelike" CRF environments wet.
rated, and even the largest CRFs (which had over 60 residents)

were rated as more homelike than the average PRF. Although
Rotegard et al. found consistent effects for facility type

(community-based vs. state institution) on the measure of

physical characteristics (how "homelike" environments were),
results for social-psychological characteristics of the programs
(the CTE measure) were relatively independent of the physical

characteristics (Pearson's r for CRFs = .29, for PRFs = .221.

Thus, the relationship between more normalized physical settings
and social psychological aspects of environments remains
undefined.

Additional research which compared various types of
residential programs in terms of both environmental

characteristics and client outcomes was carried out recently by
Seltzer (1961). Noting the need for a measure of client
performance that was not confounded by IQ, the author utilized
the Community Adjustment Scale (CAS: Seltzer & Seltzer, 1976) to

assess mastery of community living skills as well as indeLladent

performance of these skills. The CAS also measures
C)aracteristics of tne residential environment, .including a)

in-house rQsponObilities, b) autonomy, c) access to resources,

d) staff expectations, and e) training provided. Residential

programs for 153 deinstltutionalized clients were compared by

administrative setting type: institution, foster home, natural

family care, group home, semi - 'independent, and independent living
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arrangements. Results showed consistent differences among these

programs on several measured environmental factors. Institutions

were generally lowest, while group homes and semi-independent and

independent living arrangements were highest on in-house

responsibility, autonomy, resources, expectations, and training

factors. Multiple regression analysis of client characteristics

and environmental factors indicated that both contributed to the

community adjustment outcomes (CAS), with the training factor

accounting for most variance. Interview measures of resident

satisfaction were correlated with measured aspects of the

environment; for example,, residents were more satisfied with the

autonomy-related aspects of programs that were rated high on

autonomy. Resident satisfaction with social relationships was

not related to program type.

Comparative studies involving analysis of re-s idetrtia 1

environments for clients with mental retardation have generated

several important findings. First, it appears that

organizational aspects of residential programs may affect process

variables (e.g. staff-resident verbal interaction and other

resident care practices) which in turn may affect client outcomes

and quality of life (McCormick et al., 1975; Raynes et al., 127(';

Tizard et al. 1972). Second, several comparative studies suggest

that the principles of normalization in human services r"esign,

long criticized for their nonempirical derivation, may in fact he

associated with superior developmental outcomes (Eyman et al.,

179; Hull ThoJipson, Seltzer, 1981). Finally, sPverill
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studies suggest that important differences may exist between

types of programs, that is, institutions, intermediate care

facilites, group homes, and independent living arrangements. It

should be noted that in residential programs, as opposed to

educational settings, administrative definitions of program type

are usually confounded with large differences in size (often over

a factor of 10).

This research strongly supports the viability of existing

methodologies for identifying characteristics Of special

educational environments which represent important relationships

with student outcomes. Further, several of the variables noted

above appear relevant to identifying aspects of educational

environments which may aggregate to define "least

restrictiveness" for children with handicaps.

Intervention Studies

Attempts to assess the effects of planned changes in

environmental variables on resident behavior have been pursued by

some researchers. For example, Levy and McLeod (1977) attempted

to improve adaptive behavior of severely retarded adolescents in

an institutional setting. The initial environment consisted of a

typical large dayhall, 32 by 45 feet. All the walls and floors

were tiled. Furniture consisted of plastic chairs, three tables,

and a few toys. The intervention entailed rearrangement of this

environment and augmentation of available furniture and

materials. The dayhall was divided in half, with one half

1
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retained as a large group area. A large play pyramid was

constructed and two craft tables added to the room. In the other

half of the hall a series of modular "learning booths" were

constructed, each with a special activity in it. Client behavior

was observed before and after these changes were made. ,A 10

category observational system was used which include neutral

behavior, stereotyped behavior, appropriate play, social plly,

aggressive behavior, and others. Post-intervention data

indicated reductions in stereotyped behavior and increases in

most socially acceptble behaviors. Although these results are

encouraging, the authors observed client behavior for only 15

days following intervention. The durability of observed behavior

changes is, of course, a crucial issue.

An intervention report by Hemming et al. (1981) described

changes in process variables (e.g., staff care practices) as well

as outcomes associated with the movement of severely retarded

clients to small residential units in a British institution. The

small units consisted of bungalows on the institution grounds,

each housing eight residents in an atmosphere "as homelike as

possible." Pre-post changes were monitored for 51 experimental

subjects on measures of care practices (using tai e Kinn and

Raynes' Mangement Practices Scale), client behavior, and

characteristics of the daily routine. A group of matched

subjects who were not moved from the larger institutional setting

served as a control gorup. Results of post-tests at 13 months

and three years after transfer indicted that the experimental
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units had consistently more resident-oriented care practices than

controls. Changes in client daily routines indicated that the

experimental units were associated with fewer daytime occupations

off the unit, but had more involvement in domestic activites.

The experimental group residents showed improvement on Adaptive

Eehav or Scale scores at a nine month follow-up assessment,
although a few clients demonstrated regression. The data
suggested that the largest gains in adaptive behavior were made

by residents from the most "restricted" wards, that is, those

whose performance apparently had been depressed by environmental

factors. These results are consistent with Zigler's findings

related to the interaction between previous social history and

changes in resident behavior in new residential settings (see

Zigler & Balla, 1976 for a review).

Summar,: Anal sis of Residential Environments

Overall, the research literature on residential environments

has provided several findings of relevance to the analysis of

special education classroom settings. First, it is apparent that

the general methodological approach to analyzing social

environments described earlier (i.e., both ohservational and

questionnaire techniques) may be useful in studying settings

serving populations with mental retardation and other

developmental disabilities.

Second, it appears that significant effects with these

populations may be due to more "macro" level environmental
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variables than have traditionally been the focus of special

education research. For example, the finding of Eyman et al.

(1977), that mort variance in client outcomes was accounted for

by environmental variables than by either of two popular training

programs, is consistent with the proposition that much of the

existing research in education and special education has been

directed at instructional-level facers which make relatively

little difference in general outcomes (Bloom, 1964).

Third, as outlined above, research on residential

environments has suggested a number of specific characteristics

of social environments which may affect developmental outcomes.

These may merit investigation in educational settings as

Analysis of Educational Environments

The body of research literature related to the analysis of

e ducational environments reviewed here is organized around the

same basic questions as previous sections. Thus, the focus is on

three interrelated problems. First, researchers have recognized

the need to describe aspects of the classroom environment likely

to affect student outcomes. Second, efforts have been made to

organize descriptive data toward development of classificatons

o f classroom environments (e.g., ;loos, Third, the

analysis of educational environments has been pursued in order to

comRare and contrast characteristics of various learning

e nvironments. Examples of research illustrating tie analysis of

classroom environments for each of these purooses are presented
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below.

Descri tion of Classroom Environments

An early effort to construct a tool for describing aspects

of classroom environments was reported by Stern (1061), who
developed the Hiah School Characteristics Index (described
previously) to measure environmental press characteristics of

secondary school settings. Later, Walberg and Anderson (Anderson

& Walberg, 1968a; Walberg & Anderson, 1968) developed the
Learning Environment Inventor/ (LEI) in the context of a

curriculum development and evaluation study in secondary schools

- The Harvard Project Physics. This instrument describes
classroom environments in terms of 15 scales measuring dimensions

such as cohesivenss, function) goal direction, cliqueness, and

competitiveness. Each scale consists of seven statements vhich

students rate on a four point Likert- type scale of

agreement-disagreement. A simpler version of the LEI, the rx.

Class Inventory (Anderson, 1973) has been constructed for use

with elementory-aged students.

Another instrument developed to describe classroom
environments is the Classroom Activities gluestiornair (CAQ)

( Ste e le, House, Kerns, 171). The CAO neasures the
distribution of classroom activities ,.cross the dimensions of

Bloom's (1 b6) taxonomy in addition to affective dimeisions such

as enthusiasm, humor. aid stress.

..loos and Trickett (1:)74) have developed an irstument cor

1 7 1
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describing classroom environmen s, the Clessroom Environments

Scale (CES), based on the Murray Needs-Press theory. Items were

generated from observation, interview, and related theoretical

and empirical research, and then subjected to psychometric

analysis before final inclusion in the tool. Nine subscales are

included which measure psycho-social aspects of the environment

such as involvement, affiliation, competition, and teacher

control. Based on work across a number of social settings (see

Moos, 1974, 1979b for comprehensive reviews) Moos has identified

three underlying dimensions along which even very different

environments may be characterized. Relationshi2 dimensions

reflect the quality and quantity of interpersonal interaction,

involvement, and support among participants in a social setting.

Personal 2rowth dimensions reflect the extent to which

aclie-v-emnt of personal goals, academic accomplishment, and

competition are characteristic of the social environment. System

maintenance and change dimensions are related to environmental

characteristics of orderliness, teacher-control, organization,

rule clarity, and innovation (which refers :sere to both teacher

anc, student designed variations in classrooro activities).

Classifications of Educational Environments

A number of investigations have he2r carrie-4 cut which have

sought to classify educational environments according to types of

social emotional climate. In an early report, Halpin an(' Croft

(193) attempted to classify 71 elementary school environments
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sampled from six regions in the United States. They developed

the Organizational Climate Description Questionnaire, which was a

self-report measure completed by teachers and administrators

(N=1151). This instrument consisted of 64 items arranged on six

point L i ker t - type scales. Factor analysis of these data

indicated that the social environments of the schools studied

could be arranged along a scale ranging, from "open" to "closed"

types of organizational climates based on combinations of

reported teacher and principal behavior. The six types of

environments identified were: 1) open, 2) autonomous, 3)

controlled, 4) familiar, 5) paternal, and 6) closed.

In another attempt to classify classroom environments Moos

(1973) analyzed a representative sample of 200 junior high and

high school level classes drawn from across the United States.

Using cluster analysis of CES scores, the author was able to

classify 196 of the 200 classrooms into one of nine types of

classroom social-pyschological environments. The conceptual

similarity of several of the clusters resulted in reduction to

six clusters of classroom environments: innovation-oriented,

structured relationship-oriented, supportive task-oriented,

supportive competition-orientod, unstructured

competition-oriented, and control-oriented.

Moos (1079a, decri!)ed these clusters hOth it t9"IS of

relative scores on suliscales of the CES, and in trms OF how

performance on the suhscales aggregated into tnr: relationship,

personal growth, find system maintenanc -1imensions.

17,3
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Innovation-oriented classrooms reflected high scores on the

innovation subscale of the CES, and an above-average emphasis on

all three scales related to relationship dimensions. These

characteristics were contrasted with relatively less emphasis on

o rganization, procedural clarity, and teacher control.

Structured relationship-oriented classrooms sere characterized by

emphasis on student interaction, participation, and teacher

support. Concommitant emphasis was evident on organizational

aspects of the environment in these classrooms. Su22ortive

task-oriented classrooms were typified by relatively high scores

o n teacher support and task orientation subscales as well as the

order and organization indices of the CES. Relatively little

emphasis on student interaction and teacher control is found in

these classrooms. Sup.2.ortive com etition-oriented classrooms

emphasize both relationship and personal development dimensions

of the social environment. This cluster is reflected by higher

scores on task orientation, competition, organization, and rule

clarity subscales. It is also characterized by high scores on

involvement, affiliation, and teacher support. The fifth cluster

o f classroom environments was termed unstructurr_,.:i

competition-oriented. These classrooms were characterized by

hign emphasis on task orientation anc' competition, th

relatively low scores on the relationship and the system

maintenance and change dimensions. The final type of classroom

environment identified WdS termed control-orient,,d. This cluster

o f classrooms were was characterized by a hi:,;1! enph,,,si-, on
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teacher control and relatively low emphasis on anything else

except competition (rated about average). These classrooms were

rated as low in teacher support, student involvement, and

supportive student relationships. This cluster constituted the

most frequently occurring type of classroom environment

identified, comprising over 23 percent of the classrooms sampled.

Moos (1979a) notes that these classrooms appear to emphasize

teacher control of student behavior to the exclusion of other

aspects of learning environment, and may thus constitute.a high

priority population for further investigation and change.

In addition to delineating the main effects for specific

types of environments, Moos (1979b) has noted the relevance of

studying typologies of classroom environments as a means of

identifying contextual factors which may interact with specific

intervention programs. This suggests that the reolicahility of

specific programs may be af 'ec ted by aspects of the

social-psychological environment which are not usually assessed.

For example, although programs emphasizing student competition

may have negative social sine- effects in some types of classroom

environments (Johnson Johnson, 1975), the same competitive goal

arrangements may be perceived more positively in environments

characterized by a concomitant emphasis on positive
teacher-student and student-student relationships. Compare, for

example, the su22clpietition and unstrlictu'.-er' corp:itition

oriented classrooms described above.

175
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Com)arisons of Educational Environments

The third general purpose toward which an analysis of

educational environments has been pursued consists of the

comparison and contrast of various environmental types and

related effects (Moos, 1976; 1979; Walberg, 1979). Several

examples of this type of research are described below.

Anderson, Walberg, and Welch (1969) conducted an

investigation of curriculum effects of the Harvard Project

Physics on 150 high school physics classes. Comparing the

Harvard Project curriculum to traditional 4proaches, they found

that the experimental curriculum was perceived as less difficult,

more interesting, and was associated with less friction and

cliques among students. Other research directed toward comparing

effects of various curricula was reported by Anderson (1571). He

studied the effects of various high school curricula (science,

languages, literature, mathematics, etc.) and teacher sex on

classroom social climate as measured by the LEI. Anderson found

a number of differences between the types of classes. For

example, mathematics classes reflected more friction, favoritism,

difficulty, and disorganization. Science classes were rated as

more formal, more organized, and as having less cliquishness,

friction, and favoritism. French .classes .;!ere characterized as

low in friction and disorganization, and relatively high in

pacing, Formality, and goal-dir ctedness. Finally, Enalish and

history classes Ipere typically rati2d as easier and slo./,er paced

than the others. No main effects fo te;loner SQX cr interactions
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between teacher sex and classroom curriculum were found.

Additional comparative studies were carried out by Walberg,

House, and Steele (1973) and Walberg, Steele, and House (1074).

In the first investigation, the relationships of grade level to

the dimensions of classroom environment measured by the CAQ were

assessed. Based on data collected in 121 classrooms from graes

six through twelve, including math, science, social studies, and

language arts classes, the authors found that high school

students perceived their classroom environments less positively

than did younger students. While elementary students percieved

their classes as emphasizing higher level cognitive skills
( synthesis and application), high school students felt their work

focused on memorization and repetition.

Further analyzing these data, the authors also discovered

differences between the classroom environments associated with

curriculum (Walberg, Steele, & House, 1974). Specifically, they

found that language arts classes emphasized higher cognitive

processes such as evaluation, synthesis, and interpretation, and

were characterized by affective traits of student independence

and participation. In contrast, mathematics classes were

characterized as emphasizing cognitive skills such as memory and

analysis. These classes were rated as high in grade related

stress, and relatively low on humor and discussion. Additional

differences betwc n types of classes were 6escribed in terms of

emphasis on "syntax" (language arts and mathematics classes)

versus "sustance" (social studies and science classes) and in
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terms of 'bjectivity (Science classes) versus subjectivity

(social studies).

In a study of longitudinal changes in learning environments,

Welch (1919) assessed differences in classroom environments

associated with subject matter and with grade level. Using a

stratified random sample of secondary schools From 15 Western

states,' Welch obtained student responses to ten scales of the LEI

for 1121 classrooms. Repeated measures were conducted in 1972

and 1976, with results indicating significant differences for

comparisons by year, subject matter, and grade level. Changes

across the four year period reFlected shifts toward a more

orderly, structured environment, with increased student

satisfaction. Differences for grade-level contradicted the

earlier findings of Walberg et al. (1973) in that senior high

school students rated their classrooms more positively than did

junior high school students. Welch found science classes to he

characterized as having more diversity, disorganization, .

formality, cliquishness, friction, and favoritism. In contrast,

mathematics classes were seen as higher in goal direction,

difficulty, and democracy. Welch (1(.179) noted that only two of

these findings (formality and dlfficulty) were consistent with

earlier research by Anderson (1971). This, of course, raises

issues regarding the replicability of findings obtained with the

LEI, even when relatively large samples were employed.

SIT12aof Research on Rerular Education Environments
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The foregoing body of research nay be summarized in terns of
its implications for analysis of environments related to the IRE

concept. First, it is apparent that several measurement
instruments have been developed which might be useful in

assessing important characteristics of classrooms serving
handicapped children. Second, reduction of the multitude of

environmental variables potentially affecting outcomes to
conceptually and empirically manageable dimensions seems critical
if a usable technology for analysis of classroom environments is

to be achieved. Moos' model, emphasizing relationship, personal

growth, and system maintenance and change dimensions may be
useful in this connection, particularly since these dimensions

apper meaningful across divergent social settings (tioos, 1976;
1979a). Tnird, it appears that models for analyzine. classroom

environments must be "wholistic," in the sense that interactions

between specific environmental characteristics and other

contextual factors (particularly teacher and child
characteristics) will likely allow more accurate prediction of

outcomes than simple main effect models. For example, effects
often cited related to classroom .c,ward structure (Johnson &

Johnson, 1900; Slavin, 1930) appear to be differentially affctel
by other social climate vari3bles (oos, Firally, it

appears that there may he important Y.e 1 at i on sh p s between
curriculum content and ciassroom social climat which merit

consideration relative to type of classes that may he "least

restrictive" for specific learns -:rs.
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Research in Special Education Environments

Project PRIME

By far the most ambitious attempt to conduct a thorough

analysis of special education classroom environments is

represented by Project PRIME (Kaufman, Agard, a Semmel, 1973).

This major federally sponsored pro'lct was unique in the ,scope of

its underlying cooceptualization and in the extensiveness of the

data collected.

Central to the design of the PRIME investigation was an

explicit model for considering child plus environment interaction

effects within special education settings. This was developed

through conceptualization of a taxonomic model based on relevant

theoretical and empirical research Nhich identified likely

sources of variance for child outcomes related to both child and

setting characteristics. Project PRIME represented an attempt to

derive empirical weightings for these variables within a

regression model toward predicting chile competence.

Although the model represents a detailed consideration of

child characteristics which clearly relate to outcomes, nur

attention will be devoted to the most unique aspect of the

project - its conceptualization of effects due to environment.

These are parsed into three types. First, 2.arti.cint

composition of the classroom was con,idered important. Thus,

peer characteristics such as school attitudes, intellectual
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performance, social-ethnographic background, and others were
assessed. Teacher characteristics were also viewed as important,

including training and experience, attitudes toward mainstearing,

attitudes toward educational issues, socio-ethnographic
background, and others.

The second category of environmental characteristics
identified in PRIME was soc o -emot i on a l climate. Related
variables were designated as teacher leadership style and peer

cohesiveness. Peer cohesiveness characteristics were related on

the, degree of peer harmony and liking or disliking patterns

observed in the classroom. Teacher leadership style was a

composite of the teacher's techniques of influence, warmth, and

amount of directiveness.

The third type of environmental variables hypothesized to

affect learner outcohies was termed instructioral conditions.

These included contextual conditions such as the physical

setting, curricular content, and special instructional materials

used, and also behavior dimensions such as teacher strategies,

peer instructional activity, cognitive discourse in the classroom

teacher feedback, and others.

Prc'ect PRI;lE Results

Descriptive results. For participant corposition

a number of descriptive findings were obtained whic have

implications for the LRE concept. First, there was sullstantiai

variation in the extent to which special resources such ;Is ai('e
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time, materials support, and in-service training were available

to teachers. There was a clear need for increased support of

this type in most mainstream classrooms. Second, it was found

that EMR children were often mainstreamed into classes with a

predominance of nonhandicapped peers who were "low achievers."

This, of course, raises issues regarding the effects of this

practice on both social learning outcomes and peer acceptance. A

third descriptive finding was that older, more experienced

teacher's were less likely to have positive attitudes toward

mainstreaminy, as were teachers with highly structured

classrooms.

With respect to variables subsumed under the instructional

conditions category, several dimensions were of particular

importance. Measures of peer interest and attention as well as

peer verbal participation were related to instructional

e ngagement. This meant that higher levels of attention were

likely to be obtained c .ge self-directed group activities.

Lower levels of engagement were found for teacher-led small

groups where, however, individualization of instruction was high.

The authors noted that these findings suggest that teachers may

o ften face a dilemma, wherein one instructional format (i.e.,

large group) may be efficient for one set of instructional goals

(i.e., engagement), while another format may be more effective

fur achieving other equal ly important goals (i.e. ,

individualization). More flexibility in instructional formats

w as observer in special classes than in regular classes or
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resource rooms.

Consistent with arguments raised earlier in the present

paper, descriptive findings related to social-emotional climate

indicated large within group differences existed for regular,

resource, and special class settings. Other findings indicated

that most teachers in both regular and special education

classrooms could be characterized as "warm." Most regulAr class

teachers were not highly directive, but neither were frecial

class teachers. An important finding was that inclusion of

handicapped learners in regular classrooms was not associated

with increased group friction or increased behavior managmeent

timt.

Outcome results. Outcome results related to environmental

variables were summarized in terms of academic and social

competence. Academic outcomes were substantially affected by

environmental variables for all groups, but these effects were

stronger for handicapped than nonhandicapoed learners.

Participant composition factors appeared most important in

predicting academic outcomes, with teacher characteristics
accounting for the largest proportion of variance. Specifically,

results indicted that teachers who had positive attitudes toward

Imainstreaming, and Black teachers Isere; assecilted Hth positive

academic outcomes for handicapped learners. Instructional

cunditions were related to academic status and .r.ademic

Ioutcomes, but not to academic attitudes. Specifically, small

group instruction formats associated 10,.,(,r academic

1 s..: 3
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status outcomes for EMR learners. This finding is important

given that instructional differentiation (i .e. ,

individualization) has been generally assumed to have positive

effects on learning outcomes. Socio-emotional climate variables

were associated only with academic behaviors - specifically

attention to task.

Social competence outcomes were more powerfully related to

e nvironmental factors than learner characteristics. Participant

composition variables affected both acceptance and social

behavior outcomes. Particularly, teacher attitudes toward

education, peer attitudes toward school, and percentage of peers

w ith reading problems predicted higher social acceptance for EMR

children in regular classes. Additionally, higher acceptance of

EMR children was found il urban schools and in classrooms with

high percentages of nonAnglo students.. Antisocial behavior was

associated with classrooms with Anglo, highly verbal teachers,

and inexperienced teachers.

Findings for other environmental variables were also

important. Instructional conditions associated with differential

outcomes included teacher directiveness and grouping strategies.

,Specifically, high teacher directiveness was associated with

elatively less variance in social behavior (hot positive and

negative behaviors). Large oroup instruction was associated with

more acceptance and less rejection of EMR children.

The clearest findings related to social outcomes were

obtained on socio-Amotiorial climate variables. Her it was found
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that the cohesiveness of the classroom social environment was

consistently associated with higher levels of peer acceptance.

Specifically, peer harmony was related to positive social
outcomes for all groups, while peer "disliking" was negatively

related to these outcomes. Disliking was also related to higher

levels of antisocial behavior. These findings were relatively

consistent across groups.
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Cooperative goal structuring has been utilized to cope with
the two primary problems associated with mainstreaming: a)

increased academic diversity, and b) social rejection of

handicapped students (Goodman, Gottlieb, Karrison,

Gottlieb & Budoff, 1973; Johnson, 1950). Its potential as a

within setting variable, tnerefore, lies in ins effcct on both

social and academic outcomes. In this paper 1) cooperative goal

structuring is defined, 2) several models that have 1,cen used in

cooperative goal structuring are presented, 3) the literature
related to outcomes for nonhandicapped learners is revined, and

4) the literature related to the use of cooperative goal
structuring with handicapped learners is reviewed.

Definitions

The goal structure in a classroom determines ;low the

'students interact, and how they are rewarded for their efforts.

Goal structures can be cooperative, competitive or

individualistic. In a cooperatively structured situation
students work jointly towards a common goal. (o child can meet

the goal if the others in the group do not also achiove. it.

There is an intt2rdeoendency among the group members. In I

competitively structured situation the students are in

opposi ion. One ,,tudent can reach ' goal only if the orier

students do not. Rew,cds arc; limited. In an individualisticAlly

structured situation goals are achieved inriepend,ritl:.

lr"
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do not work together to reach a goal nor do they compete ,:ith

each other for the available rewards (Johnson & Jot

The ;.;odels

There are three major models that have used cooperative r.±oal

structuring in educational settings: Jigsaw,

Teams-Games-Tournaments (and Student Teams-Achievement Division,

a variation) and Small-Group Teaching.

Jigsaw. Jigsaw was developed by Aronson and his colleagues

(Aronson, Bridgemen, & Geffner, 1978). In Jigsaw students are

divided into groups of five to six members. Each child in the

group is given one section of the group lesson to teach to the

o ther members of the group. The group task is highly

interdependent because no member has access to all information

w ithout the efforts of the entire group. The rewards in Jigsaw

re individually given and 5asi:!(1 on individual 7erfnrmance,

however no individual can perform well without prior group

effort. Aronson et al. (1973) describe the outcomes of Jigsav: in

terms of social and academic benefits. The,., indicate that

cooperative learning builds self-confident self - esteem in

learners and contributes to increased li'<ing an 'letter relations

among group members. Academically, students lea!-r% on

o ther students rather than the teacher alone as a source of

ihformaLion. While Jigsav: has not :een iriplemente' Hth

handicapped children in the classroom, Aronson et al. describe

provisions within their wodel to incorporate "pos)r readers."

They suggest that the poor readers will use others in th,7,ir
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as models and benefit because they "can see ways more articulate

students formulate their thoughts and ideas" (p. 19). It seems

clear, however, that unless the portion of the lesson given to a

handicapped student is carefully designed, that student ma" not
be seen as ma% ing an equal contribution to the group
information.

Teams-Game-Tournaments. Teams-Games-Tournaments (TGT) is a

model developed by Slavin (1980) and his associates. The

cooperative element of TGT lies in the teams aspect which

prepares the members to do well in the tournament. TGT consists

of an initial presentation by the teacher. Then teams, which

consist of students at different ability levels, form to study

together and quiz each other on academic material. Once or twice

a oeek he students are grouped with others at a similar ability

level for the tournaments. Scores at the tournaments are added
to the team score which is teen reported to the class. Student

Teams Achievement Division (STAD) is a var,tion of TGT developed

by Slavin (1980). The heterogeneous, tear's remain in STAD but the

games and tournaments are replaced by quizzes that the students

take after studying with their teams. The students receive

points for their team based on competition iithin a division of

six students that arc: at d comparable ability level. The

students are not in Face-to-face competition, but results are

reported to the class. STAD hds bLel used in classrooms with

handicapped and nonhandicapped students (Madden & Slavin, 1933).

Slavin (1930) indicates that achievement is .,?rc,ancer, for both

b
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groups of students; that fewer handicapped students are rejected

by their nonhandicapped peers; and that self-esteem is enhanced

for all students. Both STAD and TGT are used to increase low

level, basic skills in the areas of arithmetic, language arts,

and reading. Slavin (1930) attributes favorable results to both

the highly structured system of instruction and the team aspect

of the tasks and the rewards.

The Small -Grow, TeachincLLadel. The Small-Group teaching

model has been developed by Sharan (1930) and Jonr,:ion and Johnson

(1975). Sharan describes both models as consisting of data

gathering by students, the use of group dis'..ussion to interpret

the information, and the compilation of each individual's

contribution into a group product. Sharan and his colleagues

have not applied their technique in mainstream settings however,

Johnson and Johnson and their colleagues have used their methods

with severely handicapped students in a bowling program (Johnson,

Rynders, Johnson, Schmidt & Haider, lc.;79), in a summer swimming

program (Martino & Johnson, 1979), and in the classroom with

mi idly handicapped students (Cooper, Johnson, Johnson &

lilderson, 1980).

Academic Outcomes for Nonhandicapped Learners

The effect of cooperative goal structuring on academic

outcomes in language arts, mathematics and social studies has

:)een investigated using standardized measures (Slavin & :(arweit,

1931) and criterion-referenced measures (Johnson, Johnson,

Johnson & Anderson, 1976; C.ohnson, Johnson Scott, 1Y/C; Luc <er,

lbo
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Rosenfield, Sikes & Aronson, 1977; Wheeler & Ryan, 1973).

Language arts learning was facilitated by cooperative goal

structuring while outcomes in the areas of mathematics and social

studies either showed no effect from the goal structure chosen

(Slavin & Karweit, 1981; Wheeler & Ryan, 1973) or superior

outcomes for the individualized goal structures (Johnson et al.,

1978).

Slavin (1980) suggests that differences in results may be

due to the subject matter covered, the level of skill required,

and the differences in the uses of team structue. The uniformly

poor results for social studies achievement may be due to the

lack of over14 between what was taught and what was tested.

Slavin also postulates that differences between results for the

STAD/TGT studies and the small group instruction studies relate

in part to the different skill levels required. The TGT/STAD

instruction is based on rehearsal of basic, low level skills and

the teams are used for their motivational value. Slavin

indicates' that the method designed by Johnson and Johnson is more

effective with higher level and uses the to!m as a

facilitative device which leads to brainstorming, sharing ideas

and solving problems. There is no specific individual

responsibility within the grou.,) because a group product is

pruduced, and this group pr oduct may be produced by the students

in the group who are functioning at higher levels. Thc.2 lac of

individual responsibility may explain the results obtained 5,1/

,li)iinson et al. (1976) and Johnson et al. (107(2). In these

1 lO
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studies there were no differences in achievement results for

individuals in either goal structure, but the cooperative group

had superior results for efforts that were measured for the group

as a whole.

Social Outcomes for Nonhandicapped Learners

There is more conclusive evidence for a relaticnship between

cooperative goal structure and postive social outcomes. Group

conesiveness is enhanced with coopervive goal structures because

there is greater contact between group members (Slavin, 1900) and

because the "positive value attached to another person's efforts

tt help one achieve one's goals becomes generalized to that

person" (Johnson & Johnson, 1930, p. 94). Additionally there are

positive social outcomes related to an individual 's

self-confidence, self-esteem (Ames, Ames & Felker, 1'77; Aronson

et al., 1978) and positive behavior (Stendler, Damrin & Haines,

1:51).

The social climate of children's groups was examined under

cooperative and competitive conditions by Stendler et al.,

.(1951). The authors observed the positive and negative behavior

of second grade children while paintincj mural first !,:idr a

cooperative, then a competitive condition. the childr2n is

behavior was also observed n d ibsequent free play session.

',Mile there was more positive bi.,havior than negative under the

group reward condition, this difference was not ref1Pcted it

free play situation which followed.

The authors noted that then ?. was a differ.rce in 6tt?f;tion
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to task in the two conditions. In the competitive structure
those children who felt that they had a chance to get rewarded

continued to remain on task, however, in the 'cooperative

structure there was a greater Pkelihood for all children to

remain on task. Whi-le children boasted about their work under
both conditions, they showed little depreciation of their work

under either condition. The boasting may be due to the age of
the students participating in the study. Johnson and Johnson

(1975) suggest that one cognitive prerequisite necessary to
benefit from cooperative situations is that the child must

"understand what implications the goal structure has for one's
own and the others' behavior" (p. 185). Second grade students

may not understand that in order to share a group reward it is

important to subsume an individual's contribution to the

contribution of the group.

Older children were used to examine self-reward and-
affective responses under competitive and cooperative situations
by Ames et al. (1977). Fifth grade students were assigned to a

success-failure outcome and a competitive or non-competitive

reward structure and then were asked to attrP.Jute their

Performance to their. a5ility, effort, luck or the' task's

difficulty. The authors found that failure in 6 competitive

situation elicited negative affect and self-punitive responses
from the students who fai'ed. Those students who succeeder' in

the c,dmpetitive situation felt that they deserv2d the reward more

than '1:huse in the noncompetitive condition.

V;2
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The Jigsaw model was used to assess the attitudes toward

school, cooperation, self- and peer-teaching of Anglo-American,

Black and Mexican-American fifth grade students (Blaney, Stephen,

Rosenfield, Aronson, & Sikes, 1977, as cited in Aronson et al.,

1973). While self-esteem and liking as measured by a sociometric

instrument increased for the group that used cooperative

learning, the attitudetoward school did not show similar

improvement. Anglo-American students increased their liking for

school, but Black students decreased their liking.
Mexican- American students in the control group increased their

liking for school, but the experimental group increased their

liking only slightly. The authors attribute this result to the

language deficits of the Mexican-American students. 3ecause the

structure of Jigsaw requires the participation of each student,

students with language difficulties may not have heen able to

participate on an equal basis. Since handicapped children often

have language difficulties, Jigsaw may not be a model which would

allow toem to participate equally with other group members. The

study by Lucker et al., (1977) using Jigsaw, however,

demonstrates that the academic achi2vement of minority students

improves using Jigsaw.

Cooperative goal structuri'ig produced more positive

attitudes than individualized instrt.ction in both language arts

(Johnson et al., 1)76) and mathenatics instruction (,:ohnsor et

al., 1978). I.' the first study fifth grade students in the
cooperative condition exhibited more altruism an .1a.d more

193
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accurate recognition of feelings. They also felt that teachers

liked them more, peers liked them more, and that peers helped

them to learn more. More children in the cooperative group than

in the individual group liked studying. Observations from the

teacher indicated that the cooperative group had less difficulty

following directions, had fewer problems understanding the

assignment and spent less time waiting for the teacher's help.

The teachers also noted, however, that the students initially

lacked the skills for working together. Cooperative learning in

the second study was also facilitative for student attitudes.

The students in the cooperative structure had more positive

attitudes toward heterogeneity; they felt they were doing a

better job of learning in school; they had more positive feelings

toward their teachers; and they also had a significant increase

in their liking of fellow group members. While most outcome

measures were positive, there were difficulties within the

cooperative learning groups including domination tv one member, a

split between male and female members, competition,

"goofing-off," and a lack of sharing a11d helping.

There is evidence for positive affective outcomes as well as

positive achievement outcomes using the TGT/STAD model (Slavin 34.

Karweit, 1961) . Children in the experimental condition had a

larger number of friends in school and a smaller number of

classmates with whom they would prefer not to work. They also

gained mure in their liking of school and in their academic and

general self-esteem. There were no differences Let%-een grouos,

1 9 4
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however, on their feelings of being liked, their liking of others

and the extent to which they felt their academic performance was

supported by peers.

\ Implications. While the evidence related to both the

academic and social outcomes for cooperative goal structuring is

eSsent\ially positive, there are limitations. One limitation

concerns the necessity of cognitive prerequisites suggesteri by

Johnson and Johnson (1975). These prerequisites include: an

awareness of other individuals, the ability to identify and

respond to the actions of those individuals, an awareness of the

concept of goal interdependence and an understanding of the

implications of goal structure for one's own and another's

behavior. This necessary understanding comes between the ages of

five and ten (Johnson & Johnson, 1975), however, it may occur

later for handicapped children.

An additional limitation related to the use of cooperative

goal structuring is the teacher training necessary to implement

it. Johnson and Johnson indicated in one study that the teachers

received 40 hours of intensive training to implement the goal

structures ( ooper, Johnson, Johnson, & Wilderson, 1980) . Other

models req ire less extensive training, however. Slavin and

Karweit (19 1) used a three-hour training period to instruct

teachers in the TGT model. While there is a difference in the

vaunt of training needed, some is required to implement all of

the mode's.

Finally,; the observations made by teachers in the Johnson et

19 5
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al., (1976) and Johnson et al., (1973) studies suggest that

children need practice in learning how to work together in a

group. Simply creating a cooperative structure does not mean

that children will cooperate and teachers need the skills to deal

with group process difficulties tnat arise. Additionally,
because the small group instruction model presented ')y Johnson

and Johnson culminates in the production of a group product, high/

ability students may be contributing more than their peers. This

differentiation of response may be el iminated by ass igni nn

different roles to group members similar to those assigned in the

study by Wheeler and Ryan (1973) including coordinator, analyzer

and recorder.

Social Outcomes for Haluclued Learners

Because cooperative goal structuring contributes to academic

and social outcomes for nonhandicapped children it is logical to

assume that it would be effective in enhancing those competencies

for handicapped learners as well. The studies that have used

cooperative goal structures with handicapped learners have

primarily explored its effect on social outcomes Chennault

(19G7) attempted to improve the social acceptance of unpopular

EMR students in special classes by having highly accepted

students work with them to plan, rehearse and present a skit.

The students in the exprimental treatment improved significantly

both in peer acceptance and in perceived peer acceptance.

However, the author was unable to attribute the results to the

cooperative aspect of the experience.

1 9 P
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In a related study, Lilly (1971) attempted to isolate and

manipulate each of the intervention variables suggested by

Chennault (1967\ to determine which variables contributed to the

improvement of sociometric status. The conditions included: 1)

the full impact treatment in which the children were removed from

class and worked on a skit with popular students and the

experimenter; 2) the experimenter impact treatment which was

identical except a student leader was chosen to minimize the

e xperimenter's effect; 3) a peer impact treatment which

e liminated the effect of the popular children; 4) a minimal

impact treatment which eliminated the ricrersed salience of the

experimental subjects; 5) a within class treatment in which the

students were not removed from the class; and 6) the full control

condition in which the students received no treatment. While the

experimental treatments as a group produced gains in social

acceptance there was no significant difference for any individual

condition.

Ballard, Corman, Gottlieb and Kaufman (1977) extended

esearch on use of cooperative learning activities to a

mainstream setting. 3ecause treatment gains ha.! not seen

maintained in other intervention studies (Lilly, 1971; Rucker

Vincenzo, 197) they instituted a longer and more intensive

intervention program. After the intervention, experintal

students had significantly higher acceptance thar control

students, however, there was no difference in the rejection of

the two groups. The authors concludeH that acceptance anr!
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rejection are separate constructs, because they were not affected

equally by the intervention. Ballard et al. were unable to

identify which aspect of the treatment was responsible for the

gains in social acceptance of the experimental group. They

suggested that the cooperative nature of the activity, the use of

an activity with minimal academic demands, the high degree of

structure, or the length of the treatment might have accounted
for the gains.

Using different goal structures, cooperative, competitive
and individualistic experiences were compared to determine their

effect on the interpersonal attraction of heterogeneous peers

(Coopler et al., 1980). In both the cooperative and competitive

condi ions, learning disabled children were chosen as friends

more frequently than in the individualistic condition. It is

interesting to note that handicapped children were chosen as

friends in the competitive situation since Johnson and Johnson

(1980) suggested that "negative goal interdependence promotes

oppositional interaction and feelings of psychological rejection

and threat" (pp. 92-93). 3ecause children in the competitive

condition worked within clusters of equal ability students and

one student within the cluster was declared the winner, the

learning disabled children chosen as friPnds ma.;, have i)een the

winners within their cluster.

When only the cooperative and competitive conditions were

compared, Johnson and Johnson (1982) found that the cooperative

condition had a positive effect on interpersonal attraction.
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There were significantly more interactions between handicapped

and nonhandicapped children within the cooperative condition. In

addition, stude 's in the cooperative condition: liked each

other more, liked their group product more, and were more

cohesive.

Recreational activities have also been used to examine the

interactions of handicapped and nonhandicapped children. Martino

and Jchnson (1979) used a summer swimming program to contrast the

interaction of learning disabled and nonhandicapped children in

cooperative and individualistic conditions. There were more

friendly interactions after instruction in the cooperative

condtion. Although the difference in hostile interactions was

not significant, there was a trend toward more hostile

interactions in the individualistic condition. The

generalizability of these results is limited by the small sample

size (N.12). In addition, the children in the individualistic

condition were given directions not to pay attention to other

members of the class during instruction. Although these

instructions may be given during school, it is unusual to deliver

these directions during a recreational activity and may have

unduly affected the results of the study.

The interaction between nonhandicapped students and

adolescents with Down's syndrome were examined in other studies

using a recreational setting (Johnson et al., 179). These

studir,s examined the interaction between students using

cooperative, competitive and indivivalistic goal strictures

193
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during bowling. The cooperative condition contributed to

significantly more positive interactions than either the
competitive or i ndi v i du a 1 isitic condition. Also, the
nonhandicapped students rated their handicapped team members

significantly higher in the cooperative condition than in the
other conditions.

Academic Outcomes for Handicapped Learners

While there are a number of studies which examine the effect
of cooperative goal structuring on social outcomes for
handicapped children, there is less information on achievement

outcomes. A study by Smith, Johnson and Johnson (1982) provides

some evidence. This study compared individualistic and

cooperative conditions on achievement for sixth grade students
who were handicapped, gifted or normally achieving. Achievemen+

was rieasured by scores on a test of 20 questions developed from
study material. Retention was measured on the same 20 questions

four weeks after the study. All students in the cooperative

condition scored higher on both the achievement and retention

measures. Although there was a significant effect for ability,

the effect was stronger in the individualistic conditicn; in the

cooperative condition the handicapped and nonhandicapped children

achieved at approximately the same level.

Madden and Slavin (1983) used the STAD model with learning

handicapped and nonhandicapped children randomly assigned to STAD

groups or to control groups for mathematics instruction. For

academic outcomes there was improvement in mathematics
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achievement For the whole group of STAD children, but not for the

subsample of learning handicapped children. Social outcomes were

also measured. The authors found that while there was less

rejection of learning handicapped children taught with the

cooperative strategy, there was no difference in the number of

friendships identified between handicapped and nonhandicapped

pupils.

Summary

For handicapped learners, cooperative models have been used

primarily as interventions to improve social outcomes.

Re,searchers have found a consistent relationship between

cooperative goal structures and positive social outcomes.

Identifying an educational environment in which there is

cooperative goal structuring, therefore, has the potential for

facilitating social outcomes for handicapped children.

The effects of cooperative goal structuring on academic

outcomes for children with handicaps are not as evident. Most

research which has examined the impact of cooperativi models on

outcomes for handicapped children has utilizer the Sma11-5roup

Teaching Model (Johnson & Johnson, 1982). In this model there is

an emphasis on higher cognitive tasks and each nember of the

group contributes ideas toward problem solving and producing a

group product. If the nandicapped student is functioning at a

low cognitive level, she may not he able to contribute ideas/

toward the group goal. In addition, because the teacher traininig

involved in implementing the Small Grouping Teaching Model ;is

201
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extensive, teachers may be unwilling to utilize it.

The use of the TGT/STAD model seems particularly promising

for improving the academic achievement of handicapped learners

(Madden & Slavin, 1933). The model emphasizes basic skills:

skills whit,; may be limited in mainstreamed students.
Additionally, the model encourages the rehearsal and practicing

of information which produces high academically engaged time for

the learner. An additional advantage for tihe.TGT/STAD model is
1the limited training needed for teachers to implement the model.
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ACADEMIC LEARNING TIME

It is reasonable to assume a relationship between how

teachers design the instructional environment and how students

learn. One aspect of the environment which is under direct

control of the teacher is time use. The importance of decisions

related to time use as an aspect of the environment are
considered in the following section.

The Develokment of Academic Learning. Tine as a Dezendent

Variable

Allocated Time. The original research on allocation of

instructional time examined the effect of large segments of time

such as years of schooling (Hyman, Wright, & Reed, 1975), days of

instruction (Coleman, Campbell, Hobson, ilcPartland, Mood,

Weinfeld, & York, 1966), and hours of classes (Fredrick, We lberg,

& Rasher, 1979). While data was easily gathered, V.,ere was only

a moderate relationship between the variables chosen and their

effect on learning. As research in the area evolved, it became

clear that "refining the validity of the measure of instructional

time would increase its correlation with learning" (Walberg &

Frederick, 1982).

A more refined measure of allocated time became the time

assigned by the teacher for teaching a particular su')ject.

Engaged time was conceptualized as a subset of allocated time,

and the notion of academic learning time was a further refinement

developed during the Beginning Teacher Evaluation Study (Dorg,
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1980).

The Academic Learnina_Time Model. Academic Learning Time

(ALT) is defined as "time spent by a student engaged 'n a tasi.: on

which few errors are made and where the task is directly relevant

to an academic outcome" (Borg, 1980, p. 41). The model suggests

that there is a postive relationship between academic engagement

at a high success rate and achievement gain; where engagement is

defined as the amount of time the student spends directly on

learning and high success rate is the situation in which the

student shows a good understanding of the task and makes only a

few careless errors (Borg, 1930) .

The theories of Carroll (1963), Bloom (1976) and Wiley and

Harnischfeger (1974) have contributed to the conceptualization of

ALT.

Carroll's Model. Carroll's model was one of the earliest to

use engaged time as a factor for prediction of cognitive learning

in the classroom. According to his theory, five variables relate

to student learning: 1) aptitude, or the amount of time a student

requires to learn a given task, 2) ability to understand

instruction, 3) perserverance, 4) opportunity to learn, and 5)

quality of instruction. The first three are elements within the

indiv,dual. The last two reflect external conditions. Carroll

incorporates these variable into the following formula:

degree of
= f

learning

/time actually spent

time needed
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Carroll notes that engaged time is not necessarily equal to

allocated time or opportunity to learn. However, opportunity to

learn and quality of instruction are the variables in his theory

that lend .hemselves most readily to experimental manipulations,

because they are factors

instruction, at best, is

that oppoiLunity to learn

area.

external to the student. Quality of

difficult to measure. Carroll suggests

shows the most promise as a research

Bloom's Model. In Bloom's school learning model, three

variables are proposed that affect achievement and on- task time:

1) cognitive entry behviors, 2) affective entry characteristics,

and 3) quality of instruction. Bloom attempts to develop a

working definition of quality of instruction in which he includes

cues as to what is to be learned, reinforcement, active

participation in the learning situation, and feedback to "provide

the student with progress information. Participation, in Bloom's

model, is virtually identical to engaged time. Bloom estimates

that the quality of instruction variables, in combination,

account for from 25 to 40 percent of the variance in student

achievement (Bloom, 1976).

Bloom emphasizes that mastery of learned content cannot be

achieved simply by allocating equal amounts of time to each

pupil. Time and help need to be provided to slower students so

that.Lhey can reach mastery criteria. There is research to

suggest that 80 percent of the students can be brought to a

learning criterion usually reached by only 20 percent if mastery
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learning procedures are employed (Block, 1971; Peterson, 1972).

This result can be achieved with a supplement of 10 to 20 percent

additional time (see Borg, 1980). In a review of his own

research on mastery learning, Bloom (1976) found that students

who had learned a task to mastery were spending approximately 35

percent of their time on task, while those students who were

given no extra help were spending only 50 percent of their time

on task. Bloom conjectured that the mastery group was learning

more effective learning techniques, while the regular group was

decreasing in their effectiveness as learners.

Wile/_and HarnischfealLsloriftl. The work of Wiley and

Harnischfeger (1974) constitutes another major theoretical model

pertaining to school learning. In this model, pupil achievement

is reduced to two factors: the total time required by a student

to learn the given information and the total time the student

actually spends on the task. The impact of other factors such as

quality of instruction, student background variables, and teacher

characteristics is tempered through these two primary

time-related variables. Included in this model are teacher

behviors which influence total active learning time fur a given

pupil. These behaviors are planning, implementation, inducing,

and communication. Teacher characteristics, curriculum, and

individual pupil characteristics are all seen as directly

influencing the total allocated exposure time for the student.

This affects the total usable exposure time, which affects the

total active learning time. Total active learning time combined
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with total needed learning time produces achievement.

In some current conceptualizations (Fisher, Cerliner, Filby,

Marl iave, Cahen, & Dishaw, 1980) ALT, rather than'standardized

test scores, is characterized as the dependent variable of

interest. Because different classrooms follow different

curricula, and because there is different time allowed in a

classroom for particular aspects of the curriculum, standardized

achievement tests are not a sensitive measure across settings

(Borg, 1930). ALT, as a dependent variable, is not affected by

differences across classrooms. This interpretation is not

uniformly accepted, however; most studies treat ALT as an

independent variable.

In the following section the effect of academic learning

time on achievement of nonhandicapped learners is examined.

The Effect of ALT on Academic Outcomes for Nonh and i ceo.aed
Learners

While the current model of ALT has been refined to include

engaged time, success rate and the relationship of the task to

the desired academic outcome, early studies focused only on the

relationship of time-on-task to achievement outcomes.

The relationship bet...feen attention an(.! reading achievement

for first grade boys and girls was examined by Samuels and

Turnure ri974). Attention was determined by observing tas'x

relevant and non-task orienting behaviors. A reading recognition

score was obtained based on scores on the Oolch list of basic

sight words. Results indicated that greater attention k.,as linked
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to increased achievement.

Cobb (1972) observed a number of child beha/iors during

arithmetic, one of which was attention, and predicted scores on

the Standford Achievement Test using the behaviors. Attention

scores contributed the most weight to the regression eqqationin

both schools used.

In a variation on the time-on task studies, Bell and

Davidson (1976) attempted to separate out the influence of

ability from the influence of attention on outcome measures.

When the effects of intelligence were partialled out, there was a

significant relationship between on-task behavior and achievement

in only 3 of the 23 elementary classes observed. In those three

classes the authors were able to identify only one behavior that

discriminated those teachers from the others: introducing the

lesson. Additionally, those three teachers did not repeat or

reword their own questions. The other 23 behaviors measured did

not discriminate among the teachers.

Lahaderne (1968) also partialled out the effect of IQ and

examined the relationship of observed attentive behavior to

attitudes toward teacher and school and t.n achievement test

results. While she found little correlation between attention

and attitudes she di,' find significant effects for boys on both

reading and math scores and a significant effect for girls on

reading scores.

Time-on-reading provided a more refined measure of attention

in a study by Arlin and Roth (1978) . They used comics and honks

I
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in an attempt to discriminate which factors might be associated

w ith time spent on-task while reading. Additionally they sought

to establish a link between time spent on-task while reading and

gains in reading comprehension. Results indicated that when

students were on-task they spent more time on-reading with books

than with comics. They found no difference in time on-task with

e ither comics or books. Time on-reading provided a stronger link

w ith reading comprehension gains than did time on-task. The

authors concluded that the more refined measure did a better job

of oalituring the complexities of learning than time on-task.

Although the studies reviewed suggest a relationship between

time on-task and pupil achievement, the association is less

strong when the effects of ability are partialled out. However,

when a more refined measure of engagement was used (Arlin & Roth,

1978), the association was strengthened. It is interesting to

note that there was no indication of overlap between the task in

which the pupils were engaged, and what they were tested on with

the exception of one study (Cell and Davidson, 1,.76). Bell and

Davidson linked observed attention of the studen',s with

performance on a teacher constructed test of material that had

been covered during the observation period. Contrary to

expectation, only 3 of the 23 classes observe.4 evidenced a

relationship between attention and achievement.

Stallings' (1975) extensive analysis of teaching practices

in Follow Through classrooms served as a precursor to the

examination of ALT. Input variables were sampled on the basis of

2
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geographic regions, urban and rural areas, and racial and ethnic

characteristics of the learners. Process variables consisted of

observed teacher and child behavior as well as observations of

classroom practices. These practices included time spent in

reading and math, task persistence, and amount of time spent in

school. Additionally, product variables included standardized

measures used to determine child outcomes.

Although methods of instruction varied among the classrooms,

there were results which related to the concept of ALT. The most

significant result was than when drill was at a high rate,

practice and praise contributed to higher reading and math

scores. It was also found that task persistence was positively

related to reading and math scores.

The Beginning Teacher Evaluation Study (Fisher et al., 1980)

was the most definitive of the ALT studies. It was during this

study that the concept of ALT was developed as a measure of

student classroom learning using observable student behavior.

Subjects included 139 second graders and 122 fifth graders who

ranged from the 30th to the 50th percentile in reading and

mathematics achievement. Extensive observations were made of

allocated time, engagement rates, and success rates. Rata were

collected over 20 weeks using two separate tine periods which

made replication of results possible. In addition, teacher logs

were recorded daily. The logs representei an improvement on

earlier studies which relied on school or district records or

teacher memory.
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Several results of the GTES suggested relationships between

ALT and academic achievement. These included;

1. A structured teacher with good diagnostic and
prescriptive skills had students with better
achievement and more ALT;

2. Academic feedback was positively associated with
student learning;

3. Explanatic, in response to student need was negatively
associated with high student success;

More frequent reprimands for inappropriate behavior
were negatively associated with student learning;

5. Teacher emphasis on academic goals was positively
associated with student learning (Fisher et al.,1930).

The BTES study shifted the focus in examining teacher
effectiveness from factors associated with achievement to factors

which maximized the learner's engagement during instruction.

The relationship of aspects of ALT to particular

characteristics of learners was examined in two studies (Good t

'Beckerman, 1978; Karweit & Slavin, 1981). Good and Beckerman

observed time on-task for high, middle, and low achievers in

upper elementary classrooms. High achievers spent more tirre on

task than low achievers, and pupil involvement v!as highest on

tasks assigned by the teacher and in teacher-led groups.

Karweit and Slavin (1981) extended the Process measures of

Good and Beckerman and included outcome measures in their study.

They compared the scheduled time, actual instructional time,

engaged time and engaged rate for high, average, and low

achieving elementary students. Measures included classroom

2A1
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observation, a brief achievement test based on content covered

during the observation, and the Comprehensive Test of Basic

Skills. They found differences in results based on grade (2/3

vs. 4/5). Additionally, time effects were most evident in the

more proximal measures. The variable which was most highly

related to achievement was the engaged time of individual

students. A strong effect for time or-task was evident for lower

achieving students.

The Relationship of Class Size to ALT

There is some indication that greater teacher feedback

(Fisher et al., 1980) and a high rate of drill and practice

(Stallings, 1575) are associated with more positive student

outcomes. It is logical to suppose, therefore, that smaller

class size facilitates academic outcomes. This assumption was

examined by Cahen (1981). Two second grade classes in rural

Virginia and two in Oakland, California were each made into three

classes in the middle of the school year. Comparison of pretest

and posttest measures in Virginia indicated that there was an

increase in attention to task, in contact with the teacher, and

number of torns during reading group. Additionally, there v!as a

decrease in waiting For help and in off-task behavior. The

acnievement data demonstrated that the California students

exceeded their spring predicted scores on four subtests of BTES

achievement battery while the Virginia students exceeded their

predicted scores on all subtests except one. Cahen attributed
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differences in results to smaller class size at both sites, and

greater allocated time for instruction in Virginia.

The Effect of ALT on Social Outcomes or Nonhandicapped Learners

Although the primary outcome of interest in ALT studies is

academic, there has been some concern about the effect of a

strong academic-emphasis on social outcomes. P.terson (1979)

questioned the effectiveness of direct instruction for diverse

educational outcomes. She noted that although students'

cognitive skills increase using teacher-centered methods, there

is no effect for measures related to self-concept, locus of

control and anxiety. Other instructional designs emphasize

social goals. For example, "open classroom" approaches surpass

traditional ones in improving students' attitudes toward their

teacher and school, and in promoting their independence and

curiosity. The size or the effect is small, however. (But see

Stallings, 1975 for evidence of a positive relationship between

achievement and self-esteem).

ALT Measures for Hand icaop.ed Children !:ithir the Renular

Classroom

There have been relatively few studies of ALT for

handicapped children within a regular class environment. The ALT

of learning disabled students was compared to that of

nonharidicapped students by Chow (1931). Altnough learning

disabled students had similar amounts of time allocated to

academics as regular students, they had less time engaged in

academic tasks and less time engaged at a hig's success rate. In
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the first year of the study, mainstreamed students had less than

one-half the ALT of their nonhandicapp d counterparts; in the

second year of the study, it was reduced to one quart.r. As the

number of handicapped students in the class increased, the

percentage of engaged time decreased. 'A-!ditionally, the time the

learning disabled students spent on low-success tasks increased.

The relationship of class size to ALT indicated that in a larger

mainstreamed class more time was spent on non-academic activities

and less time on academic activities during a given academic

subject.

Project PRIME (Kaufman, Agard, & Semmel, 1978) provided data

related to time on-task for mainstreamed EMR students. For these

students attention was positively related to the amount of time

spent in teacher-directed sm,11 group instruction and the amount

of time the teacher spent introducing or testing. Attention was

negatively related to percent of time spent in student

self-directed small or large. group instruction and the percent of

time the teacher spent supervi sing. While nonhandicappec!

students spent 82% of the allocated time attending to academic

tasks, the EMR learners spent 72%. In results similar to those

of Good and Beckerman (1978), PRIME found that mainstreamed EAP,

students high in normative academic status were on-task more than

those with low normative academic status. ALT increased when

academic tasks were prescriptively oriented for particular

students.

Research on ALT in the regular class, although limited,
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shows a strong relationship of ALT to achievement for both

handicapped and nonhandicapped learners.

ALT and Handica d Children in S ecial Class Environments

The relationship of allocated time to reading achievement

was examined in secondary, remedial classes by Stallings (1980).

Time allocated to specific reading activities was determined

using classroom observations and a teacher behavior rating scale.

The result' of reading achievement tests were examined to

determine student reading gain. The data supported the

assumption that amount of time allocated to specific reading

activities significantly affected reading gain and specific

reading levels.

The hypothesis that ALT increases achievement was supported

in a special class setting by Leinhardt, Zigmond and Cooley

(1981). They observed 11 primary self-contained learning

disability classes to ce term i ne the nature of the reading

activities and the relationship between particular activities and

improvement in reading test performance. Posttest performance

was influencead by pretest performance, silent reading time and

overlap of material taught.

Project PRIME examined on-task behavior of EM!? children in

resource rooms and special classes in addition to the behavior of

the EMR children in the mainstream classroom cited previously.

In the resource room EM1 children were more attentive when there

were peer verbalizations and less attentive when working on an

individual activity apart from the other students.
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Teacher - directed small group instruction and a high degree of

teacher introducing and motivating also enhanced attention. EMI',

students in the resource room spent 89% of their time on-task

compared to 72% when placed in the regular classroom, however,

content covered was different in the two settings. Reading

instruction occurred more frequently in the resource room than in

the regular classroom, while science and social studies occurred

more often in regular classes. Since there was a smaller class

size in resource rooms than in the mainstream classese there was

more opportunity for intensive instruction and active group

participation.

Evidence indicated a relationship between ALT ond

achievement for EMR students in special class settings, as well.

Fifteen percent of the variance in normative academic status was

attributed to the amount of t,me spent in academic instruction.

Attention was enhanced in structured classes where the teacher

used student-directed individual instruction and coercive or

legitimate influence.

Summary

The essential aspects of the ALT model include: 1) the

child is engaged in learning, that is, s/he is on-task; 2) the

child experiences a high success rate; and 3) the task is related

to a specific academic outcome (Borg, 1930). Using this model,

there is persuasiVe evidence, for both !landicapped and

nonhandicapped learners, that there is a relationship hetv!een ALT

and positive academic outcomes. ALT is facilitated in an
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environment in which the teacher gives as-..ademic feedback to the

learner and emphasizes academic goals. Additionally, it is

important that the teacher has good diagnostic and prescriptive

skills which enable him/her to accurately pinpoint the child's

level of functioning.

It is clear that identifying a classroom in y'hich ALT is

fostered provides a handicapped learner with an environment which

has the potential for facilitating academic outcomes. There are

additional factors to consider, however. The evidence which

considers the effect of emphasizing academic outcomes on social

development is limited. Since handicapped children are often

rejected in mainstreamed classrooms, social outcomes are

important considerotions.
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HOMOGENEOUS VERSUS HETEROGENEOUS GROUPING

Grouping children for instruction based on the ability level

of the individual children represents an attempt to alter the

environment to facilitate both teaching and learning. Benefits
to the teachers include easing the.ir task by restricting the

academic diversity of their students. Benefits to the learners

include the individualization of instruction based on their

particular needs (Kirp, 1974). Additionally, teachers believe

that placing children in homogeneous groups is an effective

instructional practice (Wilson C Schmidts, 1S78).

The efficacy studies did not provide evidence for the
superiority of particular administrative grouping arrangements.

However, research on the effectiveness of ability grouping for

improving student outcomes provides another approach to the same

issue. If heterogeneous groupings produce superior student

outcomes, then the implication is that the regular classroom a

benefic,al environment for handicapped learners. If, however,

homogeneous groups are superior then perhaps the handicapped

child would make better academic progress in a classroom grouped

by ability. Thus, results of research on aLility grouping

provide information about an environmental variable which might

be alterea to facilitate academic achievement.

Grouping as an educational method has a long history.

Homogeneous versus heterogeneous grouping was first

systematically attempted in 1337 by W. T. Harris (Goldberg,
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Passow, & Justman, 1966). Since that time many grouping

variations have been developed including grade-level grouping,

tracking into different curricular sequences, ability or

achievement level grouping, assigning to special classes,

multiage or multigrade grouping, and differential,

subject-to-subject grouping. The assumptions behind ability or

homogeneous grouping are that: 1) it materially reduces the

range of learning-related differences within a group as compared

with random or heterogeneous grouping, and 2) that this reduction

of range facilitates both teaching and learning (Heathers, 1969,

p. 564).

The use of homogeneous grouping implies that teachers will

vary the learning tasks, instructional'methods, and pace of

advancement (Heathers, 1969) to reflect the characteristics of

the particular group. One rationale for homogeneous grouping is

that it allows students to progress at their own rate anri to get

more individual attention from teachers. Heterogeneous or random

grouping is proposed as an alternative because: 1) homogeneous

grouping is undemocratic and affects the self-concept of those in

the lower group; 2) homogeneous grouping more accurately reflects

reality; 3) students of lesser ability profit from learning with

those of greater ability; and 4) it is impossible to achieve a

truly homogeneous group (Esposito, 1973).

Past reviews of the literature revealed that when

achievement gains were in favor of homogeneous grouping, the

results ere often explainable on the basis of different teaching

210
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methods and materials, modification of educational objectives,

and curriculum reorganization (Esposito, lc.;73; Heathers, 19uq:

Wilson el: Schmidts, 1978 ) rather than the grouping pattern

itself. The current literature suggests that grouping patterns

may affect individual students differentially.

The Effect of Grouoina on Academic Outcomes

Studies on heterogeneous versus homogeneous grouping show

that neither is superior for all pupils in improving achievement.

The composition of the group can make some difference in the

performance of its members, however. If it is used to meet the

specific learning needs of different pupils through varying the

curriculum, it may be effective (Goldberg et al., 1966).

In a four-year study of over 2,500 stud r, Sorg (193C)

examined the differences in the effects on elemew.ary and junior

high school pupils of an ability grouping system that

distinguished between a curriculum that adjusted the rat': of

presentation of curricular materials, ani e random grouping

system that differentiated the curriculum through enrichment.

Students were divided into superior, average, and slow groups

using the results of the California Achievement Test [lottery.

Borg concluded that at the elementary and junior high school

level neither random nor stratified grouping is superior for all

pupils. At the elementary level, homogeneous growing provided a

slight advantage for superior pupils and random grouninci was

associated with slightly better academic performance,for slow

pupils. At the junior high level homogeneous grouping led to
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greater mathematics achievement among superior pupils and greater

science achievement for average students. For slower pupils,

there was a slight tendency to favor random grouping. for

achievement in both mathematics and science. Pupils in a random

grouping situation consistently developed better study methods

during the elementary school years than pupils in a homogeneous

grouping situation. Average pupils at the secondary level ,ho

were grouped randomly also showed significantly more gains in

study habits.

The effects of grouping on academic achievement were found

to be minimal in a study by Goldberg et al. (19G6). Their intent

was to study 'some of the aspects of ability grouping not

adequately examined previously., Their study differentiated 2219

fifth grade students by I.Q. scores. Independent variables

included the presence or absence of gifted or slow students, the

relative position of the student's ability level within the range

of ability levels in that :lass, as well as the range of ability

in the class. Goldberg et al. found that "although the

achievement differences among patterns of varying ability range

were small, overall observed increments tended to favor th,1 ro3d

range. . . However, no one pattern or combination of patterns

was best for all pupils in all subjects" (p. 16U).

The differences that were found in achievement gains were

more a function of teacher competency or interest; "simply

narrowing the ability range in the classroom does not necessarily

result in a greater differentiation of content or method and is
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not associ,:ted with greater academic achievement for any ahility

level" (p. 161). A caution is forthcoming from this study.

Teachers of slow pupils tend to teach less content and have lower

expectations. Yet those same slow pupils benefit from the

exposure to enrichment activities in the broader range classes

and show increases in achievement.

The studies previously cited explored the results of

stratified grouping on students of varied intelligence and

achievement levels. Laughlin (1978) investigated the effects of

group composition on performance. College students were studied

individually and in groups of from two to five. It was found

that the performance of mixed groups of high, medium and low

persons was proportional to the number of high-ability members of

the group. Laughlin indicated that in comparing homogeneous to

heterogeneous groups, the overall ability level of the
homogeneous groups must be specified. Homogeneous high-ability

groups perform better than heterogeneous or mixed-ability groups,

while homogeneous low-ability groups perform less well than

heterogeneous or mixed-ability groups.

Grouping according to age is another grouping variable. No

significant differences were found :)y Way (1581) between children

in multiage or single age classrooms on reading and math

achievement test scores. Though Valett (1981) recommends

functional achievement grouping as a way of remediating special

education deficits, it does no,t seem to be more effective

academically.

2r")4, 44
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The Effect of Grou ing on Social Outcomes

The impact of homogeneous versus heterogeneous grouping

arrangements on nonacademic variables is inconclusive. Attitudes

towards peers are related to ability in random grouped

classrooms, but not so in homogeneously grouped classrooms. Yet,

at all ability levels, pupils in random grouped classrooms had

more favorable self-concepts than comparable pupils in ability

grouped classrooms according to Borg (1966). However, Goldberg

et al. (1966) found that the self-assessments of slow pupils were

raised when the range of ability levels in the class was narrow.

This suggests that the presence of gifted pupils emphasizes the

difference between the attainment of the slow pupils and their

gifted peers. Way (1981) found that students were happier and

showed greater satisfaction in multiage rather than s,ngle age

groups.

Grouping Effects in Institutional Settings

A study of approximately 1000 mentally retarded clients in

three large institutions was conducted to identify the factors

which contributed to variations in the quality of care provided

in residential facilities for mentally, retarded persons (Rayles,

1930). Grouping arrangements were one of the factors studiLld. It

was found that functional grouping had deleterious consequences

on the care of the severely and profoundly retarded. ;Mixed

ability grouping, however, may produce diminishing returns for

the more able mentally retarded. For severely mentally retarded

individuals, homogeneous, functionally-based groups generated an
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environment in which direct-care staff consistently provide care

which was characteristically
unstimulating, undifferentiated,

depersonalized and rigid (Ilaynes, 1980).

Summary

Although teachers favor ability grouping and feel that it

leads to improved learning, the research suggests effects may be

more complicated. There is some evidence that high ability

students benefit from ability grouping (Borg, 1966), however, low

ability students show increased academic gains when they are

grouped hetergeneously (Borg, 1966). While the research has not

included handicapped learners, the implication is that at least

mildly handicapped cnildren might be affected similarly.

For social outcomes, findings are inconclusive. Some

studies indicated improved self-concept for learners in

hetergeneously grouped classrooms. Others indicated that wide

differences in ability are highlighted in randomly grouped

classrooms, and those differences affect self concept.

Because the research on effects related to ability grouping

has been predominantely inconclusive it may not he a criti,:al

primary variable to consider in an analysis of environments.

This does not mean, however, that important irteractions may not

exist for grouping arrangements and other factors (e.g., ability

level). The research that has been done with lou ability

children, indicating favorable academic and social outcomes in

mixed groups, at least suggests that random grouping does not

have an adverse effect or handicapped learners.
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TEACHER BEHAVIOR AND ATTITUDES

It has been hypothesized that a relationship exists between

the attitudes, expectations and behaviors of teachers and

students' academic and social outcomes. Much or the research in

this area was motivated by the work of Rosenthal and Jacobson

(1968). These authors induced a teacher expectation of success

for randomly selected children by indicating that those children

were expected to "bloom" during the school year. Results

demonstrated that students who were,expected to achieve more,
did. Rosenthal and Jacobson attributed this gain in a general
ability measure to biased teacher expectancies and related
changes in teacher behavior. Other researchers have failed to

replicate Rosenthal and Jacobson's results (Claiborn, 1969; Jose
& Cody, 1971), and the original study was criticized for

methodological shortcomings (Safer, 1980). However, there has
been a continued interest in the expectancy phenomenon.

For handicapped children the process related to expectancy

effects begins with the labeling process. The reaction to the

label is assumed to be followed by a series of steps:

(1) teachers develop expectancies based on their perceptions or

attitudes,

;2) teachers behave differently based on differing expectations

for students and,

(3) differences in behavior affect student outcomes (Safer,

190).
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Teacher attitudes, expectations and behaviors are important only

in relation to their effect on child outcomes. Each of the

assumed relationships must be valid in order for child outcomes

to be affected. In the following sections the empirical evidence

which supports each of the assumptions is reviewed. If these

assumptions are supported empirically there are implications for

identifying appropriate environments for handicapper 'earners

related to matching teachers to children.

Relationship of Teacher Behavior to Child Outcomes

Academic Outcomes

Rosenthal and Jacobson (1968) attributed child changes

directly to teacher expectations for success. Brophy and Gond

(1970) postulated that teacher behavior, based on teacher

attitudes and expectations, was an important mediating process

affecting outcomes. While researchers have directly observed

teachers' behavior in the classroom to., examine the relationship

between that behavior and child outcomes, that research is

limited. Firestone and Brody (1975) attempted to identify the

relationship bet,;,een the quality of teacher-child interactions

and academic performance in six kindergarten classrooms. They

found a relationship ben;een negative interactions %AVh teacher

and scores on all subtests of the retropolitan Achievement Test.

They also found a relationship between number of times a child

was chosen to demonstrate in class and particular reading

subtests. Children who had most interactions or types had
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positive correlations with tot, math scores. Because IQ was

controlled in this study they, is no indication that teachers

behaved differentially toward children on the basis of their

perceived ability.

Weinstein (1976) observed teacher-student interactions and

their relationship to both reading achievement and sociometric

status. She noted that teachers behaved differently toward high

and low reading group members both during reading group

instruction and large group instruction. Members of the low

ability reading group had significantly more opportunities to

respond and significantly more praise than high ability reading

group members. Additionally, the low group had fewest members

and consequently more teaching time per pupil. The teachers

adjusted their responses to low ability children during large

group instruction by repeating the question following the wrong

answer. Low reading group children did receive lower scores on

the reading achievement measure, however, it is not clear what

proportion of the difference was related to differential teacher

interactions and what proportion was related to initial ahility

differences. Anecdotal observations indicated that teachers

communicated different expectations to different groups of

children:

"For example, as early as the month of Octoher, one of

the teachers mentioned to her class 'Joey's group has

all this to do :lecause they are very smart .Ind this is

more difficult.' Classes were also frequtly told)o
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watch assignment instructions for the highest reading

group because some day they would all he able to do the

work" (p. 115).

The relationship between classroom interactions and academic

achievement for EMR and educationally handicapped children was

examined by Forness, Silverstein and Guthrie (1979). They found

results similar to those of Weinstein (1976) indicatirg that

teachers respond more frequently to low acnieving children.

There was a significant negative relationship between teacher

response and achievement in both the EMR and educationally

handicapped classrooms.

The studies cited (Firestone & Brody, 1975; Forness et al.,

1979; Weinstein, 1976) had contradictory results, indicating in

one study that teachers behave more positively to-tard high

achieving children and in the- other studies that teachers have

more positive and frequent interactions with low achieving

children. One explanation for the disparate results may be that

different teachers use praise and positive fedbacfr. to

communicate different information. Brophy (1 31) suggests that

the function of praise may be:

(1) as a spontaneous expression of surprise or admiration;

(2) as balance for criticism or vindication of predictions

or expectations;

(3) as attempted vicarious reinforcement;

(4) as avoidance of criticism;

(5) as a peace-offering;
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(6) as a transitional ritual;

(7) as encouragement for a consolation prize; or

(8) as student elicited stroking (pp. 17-18)

Teachers in the studies cited, therefore, may have used

praise in different ways for high an low achieving students.

Weinstein (1976) provides support for this contention by stating,

"It is possible that critical comments concerning performance

suggest high expectations and that high rates of praise (arid as

the observers pointed out for less than perfect answers) convey

an indiscriminate 'fine, fine, fine' to those from whom less is

expected" (p. 115).

In addition, there is evidence to indicate that teacher

behavior is differentially related to student achievement

depending on the background .characteristics of the learners.

Good, Ebmeier and Beckerman (1978) found that while praise was

postively related to mathematics achievement for low SES

classrooms, it was negatively related to achievement in high SES

classrooms. They also concluded that a relaxed classroom climate

was more imnortant for low SES childrer.

Social Outcomes

A number of studies have examined the relationship of

teacher behavior to social outcomes. Ascione and Borg (ISSO)

studied the relationship of behavior to self-concept scores of

nonhandicapped and learning disabled/emotionally distur5ed

children. Teachers who participated in the experimental group

were trained on the Utah State University Self-Concept Protocol
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Program. As a result of their training they used more

appreciative praise, fewer direct commands, less judg'ng or

labeling, more "I-messages," and more inviting cooperation.

Although the teachers in the experimental group changed their

behavior, the self-concept scores of the handicapped children did

not show concomitant gains. Lack of significant change may be

explained by several factors: 1) there was no indication to whom

the teachers' positive comments were directed. They may have

been directed to the class in general rather than the handicapped

children; and 2) there may not be a direct relationship between

teacher behavior and particular outcome measures. For example,

the measures used by Ascione and Borg may not have been affected

by those aspects of teacher behavior.

The influence of teacher behavior on sociat acceptance

measures has been studied for both nonhandicapped and handicapped

children. An early study by Flanders and Havumaki (1960)

indicated the choice value of a student was increased when that

student had been praised by the group facilitator.

Qeneralizations based on this study are limited, however, because

the study took place in the laboratory. In a study ,;:hich topi<

place in the classroom, Hermann (1972) examined the influence of

teacher approval and disapproval on the sociometric choices of

upper elementary students. He found that while there was a

significant relationship between teacher approval and acceptance,

teacher disapproval had a minimal impact on classroom status.

Foley (1979) studied the effect of teacher behavior on peer
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acceptance of children labeled normal, learning disabled, or

mentally retarded. Children in four fourth-grade classrooms

viewed a videotape of a labeled child interacting with a teacher

who responded to him approvingly or disapprovingly. A

questionnaire was administered to measure acceptance or rejection

of the videotaped child. Acceptance was significantly greater

when the child was responded to positively rather than
negatively. Children may be more likely to take cues from the

teacher on the videotape, however, than in typical classroom

circumstances when peer influence is also present.

Project PRIME

The influence of teacher behavior on both social and

academic outcomes was examined in Project PRIME (Kaufman, Agard,

Semmel, 1978) in relation to the socioemotional climate of the

classroom. The aspects of teacher behavior included in the

socioemotional climate were teacher warmth, methods of influence,

and directiveness. Project PRIME demonstrated that the
relationship of teacher behavior to child outcomes is a complex

one.

Academic status. Although the classroom environment was a

powerful predictor of academic status for non-mainstreamed ENR

students, the proportion contributed by teacher hehavinr was not

significant. For mainstreamed EMR students and nonhandicapped

children no aspect of classroom environment made a major

contribution to academic status.

Academic Cehavior. In an analysis of academic 'oehavinr, a
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relationship was found between teacher warmth and attention to

task for nonhandicapped students and EMR learners in the resource

room. For EMR students in self-contained classrooms, attention

was enhanced in a structured environment with teachers who used

coercive or legitimate influence. Kaufman et al. .concluded that

attention to task for EMR learners did not occur solely as the

result of a warm, supportive environment but rather in

conjunction with smaller class size and more intensive

small-group instruction. It appears, therefore, that teacher

behavior may not be directly related to all academic outcomes but

may exrlain part of the variance in conjunction with other

factors.

Academic Attitudes. No relationship was found between

teacher behavior and academic attitudes.

Social Status. Kaufman et al. additionally examined the

influence of teacher behavior on social outcomes. The social

status of learners was defined in terms of acceptance and

rejection measures. For mainstreamed ErR learners acceptance was

enhanced when the teacher used large group instruction. For E:1R

learners in self-contained classes there wa: greatnr acceptance

when the teacher was directive.

Social Behuiior her behavior had less influence on the

misbehavior of handicapped learners. the warmth of

teachers influenced the friendly/cooperative behavior of

nonnandicapped children and En children in self-contained

classrooms, it did not significantly affect the behavior of E:1R
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children in the mainstream. There was a positive relationship

between a teacher's nondirectiveness and the friendly/cooperative

behavior of EMR youngsters in self-contained settings.

Social Attitudes. Postive social attitudes towards peers

were facilitated for EMR children in self- contained classrooms by

directive teachers.

Evidence from Project PRIME suggested that teachers affect

both the social and academic competencies of handicapped
children. However, it is clear that different types of behaviors

facilitate different competencies. For example, while

nondirective teachers contributed to positive social behavior,

there was a relationship between directive teachers and postive

social attitudes. Additionally, there were some competencies

(e.g., normative academic status) that were relatively unaffected

by teacher behavior. Further, there were teacher Le!laviors that

were appropriate for some learners and not for others.

Summary

There is evidence for a relationship between teacher

behavior and child outcomes. Although studies which examined the

effects of differential teacher behavior toward high and low

ability students on outcome variables have proriuced someChat

inconsistent results, when either the child characteristics or

the outcomes themselves were specified more clearly, effects ''ere

more interpretable. For example, teacher praise seems to affect

achievement outcomes more for low SES children than for 'nigh SES

children (Good et al., 1(.73). Further, Project PPWIE results
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indi:ated that when outcomes were differentiated intc status,

behavior or attitude measures, varying teacher hehavior was

associated with different outcomes.

Teacher Expectations and Teacher Behavior

The second assumption of the expectancy research (Safer,

1980) is that teachers behave differently based on differing

expectations for students. Brophy and (load (1974) define teacher

expeOations as "inferences that teachers make about present and

future academic achievement and general classroom behavior of

their students" (p. 32). They suggest that expectations arise

from observed behavior or data that a teacher receives related to

a particular student. The expectation effect occurs when the

teacher's perceptions are "inaccurate and inflexible, so t'..at the

teacher begins to treat a student consistently as if he were

somewhat different from what he actually is' (p. 35). For

handicapped children, teacher expectations may be particularly

limiting, if teachers expect less from learners than they could

potentially achieve, socially and academically (MacMillan, 1577).

The evidence related to expectation effect can be divided into

expectations that are artificially induced by an experimenter and

those that occur in naturalistic classroom settings.

Artifically Induced Expectations and their Influence on_Teecher

Uehavior

The most consistent evidence for the influence of

expectations on teacher behavior is provided in studies where the
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expectations were artifically induced in a tutorial situation

(Beez, 1968; Chaikin, Sigler, & Derlega, 1974; Rothhart, Dalfen &

Barnett, 1971; Rubovits & Maehr, 1971; Rubovits & Maehr, 1973).

Typically, children were randomly assigned to high ability or low

ability groups and teacher trainees or graduate students were

given false psychological information predicting the children's

future success. Results indicated that teachers behaved in a

consistently positive, task-oriented manner toward these students

for whom they had high expectations; they behaved in a more

negative, less task-oriented way to low expectation students.

The external validity of these studies is limited for several

reasons. These studies typically involved graduate students or

undergraduate teacher trainees rather than classroom teachers.

The contact between these "teachers" and the students was for the

duration of the experiment only. The "teachers," therefore, had

nothing on which to base their expectations except the

information they wee given 5y the researchers. In a regular

classroom, teachers have ample opportunity to formulate their own

expectations for pupil behavior and achievement based nn

naturally occurring contact, school records, information From

other teachers, and experience with siblings.

Expectations in Naturalistic Settinas and thoir Influence on

Teacher 3ehavior

Studies of teacher expectations done in naturalistic settings

have focused on differential teacher interactions with high ane

low ability students. Teachers behaved differentl" tnwird high

Of)17-
AwkIt.)
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and low ability students in lower elementary classrooms (Brophy &

Good, 1970; McDermott & Aron, 1978), in junior high classrooms

(Good, Sikes & Brophy, 1973; Heller & White, 197S), toward boys

and girls (Good, Cooper & Blakely, 1930; Good, Sikes & Brophy,

1973) and toward minority students (Jackson & Cosca, 1974). High

ability students were given more praise and less criticism;

teachers were more persistent in eliciting responses from those

they categorized as having high ability; and teachers gave high

ability students more second response opportunities.

It is interesting to note that high ability students

initiated more work and procedural interactions with the teachers

(Brophy & Good, 1970). It seems .;lear that while teacher

expectations may be responsible for some differential teacher

behavior, the classroom is best viewed as a transactional system.

Teachers respond to the behavior of students, as well as to their

own expectations.

Teachers respond differentially to boys and girls in their

classrooms (Good et al., 1973). Boys seem to he more salient

students: they received more praise as well as more criticism

(although it is the low ability boys that accounted for most of

the criticism). Additionally, since boys as'<ed more questions

and had more frequent contact with the teacher they created more

response opportunities for themselves.

While there has bean some consistency in thu responses of

teachers toward high and low ability students, there is a great

deal of variability among teachers (Safer, iY10). Brophy and
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Good (1974) explain the variability by suggesting that teachers
eact differently to their expectancies. They categorize

teachers as overreactive, reactive and proactive. Proactive

teachers are flexible: their expectations change as the behavior

of student changes. However, goals for individual students are

riot greatly influenced by those expectations or student behavior.

The reactive teacher is flexible but changes in response to
student behavior; the teacher does not initiate the changes. The

overreacting teacher is most prone to expectation effects. S/he

esponds to students as stereotypes rather than as individuals

and is likely to favor students who exhibit good behavior and

performance. Based on the explanation of Brophy and Good it

would be important to identify proactive teachers for work with

handicapped children.

Teacher Behavior Toward Handica d Students in Renular Classes

While research with handicapped popultations has not focused

o n expectations per se, there is an implicit assumption that

expectancies are generated based on the identification of a child

as handicapped. The expectation occurs, therefore, in

association with the label, and teacher behavior is oredictec: to

change based on that expectation.

Martin (1572) observed children in a regular classroom uhom

the teacher had defined as having behavior problems. ',One no

difference was found in amount of praise or criticism of children

who were defined as having behavior problems, he did find the

2 3
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total frequency of student-teacher contacts with behavior problem

boys was nearly twice that as with any other group. Teachers

were involved in more contacts invotving classroom procedure,

behavior and academic interactions. Additionally, behavior

problem children were asked more direct questions by teachers.

Tha author suggested that questions may have been used as a

management technique to control behavior.

The behavior of learning disabled students were examined by

Bryan and Wheeler (1972). They found handicapped students spent

more time in non-task oriented behaviors and less time on

task-oriented behaviors, but that there was no difference in time

spent interacting with pears or teachers. In fact, only one

instance of a positive/negative interaction was identified during

the observations. This low evaluative contact was explained by

indicating the teachers knew who was being observed, and they may.

have selected i.hildren who did not typically get the most

attention or they may have avoided those children during the

course of the observation.

Forness and Esveldt (1975) observed classroom interactions

of children who had been referred for learning or behavior

problems to the UCLA Child Psychiatric Outpatient CmpartmPnt. In

comparing these first and second graders to a control group, the

researchers found that the target subjects received more

attention from teachers. Hollever, they not indicatm

direction (i.e., positive or negative) of attention. In a

follow-up with the target children one year later a correlation
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was found approaching significance between the children who
differed the most in behavior from their peers and the severity

of intervention, which ranged from remaining in a regular class

with no supplemental services to being hospitalized in a

psychiatric hospital.

A study of Chapman, Larsen and Parker (197n with

handicapped children is most similar in its design and intent to

the studies that examined differential teacher behavior to high

and low ability group children. In this study four first-grade

teachers in middle class su5urban schools were observed for

student-teacher interactions using the Brophy-Good Scale. When

the children were in second grade, the authors interviewed their

teachers to determine which children were rated as having high,

medium or low ability and which had been referred for special

education. They then reviewed the first grade observations for

differential interactions.

When the interactions were teacher-initiated, the learning

disabled children received more praise, criticism, process and

product feedback and procedural contacts. In student-initiated

interactions learning disabled students initiate-' more comments.

They initiated more contacts that resulted in praise in or

contacts, and they initiated more contacts that resulted in

criticism in both work and procedural contacts. There was no

difference in opportunities to respond 5ut there v:ere results

suggesting that handicapped students received fe.:/er

opportunities to respond to open questions. TTh referred

23'3
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students received less than half the opportunity to read in

reading groups compared to high or medium ability students.

Learning disabled children received more criticism 'luring

(procedural interactions and more criticisms and warnings

regarding their classroom behavior. The authors state that

"increased negative reinforcement without accompanying increases

in positve reinforcement may reflect the regular teachers'

inabi:ity to cope with the needs of these children for structure

regarding classroom procedures and appropriate behaviors" (n.

Different results were found by Richey, Miller and Lessman

(1981) . They compared 10 learning disabled children in grades

three, four and five with a group of control children cn SCAN, an

instrument used to record all verbal interactions with teachers.

The handicapped students received more positive reinforcement and

less negative reinforcement (percentage differences were

indicated; no tests were carried out regarding whether

differences were significant). The authors concluded from their

observations that positive reinorcement yas used to "huild the

learning disabled child's confidence and self-image v:hile lore

of a class contribution was asked for from the normal stitdPnts"

(p. 166).

Summary

The interactions of teachers with handicapped learners are

different than with nonhandicapped children. Hoever, these

differences were not consistent. Although each ctudy focilsee on
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positive and negative behavior of the teacher to the learners,
results were variable. The inconsistency of these results may he

attributed to differences in observational systems or definitions

o f the variables studied. Additionally, teacher behavior is
likely to be affected by a combination of variables, only one of

which is the characteristics of the learner.

Teacher Behavior toward Handicap ee learners in Special Class
Settings,

41erry and Quay (1969) observed amount of teacher-student

interactions in classrboms containing "conduct disordered
children" and those containing normal children. They found more

teacher contact with the conduct disordered children than with

the nonhandicapped children and more positive attention initiated
by the teacher. They add, "What these data do not show, however,

is that most of this positive teacher initiated interaction

o ccurred when the child was engaging in disruptive deviant
behavior and no doubt reflects the commonly held attitude that

the bad behavior of emotionally disturbed children must he

u nderstood rather than extinguished" (p. 4G5).

In a related study, Cryan (1974) observed the behavior of

children labeled learning disabled in regular class and' resource

room settings. In the regular class she found teachers responded

significan'tly more often to nonhandicapped comparison students.

Additionally, there was a difference in the quality of
interaction 4ith handicapped versus nonhandicapped students: t-ie

'teacher spent more time in woric related interactions with the
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learning disabled students and were more likely to have a

personal interaction with the nonhandicapped students. In the

resource room the same handicapped children had more time with

the teacher and, significantly more positive and less negative

reinforcement from the teacher. The resource room environment,

therefore, allowed for optimum interaction win a teacher.

Bryan and Wheeler (1976) evaluated teacher behavior in

classes for normal children, trainably mentally retarded,

learning disabled and severely retarded-multiply handicapped.

They used the Interaction Process Analysis (Bales, 191) to

observe differential behavior in the following categories:

initiations to individual children, initiation to the group,

responses and no responses to individuals or to the group,

positive and negative comments and duration of interactions. The

learning disabled group had the most completed interactions, the

most adult initiations to which children responded, the longest

duration of communications. The trainably mentally retarded

class was second to the learning disabled group in total

communication between teachers and children. The normal group

had fewest adult initiations to individuals and most initiations

to the group. The normal group also had fewer completed

interactions with individuals. In the multiply handicapped class

there was the greatest number of teacher initiations, 5ut the

fewest completed interactions, responses to initiations and

continuous communications.

These studies suggest that a special class 111cws an
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increased opportunity for child response and teacher initiation.

This may be due to differential training of special class

teachers which focuses on attention to individuals, however, it

may also be a result of the lower class size which is typical of

speciA classes. These results parallel those found for the

relationship between lower class size and increased in academic

learning time.

Summary

In studies with nonhandicapped children, differential

expectations were either artifically induced or formed hy the

teachers as they interacted with students in their classrooms.

The most consistent results iccurred in those studies with

artificially induced expectations. These studies may be limited

in their external validity, however, because: a) they involved

graduate students or teacher trainees rather than classroom

teachers, and h) the interactions between adult any child were

artificially limited.

The results of studies conducted in classroom settings are

more variable. Brophy and Good (1974) attri5ute \this variability

to variations in teacher characteristics. They classify teachers

as proactive, reactive or overreactive base on ieir yillingness

to alter expectations of students when provided ,aith conflicting

information, and their ability to set realistic goals for

students. Additional evidence for the variability of teachers is

provided by anecdotal information from the studies. ;fliile

observational systems use frequency counts to indicate amount of

2 4 3
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teacher praise or criticism, there is no indication of the actual

function of that praise.

There are a limited number of studies which compare the

behavior of teachers in regular classrooms with handicapped and

nonhandicapped students. The studies which exist are

process-process studies and do hot indicate the expectations of

the teachers prior to the observations. It may be assumed. that

the teachers have expectations associated with handicaps but they

are not identified in the studies, and they may be difFerent for

different teachers. Results were variable ranging from no

difference to more prAise given to handicapped children.

Different results may be explained by the different instruments

used to record behavior, by the variability of the teachers

themselves, and by the,41ifferent uses of praise and criticism.

The- ilif-TU-dhee of setting as a variable related to teacher

behavior was examined by Werry and Quay (1969) and Bryan and her

colleagues (Bryan, 1974, Bryan & Wheeler, 1976). They found that

special class and resource room teachers had more positive

contacts with handicapped students than regular class teachers.

These results may be attri5utable, however, not to the setting

itself but rather to the lower class size in special class

settings.

Attitudes and their Effect on Teacher Expectations

The third assumption of the expectancy research (Safer

1300) is that teachers' attitudes affect the expectAtinns they
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hold for student success. Teachers' attitudes represent the

initial link in the chain that joins expectations to behavior and

then to child outcomes. The research related to attitudes is

reviewed in the following section.

Brophy and Good (1974) define attitudes as primarily

affective responses while expectations are cognitive. They

characterize expectations and attitudes as closely interrelated

phenomena which may interact with each other. Brophy and Good

predict that attitudes affect teacher-child interactions

similarly to expectations: "Once the teacher forms differential

attitudes, the student may begin to respond differentially and in

ways that will tend to complement and reinforce the teacher's

attitudes" (pp. 130-131).

Teacher Attitudes Toward Nonhandicapped Students

Several studies have explored the notion that teachers'

attitudes are reflected in their behavior (Gond & Brophy, 1972;

Silberman, 1969; Willis & Brophy, 1Y74,. Silerman (1c;i;) asked

teachers to nominate children in their class for whom they felt

attachment, concern, rejection and indifference. Observerr, then

recorded the amount of teacher initiated contact,

positive/negative evaluation and acquiescence toare these

children. While the attachment children exhibited model behavior

there was little evidence teat teachers tr,'..'et 2 r' 4C..ern

preferentially. The concern group received the most teacher

attention. The indiFference group had less contact and rP.ceivld

less praise than all the other attitude groups. Contact was
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frequent with the rejection group and consisted primarily of

attempts to control their misbehavior. Because the teachers in

Silberman's study were given the attitude measure before the

observations were made, their behavior may have been affected by

that knowledge. Good and Brophy (1972) attempted to control for

that possibility by making their observations before the attitude

measures were taken. 'Their findings supported those of

Silberman.

Brophy and Good (1974), in summarizing differences that were

found in the studies done, conclude, "The effects of teacher

attitudes on teacher-student interaction are not simple and

universal. The degree to which teacher attitudes affect

teacher-student interaction, and the particular ways that they do

affect

teacher

Teacher

it when such effects are observed, will differ from

to teacher" (p. 149).

Attitudes Toward Handicapped Students

There is an assumption made in studies that examine the

attitudes of teachers toward handicapped children that those

attitudes will generate a certain expectancy which be

reflected in teaching behavior. It is assumed, therefore, that a

positive attitude will contribute to the academic and social

success of handicapped children. Attitudes of regular class

teachers toward handicapped children seem particularly important

because of the current emphasis on intearating handicapped

children in the mainstream.

Shotel, Iano and McGettigan (1972) questioned regular _lass
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teachers with respect to their attitudes toward: (1) integrating

handicapped children, (2) the academic and social potentials of

these children, (3) their competencies to teach handicapped

children, and (4) the need for special methods and materials.

Attitudes of teachers with exposure to handicapped children were

compared to those of teachers who did not teach handicapped

children. Attitudes for both groups were assessed at the
beginning of the year before the experimental group had exposure

to the mainsteaming program, and at the end of the year.

Positive attitudes of the experimental group decreased from
pretest to posttest. The authors' explanation for the decrease

was that the initial positive attitudes of the experimental group

were related to participation in a new program. Interviews with

the teachers during the year indicated that while ENR children

were not integrating well e4th-ena-cademically or socially, both

experimental and control group teachers were more positive on the

posttest in their attitudes toward learning disabled children.

Shotel et al. (172) note, however, that the label learning

disabled was not widely used in oennsylvania during the time of

the study and teachers categorized from lo to 30% of the pupils

in their classes as having this disability. They ma;" not,

therefore, have considered these children to 1,-e handicapped per

se but merely having some difficulty in learning. Althouoh

control group teachers expressed greater doubt in their ahility

to competently teach hanlicapperi children as thl school year

prog 'issed , the experiment,; teachers maintained a rinre

2 Lei '1L
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optimistic attitude.

Attitudes toward lainstreamin.

While Shotel et al. (1972) examined the attitudes of

teachers toward handicapped students, other studies have focused

on the attitudes of teachers toward the mainstreaming process

(Gickl ing & Theobald, 1976; Kaufman et al., 197C). The

assumption of these studies is that teachers' attitudes toward

the integration of handicapped students affects their behavior

toward these students in the classroom.

Gickling and Theobald (1975) surveyed 326 teachers in

Tennessee. They found that while a majority of teachers felt

children were limited by special educatirn placement, they did

not feel adequately prepared to teach handicapped children in the

regular classroom. There was greater su:,,ort for resource rooms

than for self - contained classrooms, and most teachers felt

special classes provided superior programs than those provided by

regular classes for handicapped children.

Regular classroom teachers in Project PRIME (Kaufman et al.,

173) reported a generally positive attitude toward mainstreaming

mildly handicapped children. The problems that they did list

included lack of time to work individually Nit', stu:,'ents, of

appropriate materials, and the inability of the handicapped

students to work on group projects. Teachers felt problems could

be alleviated thrOugh smaller classes and the availability of an

aide. Similarly positive attitudes toward mainstreaming were

expressed by special class teachers.
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Kaufman et a.1..,found a relationship between teacher
characteristics/and attitudes toward mainstreaming. They found

that teachers who placed more emphasis on structure and control

were less positive toward mainstreaming. Additionally, teachers

with less teaching experience had more favorable attitudes toward

integration.

Other teacher characteristics that are associated .with

willingness to mainstream include: number of special eduCation

courses taken (Stephens & Braun, 1980); grade level taught

(Larrivee & Cook, 1979; Stephens & Braun, 1980) with elementary

teachers exhibiting more positive attitudes, teachers'

perceptions as to their degree of success working with

handicapped children (Larrive & Cook, 1980), and contact with

handicapped people (Keilbaugh, 1977; Kennon & Sandoval, 1978).

Summary.

Descriptive studies have examined the attitudes of regular

class and special class teachers toward handicapped learners.

Shotel et al. (1572) provide evidence that is particularly

pessimistic. Attitudes of teachers participating in the

integration program became less positive as the program

progressed. Attitudes expressed by teachers in the Shotel et al.

study and that of Gickl,ing any Theobald H.75) indicated that

regular class teachers felt ill-prepared to cope with the

adJition of handicapped students in their classes. Goth groups

expressed the reed for additional materials and (!ifferent methods

For working with '.1in1icappe(4. students. marly requ'r class

rt,),4j
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teachers in Project PRIME felt positively toward integrating EMR

learners into the mainstream, those teachers also expressed the

need for appropriate materials and time for individual contact

with the handicapped students. It seems unreasonable to expect

teachers, who initially referred students for special help

because they were unsuccessful in the classroom, to he willing to

reintegrate them without some support services.

While there is evidence that teachers have different

attitudes toward mainstreaming handicapped children it is not

clear that attitude variation is directly Y.eflected in teacher

behavior. Limited evidence is provided by the work of Silberman

(1969) and Brophy and Good (1972). Teachers were able to

identify the attitudes they held toward specific children,

however, there was not a direct relationship between positive

attitudes/positive behavior and negative attitudes/negative

behavior. Further research is needed which relates the attitudes

of teachers toward handicapped children to the behavior of those

teachers in the classroom.

The Influence of Labels on Attitudes and Expectations

The attitudes and expectations that teachers have toward

nonhandicapped children are assumed to arise From characteristics

of the children themselves. For handicapper' children thc:re is an

additional factor whch exists in conjunction with their

observable qualities: the label that is associate' t.Nith their

particular handicapping condition. This label has been predicted
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to influence the attitudes and expectations of the teachers
(Reschly & Lamprecht, 1979). It is assumed t)at if a teacher

knows that a child is retarded, learning disabled, or emotionally

disturbed the teacher will behav'e differently toward the child

than s/he would have behaved if the label were not assigned
(MacMillan, 1977). Labeling is potentially the First step in the

process which leads from particular attitudes and expectations to

teacher behavior and finally to a negative effect on child

outcomes. If teachers do not react differentially to a label

then at least that source of influence on attitudes and
expectations is not present.

There is evidence to indicate that teachers are influenced

by the presence of a label (Foster & Keech, 1977; Cilluno &
Rucker, 1977). Foster, Schmidt and Sabatino (1r.-:7C) randomly
assigned 44 elementary teachers to either a normal expectancy or

a low .expectancy condition. The two groups viewe' a vilentape of

a normal fourth grade child engaging in various activities. The

low expectancy group was told the child was learning disahled;

the normal expectancy group was told the child was normal. Both

groups were then asked to complete a referral forrd 'based on

observed behaviors. The group told that rce boy was lelrning

disabled rater:: him lower on academic items and higher on problem

area items. This study demonstrated that 2ercentions of behavior

were altered with the presence of a la)el.

Additional evidence for the effect of labeling was -ovided

oy Ysseldyke and Foster (178). These authors used same

2 51
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ideotape from the previous study, but they divided 75 elementary

teachers into either an learning disabled, emotionally disturbed,

or normal label group. In the baseline condition each group was

asked to complete a checklist noting behaviors typical of a child

with the label of their respective groups. They then viewed the

ideotape and redid the checklist based on behaviors observed on

the tape. Ysseldyke and Foster found: (1) that teachers viewed

normal behavior as different from behavior of handicapped

children, and (2) teachers in the handicapped labeled groups

rated the viewed behavior more negatively than those teachers in

the normal label condition.

Algozzine, Mercer and Coutermine (i 5:77) suggested that

labels may serve as indicators For the appropriateness of

particular behaviors. They found that subjects rated beaviors

less distrubing and more acceptable when there was a congruence

between the label (e.g., learning disabled) and the behavior

described (e.g., learning disabled behavior or emotionally

disturbed behavior). This research can be contrasted with

previously cited research which suggested that when label is

assigned, teachers define the behavior exhibited as congruent

w ith that label:

Teacher response to a particular lahe) i, an experimental

condition may partially be a function of the experimental

situation itself. Fos; and Salvia (177) exaine(' the erfect
N/

of the demand characteristics of the situation on the assessment

o f children. Teachers 11,ere random 1 y assignee uric oF four
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groups: normal label, oral request to be objective; normal label,

no objective request; learning disabled label, objective request;

learning disabled label, no objective request. They then

estimated the academic skills and undesirable behaviors of a

normal fourth grade boy viewed on videotape. The teachers in the

LD group rated the behaviors of the boy more negatively than

those in the normal group. However, when the request to he
objective was given the child was rated more positively by the

learning disabled label group. The authors concluded "although

demand to be objective reduced the impact of the label, it

did not remove it" (p. 534).

Although teachers' attitudes and expectations may he

affected by labels, there is evidence to suggest that those

effects may he mediated with extended exposure to a child.

Reschly and Lamprecht (1979) examined the effect of a label on

the expectations of teachers and then measured the change in

those expectations with repeated exposure to the labeled child.

While there were initial differences in expectations for success

based on the initial label of EMR, normal or gifted, after the

third 10-minute observation of the child's behavior there were no

longer significant differences in the expectation of success for

the three groups. These authors concluded that Olen there is

sufficient opportunity to view behavior that is inconsistent viith

the label the expectancy effect is eliminated. Further evidence

of exposure mediating thu effects of a label is provided hy
Yoshida and i'eyers (1975. These avthors also found that
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teachers did not form differential expectations for children

based on an EMR label.

Lipmary.

The evidence indicating that labeling has a detrimental

effect: on teachers' attitudes and expectations is inconclusive.

There is consistent information that teachers respond differently

to children based on a label of EMR, emotionally disturbed,

learning disabled, gifted and normal. However, there is also

evidence that when teachers are exposed to repeated examples of

behavior that are inconsistent with the label, the teachers

revise their expectations. Studies which demonstrated labeling

effects are similar to studies which show the effect of teacher

expectations on teacher behavior: effects are most evident when

experiments are done over a short period of time. With the

passage of time,_ effects are likely to be mediated by more direct

experience with the student(s).

Modifying Teachers' Attitudes and Expectations

It has been assumed that positive attitudes to ard

handicapped children increase the likelihood that teechers will

behave in a manner which facilitates child ctitcoms (Hc.ras:/miw ,c1

Horne, 1976). Therefore, modification of attituos may to

necessary to increase the successful integraThn of students

within a mainstreaming environment. Techniques for attitude

change have included contact and exposure, information and

persuasion, simulations of disabilities and group discussion
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(Donaldson, 1980).

Frith and Lindsey (1981) compared the attitudes of regular

class teachers who had had 50 hours of inservice education with
those who had not. They found that techers significantly
improved in their attitudes expressed on the Attitudes Toward

Disabled Persons Scale (ATDP) as a result of training. This

improvement was true primarily for males; females' attitudes were

positive before inservice training.

The effectiveness of inservice and prservice training For

changing the attitudes of 283 vocational teachers are teacher

trainees was examined by McDaniel (1982). While both methods
were effective in producing change in a more positive direction,

McDonald found that the group that had information on the
handicapped infused into the existing program did not show a

significant gain. There is no indication, however, in either

study which aspects of the training were responsible for attitude
cnange.

Johnson and Cartwright (1979) combined contact -fith

information to determine the relative effect of each on attitude

cnange toward mainstreaming. They predictor' that teacher

trainees who experienced both information and contact "could have

more improvement in attitudes than teacher trainees
experienced only one component. The information and experience

Lom'oination and the information only class were f:And to most

effective for improving participants' attitudes. Th(2 authors

concluded that tiie information segment was most effective for

255
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attitude change.

Attitude change based on contact and exposure was examined

by several researchers (Shotel et al., 1972; Harasymiw & Horne,

1976). Shotel et al. found increased exposure decreased positive

attitudes, however, pretest scores may have been inflated. The

authors stated that the teachers "initial optimism r-presnted an

attempt to assume a cooperative and positive attitude toward the

aims of the program" (p. 332). Harasymiw and Horne (1976)

obtained different results. They compared attitude measures for

191 experimental and 161 control teachers. The experimental

teachers were from schools that were in the rocess of

integrating handicapped children into regular classrooms. The

control teachers were froM schools that did not integrate

handicapped learners. The experimental group received v:orkshop

training and also received the support of the consulting services

of specialists in their classrooms. No pretest was administered

so no indication was given as to whether the attitudes of the

experimental and control group differed before integration.

Result, indicated that: (1) experimental teachers had more

favorable attitudes toward integration, (2) experimental teachers

felt more competent in handling the management of different

handicapied. children, and (3) experimenta] and control group

teachers did not differ in basic social distance attitules.

Experimental teachers did 'lave less anxiety ah.out v:orkinq irith

handicapped children. Teachers in this study qere providd with

inservice programs and resource specialis assistance as ,ell as
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having increasedontact with handicapped children. It appears

that contact alone is not sufficient to bring about a positive

change in attitudes.

Modifying Teacher Behavior

Although there is limited evidence of the ability to modify

attitudes, it is not clear that teachers' attitudes are directly

reflected in teacher behavior (Good & Brophy, ,972; Silberwn,
19b9) . However, there has been research done on changing the

behavior of teachers through the use of feedback. Goo( acid

Brophy (1974) identified two groups of learners through classroom

observation: a low participation group and an extension group

(those with whom teachers did not persist in getting a response

if they were rebuffed on the first attempt). Teachers were then

asked to increase their interaction with these two groups. Yith

the extension group the authors found that after feer!back,

teachers initiated more interactions, used more praise and more

warnings rather t:ian criticism, called on them r,:ore frequently

and stayed with ',hem as often as they did with their classmates.

While there were not notable changes in the extension students,

there was a change in the low participation group in the

direction of greater participatn.

Student-teacher interaction is not caused solely by thn

initiations of the teacher. Often teiicher hnhavier is in

response to information or feelings from the students. In an

extension of the Silberman study, "Hllis and Brophy (L74)
concluded that teachers behave in a particular way based on their

2"
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perceptions of the students themselves. Teachers characterized

those students for whom they felt attachment as helpful, high

ability, positive in their behavior, having an ability to work

independently and physically attractive. The children for whom

they felt concern were considered immature, needing and seeking

teacher attention, needing reassurance and approval, lacking in

self-confidence, but with a positive attitude toward schools.

These children were evaluated as laving low abilit,;, by the

teachers, and they did have low Metropolitan Readiness scores.

The indifference student had "blank" facial expressions, negative

attitude toward school; they failed to live up to the teachers'

expectations. They did not respond to the teachers in rewarding

ways. The girls in this group had low Metropolitan Readiness

scores, but the boys did not. The children in the rejection

group were the only ones with a match in the teachers' estimation

of their ability and their readiness scores. They showed no

significant difference from their peers on their scores; yet the

teachers characterized them as to fail school, loud,

disruptive, with poor reading ability, having an ina5i 1 ity to get

along with others, and as having grieral aLility.

This information suggests that students have Gn impact on

teachers' perceptions of them. The indiFerance childr;2n verP

perceived by the teachers as not liking school, and the authors

fell, that the teachers developed "defense nechanisms to prrAect

(themselves) from continued frustration and rejection by the

indifference grout, children" (p. :J26). Cther :ILW.ors hay? s'-.01,,n
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children's effect on adult behavior. Yarrow, 14axler and Scott

(1:)71) randomly assigned pre,chool children into grcups. Adult

caretakers were instructed to exhibit high or low nurturant

behavior to particular groups. Although adults maintained their

role on the whole, there were differences in their responses to

individual children. When adult approaches were followed by

positive reinforcement from a child the adult was more likely to

eturn to that child. Cantor and Gelfand (1577) used child

confederates and observed rates of teacher praising, he and

attending to the children. In the responsive group the chili:' was

told to look at the adults, smile when praised, ask for feedback,

talk spontaneously and respond enthusiastically. The same child

u nctgr nonresponsive :onditions exhibited opposite behaviors. The

esponsive child received significantly more verbal helping,

nonverbal helping and attention. After the interaction the

esponsive children were rated as more intelligent, skillful and

attractive. As with the indifference children characterized by

Silberman (199) and others, the nonresponsive children sere not

significantly different in their ability, but because of their

responses to the teachers they were evaluated n?(7:!tively an,' were

avoided.

IF handicapped children who are.mainstre2oed irtc r!..2gular

classrooms can Le characterized by their teaClers as those

merit concern rather tnan i!diFfere,Icn or rejection have

greater likelihood of success. The concern students in th:':

Silberman stud: wew aptly characterizor' as a vi-..; lo', ahility;
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'Jut because they responded positively to school and to the

teacher they had more frequent contact with the teacher, mere

opportunity to answer questions, and the teachers responded

favorably to their academic difficulties (Good & Brophy, 1972;

Silberman, 1069). One possibility, then, is to use time when

handicapped children are in a resource room or in a setting other

than the regular class to train them to respone appropriately to

the regular class teacher.
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THE ROLE OF PEER INTERACTIONS

There is a relationship between peer interactions and social

outcomes. Children who are unsuccessful in their social

encounters typically evidence greater discomfort, submissiveness,

and anxiety, and are less willing to engage the environment

(Hartup, 1973). In addition, there is some speculation that peer

interaction may contribute to moral and social cognitive

development (Hartup, 1978). Retrospective studies have lined
social withdrawal tc delinquency, adjustment difficulties and

adult psychiatric disorders (Strain, Cooke, & Apolloni, 1976).

Given the association between peer interactions and later social

development, it is important 4o identify variables which
contribute to positive peer relationships for handicapped
children.

Issues in ;Measurement

The basic approach to assessing social outcomes rehted to

specific child characteristics has been correlational. Thus,

evidence for the social success of handicapper: childrse comes

from measurement of covariance in attitudes, sociometric status

and directly observed behavior. Alt:lough ,then.? are scvoral ty:.;es

of,attitude measures (public opinion surveys, investigations of

stereotypes and attitude scaling) they share the charActristics

of attempting to measure the beliefs held about certain groups

rather than reactions .to specific individuals (Strain Kerr,

lrr" Sociometric measJres estimate attraction along
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individuals in the same group (Asher & Hymel, 1981). Sociometric

measures are assumed to measure either popularity (using

rating-scale methods) or friendship patterns (using nomination

methods) (Asher & Hymel, 1981). Actual social behavior is

measured through direct observation of children.

There are comp leA relationships between results of

attitudinal, sociometric, and behavioral measures. While there

is an assumption that people will behave in a fashion that is

consistent with their expressed attitudes (Shuman & Johnson,

1976), there has been limited success in attempts to demonstrate

consistency between attitudes and over,. behavior (Ticker, 1969).

Behavior may vary substantially in response to situational

factors which are not revealed by global measures of attitudes

(ne Fleur & Westie, 1963). There are "group norms, roles,

definitions of situations, and other social constraints which

materially mediate responses in situations involving either

verbal behavior, attitude, or overt action" (De Fleur & Westie,

1963, p. 26). It is not unreasonable, therefore, to expect that

attitude measures may not be adequate predictors of overt

behavior.

It seems logical to expect a higher correspondence between

sociometric results and actual behavior. This relationship has

been found more often in preschool children than in older

children. Hartup, Glazer and Charlesworth (1967) examined the

relationship of positive and negative social reinforcement to

sociometric choice. They found an association between acceptance
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and the giving of positive reinforcement. A similar relationship

was found between rejection on the sociometric measure and the

giving of negative reinforcement. McGuire (1973) also found a

relationship between aggression and sociometric rejection. Using

the nomination method with preschool children, he found that

highly aggressive males tended to be unpopular. That

relationship was not found for girls, however. Koch (1933)
indicated that popular children werc those that conformed to

groups norms and complied with teacher direction while unpopular

children were those that hit, pushed and evidenced a lack of

respect for personal property.

While a reasonably clear relationship exists between

behavioral observations and sociometric measures of young

children, that relationship is not as clear for elementary

students (Asher & Hymel, 1981). Gottman, Gonso and Rasmussen

(1975) examined actual behaviors inside and outside the classroom

in an effort to identify the relationship between behavior and

sociometric nominations of friendship. They found that high

status children were given more positive reinforcement, but that

their tendency to dispense more positive reinforcement was not

-significant. In an unpublished study Benson and Gottman (reported

in Putallaz & Gottman, 1981) observed 114 kindergarten, first,

third and fourth grade classes. They found that popular children

received more positive contact with peers, but that there was no

difference between popular and unpopular children in attempts to

initiate peer contact. It seems clear that while the basis of
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young children's relationships are evident and easily observed,

the relationships among older children are more subtle and

complex.

Asher and Hymel (1981) proposed several explanations for

this difference. They suggested that: 1) there are fewer

opportunities to observe social interaction among older children

in the school environment; 2) correlates of social status in

older children may not be behavioral but may be related to

factors such as race, gender and physical appearance; 3) problems

may be related to the observational systems themselves,

particularly the inability to capture low frequency behavior; and

4) the changing nature of friendship itself precludes the

identification of simple behavioral correlates.

Observational measures are also limited by their lack of

historical context (Deno, Minkin, Robinson & Evans. 1980).

Behavior is interpreted by the recipient on the basis of past

interactions but the observer has no knowledge of these.

Additionally, behavior is evaluated by group norms which may be

unknown to the observer (Deno et. al, 1980).

Social Outcomes in Early Childhood

Mild Handicaps

A common assumption of many educators advocating an early

start for 4ntegration of handicapped and nonhandicapped children

during early childhood has been that attitudes would be more

positive at this age (Bricker, 1973). Most research in

integrated preschools has been carried out using direct
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observational techniques - requiring the assumption that
children's behavior accurately represents the way they feel
toward peers.

Existing observational studies of social interaction in
integrated preschools indicate that mildly handicapped children
are well-integrated with their nonhandicapped peers. For
example, Peterson and Haralick (1977) found that while
nonhandicapped children played more with other nonhandicapped

peers, handicapped children were included in over SO% of the

observed interactions. There was a trend for nonhandicapped
chilAren to seek out playmates with similar abilities,
particularly in complex play. Similar results were obtained by

Guralnick (1980) who found frequent interactions between
nonhandicapped and mildly handicapped children. Additional

confirmatory evidence was provided by Ipsa and Matz (1978) and

Dunlop, Stoneman Pic! Cantnell (1978). The implications of these
studies are that attitudes of young nonhandicapped children
toward mildly handicapped children are indeed positive.

Severe Handicaps

While there is evidence that young nonhandicapped children

respond positively to mildly handicapped peers, they have less

contact with more severely impaired children. Existing
observational studies of social interaction in integrated
preschools show that variance in the level of social involvement

is correlated with the severity of the handicapped child's
disability. In the previously cited study, Guralnick (1980)

2 5
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found that moderately and severely handicapped children were

isolated from nonhandicapped and mildly handicapped peers.

Moreover, these trends accelerated across the year. These

re-ults are quite consistent with other reports. .Sinson and

Wetherwick (1981) integrated moderately handicapped Down's

syndrome children with normal children in weekly play groups over

a two-year period. They reported although the nonhandicapped

children initially made "heroic" efforts to include the Down's

syndrome children in play, that these social initiations faded

systematically over the wo-year period. Burton and Hirshoren

(1979) speculated that the rejection by nonhandicapped children

would increase as the severity of the handicapped increased.

While that relationship applies with young children it does not

seem to hold true with children during middle childhood.

Social Outcomes in Middle Childhood

While studies of attitudes at the preschool level rely on

the direct observation of behavior, those in middle childhood

have relied almost exclusively on sociometric and attitudinal

measures. Additionally, while there are some studies which

explore the attitudes of children in the primary grades (grades

one-three) the bulk of the Research has examined the attitudes of

older elementary students (grades four-six). Therefore, there is

limited evidence of the changes which may occur in attitudes

toward the handicapped during the primary grades.

Mild Handical

Sociometric measures. Iano, Ayres, Heller, and McGettigan
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(1974) compared the sociometric ratings of nonhandicapped,
resource room children who had never attended special classes and

former special class students who were partially integrated.

Nonhandicapped students had greater peer acceptance than

handicapped children, and students never placed in a special

class had greater peer acceptance than those who had been placed.

Gottlieb and Budoff 1973) used a forced choice sociometric
measure to compare the acceptance of handicapped children in

traditional and open classrooms. While EMR children in an open

school were known to more children than those EMR children in a

traditional school, the increased contact did not lead to greater

acceptance. Integrated EMR children were rejected more than

segregated children, and EMR children in the open school were

rejected more than the EMR children in the traditional school.

In an attempt to identify the correlates of low sociometric

status among mainstreamed EMR children Gottlieb, Semmel and

Veldman (1978) examined the relative contribut'ons of misbehavior

and academic incompetence. There was no relationship between

amount of time integrated and social status. There was a

relationship, however, between misbehavior and rejection and

between cognitive ability and social acceptance. The authors

concluded that acceptance and rejection were separate

constructs.

Sociometric measures have also been used to tap 'the social

acceptance of children defined a5 learning disabled. Bryan

(1974) found learning disabled children to be less well-accepted
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than nonhandicapped upper elementary childr n. In a follow-up

study, Bryan (1976) found that attraction and rejection ratings

for handicapped students were consistent over time even though

.5% of their classmates had not rated them in the initial study.

Siperstein, Bopp and Bak (1978) examined the social status

of upper elementary learning disabled children. Although they

were rejected as a group, there were handicapped children who

were rated favorably: those nominated as best athletes. It seems

clear that the rejection experienced by handicapped children is

related to their lack of perceived competence. Evidence

Indicates that it is not the handicapped condition per se that

contributes to low social status but rather the lack of academic

or athletic competence, physical attractiveness or socially

appropriate behaviors. These are characteristics valued during

middle childhood.

Attitudinal measures. Several studies have examined the

effect of labels on attitudes toward mildly handicapped children.

Siperstein, Budoff and Bak (1980) identified children as "retard"

or "mentally retarded," and measured attitudes using an adjective

checklist and an activity preference list. Sixth graders

responded more positively to those called "mentally retarded"

than those called "retard." When the label used was limiteo to

"mentally retarded" Gottlieb (1974) found that fourth grade

students were not significantly influenced in their attitudes on

an adjective checklist or on social distance measure. The label

condition alone may not lead to the expression of negative

94-$
AvoC)
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attitudes because: 1) in the absence of negative behavior

children may feel it is inappropriate to express negative

attitudes, and 2) the level of knowledge of upper elementary

children about the words "mental retardation" is minimal (Budoff,

Siperstein, & Conant, 1979).

Perception of similarity also contributes to the attitudes

of nonhandicapped children (Siperstein & Chatillon, 1982).

Siperstein and Chatillon found that fifth and sixth grade

children rated retarded children more positively when they shared

similar interests than when they did not. Positive attitudes

were only expressed, however, by children who had been exposed to

retarded peers. In addition to similarities of interests there

may be actual behaviors of the handicapped children that

contribute to positive attitudes of nonhandicapped peers.

Behavioral measures. There have been a limited number of

studies which have used direct observation to compare the

behavior of handicapped and nonhandicapped children. Gampel,

Gottlieb and Harrison (1974) contrasted the behaviors of EMR

children who had been randomly assigned to a special class or a

regular class setting with support services with low IQ children

not identified for special class placement and nonhandicapped

children. They were observed on behaviors which included luting

out of seat, aggressive behavior, distraction, attention, and

positive and negative verbal behavior. While there were no

significant differences among low IQ, integrated EMR and

nonhandicapped children, the segregated children exhibited
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significantly more restlessness, and more negative verbal

behavior both to and from their classmates. In this limited

sample, integrated EMR children were not behaviorally different

from their nonhandicapped peers. Since other measures confirm

their rejection, the behavioral measures may not be sensitive

enough to identify relevant behaviors or relevant behaviors may

not have been specified.

Gottlieb and Davis (1973) examined the relationship between

handicapping condition and the choice of partners in a bean bag

toss game. Nonhandicapped children were asked to chose among

nonhandicapped, integrated EMR and segregated EMR children as

partners. With one exception, the non-EMR child was chosen in

preference to either the integrated or segrated EMR child. When

the subject had a choice between only the segregated or

integrated child there was no significant preference. The

authors suggested that because reinforcement was associated with

a high score on the game, the norhandicapped children were chosen

because they were perceived as more competent.

Severe Handicaps

Although it is certainly counter-intutitive, two recent

studies carried out with nonhandicapped children who have regular

contact with severely handicapped peers have suggested that

attitudes toward these children may be more positive than

expected. The most important of these studies was conducted by

Voeltz (1980), who analyzed the questionnaire responses of over

2000 elementary-aged children with various levels of contact with
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children with severe handicaps. She found that there was a

significant difference between the attitudes of children

experiencing the various levels of contact, with those having

greatest contact evidencing the most positive attitudes toward

the handicapped children. Factor analysis indicated that these

attitudinal differences clustered around the dimensions of

"contact willingness" and "deviance consequation," that is,

children with high contact with severely handicapped peers

indicated a willingness for additional contact and disagreed with

statements that handicapped children should be excluded from

school or ostracized for unusual or aberrant behavior. There was

evidence of a developmental trend in the data, such that younger

children (grades two and three) showed less contact willingness

and more negative attitudes toward unusual behavior than older

children (grades four through six). Voeltz (1982) confirmed her

results in a later study.

The Voeltz scale was used to measure the social acceptance

of severely handicapped children in grades K -2, 3-6, and 7-12

(Brinker, n.d.). For each grade level the acceptance scores were

higher for girls than for boys regardless of whether they had had

contact with the severely impaired children or not. The mean

acceptance score also changed as a function of grade, with older

children giving higher acceptance scores than younger children.

Similarly positive results from providing opportunities for

contact with severely handicapped children were reported by

McHale and Simmeonsson (1980). These investigators structured

0
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daily play sessions between elementary-aged children labeled

"autistic" and nonhandicapped schoolmates. Questionnaires

administered before and after this experience indicated that

attitudes were predominantly positive before and somewhat more

positive after getting to know the autistic children.

In each of the cited studies the nonhandicapped children had

the opportunity for structured interaction with the severely

handicapped children. It is not known if they would have

expressed attitudes which were as positive without that

intervention.

Social Outcomes in Adolescence

Mild Handicaps

The number of studies which have examined the attitudes of

adolescents to their handicapped peers is limited. The study by

Sheare (1974) is frequently cited because it showed that

increased contact led to an increase in positive attitudes. In

findings similar to those from middle childhood, Sheare found

that female students exhibited more positive attitudes than

males.

Other studies which have examined the influence of contact

have shown negative results. Strauch (1970) compared the

attitudes of junior high students who attended some classes with

EMR students with those who had no contact. A semantic

differential technique was used to compare the attitudes toward

"mentally retarded", regular class pupils, special class pupils

and nonhandicapped people. The lowest attitude score was
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assigned to mentally retarded people, the next lowest to special

class people. Increased contact did not bring about more

positive attitudes. Stager and Young (1981) used a combination

attitude/sociometric questionnaire to examine the change in

attitude toward integrated EMR adolescents over time" The EMR

students were mainsteamed for a minimum of one regular class but

none were integrated for an entire day. The authors found that

EMR children were more socially accepted by other EMR students

than by their nonhandicapped peers. The results are not

surprising when the questionnaire is evaluated. Two of the six

questions were related to competence: "Who has the most

ability"? and "Who do you discuss homework with"? It seems

unreasonable to ex;.act that children who are classified as

mentally retarded, because `of limited academic ability, would be

chosen either for exhibiting high ability or as homework

consultants.

Research at this age level is minimal and is limited to an

exploration of the effect of contact. The results that are

available are inconclusive.

Severe Handicaps

There is very limited evidence of the attitudes of

nonhandicapped adolescents toward severely handicapped children.

Cook and Wollensheim (1976) measured the attitudes of s2venth and

eighth grade students with varying amounts of contact with

retarded children. One group had no contact, one group had
.
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contact with EMR and TMR students, and one group had contact only

with EMR students. They were evaluated on several measures

including: an adjective checklist, a semantic differential

measure, a perceived behavior measure and a commitment-to-

involvement measure. There was only a mild correlation between

the attitude measure and the measure of willingness for

involvement. Children who were labeled mentally retarded were

rated more negatively than those not labeled, regardless of

contact. The children in the school containing both EMR and TMR

children had significantly less commitment to involvement than

children in the no-c 7,-:)ool. These results are

contradictory to those obtained by Voeltz (1980) and Brinker

(1982), and suggest that positive attitudes may be related to

structured interaction.

Factors Mediating Peer Relationships

Although there is evidence Oat handicapped children as a

group are not well-accepted by their peers, there are factors

which may mediate the rejection. There are characteristics of

the nonhandicapped children and of the environment itself which

interact with the presence of a handicapped child to produce

differential results.

Sex

Most studies have found a difference in the expressed

attitudes of girls and boys, with girls consistently expressing

more positive attitudes (Budoff & Siperstein, 1978; Siperstein et

al., 1980; Siperstein & Chatillon, 1982). In one study
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(Siperstein & Gottlieb, 1977) the girls expressed less acceptance

for the target on the social distance measure. Because the

target children were boys, the girls may have been reflecting the

sex-cleavage that occurs during elementary school rather than any

reaction to the handicap itself. The expression of positive

attitudes by girls more than boys may be a reflection of the

desire of girls for social approval from adults ( Maccoby &

Jacklin, 1974). It interesting to note, however, that during

overt behavioral interactions (Gottlieb & Davis, 1973) girls were

no more likely to choose EMR children as partners than were
boys.

DeveloultalallUqui

The majority of the research to date has not explored the

potential for change in attitude as a function of development.

The extant studies have either looked at a wide range of grade

levels, but not examined differences as a result of age
(Bruininks, 1978; Gottlieb & Budoff, 1973) or have looked at a

narrow range of grade levels (Bryan, 1974; Gottlieb, 1975;
Sigler, Mabec, & Lazar, 1978) and have, therefore, not had the

opportunity to examine age-related attitude chah_e. The purpose

of one recent study was to examine this developmental process.

C3ttlieb and Switzky (1982) examined the cognitive beliefs of 585

upper elementary children on an adjective checklist. Results

were examined in terms of four factors: general negative

evaluation, general positi "e evaluation, likeability and

unhappiness. Attitudes changed as a function of the age of the
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respondents. As age increased, mentally retarded persons were

perceived in less negative terms on factors one and four, and

children in grades four, five and six perceived mentally retarded

person.: in more positive terms on the likeability factor.

Gottlieb and Switzky suggested that changes in attitude may be

related to cognitive changes that occur in children during middle

childhood.
Environmental Variables

The PRIME model (Kaufman et al. 1978) r s suggested that

social competence may be attributed, at least partially, to the

nature of the socioemotional climate within the classroom. There

is (74 'a ationship between the interactions that children have

with teachers and peers which influence their self-evaluation,

behavior, and ultimately, the way they come to be perceived by

others. The teacher provides leadership and sets goals which

contribt.;te partially to classroom climate. The peer group,

however, provides additional influence and is characterized by

cohesiveness or friction. Cohesiveness can lead to satisfaction

within the group, cooperative behavior, harmony and a low level

of friction and peer dislike.

Results of the PRIME analysis indicated that in both regular

and self-contained classrooms the degree of acceptance of other

students in the class far exceeded the degree of rejection.

Additionally, a relationship was found between a high degree of

peer harmony and a low level of pupil dislike. The teacher can

facilitate one aspect of cohesiveness within the classroom:
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teacher warmth and teacher directiveness significantly predicted

peer harmony. It was interesting to note that there was no

relationship found between teacher leadership and peer dislike.

Product Measures. Project PRIME examined the effect of

socioemotional factors, as well as learner characteristics, on

social competency measures of status, behavior
(friendly/cooperative, antisocial) and attitudes. The authors

hypothesized that the environment would be a larger influence on

social outcomes than any characteristic of the learner.

Results for Social Status. The results indicated that the

socioemotional climate explained a significant proportion of

variance in both acceptance and rejection for nonhandicapped,

mainstreamed EMR, and segregated EMR students. Specifically,

when dislike among peers was low, the focus learner, whether
normal or retarded, was better accepted and less rejected than in

classrooms in which peer dislike was high. The authors noted,

however, that these results may be an artifact of the

measurement indices.

Results for Social Behavior. This outcomemeasure sought to

identify the relationship between environmental variations and

their effect on positive and negative behavior. Results
indicated that background characteristics, as well as the

socioemotional climate of the class, were related to antisocial

behavior: it occurred more frequently in classes characterized by

little harmony among peers. The socioemotional climate measures

also predicted a small but significant proportion of the variance
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accounted for in friendly/cooperative behavior, as well.

Results for Social Attitudes. The results showed that the

socioemotional climate in the classroom3 was significantly

related to feelings about peers among all three groups of

learners.

Summary. Results from Project PRIME demonstrated clearly

that there is an association between the climate which exists

among peers within a classroom and the social competencies of the

learners. It would be beneficial, therefore, to locate

classrooms where peer harmony is high and peer dislike is low to

facilitate the acceptance of handicapped children.

Intervention Studies

2g2jsSznAeterlanintliceafttgler

Mild Handicaps. There is evidence th:,t the perception that

mildly handicapped children are less competent contributes to

their lack of acceptance. A series of studies attempted to

manipulate competency and measure ''s resulting effect on social

acceptance.

Aloia, Beaver and Pettus (1978) examined the effect of

presumed competency in a game-playing situation on selection of

an EMR student as a partner. Although the competent EMR child

was chosen, the nonretarded pair member was selected as a partner

more frequently. Marlowe (1979) used a game-analysis

intervention to promote social interaction. Games analysis

separates games into their clmponent parts then alters parts to

allow for individual differences. This study used observational
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data as well as sociornetric change to evaluate the effects of the

intervention on a retarded ten-year-old boy. Marlowe found an

increase in task participation and peer-oriented behaviors and a

decrease in uncommunicative and rejecting behaviors during the

treatment phase. There was also a positive gain in peer

acceptance on a sociometric rating administered three weeks

following the intervention. The use of games as an intervention

strategy seems a particularly promising one to increase the

social competence of boys because the structure of their

friendship groups often involves games.

Two studies (Strichart, 1974; Strichart & Gottlieb, 1975)

explored the relationship of competence to imitation of a model.

Strichart and Gottlieb (1975) found that as EMR children were

shown to be more competent the likelihood of imitation by a

nonhandicapped peer increased. They additionally found a

significant correlation between the assumed competence level of

the retarded peer and the frequency with which they were chosen

as future partners in a game. The authors concluded that an

increase in social acceptance may occur when retarded children

have skills which enable them to be seen as competent.

Strain (1981) used a rigged competitive game situation to

increase interpersonal attraction of three retarded ten-year-old

boys. During the intervention, the handicapped children were

responsible for their team members obtaining reinforcement.

Strain found an increase in positive interactions that lasted

through a four-week follow-up observation. He also found a
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significant cnange in sociometric status of the three children.

Prior to the intervention, the three boys were rated as "wouldn't

like by all members of their class. At the four-week follow-up,

the boys received only "friend" and "alright" ratings.

Putallaz and Gottman (1981) did not develop a strategy for

remediating difficulties of unpopular children, however, their

research suggests an intervention approach. They compared the

behavior of nonhandicapped second and third grade children in

making entry bids into a group. The unpopular children: waited

;onger before making first bid, took more time for entry than

popular children and acted in a way which resulted in their being

ignored. Additionally, they disagreed more, called more

attention to themselves and asked more informational questions

than popular children (p. 143). The authors suggested that an

appropriate intervention would involve coaching to reduce initial

hovering behavior and to reduce their entry strategies that

elicited attention. It is not known if similar differences in

entry behaviors exist for handicapped children. An effective

intervention strategy for developing entry behaviors, however,

should reflect differences in the responses of boys and girls to

newcomers (Eder & Hallinan, 1978).

Oden and Asher (1977) used coaching in social skills to

increase the friendship ratings of isolated children. They found

that coaching was effective in increasing peer acceptance, and

that evidence of greater inclusion was found at a follow-up

assessment one year later. They also found a small,
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nonsignificant gain in number of best friends listed on a

sociometric measure. Asher and Renshaw (1981) explained that

behavioral change is not sufficient but rather cognitive

processes must also change to improve social competence. Social

skillfulness includs: 1) knowledge of interaction principles,
2) knowledge of the behaviors that follow from the general

concepts, 3) ability to set goals, and 4) the ability to

perceive one's effect on others (pp. 287-289). The implications

for interventions for handicapped children are clear: there is a

relationship between social competence or cognition and
friendship formation. Behaviors can be reinforced and mildly

handicapped children can be portrayed as competent in an effort

to increa4a positive initiations toward them., But, unless the

handicapped children are trained or develop a level of social

competence that is equal to their nonhandicapped peers, there

will be little basis for inclusion and appro)al.

Severe Handicaps. While there have been a number of

intervention studies focusing on mildly handicapped children,

fewer have focused on severely handicapped learners. Strain and

his colleagues (Strain, 1977; Strain, Shores, & Timm, 1977) used

a nonhandicapped peer to increase the social behavior of

withdrawn preschool children. The confederate was trained to

initiate social interactions by making requests to play. The

three handicapped children emitted few positive social behaviors

during the baseline condition, but these behaviors increased

appreciably when the conferate intervened. Two of the three

'2:U1.
eN,
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handicapped children generalized their positive social behaviors

to the free play situation which followed the training.

Donder and Nietupski (1981) used nonhandicapped volunteers,

nine boys and five girls, to increase the playground skills of

three Down's Syndrome and multiply handicapped boys. As a result

of the planned interactions, the handicapped children increased

their appropriate behavior and increased interact,or with

nonhandicapped peers. Although no formal measure was taken of

the attitudes or acceptance of the nonhandicapped, 8 of the 14

volunteers continued to interact with the handicapped students at

the termination of the intervention.

Although the goal of the interventions cited has been to

increase the social competence of the handicapped ch)ld, the

methods used to achieve this goal were different from those used

with more mildly handicapped learners. In studies with severely

handicapped children (Donder b Nietupski, 1981; Strain, 1977;

Strain 'et al., 1977), nonhandicapped children were used as change

agents to increase the social behavior of the handicapped

children. This technique may create an investment in the

interaction for all participants, and may lead to long-lasting

change.

IgiLLChariepatitttudes of Nonhandicapped Peers

Another intervention consists of attempting to change the

negative attitudes of the nonhandicapped children themselves. A

film was used y Westervelt and McKinney (1980) to alter the

attitudes of fourth-grade children who had scored below the

1
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median on a social distance questionnaire dealing with physically

handicapped people. The focus of the film was similarities

between physically abled children and those in wheelchairs.
Although there was an initial increase in positive attitudes

there were no lasting effects.

Group discussion was used to change the attitudes of

children in grades three through six (Gottlieb, 1980). Gottlieb

attempted to influelce the negative attitudes of children by
placing them in groups for discussion with children with either

positive or neutral attitudes. He also varied the children
within the groups on the basis of sociometric status. Res-lts

indicated that children with positive attitudes were not more

effective change agents than those with neutral attitudes: there

was attitude change among the negative children in all

experimental groups. There was no indication, however, if the

attitude change lasted over time.

Other attempts to modify attitudes have used a combination

0 of approaches. Jones, Sowell, Jones and Butler (1981) used a

five-hour training program consisting of simulation, films,

interviews and discussion. The authors reported a significant

change in attitude as a result of the intervention. There was no

attempt to determine if one aspect of the intervention

contributed more than any other toward attitude change.
Additionally no attempt was made to test for maintenance of the

attitude change.

In an interesting variation that included planned

0: ,I

r-0,24%)
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interactions with handicapped children, as well as cognitive

information, there were less conclusive results (Simpson, Parrish

& Cook, 1976). In one :-_,.periment, second and third grade

stud4mts participted in a four-week intervention that included:

a teaching sequence with slides, films, filmstrips and role

playing. Additionally there were "controlled activities" with

similarly-aged handicapped childt.A. No differences were found

between the control and experimental groups following the

intervention, although the experimental group did significantly

improve on their pretest scores on the attitude scale as a result

of intervention. In a second experiment one experimental group

received informational experiences alone while the second

experimental group was integrated for one hour per week into a

class for emotionally disturbed children. While attitudes

changed as a result of the intervention, one procedure was not

more effective than the other. Girls exhibited more favorable

attitudes than boys regardless of treatment.

Altering teacher behavior has also been suggested as a

method of indirectly influencing the attitudes of nonhandicapped

children toward the handicapped. Foley (1979) presented

videotaped segments to fourth grade children of a teacher

responding positively and negatively to a child labeled mentally

retarded or learning disabled. The author found that children

were more accepting of the filmed child when the teacher

responded to that child in a positive manner. Although this

technique was not used to alter negative attitudes in Foley's
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study, it is a potential intervention.

Environmental Interventions

Cooperative learning arrangements represent an environmental

intervention. Chennault (1967) found that unpopular children who

participated in the planning, rehearsal and presentation of a

skit improved significantly in peer acceptance. Lilly (1971)

attempted to determine which aspects of a cooperative learning

treatment contributed to suciometric change for low achieving

elementary students. While the experimental treatments as a

whole significantly changed social acceptance, there was no

difference between specific treatment groups. Ballard, Corman,

Gottlieb and Kaufman (1977) used a cooperative learning activity

to improve the social status of mainstreamed retarded children.

They found that the social acceptance of the experimental group

was significantly greater following treatment than that of the

control group. There was no significant difference, however, in

rejection of the two groups following treatment. Interestingly,

they also found a greater acceptance of experimental children by

classmates who had not participated in the cooperative activity

itself.

Johnson and Johnson (1980) state that acceptance of

handicapped children is facilitated when interaction occurs

within the context of postive goal interdependence. Cooperation

implies coordination to achieve a goal, and it is structured so

that all must achieve the goal in order for any to achieve it.

They state that "a direct consequence of cooperative experiences
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is a positive cathexis in which the positive value attached to

another person's efforts to help one achieve one's goals become

generalized to that person" (p. 94). It is likely that

cooperative learning can provide a climate to facilitate the

friendship development of retarded children. Hallinan and Tuma

(1978) suggest that friendship development is fostered by small

group interaction and the nature of cooperation itself encourages

taking into account another person's point of view in reaching a

goal. Additionally cooperative learning is incompatible with

competition for individual academic achievement which places

children with mental handicaps at a disadvantage.

LIMMELY.

When social outcomes are evaluated in terms of the attitudes

and acceptance of norihandicapped children toward their

handicapped peers results are consistently negative. There are

factors, however, which seem to mediate rejection including the

sex and developmental status of the nonhandicapped peer and

environmental chaiacteristics. These factors lead to the

development of particular educational intervention strategies, as

well as suggesting particular environments which may lead to the

acceptance of handicapped children. _cf.%

Girls express more positive attitudes than boys toward

handicapped children. It is important to note, however, that

studies which have examined the actual interactions of children

with their handicapped peers have not shown sex differences.

Although girls may express appropriate attitudes, the sex
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cleavage which is prevalent during middle childhood suggests that

an intervention strategy which focuses on nonhandicapped girls

will only be successful if the handicapped peer is also a girl.

Because there seems to be a relationship between

developmental status and attitudes toward handicapped children

integraticn efforts might best be structured differently at

different age levels. At the preschool level relationships

between nonhandicapped and mildly handicapped children appear
._;

quite felicitous, and may need little or no specialized

intervention. However, with .everely handicapped children more

direct programming seems nece sary if desirable levels of

cross-group social interaction an \positive social relationships

are to be achieved. With older ele4entary-aged children it

appears that more sper.ific programming is necessary with mildly

handicapped children, too. One profitable tactic might be to

provide "discrimination training" to extend the person perception

skills of the nonhandicapped chiljren toward appreciation of some

of the psychological and motivational factors contributing to

unusual behavior and depressed performance by mildly handicapped

children. The nature and extent of positive attitudes toward

severely handicapped children at the elementary age is unclear,

Replication of the Voeltz (1980) investigation, and the

initiation of a line of developmental reserch utilizng free

description methodology would contribute 10 c10.-ification of

these issues.

Because there have been a liAliLec number of studies which
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have examined the relationship of the environment to peer

acceptance, its importance needs further investigation. The

results of Project PRIME indicate a strong association between

the socioemotional climate which exists in a classroom and the

resultant harmony or dislike among students. Results also

suggested that the teacher has some ability to affect the

classroom climate.
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This document is a compilation of abstracts of the extant literature on

the principles of LRE. An explanation of each line of the abstract follows.

Line 1:

Line 2:

Line 3:

Lines 4-9:

Line 4:

Line 5:

Line 6:

Line 7:

Alphabetical listing by first author. Each author of the

article is included in this line.

Complete title of the article.

Journal name, journal year, volume, number, page numbers.

Gives content information about the article.

INPUT variables consist of those aspects of the educational

environment which exist prior to specific edueational inter-

vention and which the author(s) predicts will affect child

outcomes. If the article examines input variables, these

variables are listed.

PROCESS variables represent planned and unplanned changes in

the educational environment which the author(s) predicts will

affect child outcomes. If the article examines process variables,

those variables are listed.

PRODUCT variables represent measures of instructional outcomes.

If the article examines product variables, those variables are

listed.

This line provides the subject description for an empirical

study.

a. If the subjects are drawn from a particular environment

(i.e., regular class, resource room or special class),

there is a Y(es) to indicate that population.

Age of the subjects may be PSCHL (preschool) , ELEM

(elementary), SCNDY (secondary) or adult.

c. HANDICAP may be LH/LD (learning handicapped, learning

disabled, SH (severely handicapped), NH (nonhandicapped),

HI (hearing impaired), CH (communicatively handicapped),

PH (physically handicapped), EMR (educably mentally

retarded).

289
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Line 8: a. DESIGN, This provides information about the design.

The article may be an empirical study, either experi-

mental, quasiexperimental, or intrasubject; or a

non-empirical paper.

b. DEPENDENT VARIABLE. In an empirical study, the

dependent variable is listed.

c. COMMENTS. This section lists the independent

variable(s) in an empirical study. For a non-empirical

article, it provides a brief summary of the article

itself, Other salient information is also included.

Abbreviations which have been used throughout the abstracts:

ABIL ability

ACH achievement

AJMD American Journal of Mental Deficiency

ALT academic learning time

ATT attitudes

BEHAV behavior, behavioral

CHAR
characteristic(s)

CHARAC

CHL children

CLSRM classroom

COMPET competitive

COMTIN contingency

COOP cooperative

ED emotionally disturbed, education, educational

EMR educably mentally retarded

ETNIR Education and Training of the Mentally_Retarded

EXP experiment

,RP group

HETERO heterogeneous

HNDCP handicap

HOMO homogeneous

INDIV individual, individualistic

IND VAR independent variable(s)
2 1)0
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JABA Journal of Applied Behavioral Analysis

LD learning disabled

MAINSTR mainstreaming

MR mentally retarded

MSRE measure

MSTY mastery

NRML normal

PRE SRV pretiervice

REG regular

SES socioeconomic status

TCHR teacher

TMR trainable mentally retarded

TRNG training
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ERR SUBJ/COOP-COMPETITIVE GAHESEX OF SELECTOR

ALOIA G KNUTSON R ET AL - MINIM 8 VONSEGGERN M
P.E. TEACHERS' INITIAL PE RCEPTIONS OF HANDICAPPED CHILD REM
MENTAL RETARDATION 1980 18 0 85-87
INPUT" TEACHER CHARACTER/ATT
PROCESS S
PRODUCTS
REGULAR' Y RESOURCE'. ,SPECIAL1 AGES rcHR ROM
DESIGN' EXP-RANDOM ASSIGNMENT DEP VARBLs QUESTIONNAIRE
MORE SUBJECT INFORMATION AVAIL

ALOIA G MAXWELL J ALOIA
INFLUENCE OF A CHILD'S RACE I EMR LABEL ON INITIAL IMPRESSIONS OF REG CLASS TCHRS
AJMD 1981 85 0 619-623
INPUTS TEACHER ATTITUDES
PROCESS1
PRODUCT!
REGULARS Y RESOURCES SPECIALS AGE' TCHR MCP'
DESIGN' EXP-RANDOM ASSIGNMENT DEP VANUA QUESTIONNAIRE COMMENTS* IND VAR - CHILD CHARACTER
ISTICS or RACE/EHR LABEL

COMMENTS! IND VAR -

2 9,J

BEST (Ur(



LRE ABSTRACTS

ALPER S DENEVE R RETISH P
THE JFK HIGH SCHOOL FORK STUDY PROGRAM
ETHR 1973 8 0 27-29
INPUT'

PROCESS' LEARNING ARRANGEMENTS
PRODUCT,
REGULAR' RESOURCE' SPECIAL' Y ACES SCNDY HMDCP1 LH
DESIGN' NONEMPIRICAL DEP VARBL1 COMMENTS' ACTUAL LIFE CXPERIENCELAB-SIMULATED WORK EXPERIENCESCHANCE IN EHR SELF-CONCEPT

AMES C AMES R FELKER D
EFFECTS COMPETITIVE REWAR D STRUCTURE I. VALENCE OUTCOME ON CHILDRN ACHIEVHT ATTRIBUTNSJOURNAL OF ED PSYCHOLOGY 1977 69 0 1-8
INPUTS
PROCESS' COOPERATIVE LEARNING
PRODUCTS CHILD OUTCOMES
REGULARS Y RESOURCE' SPECIAL' ACE' ELEH MCP' NH
DESIGNS QUASI- EXPERIMENTAL DEP YAM' QUESTIONNAIRE COMMENTS' IND VAR-Mir:OW. REWARD 8TRUCTUUZ

ARMSTRONG J
INDIVIDUALLY 'AIDED EDUCA TION'ONE MODEL FOR MAINSTREAM NG
FO us ON EXCEPTIONAL CHILDRN 1976 8 0
IN 1

PR Mg
PR DUCT'
RE ULAR1 RESOURCE' SPECIAL' ACE' HNDCPI
DESIGN' NON-EMPIRICA% DEP VAN.' COMMENTS' DESCRIPTION OF ICE SySTEM
WHICH PROVIDES INDIVIDUALIZATION OF INSTRUCTION IN THE REGULAR CLASSROOM

ARONSON E BRIDGEMAN D ET AL GErrNER R
INTERDEPENDENT INTERACTIO NS AND PROSOCIAL BEHAVIOR
JRNL/RESEARCH & DVPHNT IN ED 1978 12 0 16-27
INPUT'
PROCESS'
PRODUCTS
REGULAR' RESOURCE' SPECIAL! ACES HMDCPI
DESIGN' NON-EMPIRICAL DEP Vans
INTERACTION IN CLASSROOMS COMMENTS' EFFECTS or INTERDEPENDENT

ASCIONE F SORG U
EFFECTS OF A TRAINING PROGRAM ON TEACHER BEHAVIOR I HANDICAPPED CHL. SELF-CONCEPT
THE JOURNAL OF PSYCHOLOGY 1980 104 0 53-65
INPUT'
PROCESS' TCHR BEHAV/INSERVICE TRNC
PRODUCTS CHILD OUTCOMES
REGULARS if RESOURCE" SPECIAL' ACE' TCHR FINDCPs
DESIGN" EXP - EXP/CONTRL CRP DEP YAM' OBSERV/QUESTION-CHLDREN COMMENTS' ADDITIONAL SURJEcT INFOAVAILABLE

29

BEST COPY
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BALLARD M CORMAN L ET AL GOTTLIEB 6 hAUFMAN MJ

IMPROVING THE SOCIAL STATUS OF MAINSTREAMED RETARDE D CHILDRENJ OF EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY 1977 59 9 605-611
INPUTS

PROCESS' COOPERATIVE LEARNING
PRODUCTS CHILD OUTCOMES
REGULAR' Y RESOURCE' SPECIAL' ACES ELEM HNDCP1 LH
DESIGN' EXP-RANDOH ASSIGN/PRE/POS DEP VAR90 SOCIOHETRIC TEST COMMENTS* IND VAR- COOPERATIVE LEARRING. RESULTS-ACCEPT/REJECT NOT EQUALLY AFFECTED BY INTERVENTION. DECREMENT or SOCIALSTATU9 or EHR IN CONTROI. 4ROUP

BEERY K
MAINSTREAMINGIA PROBLEM AND AN OPPORTUNITY FOR GENERAL EDUCATION
FOCUS ON EXCEPTIONAL CHILDRN 1974 6 0 1-7
INPUT'
PROCESS'
PRODUCTS
REGULARS RESOURCES SPECIALS AGE' MCP,'
DESIGN' NON-EMPIRICAL DEP YAM' COMMENTS' ORGAHIZATH OF HAIHSTR PROGRAM SHOULD BE GENERATED BY ENTIRE STAFF/FEELS GENERAL ED SHOULD TAKE LEAD IN INCREASING INDIVIDUALIZATION

BEEZ
INFLUENCE OF BIASED PSYCH OLOGICAL REPORTS ON TEACHER BE HAVIOR AND PUPIL PERFORMANCEPRCEEDNCR /76TH ANNUAL CNVNTN 1960 0 0 605-606
INPUTS CHILD CHARACTERISTICS*
PROCESS' TEACHER BEHAVIOR
PRODUCTS CHILD OUTCOMES
REGULAR' Y RESOURCES SPECIAL' AGE' ELEM MKS.
DESIGN' EXPERIMENTAL DEP VARBL1 TCHR OEHAV/PUPIL PRFRHNCE COMMENTS' IND VAR-TEACHER EXPECTATIONS, LABEL AGE1INCLUVES ADULT SOURCE1PROCEEDINGS.76TH ANNUALCONVENTION(APA)

BLOCK J
SUCCESS RATE
TIME TO LEARN 1980 0 0
INPUTS
PROCESS'
PRODUCTS
REGULARS RESOURCE' SPECIALS AGE' HNDCPI
DESIGN' NON-EMPIRICAL DEP VARBL1
BEGINNING TEACHER EVALUATION ST2UY PERTINENT TO SUCCESS RATE

BORG U
ABILITY GROUPING IN THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS
DEMBAR ED RESEARCH SERVICES 1966 0 0
INPUTS CHILD SETTING/CHARACT.
PROCESS'
PRODUCTS CHILD OUTCOMES
REGULARS Y RESOURCES SPECIAL' ACES ELEM HNDCPS NH
DESIGNS QUASI-EXPERIMENTAL DEP VARBL1 ACHIEVEMENT TEST ETC COMENTS1 IND VAR-HETEROCEHEOHS 14/ENRICHMENT VS HOMOGENEOUS GROUPING U/ ADJUSTED RATE AGEISCNDY INCLUDED

COMMENTS' SUMMARIZES FINDING Or

BEST COPY
cJitn-A.



LRE .ABSTRACTS
WRVS 9 SPITZ H

EFFECT OF PEER INTERACTIO N ON THE PROBLEM SOLVING BEHAV IOR OF HR YOUTHSAJMD 1979 84 0 273-279INPUT!
PROCESS! MODELING/PEER INTERACTION
PROCUCT, CHILD OUTCOHEG
REGULAR' RESOURCE! SPECIAL! Y AGE! SCNDY MCP! SH1WSIGNI EXP-CONTROL GRP/PRE/POST DEP YAWL' PIACETIAN TASKS COMENTS, NO SIC EFFECT OF PEER iNTERACTION 00 PROBLEM SOLVING

PERFORMANCELOGIC/CONSERV TASK

BOUCHER C
TEACHERS' DECISIONS ABOUT MAINSTREAMING
EDUCATION UNLIMITED 1981 3 0 9-'1
INPUT' LABEPJTCHR ATTITUDES
PROCESS!
PRODUCT! ChILD OUTCOMES
REGULAR' V RESOURCE' SPECIAL.! ACES ADULT HNDCP1 NH
DESIGN! QUASIEXPERIMENTAL DEP VARBLI TCHR PLACEMENT DECISIONS COMMENTS' END VARED/ID inBEL.SEVERITY or HNDCP,REG OR BP EDTEACHER,ELEM OR SCNDY LEVEL, SEX, YEARS OF TEACHING EXPERIENCE

BRAND'S M RADER J HALLIWELL R
STUDY FOR DETERMINING LRE PLACEMENT OF HANDICAPPED CHILD RCN(REPORT FOR USDE1 1980 0 0
INPUT! PLACEMENT; PROCEDURES
PROCESS'
PRODUCTS
REGULAR; RES0PCE1 SPECIAL' AGE' HMDCPe LNDESIGN' EHPIRI . DEP VARBLI STATE ANNUAL PROGRM PLAN COMMENTS' IND VARIPOLICIES AND PLACEHENT PROCEDUkt.i. DEP VAR! STATE ANNUAL PROGRAM PLAN ANALYSIS

BROLIN D DURAND R ET AL KROMER K MULLER P
POSTSCHOOL ADJUSTMENT OF EDUCABLE RETARDED STUDENTSETMR 1975 10 0 144-149
INPUTP
PROCESS!
PRODUCTS CHILD OUTCOMES
REGULAR' RESOURCE! SPECIALS Y AGES HNDCPs
DESIGNS EXP-RANDOM SELECTION DEP VARBL$ QUESTIONNAIRE
RESULTED IN SIGNIFICANTLY BETTER VOCATIONAL ADJUSTMENT

BROPHY J
TEACHER PRAISE' A FUNCTIO NAL ANALYSIS
REVIEW OF ED RESEMICH 1981 51 0 5-32
INPUT'
PROCESS'
PRODUCT'
REGULAR! RESOURCE! SPECIALS ACE' MCP'
DESIGN! NONEMPIRICAL DEP VARBL1
AND FUNCTIONS OF PRAISE

BEST COPY
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BROPHY J GOOD T

TCHR'S COMMUNCTN DIFFEREN TIAL EXPECTATH FR CHLDRN CLSRH PERFORHANCERSOME BEHAV DATAJOURNAL OF ED PSYCHOLOGY 0970 61 0 365-374
INPUT' CHILD CHARACTERISTIC)
PROCESS' TEACHER BEHAVIOR
PRODUCT'
REGULAR' if RESOURCE' SPECIAL' AGE' ELEM MCP' NH
DESIGN' QUASIEXPERIMENTAL DEP VARBL$ CHILD BEHAVIOR COMMENTS' IND VAR TEACHER BEHAVIORAGE' INCLUDES ADULT

BROWN A
INTEGRATION OF TRAINABLE STUDENTS IN A REGULAR HIGH
ETMR 1976 11 1 51-52
INPUT'
PROCESS'
PRODUCT'
REGULAR' RESOURCE' SPECIAL' AGE' MCP'
DESIGN' NON-EMPIRICAL DEP 1/ARBLI
STUDENT ADVOCATED AT THE HIGH SCHOOL LEVEL TO WORK WITH

SCHOOL BUILDING

COMMENTS' DISCUSSES THE USE OF
THR STUDENTS

BRUININKS R RYNDERS J CROSS J
SOCIAL ACCEPTANCL ,-;r MILD LY RETARDED PUPILS IN RESOURCE ROOMS AND REGULAR CLASSES
AMERICAN JRNL/MENTAL DFCNCY 1974 78 0 377-384
INPUT' CHILD CHARAC/ATTITUDES
PROCESS'
PRODUCT'
REGULAR' Y RESOURCE' SPECIAL' ACE' ELEM HNDCP' NH
DESIGN' QUASIEXPERIMENTAL DEP VARBL' SOCIOHETRIC MEASURE COMMENTS: IND VARSCHOOL SETTING. SEX

BRUININKS V
ACTUAL AND PERCEIVED PEER STATUS OF LEARNINGDISABLED STUDENTS IN MAINSTR PROGRAMS
JOURNAL OF SPECIAL ED 1978 12 1 51-58
INPUT' CHILD CNARAC/ATTITUDES
PROCESS'
PRODUCT'
REGULAR' Y RESOURCE' SPECIAL' ACE' ELEM HNDCP' NH/LH
DESIGN' QUASIEXPERIMENTAL DEP VARBLI PEER ACCEPTANCE SCALE COMMENTS! IND VARLD VS COMPARISON

BRUININKS V
PEER STATUS & PERSONALITY CHARACTERISTICS OF LD AND NON LD STUDENTS
JRNL OF LEARNING DISABILITY 1978 11 2 484-489
INPUT' CHILD CHARAC/ATTITUDES
PROCESS'
PRODUCT'
REGULAR' if RESOURCE, SPECIAL' AGE' ELEM HNDCPs NH/LH
DESIGNS QUASIEXPERIMENTAL DEP YAM.' SOCIOMETRIC MEASURE

9 '1

BEST COFY

COMMENTS' IND VARLD VS NONLD



LRE ABSTRACTS

BRYAN T
PEER POPULARITY OF LEARNING-DISABLED STUDENTS
JRNL OrLEARNING DISABILITY 1974 7 0 31-35
INPUT" CHILD CHARAC/ATTITUDES
PROCESS'
PRODUCT'
REGULAR, RESOURCE' SPECIAL, AGE' ELEM HNDCP' NH/LH
DESIGN, QUASI-EXPERIMENTAL DEP VARBLI SOCIOMETKIC RATINGS CONNERTSI IND VAR-ACCEPTWE )P.REJECTION

BRYAN T
AN OBSERVATIONAL...ANALYSIS OF CLASROOM BEHAVIORS OF CHL WITH LEARNING DISABILITIESJ OF LEARNING DISABILITIES 1974 7 2:13 -43
INPUT, CHILD CHAR
PROCESS' TEACHER BEHAV /PEER DEHAV
PRODUCT'
REGULAR' Y RESOURCE' Y SPECIAL' AGE' ELEM HNDCP' LK
DESIGN" OUASI-EXPERIMENTAL DEP YANK' DIRECT OBSERVATION COMMENTS, IND VAR-LD VS NA CHILDRENRESOURCE ROOM/ REGULAR CLASS SETTING

BRYAN T
PEER POPULARITY OF LD CHI LIMN' A REPLICATION
JRNL or LEARNING DISABILITY 1976 9 0 307-31!
INPUT! CHILD CHARAC/ATTITUDES
PROCESS,
PRODUCT'
REGULAR' Y RESOURCE, SPECIAL, ACE, ELEM HNDCP' NH/LH
DESIGN, QUASI-EXPERIMENTAL DEP VARNA SOCIOMETRIC RATING COMMENTS, IND VAR-HADCP/NH. SEX

BRYAN T WHEELER
TCHRS BEHAV IN CLASSES FOR SEVERELY RETARDED, MULTIPL TRAINABLE MR. LD St NA CHILDREN
MENTAL RETARDATION 1976 14 0 41-45
INPUT' SETTING CHARACTERISTIC
PROCESS, TEACHER BEHAVIOR
PRODUCT'
REGULAR, Y RE0OURCE1 Y SPECIAL' Y ACE' TCHR MCP, SH /LH /NH
DESIGN' QUASI-EXPERIMENTAL DEP %PARK.' DIRECT OBSERVATION COMMENTS' IRD VAR-SETTING CHARAC

BUDOFF M SIPERSTEIN C
LOU- INCOME CHIMP; ATTITUD ES TOUARD MR CHLDRNIEFFECTS OF LABELING AND ACADEMIC BEHAV
AMERICAN JRNL/MENTAL DFCNCY 1979 92 0 474-479
INPUT; CHILD CHARM /ATTITUDES
PROCESS,
PRODUCT,
REGUL.1.I 1' RESOURCE, SPECIAL, AGE, ELEM HNDCP' NH
DESIGN, QUASI-EXPERIMENTAL DEP VARBLI ADJECTIVE CHECKLIST COMMENTS, IND VAR-COMPF1ENTONCOMPETENT LABELED HR

2
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BUDOFF M SIPERSTEIN G CONANT

CHILDREN'S KNOWLEDGE or MENTAL RETARDATION
ETMR 1979 14 0 277-281
INPUTS CHILD CHARAC/ATTITUDES
PROCESS'
PRODUCTS
REGULAR! Y RESOURCE' SPECIAL' 'AGE' ELEH IINDCP0 NH
DESIGN! EMPIRICAL /DESCRIPTIVE DRP VARSLI ATTITUDE QUESTIONNAIRE COMMENTS+ IND VAR-GRADE LEVELA4-6.7-9,10-12) AGE0IIKLUDES SCNDY

BULLOCK L R1GG
RELATIONSHIP OF INDIVIDUA LIZED INSTRUCTION TO PLACEMENT OF EXCEPTIONAL CHILDRENEXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN 1980 47 0 224-225
INPUT' CHILD/SETTING CHARAC
PROCESS'
PRODUCT'
REGtAR1 Y RESOURCE' SPECIAL' AGES ELEM MCP' LH
DESIGN' DESCRIPTIVE DEP VARBLI QUESTIONNAIRE COMMENTS' IND VAR-INDIVIDUALIZATI01

BURRELLO L
SELECTING STRATEGIES FOR THE FULL IMPLEMENTATION OF
JOURNAL OF SPECIAL EDUCATION 1981 15 0
INPUTS
PROCFdS'
PPonLICTI
REGULAR' RESOURCES SPECIAL' AGES HNDCPs
DESIGNS NON-EMPIRICAL, DEP VARNA
SYMPOSIUM/ADAPTIVE STRATEGY ISNEEDED TO DEAL VITH IMPACT

PL 94-142

COMMENTS' RESPONSE TO SARATINO
FACTORS NOT PROGRAMMED STRATEC

BURTON T HIRSHOREN A
SOME FURTHER THOUGHTS & C LARIFICATIONS ON ED OF SEVERE 111 PROFOUNDLY RETARDED CHILDRENEXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN 1979 45 0 618-625
INPUTS
PROCESS'
PRODUCT'
REGULAR' RESOURCE' SPECIAL' ACE' MCP'
DESIGN' NON EMPIRICAL DEP YAM' COMMENTS' DISCUSSION & RESPONSE TOSONTAG,CERTO, A BUTTON'S COMMENTS ON ED OF SEVERELY RETARDEDCHILDREN

CANER L
RECENT RESEARCH ON CLASS SIZE AND ITS IMPLICATION FOR MAINSTREAMING'PRESENTATION 1981 0 0
INPUTS
PROCESS' DIRECT TCHNC /TCHR BEHAV
PRODUCTS CHILD OUTCOMES
REGULAR' V RESOURCE' SPECIAL' AGEI ELEH MCP" NH/LH
DESIGN: QUASI-EXPERIMENTAL DEP VARBLI TIME SAMPLING OBSERV.ETC. CONVENTS' IND VAR-CLASS SIZEDEP VAR-PRE/POST ACHIEVEMENT TESTS PRESENTED AT SESSION 32.23 AERA

2
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LRE ABSTRACTS

CARLSON L POTTER R
TRAINING CLASSROOM TCHRS TO PROVIDE lk-CLASS ED BERME FOR EXCEP CHLDRN IR RURAL AREA
JOURNAL OF SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGY 1972 10 S 147-151
INPUT' TEACHER CHARACTERISTICS
PROCCS51 INSERVICE TRAINING
PRODUCTS SOCIAL VALIDATION
REGULAR. V RESOURCE' SPECIALS AGES TCHR HNDCPS
DESIGNS QUASI-EXPERIMENTAL DEP VARBLS QUESTIONNAIRE COMMENTS, NO COMPARISON CROUP

CARROLL C REPUCCI N
MEANINGS THAT PROFESSIONA LS ATTACH TO LABELS FOR CHILDR EN
JRNL CONSULTING/CLIN PSYCH 1970 46 II 372-374
INPUTS LABEL/ATTITUDES
PROCESS'

1 PRODUCTS
REGULARS 1, RESOURCES SPECIAL' AGES ADULT Mato
DESIGN' QUASI-EXPERIMENTAL DEP VARBLI ATTITUDE QUESTIONNAIRE COMMENTS' IND VAR-LAPELS/GROUP

CARROLL J
A MODEL OF SCHOOL LEARNING
TEACHERS COLLEGE RECORD 1962 64 0 723-733
INPUTS
PROCESS'
PRODUCTS
REGULAR' REboURCE1 SPECIALS ACES HNDCPS
DESIGN' NON-EMPIRICAL DEP VARBLII
MODEL OF SCHOOL LtARNING

COMMENTS' PRESENTS A CONCEPTUAL

CHAFFIN J
WILL THE REAL MAINSTREAM' PROGRAM PLEASE STAND UPSOR SHOULD DUNN HAVE DONE IT?.
FOCUS ON EXCEPTIONAL CHILDRE 1974 6 0
INPUT,
PROCESS'
PRODUCT.
REGULARS RESOURCES SPECIALS AGE' HNDCPS
DESIGN' NON-EMPIRICAL DEP %PARK' COMMENTS' MIDIS MATE RE SPEC CL
ASSES/DISCUS9 ALTRNATV DELIVERY SYSTEMS/MAINSTR MODELS/GUIDELINES FOR ADMINISTRATORS INITIATINCHAINSTR.PROGRAMS

CHAIKIN A BILLER E DERLEGA
NONVERBAL MEDIATORS OF TEACHER EXPECTANCY EFFECTS
JRNL/PERSON i SOCIAL PSYCH 1974 30 144-149
INPUT, CHILD CHARACTERISTICS
PROCESS' TEACHER BEHAVIOR
PRODUCTS
REGULAR' Y RESOURCE' SPECIAL' ACES ADULT HNDCPS NH
DESIGNS QUASI-EXPVRIMENTAL DEP'VARBLI TEACHER BEHAVIOR COMMENTS' IND VAR-LAPEL

U3
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CHAPMAN R LARSEN S ET AL PARKER RH

INTERACTION OF PIRST GRADE TEACHERS WITH LEARNING DISABLED CHILDRENJ OF LEARNING DISABILITIES 1979 12 0 225-250
IHruly, CHILD CHARACTERISTICS
PROCESS' TEACHER BEHAVIOR.
PRODUCTS
REGULARS Y RESOURCE, SPECIALS AGE! TCHR
DESIGN' EXPERIMENTAL DEP VARBL1 DIRECT OBSERVATION COMMENTS! IND VAR - REWIASE 01TEACHERS WHO WERE LATERED DETERMINED TO HAVELD

CHENNAULT H
IMPROVING SOCIAL ACCEPTNC OF UNPOPULAR EDUCABLE HR 1JPIL IN SPECIAL CLASSES
AMERICAN JRNL MrNTAL DFCNCY 1967 72 0 455-458
INPUT' CHILD CHARACTERISTICS
PROCESS' COOP LEARNING
PRODUCT' CHILD OUTCOMES
REGULAR' RESOURCES SPECIALS Y ACE' BCNDY MCP' LH
DESIGNS QUASI-EXPERIMENTAL DEP VARBLI SOCIOMETRIC RATING COMMENTS" IND VAR-PLANNING.RENEARSA
L, PRESENTATION OF SKIT

CHOW S
A STUDY OF ACADEMIC LEARNING TINE OF MAINSTREAMED LEARNING DISABLED STUDENTSFAR WEST LABORATORY 1901 0 0
INPUT' CHILD CHARACTERISTICS
PROCESS' DIRECT TCHNG/CHILD BEHAV
PRODUCTS CHILD OUTCOMES
REGULARS Y RESOURCES SPECIALS AGES ELEM HNDCP1 LH/NH
DESIGN' DESCRIPTIVE DEP VANUA ACHIEVEMENT TESTS ETC COMHENTS" 1ND VAR-ALT
DEP VAR-TEACHER OUESTIONNAIRESCLASSROOM OBSERVATION

CLAIBORN U
EXPECTANCY EFFECTS IN THE CLASSROOMIA FAILURE TO REPLICA TE
JOURNAL, OF ED PSYCAOLOGY 1969 60 0 377-393
INPUT' CHILD CHARACTERISTICS
PROCESS' TEACHER BEHAVIOR
PRODUCTS CHILD OUTCOMES
REGULAR' Y RESOURCES SPECIALS AGE' CLEM HNDCP' NH '
DESIGN' QUASI-EXPERIMENTAL DEP VARBL' TEACHER BEHAVIOR
LEVEL AGE1INCLUDES ADULT

CLARK E
TEACHER ATTITUDES TOWARD INTEGRATION OF CHILDREN WITH HANDICAPS
ETHR 1976 11 0 333-335
INPUTS
PROCESS'
PRODUCT' SOCIAL VALIDATION
REGULARS Y RESOURCE' SPECIALS AGES TCHR UNDCP1
DESIGN' NON EMPIRICAL DEP 1/ARBLI ATTITUDE CHANCE

3

BEST COPY
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COLE J PENNINGTON 8
CHILDREN'S PERCEPTIONS OF DEVIANCE AND DISORDER
CHILD DEVELOPMENT 1976 47 0 497-413
INPUT' CHILD CHARAC/ATTRIBUTIONS
PROCESS'
PRODUCT'
REGULAR' V RESOURCE' SPECIAL" AGES ELEM HNDCP1 NH
DESIGNS QUASI-EXPERIMENTAL

LRE ABSTRACTS

DEP VARBL1 CATEGORIES OF DEVIANCE COMMENTS' INA VAR-GROF LEVEL.SEX

COLES C CHABEPSKY A
EVALUATWN OF INNOVATIONS IN UALBERG H J
ED ENVIRONMENTS & EFFECTS 1979 0 0
INPUT" SETTING - CHARACTERISTICS
PROCESS'
PRODUCT' CHILD OUTCOMES
REGULARS V RESOURCE' SPECIAL' AGES ELEM MCP' NH
DESIGN' DESCRIPTIVE DEP YAM" OUESTIONNAIRE,ACH TESTS COMMENTS' IN* VAR-INTENSIVE INNOVA-
TION VALBERG H MD) AGE1INCLUDES SCNDY

COLES G CHALUPSKY A
EVALUATION OF INNOVATIONS
IlK BOOK'

INPUT"
PROCESS' ENVIRONMENT
PRODUCT' CHILD OUTCOMES
REGULAR' if RESOURCE' SPECIAL'
DESIGN' QUASI-EXPERIMENTAL
ENVIRONMENTS AND EFFECTS IND

1979 0 0

S

AGE' MCP" NH
DEP YAM' ACHIEVEMENT TESTS
VAR' INNOVATIONS

COMMENTS' BOOK TITLE' EDUCATIONAL

COON J UOLLERSHEIM J
EFFECT OF LABEL SPEr ED 8 TUDENT ON PERCEPTN OF CONTACT VS NONCONTACT NORMAL PEERS
JRNL OF SPECIAL EDUCATION 1976 10 187-198
INPUT' SETTIOC CHARAC/CHILD ATTI
PROCESS'
PRODUCTS
REGULARS Y RESOURCE' SPECIAL' ACES SCNDY HODCP1 NH
DESIGNS EMPIRICAL/OUASI-EXPERIM DEP VARSL1 SEMANTIC our EVAL ETC COMMENTS' IND VAR-AMT OF CONTWT
MR DEP VAR-PERCEIVED SENO MRRE. COMMENT TO INVOLVEMENT MSRECOHHITMENT TO INVOLVEMENT NSW

COOPER L JOHNSON D JOHNSON R 11ILDERSON F
EFFECT OF COOP, COMPET, M INDIV EXPERIENCES ON INTERPERS ATTRAC AMONG HETEROGEN PEERS
JOURNAL OF SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY 1989 111 243-252
INPUT' CHILD CHARACTERISTICS
PROCESS' COOP LEARNING
PRODUCT' CHILD OUTCOMES
REGULAR' Y RESOURCES SPECIAL' AGE' SCNDY HIlDtP1 LH
DESIGNS EXPERIMENTAL DEP WNW' SOCIOMETRIC MEASURE ETC COMMENTS, IND VAR-GOAL STRUCTURE, 5
EX, RACE, ABILITY DEP VAR-ATTITUDE SCALE

WT COPY
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CRUICKSHANK U

LEAST RESTRICTIVE PLACEHE NT1ADMINISTRATIVE WISHFUL THIN KING
J OF LEARNING DISABILITIES 1977 10 8
INPUT:
PROCESS'
PRODUCT:
REGULARS RESOURCE: SPECIAL: AGE: HNDCP:
DESIGN: NON-EMPIRICAL DEP VARBL1 COMMENTS: NO PU,FARcAl TO DEMONSTRT
THAT ONE ENVIRON IS LESS RESTRICTING/ADMIN DECISION DOESM'T CORRECT CAUSE or POOR ED OF LDCHLDH/NEFD THFORV-RSRCH POLICY

DAVIS E
PUBLIC SCHOOL PRINCIPALS' ATTITUDES TOWARD MAINSTREAMING RETARDED PUPILS
ED/TRAINING OF MR 1980 15 0 174-178
INPUT: ADMINISTRATIVE VARIABLES
PROCESS:
PRODUCT:
REGULAR: V RESOURCE: SPECIAL: ACE: ELEM HNDCP' LH
DESIGN: EMPIRICAL/EXPERIMENTAL DEP YAM: PRCEPTN OF SUCCESS/MAD:ST COMMENTS: IND VAR-QUESTIONNAIRE
AGE1INCLUDES SCNDY

DEMERS L
EFFECTIVE MAINSTREAMING FOR THE LD STUDENTS 11/ BEHAV PROBLEMS
J OF LEARNING DISABILITIES 1981 14 0 179-203
INPUT:
PROCESS: TEACHER BEHAVIOR
PRODUCT: CHI Lit OUTCOMES.
REGULAR: RESOURCE: V SPECIAL: AGE: ELEN HNDCP' LH
DESIGNS EXP-INTRA SUBJECT DEP VARBLI DIRECT OBSERVATION COMMENTS: IND VAR-REINFORCE FOR APP
ROPRIATE BEHAV/RESPONSE COST FOR NEGATIVE BEHAV

DENO E
SPECIAL EDUCATION AS DEVELOPMENTAL CAPITAL .

EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN 1970 37 0 229-237
INPUT:
PROCESS:
PRODUCT:
REGULAR: RESOURCE: SPECIAL: AGE' HNDCP:
DESIGNS NON-EMPIRICAL DEP Vane COMMENTS: CASCADE OF SERVKFc)

DEVRIES D EDWARDS K
LEARNING GAMES D STUDENT TEAMS: THEIR EFFECTS ON CLASSR OOM PRACTICE
AMERICAN ED RESEARCH JRNL 1973 10 0 307 -318
INPUT: SETTING CHARACTERISTICS
PROCESS: CHILD BEHAVIOR
PRODUCT: CHILD OUTCOMES
REGULAR: V RESOURCE: SPECIAL: ACES SCNDY HNDCP' NH
DESIGN: EXPERIMENTAL DEP VANUA OBSERV STINIT BEHAVIOR ETC COMMENTS: IND VAR-TASK.RFUARD.
ACHIEVEMENT DEP VAR-STUDENT REPORTS

3o 3 3u3A
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LRE ABSTRACTS

DORIES D SLAVIN R
. TEAMSGAMES- TOURNAMENTS REVIEW OF TEN CLASSROOM EXPERT RENTS

JRNL/RESEARCH M DVPHNT IN ED 1979 12 0 29-39
INPUT'
PROCESSs
PRODUCTS
REGULAR' RESOURCES SPECIALS AGES MCP"
DESIGNS WON EMPIRICAL DEP VARBLI
IN CLASSROOMS COHHENTS1 nvirw OF Tr..T EYFITIMENTA

DICK H LEWIS m
SCHOOL ATTENDANCE AREAS AS A FACTOR IN ATT or EHR ADOL ESCENT STU TUD SCHOOLETHR 1972 7 0 S2-97
INPUT' SETTING CHAR /CHILD CHAR
PROCESS'
PRODUCTS
REGULARS RESOURCE' SPECIALS T AGE' SCNDT MCP' LH
DESIGNS OUASI-EXP DEP TAMIL" OUESTIONNAIRE COMMENTS, IND VANATTEIMANCE AREA

DONALDSON J
CHANGING ATTITUDES TOWARD HANDICAPPED PERSONMA REVIEW AND ANALYS
EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN 1981 46 0 504-514
INPUT'
PROCESS'
PRODUCTS
REGULARS RESOURCES SPECIAL' ACE' MCP
DESIGN' NONEMPIRICAL DEP VARBL1
ATTEMPTS

OF RESEARCH

COMMENTS' REVIEW OF ATTITUDE CHANGE

DONDER D NIETUPSKI
NH ADOLESCENTS TCHINO PLA TGROUND SKILLS TO MR PEERITOWA RD A LR MIDDLE SCHOOL!ENVIR
ED 6 TRAINING OF THE MR 1981 16 0 270-273
INPUTS CHILD CHARACTERISTICS
PROCESS' PEER BEHAVIOR
PRODUCTS
REGULARS T RESOURCES SPECIAL'' ACE' SCNDT HNDCPs NH/SH
DESIGNS MULTIBASELINE DESIGN . DEP VARBLy COMMENTS' DEP VARINCREASE APPROPRI
ATE BEHAV/DECREASE INAPPROPRIATE BEHAV 11/ HNDCP I NH

DOWNING C
THE TWA CLASS THE THE OPEN SPACE SCHOOL
ETHR 1978 13 1 64-66
INPUT'
PROCESS'
PRODUCTS.

REGULARS RESOURCE' SPECIAL' ACES HIIDCPS
DESIGN' NON-EMPIRICAL DEP TARSI.'
SPACE SCHOOL ON INTEGRATION arm: CHILDRN INTO ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

BEST COPY
3 n,4
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ma or um am ow Eli LrillisTRIMP 1110
DUNN L

SPECIAL EDUCATION FOR
EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN
INPUT'
PROCESS,
PRODUCT,
REGULAR, RESOURCE,
DESIGN, NONEMPIRICAL
PROPORTION OF SPECIAL

THE MILDLY RETARDEDIS MUCH OF IT JUSTIFIABLE?
1960 35 1 5.22

SPECIAL, 'AGE, HNDCP,
DEP VARBLe

ED IS OBSOLETE AND UNJUSTIFIABLE COMMENTS! SW:WITS TH#iT A 1.fiKE
FROM POINT OF VIEW OF PUPILS SO PLACED.

£LLETT C UALBERG H
PRINCIPALS' COMPETENCY, ENVIRONMENT, AND OUTCOMES
tIN BOOKS 1979 0 0

INPUT'
PROCESS,
PRODUCT.
REGULAR, Y RESOURCE, SPECIAL, AGE, ELEH HNDCP$ NH
DESIGN, EXPERIMENTAL DEP VARBLI OUTCOME MEASURES COMMENTS' ROOK TITLE' EDUCATIONALENVIRONMENTS AND EFFECTS IND VAR, SCHOOL SURVEY & LEI AGE' ALSO INCLUDES BCNDY

ELLISON T TRICKETT E
ENVIRONMENTAL STRUCTURE/ PERCEIVED SIMILARITY-SATISFACT RELATIONSHIPJOURNAL OF PERSONALITY 1979 46 I 57-71
INPUT' SETTING CHARACTERISTICS
PROCESS:
PRODUCT, CHILD OUTCOMES
REGUL RI Y RESOURCE, SPECIAL, AGE, SCNDY HNDCPs NH
DESIG 1 CORRELATIONAL DEP VARBLI QUESTIONNAIRE COMMENTS! IND VAR - SCHOOL SETTINGRESULT SIMILARITY-SATISFACTIONRELATIONSHIP HOLDS TRADITIONALSCHOOLS/ALTERNATV SCHOOLSDIFFERENT TOLE RELATIONSHIPS

:NRIGHT R BUTTERFIELD S
TREATING THE REGULAR CLASS CHILD IN THE MAINSTREAM! PROCESSIINCREASING SOCIAL-COONPSYCHOLOGY IN THE SCHOOLS' 1979 16 0 110-116
INPUT'
PROCESS,
PRODUCT'
REGULAR, RESOURCE, SPECIAL, AGE,
DESIGN' NONEMPIRICAL DEP VARBL' HID"' COMMENTS' LOOKS AT EMPIRII:AL STUDYDONE IN SOCIALCOGNITIVE DEVLPAPPLIES STUDY TO MAINSTR. LOOKAT CHANGING PEHAV OF NH CHILD

SFOSITO D
HOMO & HETERO ABIL CRP'PR INCPL FIND & IMPLIC FOR EVAL & DESIGN MORE EFFECTVE ED ENVIRNREVIEII OF ED RESEARCH 1973 43 0 163-179
INPUTS
PROCESS,
PRODUCT,
REGULAR, RESOURCE, SPECIALS AGE, HNDCP,
DESIGN' NONEMPIRICAL DEP VARBLI
PRINCIPAL FINDINGS OF ABILITY CROUPIN( RESEARCH

PEST COPY

COMMENTS' DISCUSSES AHD REINTERPRET



LRE ABSTRACTS

FIRESTONE C BRODY N
LONGITUDINAL INVESTIGATN OF TCHR/STDNT INTERACTNS REL ATNSHIP TO ACADEMIC PERFRISNCEJOURNAL OF ED PSYCHOLOGY 1975 67 0 344-530

. INPUTS CHILD CHARACTERISTICS
PROCESSI TEACHER BEHAVIOR
PRODUCT' CHILD OUTCOME
REGULARS Y RESOURCE' SPECIALS' AGES ELEH HNDCP, NH
DESIGN' QUASI - EXPERIMENTAL DEP VARBL1 CHILD ACADEMIC PERFORMNCE COMMENTS! IND VAR-TEACHER/STUDENTINTERACTIONS AGESINCLUDES ADULT

FISHER C BERLIN ER D rILBY N HARLIAVE R CANER L DISHAW
TEACHING BEHAVIORS, ACADE MIC LEARNING TIME, II STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT' AN OVERVIEWTIME TO LEARN 1980 0 0
INPUT:
PROCESS' DIRECT TCHNG/TCHR BEHAV
PRODUCT' CHILD OUTCOMES
REGULAR! Y RESOURCE! SPECIALS ACES ELEH MCP' NH
DESIGN' QUASI - EXPERIMENTAL DEP VARBLI ACHIEVEMENT TESTS, ETC. COMMENTS' IND VAR-ALT.TEACRER BEHAVDEP VAR-STUDENT ATTITUDE SCALETEACHER LOGS

FLANDERS N HAVUMAKI S
EFFECT OF TEACHER/PUPIL CONTACTS INVOLVING PRAISE ON S OCIOHETRIC CHOICES OF STUDENTSJOURNAL OF ED PSYCHOLOGY 1960 51 0 65-69
INPUT'
PROCESS' TEACHER BEHAVIOR
PRODUCT' CHILD OUTCOMES
REGULARS Y RESOURCE' SPECIALS ACE' SCNDY MCP' NH
DESIGNS QUASI-EXPERIMENTAL DEP YAM" STUDENT CHOICE VALUE COMMENTS" IND VAR-TEACHER BEHAVIOR

FLYNN T
RATINGS OF MENTALLY HNDCP STUDENTS BY EMPIRICAL REGULAR & SPECIAL TEACHERS
EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN 1978 44 0 539-540
INPUTS TCHR CHARAC/ATTITUDES
PROCESS' TCHR RATINGS
PRODUCT'
REGULARS Y RESOURCE' SPECIAL' V ACE! ADULT HNDCP' NH/LH
DESIGN' QUASI-EXPERIMENTAL DEP VARBL1 TEACHER RATINGS COMMENTS' IND VAR-OBSERVATION OFEHR STUDENT

FOLEY J
EFFECT OF LABELING AND TEACHER BEHAVIOR ON CHILDREN'S ATTITUDESAMID 1979 83 0 380-384
INPUT! CHILI) CHARACTERISTICS
PROCESS' TEACHER BEHAVIOR
PRODUCT' CHILD OUTCOMES
REGULAR' Y RESOURCE' SPECIALS AGE' ELEH HNDCP' 101
DESIGN' QUASI-EXPERIMENTAL DEP YAM, PEER ACCEPTANCE RATINGS COMMENTS' IND VAR - TEACHER REHAVIOR.LASELIHR,LD,NRMLI

30'
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Ell ION IffirmAIPIR
FORNESS S ESVELDT K

CLASSROOM OBSERVATION OF CHILDREN U/ LEARNING AND BEHAV PROBLEMSJ OF LEARNING DISABILITIES 1975 8 0 382-385
. INPUT' CHILD CHARACTERISTICS

PROCESS' TEACHER INTERACTIONS
PRODUCT' CHILD OUTCOMES
REGULAR' V RESOURCE' SPECIAL' AGE' LIEN HNDCP' LH
DESIGN' QUASI-EXP-CONTROL GROUP DEP VARBLI DIRECT OBSERVATIONEMS/ CHILD CHARACTERISTICS COMMENTS! IND VAR-SEVERITY OF PROM

FORNESS S GUTHRIE D ET AL MACMILLAN D
CLASSROOM ENVIRONMENTS AS THEY ReLATE TO MR CHILDREN'S 0 BSERVABLE BEHAVIORAJHD. 1982 87 0 259-265
INPUT'
PROCESS' SETTING CHARACTERISTICS
PRODUCT' CHILD OUTCOMES
REGULAR' RESOURCE' SPECIAL' Y AGE' ELEM HNDCP' LH
DESIGN' QUASI-EXPERIMENTAL DEP YAM' CESIOSSERVATION SCALES COMMENTS' IND VAR: CLASSROOM ENVIRN

FORNESS S SILVERSTEIN A ET AL GUTHRIE D
RELATIONASHIP SEMEN CLASSROOM BEHAVIOR AHD ACHIEVE RENT or MENTALLY RETARDED .'.HLAJND . 1979 84 0 260-265
INPUT'
PROCESS' TCHR BEHAV/CHILD BEHAV
PRODUCT' CHILD OUTCOMES
REGULAR' RESOURCE' SPECIAL' Y AGE' ELM, HNDCP, LHDESIGN' DEP VARNA tTANDARIZED TEST SCORES COMMENTS= SIGN. NEGATIVE RELATIONBETWEEN TEACHER RESPONSE AND ACHIEVEMENT - MORE SUBJ DATA

FOSTER C KEECH
TEACHER REACTIONS TO THE LABEL OF EDUCABLE MENTALLY RETARDEDETMR 1977 12 0 307-311
INPUT' LABEL/TCHR ATTITUDES
PROCESS'
PRODUCT'
REGULAR' RESOURCE' SPECIAL' AGE' ADULT HNDCP'
DESIGN' EMPIRICAL/EXPERIMENTAL DEP VAROLI PERSONALITY QUESTIONNAIRE COMMENTS' IND VAR-NORMAL VS FAIPLABEL

FOSTER G SALVIA J
TEACHER RESPONSE TO LABEL Or LD AS FUNCTION Or DEMAND CH ARACTERISTICSEXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN 1977 43 0 533-534
INPUT' LABEL/TEACHER ATTITUDES
PROCESS'
PRODUCT'
REGULAR' RESOURCE' SPECIAL' ACE' ADULT )cps
DESIGN' EMPIRICAL/EXPERIMENTAL DEP VARBL1 b4ACHER,ATTRIBUTIONS

3
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LRE ABSTRACTS

FOSTER C SCHMIDT C SABATINO 6
TEACHER EXPECTANCIES AND THE LABEL "LEARNING °ISAMU', ES"
JRNL OF LEARNING DIRABILITY 1976 9 0 111-114
INPUTS LABEL/TEACHER ATTITUDES
PROCESS'
PRODUCTS
REGULAR' RESOURCES SPECIAL' AGE' ADULT HNDCPS
DESIGN' EMPIRICAL/EXPERIMENTAL DEP VARBL' TEACHER RATING
LABEL

FRANKOSKY R SULZER- AZAROFF B
INDIVIDUAL It GROUP CONTIN GENCIES I COLLATERAL SOCIAL BE NAVIORS
BEHAVIOR THERAPY 1978 9 0 313-327
INPUTS SETTING CHARACTERISTICS
PROCESS' PEER BEHAVIOR
PRODUCTS CHILD OUTCOMES
REGULARS RESOURCE' SPECIAL' Y AGES ADULT HhOCP1 SH
DESIGNS. QUASI-EXPERIMENTAL DEP VARBL' PEER SOCIAL BEHAV ETC
CONDITION DEP VAR-PERFORMANCE ON TASK

COMMENTS! IND VAP-NORMAL OR LP-

"OHHENTRI IND VAR-TYPE OF REWARD

FREDERIKSEN N
TOWARD A TAXONOMY OF SITUATIONS
AMERICAN PSYCHOLOGIST 1972 27 V 114-123
INPUTS
PROCESS' .

PRODUCTS
REGULARS RESOURCES SPECIALS ACES HNDCP'
DESIGNS NONEMPIP(AL DEP Van' COMMENTS' NOTES TRADIT RELIANCE ON
P VARIABLES--MEACTS SEHAV It FACT THAT P CHARAC CANT MEDIC BEHAV OF SINGLE S ummo HEASRF.D ON MANY OCCASIONS

FREEMAN S ALGOZZINE 0
SOCIAL ACCEPTABILITY AS A FUNCTION OF LABELS I AMICK D ATTRIBUTES
AMERICAN JRNL MENTAL DFCNCY 1980 84 0 589-595
INPUT' CHILD CHARACTERISTICS
PROCESS'
PRODUCT' CHILD ATTITUDE
REGULARS Y RESOURCE' SPECIALS ACES ELEM MCP' NH
DESIGNS EMPIRICAL/EXPERIMENTAL DEP VARBL' QUESTIONNAIRE COMMENTS' IND VAR-LARELIED.LD.MR,
NORMAL) ATTRIBUTEWPOSITIVE, NEUT1AL) TRIALIOCCASIOR)

FRITH G LINDSEY J
EFFECTS OF INSERVICE TRAI IllNG ON REGULAR EDUCATOR(' ATTI TUDEB TOWARD HNDCP STUDENTS
EDUCATION UNLIMITED 1981 3 6 29-31
INPUT' TEACHER CHARACTERISTICS
PROCESS' INSERVICE TRAINING
PRODL.T1 TEACHER ATTITUDES
REGULARS Y RESOURCES SPECIALS AGE' ODULT HMDCP1
DESIGN' EXPERIMENTAL DEP VARBL' ATTITUDE SCALE SCORE COMMENTS' IND VAR-SEX.INpERVICE EXPERIENCE

3c8
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FRITH G MITCHELL J
ATTITUDES OF NONHNDCP STU DENTS TOWARD MR' A CONSIDERATI ON IN PLACEMENT DECISIONSED AND TRAINING OF MR 1981 16 0 79-82
INPUTS
PROCESS'
PRODUCT'
REGULARS RESOURCE' SPECIAL' AGE' HNDCP'
DESIGN' NON- EMPIRICAL DEP VARBLI COMMENTS' REVIEW OF LITERATURE vFPERSPECTIVES or NONHANDICAPPEDSTUDENTS TOWARD THEIR MILDLY RETARDED PEERS

'CARPEL D GOTTLIEB J.HARRISON R
COMPARISON OF CLSRM BEHAV OF SPECIAL-CLASS EHR.INTEGRATE EHR.LOU 10. I NONRETARDED CHLDAMERICAN JRNL/MENTAL DFCNCY 1974 79 0 10-22
INPUTS CHILD CHARACTERISTICS
PROCESS' CHILD BEHAVIOR
PRODUCT'
REGULAR' Y RESOURCE' SPECIAL' V AGE' HNDCPI NH/LH
DESIGN' EHPIRICAL/QUASI-EXPERIM DEP VARBLI 12 BEHAVIOR CATEGORIES COMMENTS' IND VAR- GROUP

MIN

GETTINGER H WITE H
WHICH IS STRONGER CORRELA TE OF SCHOOL LEARNINGITIME TO LEARN OR MEASURED INTELLIGENCEJOURNAL OF ED PSYCHOLOGY 1979 71 0 405-412
INPUT' CHILD CHARACTERISTICS
PROCESS' DIRECT TEACHING
PRODUCT' CHILD OUTCOMES
REGULAR' Y RESOURCE' SPECIAL' AGES ELEH HNDCPI NH
DESIGN' QUASI-EXPERIMENTAL DEP YAM" ACHIEVEMENT TESTS COMMENTS' IND VAR-TIME TO LEARN. 10

GICKLINC E THEOBALD J
HAINSTREAMINGIAFFECT OR EFFECT
JOURNAL OF SPECIAL EDUCATION 1975 9 0 317-328
INPUT'
PROCESS'
PRODUCT'
REGULAR' RESOURCE' SPECIAL' ACE' HNDCPI
DESIGN' DEP VARBL' COMMENTS'

GILLUNG T RUCKER C
LABELS AND TEACHER EXPECTATIONS
EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN 1977 43 0 464-465
INPUTI LABEL/TCHR CHAR/TCHR ATT
PROCESS'
PRODUCT'
REGULAR' RESOURCE' SPECIAL' AGES ADULT HNDCP1
DESIGN' EMPIRICAL/QUASI-EXPER DEP VARBL' CHOICES ON RGEP INVENTORY COMMENTS' IND VAR-LAREL.REG VS SPED TCHR,YEARB EXPERIENCE WI MAINSTR HCNDPARBAN VS SUBURBAN TCHR

3
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LRE ABSTRACTS

'GOLDBERG M L PASSM A JUSTHAN J
THE EFFECTS OF ABILITY GROUPING
TEACHERS COLLEGE PRESS 1966 0 0
INPUT! CHILD CHARACTERISTICS
PROCESS'
PRODUCT' CHILD OUTCOMES
REGULAR' Y RESOURCES SPECIALS AGE' ELEM MCP' NH
DESIGN! QUASI-EXPERIMENTAL DEP VARBL1 ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT ETC. COMMENTS' IND VNR-NBILIT' LEVLL
DEP VAR-ACHIEVEMENT/ATTITUDES

GOOD T BECKERMAN T
TINE ON TASIONATURALISTIC STUDY IN SIXTH GRADE CLASSROOM
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL JOURNAL 1977 78 0 193-201
INPUT' CHILD CHARACTERISTICS
PROCESS! CHILD BEHAVIOR
PRODUCT' CHILD OUTCOMES
REGULAR' V RESOURCE' SPECIAL' AGE' ELEM MCP' NH
DESIGN! QUASI-EXPERIMENTAL DEP VARBLI OBSERVATIONS.ETC. COMMENTS' IND VAR-TIME ON TASK
DEP VAR-TEACHER RATINGS OF ACHIEVEMENT JRNL YEAR11977/76

GOOD T BROPHY J
BEHAVIORAL EXPRESSION OF TEACHER ATTITUDES
JRNL OF EDUC PSYCHOLOGY! 1972 63 0 617-624
INPUT' TEACHER ATTITUDE
PROCESS! TEACHER BEHAVIOR
PRODUCT'
REGULARS V RESOURCE' SPECIALS ACES ADULT MCP' NH
DESIGN' QUASI-EXPERIMENTAL DEP YAM.' TEACHER BEHAVIOR COMMENTS' IND VAR-TEACHER ATTITUDE.
STUDENT RACE.SES

GOOD T COOPER H BLAKELY S
CLASSROOM INTERACTION AS FUNCTION OF TCHR EXPECTATIONS, STDNT SEX, & TIME OF YEAR
JRNL OF EDUC PSYCHOLOGY 1980 72 0 378-385
INPUTS CHILD CHARACTERISTICS
PROCESS' TEACHER BEHAVIOR
PRODUCT'
REGULAR! Y RESOURCE' SPECIAL' AGE! ELEM HNDCPS NH
DESIGNS QUASI-EXPERIMENTAL DEP VARBLI TEACHER BEHAVIOR COMMENTS' IND VAR- SFX.IICH LEVEL. TI
ME OF YEAR ACES INCLUDES ADULT

GOOD T EBMEIER H BECKERMAN T
TEACHING MATHEMATICS IN HIGH AND LOU SES CLASSROOMS1AN EMPIRICAL COMPARISON
RESEARCH IN TEACHER ED 1978 29 0 85-90
INPUTS CHILD CHARACTERISTICS
PROCESS' TEACHER BEHAVIOR
PRODUCTS CHILD OUTCOMES
REGULARS Y RESOURCE' SPECIAL' AGE! ADULT HMDCP1 NH
DESIGN' QUASI-EXPERIMENTAL DEP VARBLI TCHR BEHAV,ACHIEVEWENT COMMENTS' IND VAR-CHILD SEE

3
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GOOD T SIKES J BROPHY J

EFFECTS OF TEAChLA SEX AND STUDENT SEX ON CLASSROOM INTERACTIONJOURNAL OF EDUC PSYCHOLOGY 1973 65 0 74-87
INPUTS TCHR/CHILD CHARACTERISTIC
PROCESS, TCHR/CHILD BEHAVIOR
PRODUCTS
REGULARS Y RESOURCE' SPECIALS ACES SCNDY NNDCPe NH
DESIGN' QUASIEXPERIMENTAL DEP VARBLS TEACHER BEHAVIOR COMMENTS: IND VARSEX.ACHIEVEMMTLEVEL AGE1INCLUDES ADULT

GOODMAN L MILLER H
MAINSTREAMING1Holi TEACHER CAN NOR IT WORK

c.1 OF RESEARCH/DEVELOP/EDUCAT 1980 13 0 4,-57
INPUT,
PROCESS'
PRODUCTS
REGULARS RESOURCES SPECIAL' ACES MCP'
DESIGN' NONEMPIRICAL DEP VARBLs
S FOR INTEGRATING MILD TO MODERATE STUDENTS COMMENTS: DEALS 14/ PRACTEAL FACT' R'

GOTTLIEB J
ATTITUDES OF NORWEGIAN CHILDREN TOWARD MR IN RELATION. To SEX & SITUATIONAL CONTEXTRAD 1971 75 0 635-639
INPUT' CHILD CHARAC/ATTITUDES
PROCESS'
PRODUCTS
REGULARS Y RESOURCE' SPECIAL' AGE' ELEM HNDCPI NH
DESIGN' QUASIEXPERIMENTAL DEP VARBLS ATTITUDE SCALE COMMENTS' IND VARSEX.SITUATIONAGE1INCLUDES SCNDY

GOTTLIEB J
ATTITUDES TOWARD RETARDED CHILDREN,EFFECTS OF LABELING AND ACADEMIC PERFORMANCEAMERICAN JNNL /MENTAL DFCNCY 1974 79 0 268-273
INPUT! CHILD CHARAC/ATTITUDES,
PROCESS'
PRODUCT'
REGULARS Y RESOURCES SPECIAL' ACE' ELEM NNDCps NH
DESIGN' QUASI-EXPERIMENTAL DEP VARNLS SOCIAL DISTANCE SCALE COMMENTS' IND VARLABEL.COMPETENCEAS SPELLER DEP VAR-ADJECTIVE CHECHLPT

GOTTLIEB J
ATTITUDES TOWARD RETARDED CHILDRENIEFFECTS OF LABELING
J OF EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY 1975 .67 0 501-585
INPUT' CHILD ATTITUDES
PROCESS'
PRODUCT'
REGULARS Y RESOURCE' SPECIAL' AGES ELEM IDIDCP1 NH
DESIGN' EXP
BEHAVIOR

AND BEHAVIORAL AGGRESSIVENESS

DEP VARBLS SOCIAL DISTANCE SCALE COMMENTS: IND VAR LABEL. CHILD

orp ropy



GOTTLIEB J

PUBLIC.PEERA PROFESSIONA L ATTITUDES TOWARD MR PERSONS
BOOK 1975 0 2
INPUT'
PROCESS'
PRODUCTS
REGULAR' RESOURCE' SPECIAL' AGE' HNDCP'
DESIGN' MON-EMPIRICAL DEP VARNA
ATTITUDES TOWARD THE MENTALLY RETARDED

LRE ABSTRACTS

COMHENTS! DISCUSF-ION OF PESURCH ON
BOOK TITLE' THE MR & SOCIETTIASOCIAL SCIENCE PERSPECTIVE

GOTTLIEB J
IMPROVING ATTITUDES TOWAR 0 MR CHILDREN USING GROUP DISC 11SS10N
EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN 1993 47 0 106-111
INPUTS CHILD CHARACTERISTICS
PROCESS' INDIRECT TEACHING
PRODUCTS CHILD OUTCOMES
REGULAR' Y RESOURCES SPECIAL' ACE' ELEM WIMP' NH
DESIGNS EXP-RANDOM Amu DEP VARBLI QUESTIONNAIRE
TOWARD MRS SOCIOMETRIC POSITION IN CLASS

COMMENTS! IND VAR-INITIAL ATTITUDE

GOTTLIEB J BUDGET' M
SOCIAL ACCEPTABILITY or MR CHILDREN IN NONGRADED BCHLB tarrnitic IN ARCHITECTUREAJMD 1973 78 15-19
INPUTS CHILD/SETTNG CHARAC /ATTIT'
PROCESS1
PRODUCTS
REGULARS Y RESOURCE' SPECIALS ACES ELEM HNDCPI NH/LH
DESIGNS EXPERIMENTAL DEP VARBLI FORCED CHOICE SOCIOMETRIC COMMENTS' IND VAR-SCHOOL TYPE.SEX.GROUP

GOTTLIEB J DAVIS J
SOCIAL ACCEPTANCE OF rAR CHILDREN DURING OVERT BEHAVIOR AL INTERACTIONS
AMERICAN %MOIL/MENTAL DFCNCY 4973 78 0 141-143
'INPUT' CHILD CHARAC/ATTITUDES.
PROCESS' CHILD BEHAVIOR
PRODUCTS CHILD OUTCOMES
REGULARS IP RESOURCE' SPECIAL' AGES ELEM HNDCPS NH
DESIGN! EMPIRICAL/QUASI-EXPERIM DEP VARBLI BOCIOMURIC EVALUATION COMMENTS' IND VAR -S EXPERIMENTAL
TREATMENTSINON-EMR/SEGREGATED EMR,NON-EMR/INTEGRATED-EMR. SEGREGATED -EHR/INWEGRATED-EHR)

GOTTLIEB J GOTTLIEB B
STEREOTYPIC ATTITUDES AND BEHAVIORAL INTENTIONS TOWARD HANDICAPPED CHILDREN
AMERICAN JRNUMENTAL DECNCY 1977 92 0 65-71
INPUT' CHILD CHARAC/ATTITUDES
PROCESS'
PRODUCT'
REGULARS Y RESOURCE' SPECIAL' AGE' SUM IINDCP" NH
DESIGNS OUASI-EXPERIMENTAL DEP VARBLI ADJECTIVE CHECKLIST
CONDITION. DEP VAR-SOCIAL DISTANCE QUESTIONNAIRE

3:12
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GOTTLIEB J SEMMEL M VELDMAN D
CORRELATES OF SOCIAL STATUS AMONG MAINSTREAMED MENTALLY RETARDED CHILDREN
JRNL'OF EDUCATIONAL PSYCH 1978 70 0 396-405
INPUT' PEER/TCHR ATTITUDES
PROCESS'
PRODUCT' CHILD OUTCOMES
REGULARS Y RESOURCES SPECIAL' AGES ELEM HND,JP1 LN
DESIGN' QUASI-EXPERIMENTAL DEP VARBLI 3CCIOMETRIC SCALE COMMENTS' IND VAR-PEERs'/TcHRs,
PERCEPTIONS OF COGNITIVE ABILITY & DESCRIPTIVE SEHAVI HOURS OF INTEGRATION

GOTTLIEB J SIPERSTEIN G
ATTITUDES TOWARD MENTALLY RETARDED PERSONSSEFFECTS OF ATTITUDE REFERENT SPECIFICITY
AMERICAN JRNL/MENTAL brCNCY 1976 80 0 376-381
INPUT' LABELS/TCHR ATTITUDES
PROCESS'
PRODUCT'
REGULAR' RESOURCES SPECIALS AGES ADULT MCP' SH
DESIGNS EMPIRICAL DEP Van' QUESTIONNAIRES COMMENTS' IND VAR-SEVERITY Or HR.
AGE

GOTTLIEB J SUITZKY H
DEVELOPMENT OF SCHOOL-AGE CHURN'S STEREOTYPIC ATTITUDES TOI!ARD MR CHILDREN
AMERICAN JRNL/MENTAL DFCNCY 1982 86 0 596-600
INPUT' CHILD CHARAC/ATTITUDES
PROCESS'.
PRODUCT'
REGULAR' Y RESOURCE' SPECIAL' ACE' ELEM HNDCP' NH
DESIGNS QUASI-EXPERIMENTAL DEP YAM' ADJECTIVE CHECKLIST COMMNTS1 IND VAR-GRADE

GUERIN G
REGULAR TEACHER CONCERNS WITH MAINSTREAMED LEARNING HANDICAPPED
PSYCHOLOOr IN THE SCHOOLS 1979 16 0 543-545
INPUT' TEACHER CHARACTERISTICS
PROCESS'
PRODUCT'
REGULAR' Y RESOURCE' SPECIAL' AGES TCHR HNDCPS
DESIGN' FACTOR ANALYSIS DEP VARBL1 ATTITUDE SCALE COMMENTS'

GURALNICK M
SOCIAL INTERACTIONS AMONG PRESCHOOL CHILDREN
EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN 1980 46 0 248-253
INPUT'
PROCESS'
PRODUCT'
REGULAR' RESOURCE' SPECIAL' ACES PSCHL HNDCP1 NH
DESIGNS EMPIRICAL DEP VANUA COMMENTS' 1N-DEPTH ANALYSIS OF HATU
RE & EXTENT OF SOCIAL INTERACTIONS AMONG PSCHL CHLDRN AT DIFFERENT DEVELOPMENTAL LEVELS

3.3
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LRE ABSTRACTS

GUSKIN S
RSRCH ON LABEL MR PERSONS :WHERE DO UE GO FROM HEREMEA CTION /MACMILLAN.JONEE.& ALOIA)AJMD 1974 79 0 262-264
INPUT:
PROCESS:
PRODUCT:
REGULAR: RESOURCE: SPECIAL: AGE: MCP,
DESIGN: NON-EMPIRICAL DEP VARBLI COHHENTS: DISCUSSION OF LANELING

HAISLEV F TELL C ANDREWS J
PEERS AS TUTORS IN THE MAINSTRFAMITRAINED "TEACHERS" or HANDICAPPED ADOLESCENTS
J Or LD 1981 14 0 224-238
INPUT:
PROCESS: COOPERATIVE LEARNING
PRODUCT: CHILD OUTCOMES
REGULAR: V RESOURCE: SPECIAL: AGE: SCNDY HNDCP: NH/LH
DESIGN: QUASI-EXPERIMENTAL DEP VARBL1 OBSERVATION COPMENTS1 USES BEHAVIOR SAMPLING BYTUTOR

HALPIN A CROFT D
THE ORGANIZATIONAL CLIMATE OF SCHOOLS
ADMINISTRATOR'S NOTEBOOK 1963 11 0 1-4
INPUT: SETTING CHARAC
PROCESS:
PRODUCT:
REGULAR: V RESOURCE: SPECIALS ACE: ELEM HUMP: NH
DESIGN: DE4CRIPTIVE DEP VAR81.1 OCD0 COMMENTS: IND VAR: SCHOOLS

HAMMILL D
THE RESOURCE ROOM MODEL IN SPECIAL EDUCATION
JOURNAL OF SPECIAL EDUCATION 1972 6 0 349-354
INPUT:
PROCESS:
PRODUCT:
REGULAR: RESOURCE: SPECIAL: ACE: MCP:
DESIGN: NON-EMPIRICAL DEP VARuLl COHHENTS: DISCUSSES BENErITS or
RESOURCE RH pROGRAM,ITS UBE INNONCATEGORICAL MANNER FOR STUDENT 11/ MINIMAL LRNC PROBLEfiS

HANDLERS A AUSTIN K
IMPROVING ATTITUDES OF HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS TOVARD THEIR HANDICAPPED PEERS.
EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN 1980 47 0 228-229
INPUT:
PROCESS: PEER BEHAVIOR
PRODUCT: ATTITUDE CHANCE
REGULAR: V RESOURCE: SPECIAL: AGE: moy Mai NH
DESIGN: QUASI-EXPERIMENTAL DEP VARBL1 QUESTIONNAIRE COMMENTS: NO DESCRIPTION Or OUESTIOWIRE USED
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HARASyMIU 8 HORNE M
TEACHER ATTITUDES TOWARD HANDICAPPED CHILDREN & REGULAR CLASS INTEGRATIONJ OF SPECIAL EDUCATION 1976 10 0 393-400
INPUT'
PROCESS' SUPPT SERV/INSERVICE
PRODUCT' TEACHER OUTCOMES
REGULARS Y RESOURCES SPECIAL' ACES TCHR HNDCPt
DESIGNS EXPERIMENTALCONTROL GRP DEP VARBL1 QUESTIONNAIRE COMMENTS'

HARNISCHFEGER A
CURRICULAR CONTROL AND LEARNING TIMEIDISTRICT POLICY. TEACHER STRATEGY. AND PUPILED EVAL & POLICY ANALYSIS 1979 2 0 19-30
INPUTS
PROCESS'
PRODUCT'
REGULAR' RESOURCE' SPECIAL' AGES HNDCPS
DESIGNS NONEMPIRICAL DEP VARBL1 COMMENTS' CHOICEOPINION PAPER-INTENTRSHOU HOW SIMPLE METHODOLOGY CAN AID THEPROCESS OF EFFECTIVE SCHOOLING

HARTH R
PERSONALLY RELEVANT AND PERSONALLY IRRELEVANT ATTITUDE DIFFERENCE TOWARD EMR AND THRETHR 1981 16 0 213-216
INPUT' LABEL/TEACHER ATTITUDES
PROCESS'
PRODUCTS
REGULARS RESOURCES SPECIALS ACES ADULT HNDCre
DESIGN' EXPERIMENTAL DEP VARBLV ATTITUDE ON HASHR COMMENTS' CHILDRENIND VAR EMR/THR CATECORIZA TION RESULTS-MEAN TOTAL SCORE HIGH ER FOR EMRiTHR BUT NO our FO)

HARTUP U GLAZER J ET AL CHARLESUORTH R
PEER REINFORCEMENT AND SOCIOMETRIC STATUS
CHILD DEVELOPMENT 1967 38 0 1017-24
INPUT!
PROCESS!
PRODUCT'
REGULARS RESOURCES SPECIAL' AGE' HNDCPI NH
DESIGNS EMPIRICAL DEP VARBL1
TANCEREJECTION AS MEASURED BY SOCIOMETRIC CHOICES

COMMENTS' LOOKS AT SOCIAL ACCEP

HAUSER C
EVALUATING MAINSTREAM PROGRAMSICAPITALI2ING ON A VICTORY
JOURNAL OF SPECIAL EDUCATION 1979 13 0 107-129
INPUT'
PROCESS'
PRODUCT'
REGULAR' RESOURCE' SPECIALS AGE' HNDCPs
DESIGN' NON-EMPIRICAL DEP VARBO COMMENTS' ORGAUIZ6TIO11AL CHWE LITERATURE/DESCRIBES MODEL FOR IMPLEMENTING CHANCE U/IN ORGANIZATIONAL CONTEXTS

071
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LRE ABSTRACTS

HAYES L
THE USE OF GROUP CONTINUE NCIES FOR BEHAVIORAL CONTROL' A REVIEU
PSYCHOLOGICAL BULLETIN 1976 83 628-648
INPUT!
PROCESS.
PRODUCT'
REGULAR! RESOURCE. SPECIAL! AGE. . RADOS
DESIGN' NONEMPIRICAL DEP VARBL,
OUP CONTINGENCIES

COMMENTS! COMPARES INPIVIDMAL TO CA

HELLER M UNITE M
RATES OF TEACHER VERBAL A PPROVAL & DISAPPROVAL TO NICHE R I LOVER ABILITY CLASSES
JOURNAL OF EDUC PSYCHOLOGY 1975 67 796-80
INPUT' CHILD CHARACTERISTICS
PROCESS! TEACHER BEHAVIOR
PRODUCTS
REGULAR" Y RESOURCE' 'SPECIAL! AGE. ADULT MCP' NH
DESIGN' QUASI-EXPERIMENTAL DEP VARGO TEACHER BEHAVIOR COMMENTS' IHD VAR-CHILD CHARACTERIS
TICS

HERDA E
ASPECTS OF GENERAL ED COV ERNANCE 6 PL 94-142 1MPLEMENTA TION
FOCUS ON EXCEPTIONAL CHILDRN 198 12 .

INPUT!
PROCESS!
PRODUCT'
REGULAR' RESOURCE! SPECIAL' ACE' MCP,
DESIGN' NON-EMPIRICAL DEP VARBLI COMMENTS! DISCUSSES SOCIAL DEHnHDS
ON EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM AND SHIFTS IN GENERAL EDUCATION ADMINISTRATION SINCE THE ADVENT OF 94-142

HERMAN S TRAMONTANA J
INSTRUCTIONS 118 CRP VS IND IVIDUAL REINFRCHNT/MODIFYING D IRRUPTIVE CROUP BEHAVIOR
JRNL/APPLIED BEHAV ANALYSIS 1971 4 0 113-119
INPUT! SETTING CHARACTERISTICS
PROCESS, CHILD BEHAVIOR
PRODUCT!
REGULAR! Y RESOURCE! SPECIAL! ACES ELEM MCP' NH
DESIGN' QUASI-EXPERIMENTAL DEP VARNA OBSERVATIONS or BEHAVIOR COMMENTS' IND VAR-INSTRUCTIONS.c,RP
VS INDIVIDUAL REINFORCEMENT

HERMANN R
CLASSROOM STATUS & TCHR A PPROVAL 6 DISAPPROVAL-STUDY OF CHILDREN'S PERCEPTIONS
JOURNAL/EXPERIMENTAL ED 1972 41 0 32 -39
INPUT! CHILD CHARACTERISTICS
PROCESS'
PRODUCT. CHILD OUTCOMES
REGULAR! Y RESOURCE' SPECIALS AGE' ELEM HADCPs NH
DESIGN' QUASI-EXPERIMENTAL DEP VARBL$ CHILD SOCIOMETRIC CHOICE COMMENTS' IND VAR - TEACHER APPROVAL/
DISAPPROVAL
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HORNE
ATTITUDES II MAINSTREAMING S A LITERATURE REVIEW FOR SCHL PSYCHOLOGISTS
PSYCHOLOGY IN THE SCHOOLS 1979 16 0 61-67
INPUTS
PROCESS'
PRODUCTS
REGULAR' RESOURCES SPECIALS ACES HNDCPS
DESIGNS NON - EMPIRICAL

. DEP VARBL1
LITERATURE coNMENTS1 pcV[cu OF laTITuDINa

HUNT D
PERSON-ENVIRON INTERACTNI A CHALLENGE FOUND WANTING UFO RE IT WAS 1RIED
REVIEW EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH 1975 45 0 209-230
INPUT'
PROCESS'
PRODUCT,
REGULARS RESOURCE' SPECIALS ACES HNDCPS
DESIGN' NONEMPIRICAL DEP YAM' COMMENTS' CITES LACK of THOPUUIJHFOLLOW -UP TO ATI PROGRAM

HUNTER P ZUGER R
EASING TRANSITION rail SCH OOL TO WORK FR STDNT 1// SEVERE PHIS DISABISUMMER WORK EXPERNC
REHABILITATION LITERATURE . 1979 40 0 299-304
INPUTS
PROCESS' LEARNING ARRANGEMENTS
PRODUCTS CHILD OUTCOMES
REGULAR' RESOURCE' SPECIALS Y AGES SCNDY HNDCPS RH
DESIGNS DEP ',ART., QUESTIONNAIRE COMMENTS,

HUTTON .1 POLO L
A SOCIOMETRIC STUDY OF LEARNING DISABILITY CHILDREN AND TYPE OF TEACHING STRATEGY
MEE COMMENTS) 1976 29 0 113-120

INPUTS CHILD CHARAC/ATTITUDES
PROCESS1
PRODUCTS
REGULARS Y RESOURCES SPECIALS ACES ELEM HNDCPS NH/LH
DESIGNS QUASI- EXPERIMENTAL DEP' VARBL1 SOCIOHETRIC MEASURE COMMENTS, IND VAR-LD/NOK-LD.TCHK
STRATEGY USED JOURMALIGROUP PSYCHOTHERAPY. PSYCHODRAMA AND SOCIOMETRY

IANO R AYERS D HELLER H ET AL REGETTIGAN J WALKER V
SOCIOMETRIC STATUS OF RETARDED CHILDREN IN AN INTE- CRATIVE PROGRAM
EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN 1974 40 0 267-271
INPUT! CHILD CHARAC/ATTITUDES
PROCESSe
PRODUCT'
REGULARS Y RESOURCES Y SPECIAL' Y ACES ELEM HNDCPS NH/LH
DESIGN' QUASI-EXPERIMENTAL DEP VARBIA SOCIOMETRIC MEASURE COMMENTS' IND VoR-RE6 CLASSAHR
CHILDRECRESOURCE ROOM REFER.: RALS

BEST COPY 31 4)



IRE ABSTRACTS
ITO R

LONG TERM EFFECTS OF RES OURCE ROOM PROGRAMS ON LEARN- NC DISABLED CHILDREN'S READINGJ OF LEARNING DISABILITIES 1980 13 0 36-40
INPUT'

PROCESS' LEARNING ARRANGEMENTS
PRODUCT' CHILD OUTCOMES
REGULAR'. RESOURCE' Y SPECIAL' AGE' ELEM MCP' LH
DESIGN' EXP 6 DEP YAM.' RDING ACH SCORES COMMENTS'

0 0 0
INPUT'
PROCESS'
PRODUCT'
REWLAR1 RESOURCE' SPECIAL' AGE" MCP'DESIGN' DEP VARBL' COMMENTS'

JACKSON J
TOWARD COMPARATIVE STUDY OF MENTAL HOSPITALS'CHARAC OF TREATMENT ENVIRONMENTAIN BOOK)

. 1964 0 0
INPUT'
PROCESS'
PRODUCT'
REGULARS RESOURCE' SPECIAL' ACE' HNDCP,
DESIGN' NONEMPIRICALI DEP VARBL'
SPITAL AS A SOCIAL SYSTEM to WESSON, ED.)

DESCRIBES DEVELPFIT OF CTE INSTRUMENT
COMMENTS' BOOK TITLEIPSTCRIATRIC HO

JACKSON J .

FACTORS OF THE TREATMENT ENVIRONMENT
ARCHIVES OF GENERAL PSYCHIA 1969 21 0 39-45
INPUT'
PROCESS'
PRODUCT'
REGULAR' RESOURCE' SPECIAL' ACE" HNDCPe
DESIGN' NONEMPIRICAL DEP YAM.
CTE INSTRUMENT COMMENTS' DESCRIBES REANAISIS Or

JACKSON J COSCA C
INEQUALITY OF ED OPPORTUN ITY IN BOUTHMESTIOBSERV STUDY OF ETHNICALLY MIXED CLASSROOMSAMERICAN ED RESEARCH JRNL 1974 11 0 219-229
INPUT' CHILD/TCHR CHARACTERISTIC
PROCESS' TCHR BEHAVIOR
PRODUCT'
REGULAR' Y RESOURCE' SPECIAL' AGE' ADULT HNDCP' NH
DESIGN' QUASI-EXPERIMENTAL DEP VARBL' CHILD/TCHR BEHAVIOR COWNTSI tt40 VAR-RsCE.SEX.TcHRiallLD CHARAC AGE1INCLUDES ELEM & SCNDY
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AMES F SPENCER D HAMILTON M

IMMEDIATE EFFECTS OF IMPR OVED HOOP ENVIRON ON BENNO PAT TERNS Or MENTAL HNDCP PATIENTSBRITISH JRNL OF PSYCHIATRY 1975 126 0 577-581
INPUT'
PROCESS'
PRODUCT!
REGULAR' RESOURCE' SPECIAL" ACES HNDCP'
DESIGN' NONEMPIRICAL DEP VAR80 COMMENTS' CORPCLhTIONAL DhTh ONLY

OHNSON A CARTWRIGHT C
THE ROLES OF INFORMATION & EXPERIENCE IN IMMYING TCHR '9 ATTITUDES ABOUT HAINSTRTHE J OF SPECIAL EDUCATION 1979 13 0 453. *,2
INPUT'
PROCESS' PRESERVICE TRAINING
PRODUCT' TEACHER OUTCOMES
REGULAR' Y RESOURCE' SPECIAL' AGE' TCHR MCP'
DESIGN' EXP-CONTROL GRP DEP VARBL1 ATTITUDE SCALE

. COMMENTS'

OHNSON D JOHNSON R
COOPERATIVE,COMPETITIVE, AND INDIVIDUALISTIC LEARNING

JRNL RESEARCH/DVPMT IN ED 1978 12 0 3-15
INPUT'
PROCESS'
PRODUCT'
REGULAR' RESOURCE' SPECIAL' AGE" HNDCP'
DESIGN' NON - EMPIRICAL DEP %PARK'
COOPERATIVE LEARNING

OHNSON 0 JOHNSON R
INTEGRATING HANDICAPPED STUDENTR INTO THE MAINSTREAM
EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN 1980 47 0 90-99
INPUT,
PROCESS'
PRODUCT'
REGULAR' RESOURCE' SPECIAL' AGE" HNDCP'
DESIGN' NON- EMPIRICAL DEP VAROL1

COMMENTS' REVIEW OF RESEARCH ON

COMMENTS' COOP COAL STRUCTURING

JOHNSON 0 JOHNSON R ANDERSON D
STUDENT COOP, COHPET, & INDIV ATTITUDES1 & ATTITUDES TOWARD SCHOOLING
THE JOURNAL or PSYCHOLOGY 1978 100 0 183-199
INPUT' PEER ATTITUDES
PROCESS'
PRODUCT' CHILD OUTCOMES
REGULAR' Y RESOURCE' SPECIALS Mr' CLEM HNDCP' NH
DESIGN' DESCRIPTIVE DEP VARBLI ACHIEVEMENT SCORE COMMENTS' IND VAR-GRADE I.CVEL.RURhL/URBAN/SUBURBAN DEP VAR-MINN SCHL AFFECT ASSESAGEtINCLUDES SCNDY

BEST COPY 33-5



IRE ASSTRACTS
JOHNSON D JOHNSON R ET AL JOHNSON J ANDERSON D

EFFECTS OF COOP VS INDIV INSTRUC ON STONT PROSOCIAL up AV. ATTITUDES TO LRHG & holmJRNL OF ED PSYCHOLOGY 1976 68 0 446-452
INPUT'
PROCESS' COOP LEARNING
PRODUCTS CHILD OUTCOMES
REGULARS Y RESOURCE' SPECIALS ACES ELEM HNDCPS NHDESIGNS EXPERIMENTAL DEP VARBLI ATT GUESTIONNAIRE.ACH TST COMMENTS? IND VAR-COOP: INGIV LW;ARRANGEMENTS

JOHNSON D JOHNSON R SCOTT L
EFFECT OF COOP S. INDIV IN STRUC ON STUDENT ATTITUDES S. ACHIEVEMENTJRNL OF SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY 1978 104 0 207-216
INPUTS CHILDCHARACTERISTICS
PROCESS' COOP LEARNING
PRODUCTS CHILD OUTCOMES
REGULARS Y RESOURCES SPECIALS AGE' ELEM HNOCP1 NH
DESIGNS QUASI-EXPERIMENTAL DEP Van' FOCIOGRAM COMMENTS' IND VAP-SFX,COAL STRUCTUR

JOHNSON 0 HARUYAHA J ET AL
EFFECTS OF COOP, COMPET,
PSYCHOLOGICAL BULLETIN
INPUT'
PROCESS'
PRODUCT'

JOHNSON R NELSON D OXON L
INDIV COAL STRUCTURES ON ACHI EVEMENT

1981 89 0 47-62

REGULARS RESOURCES SPECIALS AGES HIIDCPS
DESIGNS NON-EMPIRICAL DEP VARBLI
DIFFERENT METHODS OF COAL STRUCTURING COMMENTS' A META-ANALYSIS REVIEU OF

JOHNSON C
. A STUDY OF THE SOCIAL POSITION OF MENTALLY HNDCP CHI LDREN IN REGULAR GRADESAMERICAN JRNL MENTAL OFCNCY 1950 55 1 60-09

INPIrs CHILD CHARACTERISTICS
PRCCESS1
PRODUCTS CHILD ATTITUDES
REGULARS Y RESOURCE, SPECIAL' AGES ELEM HNDCPS NH/LH
DESIGNS QUASI-EXPERIMENTAL DEP VARNA SOCIOMETRIC MEASURE COMENTSo IND VAR-CHILD CRAW

JOHNSON R JOHNSON D
EFFECTS OF COOP & COMPET LRNC EXPERNC ON INTERPERSONL A TTRACTN BETU HNDCP S. NH STDNTSJOURNAL OF SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY 1982 116 0 211-219
INPUTS CHILD CHARACTERISTICS
PROCESS' PEER BEHAV/COOP. LEARNING
PRODUCTS CHILD OUTCOMES
REGULARS Y RESOURCES SPECIALS ACES ELEM MCP' LH
DESIGNS EXPERIMENTAL DEP YAM" FREE TIME OBSERVATION ETC COMHENTS1 IND VAR-COOP/COHPET GROUPDEP VAR-SOCIOMETRIC HELP,COOP,INDIVID & COHESION SCALE
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JOHNSON ft RYNDERS J JOHNSON D SCHMIDT B HARDER
INTERACN BEM HNDCP 11 NH TEENS AS FUNCTN OF SITUATML CO AL STRUCIIMPLICATN FOR NAINSTR
AMERICAN ED RESEARCH JRNL 1979 16 0 161-167
INPUT' CHILD CHARACTERISTICS
PROCESS' COOP LEARNING
PRODUCTI CHILD OUTCOMES
REGULAR' Y RESOURCE' SPECIAL' 'AGE' BODY HNDCP' NH/SH
DESIGN! QUASI-EXPERIMENTAL DEP VARBL1 FREQUENCY OF INTERACTIONS COMMENTS' IND VAR-DIFFERENT COoL
STRUCTURES

JONES R
HEIRARCHICAL STRUCTURE OF ATTITUDES TOWARD EXCEPTIONAL
EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN 1q74 40 0 430-435
INPUT' LABEL/TEACHER ATTITUDES
PROCESS'
PRODUCT'
REGULARS RESOURCE' SPECIAL' ACE' ADULT HNDCPI
DESIGN! EMPIRICAL DEP VARBLI SOCIAL DISTANCE QUESTNNPC COMMENTS' IND VI -CHILD CHARuC

JONES T SOWELL V JONES J ET AL BUTTER L
CHANGING CHILDREN'S PERCE PTIONB OF HANDICAPPED PEOPLE.
EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN 1991 47 0 365-369
INPUT' CHILD CHARACTERISTICS
PROCESS, DIRECT TEACHING
PRODUCT' CHILD OUTCOMES
REGULARS Y RESOURCE' SPECIAL' AGE' ELEM MCP' NH
DESIGN' EXP-RAND ASSIGN/PRE/POST DEP VARBLI QUESTIONNAIRE
T TEACHING

COMMENTS' IND VAR-EXPOSURE TO DIREC

JOSE J CODY J
TCHR-PUPL INTERACTN AS RE LATE TO ATTEMPT CHANGES IN TCH R EXPCTNCY OF ACRD ARIL /ACHIF.V
AM ED R J 1971 9 0 39-49
INPUT' CHILD CHARACTERISTICS
PROCESS' TEACHER BEHAVIOR
PRODUCT' CHILD OUTCOMES
REGULAR' Y RESOURCE' SPECIAL' AGE' ADULT MCP' NH
DESIGN, EXPERIMENTAL DEP VARBLI TEACHER BEHAVIOR COMMENTS' IND VAR-CHILD ABILITY LVL

KARUEIT N SLAVIN R
MEASUREMENT AND MODELING CHOICES IN CTUDIES OF TIME AND LEARNING
AMERICAN ED RESEARCH JRNL 1981 18 0 157-171
INPUT'
PROCESS' DIRECT TEACHING
PRODUCT' CHILD OUTCOMES
REGULAR' Y RESOURCE' SPECIALS AGE' ELEM MCP' NH
DESIGN' QUASI-EXPERIMENTAL DEP VARNA ACHIEVEMENT TESTS ETC. COMMENTS' IND VAR-TINE ON TASH.TINE
USC DEP VAR-STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE.CLASSROOM °NERVATIONS
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LRE ABSTRACTS

KATZ P KATZ I COHEN 9
WHITE CHILDREN'S ATTITUDE TOWARD BLACKS & PHYSICALLY HAN ICAPPEDIA DEVELOPMENTAL STUDYJRNL OF EDUCATIONAL PSYCH 1976 68 0 20-24
INPUT' CHILD/ADULT CHARAC
PROCESS' CHILD BEHAVIOR
PRODUCTS
REGULARS Y RESOURCES SPECIALS AGES ELEH MCP" NH
DESIGNS EXPERIMENTAL DEP VARBLI SOCIAL DISTANCE MERE ETd COMMHTS1 IND VAP-RACC OF EXAMINER.
PRESENCE/ABSENCE OF HNDCP,AGE DEP VAR-IMITATION MEASURES, HELPING 'MEASURES

KAUFMAN M GOTTLIEB J AGARD J RUNIC M
MAINSTREAMINGITOWARD AN EXPLICATION OF THE CONSTRUCT
FOCUS ON EXCEPTIONAL CHILDRN 1975 7 0
INPUTS
PROCESS'
PRODUCT'
REGULARS RESOURCE' SPECIALS AGES HNIMPe
DESIGNS NON-EMPIRICAL DEP VARBL1
ATTEMPT TO DEFINE MAINSTREAMS

COMMENTS! SYSTEMATIC ANALYTICAL.

KEDAR-VORVODAS C TANNENBAUM A
TEACHERS' ATTITUDES TOWAR D YOUNG DEVIANT CHILDREN
J OF ED PSYCH 1979 71 0 000-808
INPUT' TCHR CHARACTERISTICS
PROCESSs
PRODUCT'
REGULAR' Y RESOURCE' SPECIAL' ACES TCHR MCP'
DESIGN' ANOVA-5 WAY DEP VARBLI ATTITUDE SCALE COMMENTS'

KEILBAUGH
ATTITUDES OF CLASSROOM TEACHERS TOWARD THEIR VIBUALLi HANDICAPPED STUDENTS
VIS IMPAIRMENT & BLINDNESS 1977 71 0 430-434
INPUT' TEACHER CHARACTERISTICS
PROCESSe
PRODUCT'
REGULAR' Y RESOURCES SPECIALS AGE' TCHR HADCP1
'DESIGN' DEP VARBLI QUESTIONNAIRE COMMENTS'

KEtLAM B SMELLER J BERMAN A
VARIATION IN THE ATMOSPHE RES.
ARCHIVES OF GENERAL PSYCHIA 1966 14 0 561-570
INPUTS
PROCESS'
PRODUCT'
REGULARS RESOURCES SPECIALS ACE' MCP"
DESIGN' NONERPIRICAL DEP VARBLI
ASPECT or PSYCHIATRIC WARDS

r")
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KENNEDY P BRUININKS R

SOCIAL STATUS or HEARING IMPAIRED CHILDREN IN REGULAR CLASSROOMSEXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN 1974 40 0 335-342
INPUT' CHILD CHARAC/ATTITUDES
PROCESS'
PRODUCT'
REGULARS Y RESOURCE' SPECIALS AGE' ELEM HNDCPs NH/HI
DESSm: QUASI EXPERIMENTAL DEP VARBL1 SOCIOMETRIC TEST ETC
DEP VARPEER ACCEPTANCE SCALE,SOCIOEMPATHY MEASURE

COMMENTS' IND VARHI/NH

KENNON A SANDOVAL J
TEACHER ATTITUDES TOWARD THE EDUCABLE MENTALLY RETARDED
EDUC & TRNG or THE MEN RETRO 1978 13 0 139-145
INPUT' TEACHER CHARACTERISTICS
PROCESS'
PRODUCT'
REGULAR' Y RESOURCE' SPECIAL' AGE' TCHR HNDCPs
DESIGN' ANOVA NESTED FACTORIAL DEP ',AMU ATTITUDE SCALE COMMENTS'

IMO

KING R RAYNES
. . AN OPERATIONAL MEASURE OF INMATE MANAGEMENT IN RESIDE NTIAL INSTITUTIONS

SOCIAL SCIENCE AND MEDICINE 1968 2 0 4i-53
INPUT' SETTING CHARAC
PROCESS'
PRODUCT'
REGULAR' RESOURCE' SPECIAL' AGE" MCP,
DESIGN' DESCRIPTIVE DEP YAM' IMS COMMENTS' IND VAR' 4DIMENSIONS OFRESIDENTIAL/INSTITUTIONAL PRACTICES

KIRP D
STUDENT CLASSIFICATION, PUBLIC POLICY, AND THE COURTS
HARVARD EDUCATIONAL REVIEW 1974 44 0 7-52
INPUT'
PROCESS'
PRODUCT'
REGULARS' RESOURCE: SPECIAL" AGE: IINDCP1
DESIGN' MOM- EMPIRICAL DEP VARBL:
PRACTICES IN CONSTITUTIONAL TERMS

COMMENTS' EXAMINES CLASSIFICATION

KNIGHT G NELSON I/ KACAN 8 GUHSINER J
COOP COMET SOCIAL ORIENT ATN & NHL ACHIEV AMONT ANGLO AMERICAN & MEXICAN-AMER CHILDNCONTEMPORARY ED PSYCHOLOGY 1982 7 0 97-106
INPUT' CHILD CHARACTERISTICS
PROCESS'
PRODUCT' CHILD OUTCOMES
REGULAR' Y RESOURCES SPECIAL' AGE' ELEM MCP:
DESIGN' QUASIEXPERIMENTAL DEP YAM' SCHL ACH/SELFESTEEM MSRE COHMENTSI IND VARETHNICITY.GRADE.SEX DEP VAR-COOP/COMPET SOCIAL ORIENTATN HSRE.FIELD INDEPENDNCE HERE

3 2..
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LRE ABSTRACTS

KOCH H
POPULARITY IN PRESCHOOL CHILDREWISOME RELATED FACTORS & TECHNIQUE FOR MEASUREMENT
CHILD DEVELOPMENT 1933 4 0 164-175
INPUT'
PROCESS'
PRODUCTS
REGULAR. RESOURCE' SPECIAL. AGES PSCHL HADCPt.NH
DESIGN' EMPIRICAL DEP VARBL' COMMENTS, DISCUSSES FACTORS OF POFULARITY/UNPOPULARITY AMONG PRE-SCHOOLERS

LA PIERE R
ATTITUDES VS ACTIONS
SOCIAL FORCES 1934 13 0 230-237
INPUT'
PROCESS'
PRODUCTS
REGULAR. RESOURCE' SPECIAL' AGE' MCP,
DESIGN' EXPERIMENTAL DEP VARBL' COMMENTS' REPORTS THE RESULT OF A
STUDY WHICH INDICATE THERE IS LITTLE RELATIONHIP BETWEEN VERBALLY EXPRESSED ATTITUDES AND OVERT BEHAVIOR

LARRIVEE 8 COOK L
MAINSTREAMINGIA STUDY OF THE VARIABLES AFFECTING TEACHER ATTITUDE
J OF SPECIAL EDUCATION 1979 13 0 315-324
INPUT'
PROCESS'
PRODUCTS
REGULARS Y RESOURCE' SPECIAL') AGES TCHR HNDCPS
DESIGN' QUASI -EXP DEP VARBLI QUESTIONNAIRE COMMENTS' SCALE-PERSONAL ATTRIBUTE
INVENTORY FOR CHILDREN ,WIND /NA RATED THEMSELVES POST.

LARSEN S
INFL1ENCE OF TEACHER EXPE CTATIONS ON SCHOOL PERFORMANCE OF HANDICAPPED CHILDREN
FOrJS/EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN 1975 6 0 1-14
INPUT'
PROCESS'
PRODUCTS
REGULARS RESOURCE' SPECIAL' AGES 1INDCP1
DESIGN' NON-EMPIRICAL DEP VARBL1 COMMENTS' DISCUSSION OF TEACHER EXP
ECTATIONS

LAUGHLIN P
ABILITY AND GROUP PROBLEM SOLVING
JRNL RESEARCH/DVPHT IN ED 1978 12 0 114-120
INPUT' CHILD SETTING/CHARAC
PROCESS'
PRODUCTS CHILD OUTCOMES
REGULAR' RESOURCE' SPECIAL' AGES ADULT HEMP* NH
DESIGN' QUASI-EXPERIMENTAL DEP VARBLS TERMAN CONCEPT MSTY TEST COMMENTS' IND VAR-GROUP SIZE A4DABILITY LEVEL OPE VAR-TERMAN CONCEPT HASTERYTEST

3 2 4
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LAURIE T BUCHUACH L ET AL SILVERMAN R %MOND N

TEACHING SECONDARY LEARNC NG DISABLED STUDENTS IN THE MA INSTREAM
LD QUARTERLY, 1978 1 0 62-72
INPUT'

PROCESS' INNOVATIVE PROGRAMS
PRODUCT' CHILD OUTCOME/TCHR OUTCOM
REGULAR* Y RESOURCE' SPECIAL' ACE' SCNDY HNDCP1 LH
DESIGN' DEP VARBL' COMMENTS'

LEINHAROT C
INSTRUCTIONAL TIME' A WIN GED CHARIOT?
CONFERENCE 1981 0 0
INPUT'
PROCESS' DIRECT TEACHING
PRODUCT' CHILD OUTCOMES
REGULAR' Y RESOURCE' SPECIAL! AGE' ELEM HANcpo NH
DESIGN' QUASI-EXPERIMENTAL DEP VARBL' PRE/POST-ACHIEVEMENT TEST COMMENTS' IND VAR- ALT

LEINHARDT C ZIGMOND N COOLEY U
READING INSTRUCTION AND ITS EFFECTS
AERJ 1981 18 0 343-3G4
INPUT'
PROCESS' DIRECT/INDIRECT TEACHING
PRODUCT' CHILD OUTCOMES
REGULAR' RESOURCE' SPECIALS Y AGE' ELEM HNDCP1 LD
DESIGN' QUASI-EXP/PRE POST DEP VARBL' READING TEST SCORES
BEHAVIORS/TCHR AFFECTIVE BEHAVIORS/TIME IN READING/PACING/OVERLAP

LEYSER Y CCTTLIEB J
IMPROVING THE SOCIAL STATUS OF REJECTED PUPILS
EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN 1980 46 0 457-461
INPUT' CHILD CHARACTERISTICS
PROCESS' DIRECT TEACHING
PRODUCT' CHILD OUTCOMES
REGULARS Y RESOURCE' SPECIAL' AGES ELEM HNOCP1 NH/LH

COMMENTS' IND VAR-TCHR INSTRUCTIONL

Mimi' EXPERIMENTAL DEP VARBL' SOCIOMETRIC MEASURE COMMENTS' IND VAR - PARTICIPATION IN2 HR WORKSHOP

LILLY M
IMPROVING SOCIAL ACCEPTAN CE OF LOW SOCIOMETRIC STATUS, LOU ACHIEVING STUDENTS
EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN 1971 37 0 341-347
INPUT' CHILD CHARACTERISTICS
PROCESS' COOP LEARNING
PRODUCT' CHILD OUTCOMES
REGULAR' Y RESOURCE' SPECIAL' ACE' ELEM HNDCP1 NH
DESIGNS QUASI-EXPERIMENTAL DEP VARBL' SOCIOMETRIC RATING CHANCE COMMENTS' IND VAR -EACH IND VAR
ISOLATES ONE ASPECT OF INTERVENTION

325
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LRE ABSTRACTS

LILLY H
A MERGER OF CATEGORIES' ARE WE FINALLY READY?
J OF LEARNING DISABILITIES 1977 10 0 56-62
INPUT'
PROCESS'
PRODUCT'
REGULAR' RESOURCE' SPECIAL' AGEs HNDCPI
DESIGN' NON-EMPIRICAL DEP YAWL" COMMENTS' OUTLINES PROGRAM FOPREIMBURSEMENT SYSTEM WHICH WOULD ALLOW MOVEMENT TO NON- CATEGORICAL PROGRAMMING

LOMBARDI T
CHANGING NSTITUTIONAL STRUCTURES FOR EFFECTIVE SPECIAL EDUCATION PROCAAMS
ED AND TRAINING OF THE MR 1972 7 0 99-103
INPUT'
PROCESS' INSERVICE. TRAINING
PRODUCT' TEACHER OUTCOMES
REGULAR' RESOURCE' SPECIAL' AGE' ADULT liNDCP1
DESIGN' EXPERIMENTAL DEP VARBLJ ATTITUDE INVENTORY COMMENTSIAND VAR-INSERVICE TFflININ

FLEICLER 6 AHLERSMEYERIE8)

LOMBARDI T MEADOUCROFT P ET AL STRASSURGER R
MODM1NG TEACHER TRAINERS' ATTITUDES TOWARD MAINSTREAMING
EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN 1982 48 0 544-545
INPUT'
PROCESS' INSERVICE TRAINING
PRODUCT' TEACHER OUTCOMES
REGULAR' RESOURCE' SPECIALS AGE' ADULT HMDCP.
DESIGN' EMPIRICAL/EXPERIMENTAL no, VARBLI ATTITUDE SURVEY ETC
NG DEP VAR-INFORMATION INVENTORY

COMMENTS' IND VAR- INSERVICE TRAIN!

LOWENTHAL
EFFECT OF SMALL -GROUP INS TRUCTION ON LANGUAGE-DELAYED PRESCHOOLERS
EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN 1981 48 0 178-179
INPUT' SETTING CHARACTERISTICS
PROCESS'
PRODUCT' CHILD OUTCOMES
REGULAR' RESOURCE' SPECIAL' Y AGE' MIL MCP" CH
DESIGN' QUASI-EXPERIMENTAL DEP Van' PPVT,PLS COMMENTS' IND VAR-SMALL VS LARGEGROUP INSTRUCTION DEP VAR- PLB(AUDITORY COMPREHENSION, VERBAL ABILITY. I LANGUAGE 63E)

LUCKER C ROSENFIELD D ET AL SIKES J ARONSON E
PERFORIIANCE IN INTERDEPEN DENT CLASSROOM' A FIELD STUDY
AMERICAN ED RESEARCH JRNL 1976 13 0 115-123
INPUT' CHILD CHARACTERISTICS
PROCESS' COOPERATIVE LEARNING
PRODUCT' CHILD OUTCOMES
REGULAR' Y RESOURCE' SPECIAL' AGE' ELEM MCP' NH
DESIGN' EXPERIMENTAL DEP VARBLI ACHIEVEMENT TEST COMMENTS' IMO VAR-GROUP STRUCTURE.
ETHNICITY.ABILITY LEVEL

000
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MAAS E HARECEK J TRAVERS J

CHILDREN'S CONCEPTIONS DISORDERED BEHAVIOR
CHILD DEVELOPMENT I976 49 0 146-154
INPUTS CHILD CHARAC/ATTRIBUTIONS
PROCESS*
PRODUCT:
REGULARS Y RESOURCES SPECIAL' 'AGES ELEM HNDCP1 NH
DESIGN' QUASI-EXPERIMENTAL DEP VARBLI QUESVIONNAIRE COMMENTS' IND VARAGESEX

MACMILLAN D JONES R ALOIA G
THE MENTALLY RETARDED LABELSA THEORETICAL ANALYSIS AND REVIEW OF RESEARCH
AMERICAN JRNL MENTAL DFCNCY .1974 79 0 241-261 .

INPUT:
PROCESSI
PRODUCT'
REGULAR' RESOURCE' SPECIAL' AGES HND-re
DESIGNS NON-EMPIRICAL DEP VARBLI COMMENTS' REVIEU Or LABELING
EFFECTS

MACMILLAN D JONES R MEYERS C
MAINSTREAMING THE MILDLY RETARDED' SOME QUESTIONS. CAUT IONS AND GUIDELINES
MENTAL RETARDATION 1976 0 0 3-10
INPUT'
PROCESS'
PRODUCT'
REGULAR' RESOURCES SPECIALS ACES HMDCPs
DESIGNS NON-EMPIRICAL DEP 'JAM' COMMENTS' GENERAL ARTICLE/DISCUSSES
EVALUATION Or MAINSTREAMING SUCCESS/CALIFORNIA EXPERIENCE/CAUTIONS ABOUT MAINSTREAMING

MACMILLAN D MEYERS C YOSHIDA R
REGULAR CLASS TCHR PERCEP TINS OF TRANSITION PROGRH FOR EMS Si THEIR IMPACT ON STUDENTS
PSYCHOLOGY IN THE 8( :100LS 19711 15 0 99-103
INPUTS TCHR ATT/CHILD CHARACTERI
PROCESS'
PRODUCT'
REGULARS Y RESOURCE' SPECIALS AGES TCHR HNDCPI
DESIGN' EXP-RANDOM SELECTION DEP VARBLI QUESTIONNAIRE COMMENTS,

MACMILLAN D SEMMEL M
EVALUATION OF MAINSTREAM NC PROGRAMS
FOCUS ON EXCEPT. CHILDREN 1977 9 0
INPUT'
PROCESSI
PRODUCT'
REGULAR! RESOURCE' SPECIALS ACES HNDCPS
DESIGNS NON-EMPIRICAL DEP VARBLe
EVALUATING MAINSTREAMING PROGRAMS

3; /
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LRE ABSTRACTS

MARINOBLE R
COMMUNITY JOBS FOR HASIDIC APPED STUDENTS' A CAREER EDUCA TION TECHNIQUETHE VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE OURT 1980 0 0 172-177
INPUTS
PROCESS' LEARNING ARRANGEMENTS
PRODUCT'
REGULARS RESOURCE' SPECIALS Y AGES KNOT HNDCPS LH
DESIGNS NONEMPIRICAL DEPVARBLe COMMENTS' DESCRIRES CoHHUHITY WORKEXPERIENCE TO DEVELOP SOCIAL SKILLS

MARLOUE M
GAMES-ANAL INTERVNTHIpROC EDURE INCREASE PEER ACCEPT & 8 OCIAL ADJUSTHT OF MR CHILDETMR 1979 14 0 262-268
INPUTS CHILD ATTITUDES
PROCESS' CHILD BEHAVIOR
PRODUCTS CHILD OUTCOMES
REGULARS if RESOURCES SPECIALS AGE' ELEH HUMP: NH /LH
DESIGNS QUASI-EXPERIMENTAL DEP VARBLI SOCIOMETRIC STATUS.BEHAV COMMENTS'

MARSDEN G KATTER N
CHILDREN'S UNDERSTANDING OF THEIR EMOTIONALLY DISTURBED PEER
PSYCHIATRY 1976 39 0 227-238
INPUTS CHILD CHARAC/ATTRIBUTIONS
PROCESS'
PRODUCTS
REGULAR' Y RESOURCE' SPECIALS AGES ELEH HMDCPI NH
DESIGN' QUASI-EXPERIMENTAL 1 DEP VARBLS INTERVIEWS COMMENTS' IND VAR-SEX.GRADE

MARTIN R
STUDENT SEX 4 BEHAVIOR AS DETERMINANTS OF TYPE 11 FREOUEN CY OF TEACHER-STUDENT CONTACTS
JOURNAL OF SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGY 1972 10 0 339-347
INPUTS CHILD CHARACTERISTICS
PROCESS' TEACHER BEHAVIOR
PRODUCTS'
REGULARS Y RESOURCES SPECIALS AGES ELEH HNDCP1 NH
DESIGN' QUASI-EXPERIMENTAL DEP VARSLS TEACHER BEHAVIOR COMMENTS' IND VAR-STUDENT WA. DEMIVIOR AGES INCLUDES ADULT

MARTINO L JOHNSON D
COOPERATIVE AND INDIVI- DUALISTIC EXPERIEICES AMONG DISABLED AND NORMAL CHILDREN
JRNL or SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY 1979 107 0 177-183
INPUTS CHILD CHARACTERISTICS
PROCESS' COOP/IND GOAL STRUCTURING
PRODUCT' CHILD OUTCOMES
REGULAR' V RESOURCES SPECIAL' AGES ELEH HNOCP1 NH/LH ,

DESIGNS QUASI-EXPERIMENTAL DEP VARDLI FREQUENCY OF INTERACTIONS COMMENTS' IND VAR-COOP OR INDIVGOAL STRUCTURING

328
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MAUER R

YOUNG CHILDREN'S RESPONSE TO A PHYSICALLY DISABLED STORY BOON HEROEXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN 1979 45 0 326-330
INPUT' CHILD CHAR/ATTITUDES
PROCESS'
PRODUCT' CHILD OUTCOMES
REGULAR' Y RESOURCES SPECIAL' AGE' ELEM HIIDCP1 SH/NH
DESIGN' EXP-CONTROL GROUP DEP VARBLI SOCIOMETRIC

MCCAULEY R NORRIS P COOPER J
PLACEMENT OF HANDICAPPED CHILDREN BY CANADIAN SCHOOL PE RSONNELETMR 1978 13 0 367-379
INPUT' TEACHER ATT/CHARACTERISTI
PROCESS'
PRODUCT'
REGULAR' Y RESOURCE' SPECIALS AGE' TCHR HNDCPI
DESIGN' QUASI-EXPERIMENTAL DEP VARBL1 QUESTIONNAIRE
ONAL PROGRAMMING SCALE TO MEASURE ATTITUDES

COMMENTS' MORE SUBJECT INFO GIVEN

COMMENTS' USED RUCNERGARLE EDUCATI

MCCORHICK H BALLA D ZIGLER E
. RESIDENT-CARE PRACTICE IN INSTITUTN FOR MR PERSNSICROSS- INBTIT.CR048-CULTURAL STUDYAJHD 1975 BO 0 1-17

INPUTS SETTING CHARAC
PROCESS'
PRODUCT1 OUTCOMES
REGULARS RESOURCE' SPECIALS AGE' HNOCP1 SH
DESIGN' QUASIEXPERIMENTAL

. DEP YAM' CHI COMMENTS' IND VARSIZE OF INSTITUTION, LEVEL OF RETARDATION

MCDANIEL L
CHANGING VOCATIONAL TEACHERS' ATTITUDES TOUARD THE HANDICAPPEDEXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN 1902 48 0 377-370

' INPUT' TEACHER CHARACTERISTICS
.

PROCESS' INSERVICE TRAINING
PRODUCTS ATTITUDE, CHANGE
REGULAR' RESOURCES SPECIAL' AGES ADULT WIMP*
DESIGN' QUASIEXPERIMENTAL DEP VARBLI SCORE ON ATTITUDE SCALE COMMENTS' IND VARTEACHER VARIABLES

.(AGE,SEX,EDUC.BACKGROUND, 0 YEARS EXPER.,LOCALITY)

MCDERMOTT R ARON J
PIRANDELLO IN CURMION PO SSIBILITY OF EQUAL ED OPPORTUN STY IN AMERICAN CULTUREFUTURESSED FOR EXCEPT.STDNT 1978 0 0
INPUT' CHILD CHARACTERISTICS
PROCESS' CHILD/TEACHER BEHAVIOR
PRODUCTS
REGULARS Y RESOURCES' SPECIALS AGES ELEM HNOCP1 NH
DESIGN' DESCRIPTIVE DEP VARBLI CHILD / TEACHER BEHAVIOR COMMENTS' IND VARREADM GROUPREYNOLDS M (EDO AGE INCLUDES ADULT

r-4
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LRE ASS(RACTS

HCGUIRE J
AGGRESSION AND SOCIOHETRI C STATUS UITH PRESCHOOLERS
SOCIOHETRY :973 36 0 542-549
INPUT!
PROCESS!
PRODUCTS
REGULAR' RESOURCE' SPECIALS 'AGES PSCHL HNDCPS NH
DESIGNS EMPIRICAL DEP %PARMA
SOCIONETRIC STATUS UITH PRESCHOOL CHILDREN

MCHALE 8 OLLEY J ET AL MARCUS L SIMEONSSON R
NONHANDICAPPED PEERS AS TUTORS FOR AUTISTIC CHILDREN
EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN 1981 48 9 263-265
INPUTS

PROCESSsICHILD OFHAVIOR
PRODUCT"
REGULAR' RESOURCES SPECIALS Y AGE' ELEH MCP" SH
DESIGN! EMPIRICAL/QUASI-EXPERIN DEP VARBL' TASK RELATED BEHAVIOR

COMMENTS, DISCUSSES AV;RESStON AHD

COMMENTS! IND VAR -UEEKS 2.3

S SIMEONSSON
. EFFECTS OF INTERACTION ON NH CHILDREN'S ATTITUDES TOU ARDAUTISTIC CHILDRENAJMD 1989 85 0 18-24

INPUT'
PROCESS'
PRODUCT' CHILD ATTITUDES
REGULAR' RESOURCES SPECIAL' AGE! ELEN MCP' NH /NH
DESIGN! EMPIRICAL/QUASI-EXPERIN DEP Van' ATTITUDE QUESTIONNAIRE COMMENTS' IND VAR-PRETEST NO CONTACT, AFTER CONTACT MEASURE

HERZ U RASKE 0
LEAST RESTRICTIVE EDUCATI ONAL ENVIRONMENT /PUPIL MATCH
(REPORT SUBMITS CALIF DOE) 1978. 0 0

INPUT' CHILD CHARAC
PROCESS'
PRODUCTS CHILD OUTCOMES
REGULAR! RESOURCES SPECIALS ACE! HHDCPS
DESIGNS EXPERIMENTAL DEP VARSL1 FUNCTION IN ED. SETTINGS COMMENTS! RESEARCH REPORT SUBMITTEDTO CALIF. DEPT OF EDUCATION IND VAR-PUPIL CHARACTERISTICS

MILLER S MILLER T REPP A
ARE PROFOUNDLY & SEVERELY RETARDED PEOPLE GIVEN ACCESS T 0 LEAST RESTRICTIVE ENVIRONHT?MENTAL RETARDATION 1978 16 0 123 -126
INPUTS
PROCESS!
PADUCT1 ATTITUDES SURVEY
REGULARS RESOURCE! SPEIIAL1 AGES ADULT MCP' SH
DESIGNS EMPIRICAL DEP VARSLS QUESTIONNAIRE COMMENTS! IND VAR-NON):

33(')
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MILLER T SABATINO D

EVALUATION OF TEACHER-CON SULTANT MODEL AS APPROACH TO MAINSTREAMINGEXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN 1978 0 0 86-91
INPUT'

PROCESS' TCHRCONSULT HOD/RSC RH H
PRODUCT'
REGULARS RESOURCE' Y SPECIAL' AGE' ELEH HNDCPI LHDESIGN' PRE/POST DEP VARBL1 ACAD ACH fURAT/PIAT) CONHENTS3 ADUITIONAL OATA AVAILABLEON SUBJECT

MONROE J HOWE C
EFFECTS or INTEGRATION & SOCIAL CLASS ON ACCEPTANCE OF RETARDED ADOLESCENTSED & TRAINING OF MR 0 0 0 20-24
INPUT' CHILD CHARAC
PROCESS'
PRODUCT' CHILD OUTCOMES
REGULAR' Y RESOURCES SPECIALS AGE' SCNDY MCP* LH
DESIGN' QUASIEXPERIMENTAL DEP VARBL1 SOCIAL ACCEP or EHR BOYS COMMENTS' IND VAR SOCIAL. ACCEPTANCESCORES

MOORE J FINE H
. REC ri SPEC CLASS TCHRS'

PERCEPTIONS OF NORMAL 11 EXCEPT IONAL 111 ATT TOWARD MAINSTRPSYCHOLOGY IN THE SCHOOLS 1978 15 0 253-259
INPUT' TCHR CHAR/ATT
PROCESS''
PRODUCTS
REGULAR' Y RESOURCE' Y SPECIAL' Y ACES TCHR HNDCPs
DESIGN' QUASIEXPERIHENTAL DEP VARBLF QUESTIONNAIRE COMMENTS' LEARY INTERPERSONAL CHECKLIST (1957)

MOOS R
THE DIFFERENTIAL EFFECTS OF WARD SETTING ON PSYCHIATRIC PATIENTSMOIL NERVOUS IA MENTAL DISEAS 1967 145 0 272-283
INPUTS
PROCESS'
PRODUCT'
REGULARS RESOURCE' SPECIAL' AGE' HNDCPS
DESIGN' DEP VARBL' COMMENTS:

MOOS R
SOURCES OF VARIANCE IN RESPONSES TO QUESTIONNAIRES AND IN BEHAVIORJRNL OF ABNORMAL PSYCHOLOGY 1969 74 0 405-412
INPUT'
PROCESS'
PRODUCTS
REGULAR' RESOURCE' SPECIALS AGES HNDCP1 Sh
DESIGN' DESCRIPTIVE DEP VARBL1 QUESTIONNAIRES COINENTSt IND VARWARD ENVIRONMENT

3:i



LRE ABSTRACTS
MOOS R

SIZE, STAFFING. AND PSYCHIATRIC WARD TREATMENT ENVIRONMENTSARCHIVES OF GENERAL PSYCHIA 1972 26 0 414-418
INPUTS
PROCESS'
PRODUCT'
REGULAR' RESOURCE' SPECIALS AGE' HNDCPS
DESIGN' NONEMPIRICAL DEP %PARMA
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN HOSP ENVIRONMENT & TREATMENT OUTCOME

COMMENTS' REVIEWS LIT CONCERNING

MOOS R
CHANGING THE. SOCIAL NIUE US OF PSYCHIATRIC TREATMENT SE TTINGSJRNL OF APPLIED BEHAV KICK 1973 9 1 575-593
INPUTS
PROCESS'
PRODUCTS STAFF/CHILD OUTCOMES
REGULAR' RESOURCE' SPECIAL' AGE' SCNOY HNDCP1 SH
DESIGN' QUASI EXPERIMENTAL DEP YAM." COPES COMMENTS' IND VAR FEEDBACK ONCOPES RESULTS

MOOS R
CONCEPTUALIZATIONS OF HUMAN ENVIRONMENTS
AMERICAN PSYCHOLOGIST 1973 29 2 652-665
INPUT'
PROCESS'
PRODUCTS.
REGULAR' RESOURCE' SPECIAL. AGE' HNDCBC
DESIGN' NONEMPIRICAL DEP VARBLI

COMMENTS' IDENTIFIES 6 MAJORCONCEPTUAL APPROACHES TO ANALYSIS OF ENVIRONMENT

MOOS R DANIELS D
THE DIFFrgENTIAL EFFECTS OF WARD SETTING ON PSYCHIATRIC STAFFARCHIVE' r GENERAL PSYCHIA 1961 17 0 75-82
INPUTS
PROCESS'
PRODUCT'
REGULAR' RESOURCES SPECIAL' AGE" 11HNDCP
DESIGN' DEP VARNA COMMENTS*

MOOS R ROUTS P
ASSESSMENT OF SOCIAL ATMOSPHERES OF PSYCHIATRIC WARDSJRNL OF ABNORMAL PSYCHIATRY 1969 73 0 545-604
INPUT.
PROCESS' .

"RODUCTo
REGULAR' RESOURCES SPECIAL' AGE' HNOCP1
DESIGN' NONEMPIRICAL DEP VARBL1 COMMENTS' OMAIRES DEVE%0PHENT orWARD ATMOSPHERE SCALE MASI

BEST COPY
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MOOS R OTTO J

COMMUNITY-ORIEMTD PROGRMS tNVIRMT SCALEIMETHOD FOR ram ITATION/EVAL OF SOCIAL CHANGECOMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH JRNL 1972 8 0 28-37
INPUT'
PROCESS'
PRODUCT!
REGULAR' RESOURCE' SPECIALS AGE' MCP'
DESIGN' NONEMPIRICAL DEP vAR81.1 COMMENTS'

MOOS R SCHWARTZ J
TREATMENT ENVIRONMENT AND TREATMENT OUTCOMES
JRNL NERVOUS w MENTAL DISEAS 1972 154 0 264-275
INPUT'
PROCESS'
PRODUCT'
REGULAR' RESOURCE' SPECIAL' AGES IINDCPs BR
DESIGN' QUASI-EXPERIMENTAL DEP VARSLI OUTCOMES COMMENTS' IND VAR- SOCIAL CLIMATE

MOOS R SHELTON A PETTY C
. PERCEIVED WARD CLIMATE AND TREATMENT OUTCOME

JRNL or ABNORMAL PSYCHOLOGY 1978 82 0 291-298
INPUT' SETTING CSIARAC
PROCESS'
PRODUCT! PATSENT OUTCOMES
REGULAR' RESOURCE' SPECIAL' AGES MMDCP1 SR
DESIGN' QUASI-EXPERIMENTAL DEP VARSLI TREATMENT OUTCOMES
RELEASE RATES, COMMUNITY TENURE

NAOR M MILORAM
TWO PRESERVICE STRATEGIES FOR PREPARING REGULoR CLASS TEACHERS FOR MAINSTREAMING
EXCEPTIONO% CHILDREN 1980 4? 0 126-t29

. MUT'
PROCESS' PRESERVICE TRAINING
PRODUCT! TEACHER OUTCOMES
REGULAR! Y RESOURCE' SPECIALS ACE' TCHR MCP'
RESIGN' MCP-CONTROL GRP DEP VAMP,' QUESTIONNAIRE COMMENTS'

COMMENTS' 1110 Volt-DROPOUT RATES.

NEVIN A JOHNSON D JOHNSON R
GROUP II INDIV CONTINGNCV ON ACAD PERFORM I SOCIAL RELA TIM OF SPECIAL NEED STUDENTSJRNL OF SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY P161. I14
INPUT' SETTING CHARACTERISTICS
PROCESS!
PRODUCT! CHILD OUTCOMES
REGULARS Y RESOURCE! SPECIAL' AGE! CLEM HN1)CP1 LH
DESIGN' QUASI- EXPERIMENTAL DEP VARDLI PERFORMRCE FLASHCARD TASK COMMENT!'! IND VAR-IND VS GRP C.ONTIIGEKCY AGEIIMCLUDES RCNDY NOlts3 OTHER Emma STUDIES INCLUDED

BEST COP



LRE ABSTRACTS

OLLEY J DEVELLIS R DEVELLIS B WALL A LONG C
THE AUTISM ATTITUDE SCALE FOR TEACHERS
EXCEPTIONAL, CHILDREN 1981 47 0 371-372
INPUTS
PROCESSe
PRODUCT' ATTITUDE SCALE DEVELOPMNT
REGULARS Y RESOURCES SPECIAL' 'AGES TCHR HIIDCP1
DESIGNS RELIABILITY/VALIDITY CHCN DEP VARBL' ATTITUDE SCALE

OTTOMAN R
MAINSTREAMINGIISITIAL STEPS IN A DIFFICULT eROCESS
EDUCATIONAL HORIZONS 1981 59 0 198-201
INPUT'
PROCESSs
PRODUCTS
REGULAR' RESOURCE' SPECIALS AGE' MCP"
DESIGNS NON-EMPIRICAL DEP VARBLI
FOR SUCCESSFUL:MAINSTREAMING

COMMENTS'

COMMENTS' SUGGESTS POSSIPLE STEPS

PALMER D
R2CULAR CLSRM TCHR ATTRIB UTION & INSTRUCTIONAL PRESCRIP TINS FOR HNDCir & NH PUPILS
THE JOURNAL OF SPECIAL ED 1979 13 0 325-337
INPUrl LABEL/TEACHER ATTITUDES
PROCESS'
PRODUCT'
REGULARS RESOURCE' SPECIALS AGES MUM' HNDcps
DESIGN' EMPIRICAL/EXPERIMENTAL DEP VARBL' TCHR ATTRIBUTION RATING COMMENTS' IND VAR-LABEL.ACH 0.11. TRIALS DEP VAR-INSTRUCTIONAL PRESCRIPTIONS

PALMER
EFFECT Or EMR DESCRIPTIVE INFO ON REGULAR CLSRN TCHRS TTRIBUTWINSTRUCTNL PRESCRIPTSMENTAL RETARDATION 1989 18 0 171-175
INPUTS LABEL/TEACHER ATTITUDES
PROCESS'
PRODUCTS
REGULARS RESOURCE' ' SPECIAL.' ACE' ADULT HNDCP,
DESIGN' EMPIRICAL /EXPERIMENTAL DEP VAROLS TCHR ATTRIBUTION SCR ETC COMMENTS' IND VAR-EMR DATA LEVELS.ACH TEST SCORES, TRIALS DEP VAR-INSTRUCTIONAL PRESCRIPTION SCORES

PARISH T BAKER 8 ET AL ARHEART K ADAHCHAK P
NORMAL AND EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN'S ATTITUDES TOWARD THEMSELVES AND ONE ANOTHER
JOURNAL OF PSYCHOLOGY 1980 104 0 249-253
INPUT' CHILD CHARAC/ATTITUDES
PROCESS!
PRODUCT'
REGULARS I RESOURCES SPECIAL' AGE' SCNDY HNDCP1 NH/LH
DESIGN' QUASI- EXPERIMENTAL DEP VARBLS PERSONAL ATTITUDE INVNTRY COMMENTS' IND VAR-S1JDENT ATTITUDE
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PARISH T COPELAND T

TEACHERS' AND STUDENTS' ATTITUDES IN MAINSTREAMED CLASSROOMS
PSYCHOLOGICAL REPORTS 1978 43 0 54
INPUT' CHILD CHARACTERISTICS
PROCESS'
PRODUCT' TEACHER ATTITUDES
REGULAR* RESOURCE' SPECIALS AGE' SCIIDY
DESIGN' EHPIRICALMASI-EXPERIM DEP VARBL1 PERSONAL ATTITUDE INVNTRY COMMENTS' IND VAR-HANDIcAP CLASSIFICATION

PARISH T DYCK N HAMS
STEREOTYPES CONCERNING NORMAL AND HANDICAPPED CHILDRE
JOURNAL Or PSYCHOLOGY 1979 102 0 63-70
INPUT' LABEL/TEACHER ATTITUDES
PROCESS'
PRODU7T1
REGULAR`' RESOURCES SPECIAL' AGE' ADULT MCP'
DESIGN' EHPIRICAL/OUASI-EXPERIM DEP VARBL1 ATTITUDES ON INVENTORY
ANT OF ,IAINSTR EXPERIENCE, LABEL

COMMENTS' IND VAR-SEX.ED BACKGROUND

PARISH T OHLSLN R PARISH J
A LOOK AT MAINSTREAMING IN LIGHT OF CHILDREN'S ATTITUD ES TOUARD THE HANDICAPPED
PERCEPTUAL AND MOTOR SKILLS 1978 46 0 1019-21
INPUT' CHILD CHARAC/ATTITUDES
PROCESS'
PRODUCT'
REGULAR' Y RESOURCES SPECIALS AGE, ELEM HNDCPt NH
DESIGN' QUASI-EXPERIMENTAL DEP VARBLI PERSONAL ATTITUDE INVNTRY COMMENTS' IND VAR-TARGET GROUPS
AGE'INCLUDESSCNDY

PARRISH T COPELAND T
TEACHERS' AND STUDENTS' ATTITUDES IN MAINSTREAMED CLASSROOMS
PSYCHOLOGICAL REPORTS 1978 43 0 54
INPUTS CHILD CHARAC/TCHR ATTITUD
PROCESS'
PRODUCT' CHILD OUTCOMES
REGULAR' Y RESOURCES SPECIALS AGES SCNDY HNDCPs PH/LH
DESIGN' QUASI- EXPERIMENTAL DEP VARBL1 STUDENT RESPONSE
Or HANDICAPPED MAINSTREAMED STUDENT

COMMENTS' IND VAR-SELF-EVALUATION

PERVIN L
PERFORMANCE AND SATISFACT ION AS FUNCTION or INDIVIDUAL- ENVIRONMENT FIT
PSYCHOLOGICAL BULLETIN 1968 69 0 6-69
INPUTS
PROCESS'
PRODUCT'
REGULAR' RESOURCE' SPECIAL' AGES HNDCps
DESIGN' NONEMPIRICAL DEP VARBL1 COHHFHTSI REVIEWS LIT ON P.E.

3it)U
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06-21-8? LRE ABSTRACTS

PERVIN L
DEFINITIONS. MEASUREMENTS AND CLASSIFICATIONS OF STIMULI SITUATIONS. AND ENVIRONHENTS
HUMAN ECOLOGY 1978 6 0 71-105
INPUT'
PROCESS'
PRODUCT'
REGULAR' RESOURCE' SPECIAL' AGES HNDCP:
DESIGNS NONEMPIRICAL DEP YAM"
IONS. MEASUREMENTS OF E.

I

COMMENTS: REVIEWS ISSUES RE1DEFINIT

PETERSON G
FACTORS RELATED TO THE ATTITUDES OF NONRETARDED CHILD REM TOWARD THEIR EHR PEERSAJHD 1974 79 0 412-416
INPUT' CHILD CHARAC/ATTITUDES
PROCESS'
PRODUCT'
REGULAR! Y RESOURCE, SPECIAL' AGES ELEM HNDCP' NH
DESIGNS QUASI-EXPERIMENTAL DEP VARBL' ATTITUDE SCALES.
GRADE AGE1INCLUDES SCNDY

COMMENTS, IND VAP-CONT4IC.T.Ia.SEX.

PETERSON N HARALICK J
INTEGRATION OF HNDCP & NH PRESCHLRSIANALYSIS OF PLAY BEH AVIOR & SOCIAL. INTERACTION
ETHR 1977 12 0 235-245
INPUT'
PROCESS'
PRODUCTS
REGULARS RESOURCES SPECIAL' AGES PSCHL HNDCP' NH
DESIGN' EMPIRICAL DEP VARSL,
HNDCP Is NH PRESCHOOLERS

PETERSON P
DIRECT INSTRUCTION RECONSIDERED
RESEARCH ON TEACHING 1979 0 0
INPUTS
PROCESS'
PRODUCTS
REGULARS RESOURCE' SPECIALS ACE' HNDCP,
DESIGNS NON-EMPIRICAL DEFVARSLI
RUCTION & EFFECT ON STUDENT OUTCOMES

PIERCE II TRICKETT E MOOS R
CHANGING WARD ATMOSPHERE THROUGH STAFF DISCUSSION OF
ARCHIVES OF GENERAL PSYCHIA 1972 26 035 -41
INPUTS
PROCESS'
PRODUCTS STAFF/PATIENT OUTCOMES
REGULARS RESOURCE' SPECIAL' AGE, HNDCP' SR
DESIGNS QUASI-EXPERIMENTAL DEP VARBL' CHANGES IN
DE0 VAR- CHANGES IN STAFF/ PATIENT PERCEPTION

pP,QT COPY

COHMENTSI DISCUSSES INTERACTIONS OF

COHHEIITS' DISCUSSION OF DIRECT INST
PETERSON P P & WALSERC H J (ED)

THE PERCEIVED WARD ENVIRONMENT

PERCEPTION

3 0 0

COMMENTS' IND VAR- WAS
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PRATT M LUSZCZ M BROWN H

MEASURING DIMENSIONS OF THE QUALITY OF CARE IN SMALL COMMUNITY RESIDENCESAJMD 1990 81 0 188-194
INPUT
PROCESS'
PRODUCT'
REGULARS RESOURCE' dPECIAL: ACE' MCP' SH
DESIGN' QUASI-EXPERIMENTAL DEP VARBL' OBSERV/INTERVIEU SCALES COMMENTS' IND VAR-GROUP HOMES

PRICE R
TAXONOMIC CLASSIFICATION OF BEHAV 0 SITUATNS If PROBLEM OF BEHAV-ENVIRON CONGRUENCEHUMAN RELATIONS 1974 27 0 567-585
INPUT,
PROCESS!
PRODUCTS'
REGULARS RESOURCES SPECIALS AGES MCP.
DESIGN' NONEMPIRICAL DEP VARBL' COMMENTS' CLUSTER ANALYSIS or BEHAV& SITUATION EXAMPLES COLLECTEDFROM 1 DAY DIARIES OF PSYCH STUDENTS

PRICE R BLASSFIELD R
EXPLORATION IN TAXCNOMY OF BEHAV SETTINGIANAL OF DIMEN SION b CLASSIFICATN OF SETTING
AMER JRNL COMMUNITY PSYCHOLO 1975 0 0
INPUTS
PROCESS.
PRODUCT'
REGULAR' RESOURCE' SPECIAL' AGE: MCP'
DESIGNS DEP VARBL' COMMENTS'

PRICE R MOOS R
TOWARD A TAXONOMY OF INPATIENT TREATMENT ENVIRONMEN TS
JRNL OF ABNORMAL PSYCHOLOGY 1975 84 0 181-198
INPUT'
PROCESS'
PRODUCT'
REGULARS RESOURCE' SPECIALS AGE' HNOCP1 SH
DESIGN' DESCRIPTIVE DEP VARBLS COMMENTS' IND VAR-SETTING CHARAC

PRILLAMAN D
ACCEPTANCE OF LD STUDENTS IN MAINSTREAM ENVIRONMENT' A FAILURE TO REPLICATE
JRNL OF LEARNING DISABILITY 1981 14 0 344-346
INPUT' CHILD CHARAC/ATTITUDES
PROCESS'
PRODUCT'
REGULARS V RESOURCES Y SPECIAL'. AGE' CLEM HNDCPS NII/LH
DESIGN' DIPIRICAL/QUASI-EXPERIM DEP VARBLI SOCIOMEihIJ MEASURE COMMENTS' IND VAR-SEX. HNDCP. GRADE

REST COPY
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LRE ABSTRACYS

QUAY G
MODIFICATION or PROBLEM BEHAVIOR AND ACADEMIC ACHIEVEM ENT IN A RESOURCE ROOMJ OF SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGY 1972 10 0 187-198
INPUTS

PROCESS' EXP OR CTRL CRP
PRODUCT'
REGULARS RESOURCE' Y SPECIALS ACE' ELEM MCP' LH
DESIGN' EXP-RANDOM ASSIGN DEP VARBL1 sop BEH & ACAD NCH COMMITS,

REESE-DUKES J STOKES E
SOCIAL ACCEPTANCE OF ELEMENTARY EaR PUPILS IN THE REGULAR CLASSROOMETHR 1978 0 0 356-361
INPUT' CHILD CHARAC/ATTITUDES
PROCESS!
PRODUCTS
REGULAR' Y RESOURCE' SPECIAL' AGE! ELEH HNDCps NH /LH
DESIGN' EMPIRICAL/OUASI-EXPERIM DEP VARBLI SOCIOHETRIC MEASURE COME/US$ IND VAR-SEX.EaR/NoN-EHR

RESCHLY D LAHPRECHT M
EXPECTANCY EFFECTS OF LA /ELI/'FACT OR ARTIFACT?
EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN 1979 46 0 55-58
INPUT' LABEL
PROCESS' CHILD BEHAVIOR
PRODUCT' TEACHER ATTITUDE
REGULAR' RESOURCE' SPECIALS ACE! ADULT HNDCPs
DESIGN! EMPIRICAL/EXPERIMENTAL DEP VARNA TCHR PREDICTION SCORES COMMENTS' IND VAR-LABEL.TYPE OFTASK.LENGTH OF EXPOSURE TO CHILD

1

RICHEY D HILLER M LESSMAN J
RESOURCE AND REGULAR CLASSROOM BEHAVIOR OF LEARNING DISABLED STUDENTSJ OF LEARNING DISABILITIES 1981 14 0 163-166
INPUT' SETTING CHARACTERISTIC
PROCESS' TCHR BEHAVIOR/CHI. BEHAV
PRODUCT'
REGULARS Y RESOURCE! If SPECIAL! AGE' CLEM HNDCP1 LM
DESIGN' EXP-CONTROL GRP DEP VARBL' DIRECT OBSERVATION COMMENTS' IND VAR - RESOURCE ROONVS REGULAR CLASSROOM

RICHMOND B WAITS C
SPECIAL EDUCATION -WHO NEEDS IT?
EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN 1978 44 0 279-280
INPUT' CHILD CHARACTERISTICS
PROCESS'
PRODUCT' TEACHER REFERRALS
REGULAR' RESOURCES SPECIALS AGES ELEH HNDCP' LH
DESIGNS DESCRIPTIVE,EMPIRICAL DEP VARBL1 8EX.RACE,LABEL COMMENTS' IND VAR-REFERHAL BY TCHRNECESSITATING TEST BATTERY

333
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METH H POLSGROVE L SEHHEL H

RELATIONSHIP BETU INSTRUC TIME & ACAD ACHIEVEHENTIIMOLIC ATION FOR RESEARCH h PRACTICEEDUCATION UNLIMITED' 1979 1 0 53-56
INPUTS
PROCESS'
PRODUCT'
REGULAR' RESOURCE' SPECIAL' AGES HNIMPu
DESIGN' NON-EMPIRICAL DEP %PARK'

COMMITS' DISCUSSION OF THE NEED TOEXAMINE & PERHAPS RESTRUCTURE & RELOCATE INSTRUCTIONAL TIME PROVIDED IN THE CLASSROOM

RI.ETH H POLSGROVE L SEHHEL H
INSTRUCTIONAL VARIABLES THAT MAKE A DIFFERENCEIATTENTI ON TO TASK AND BEYONDEXCEPTIONAL ED QUARTERLY 1981 0 0 61-71
INPUT:
PROCESS'
PRODUCT'
REGULAR' RESOURCE' SPECIAL' AGE' INIDCP1
DESIGN' NON-EMPIRICAL DEP VARBLI COMMENTS' DISCUSSION OF NEED TOEXAMINE LEVELS or ALT & IDENTIFY PROCEDURES FOR INCREASING ALT PROVIDED IN CLASSROOM

RIST R
STUDENT SOCIAL CLASS I TE ACHER EXPECTATIONISELP-FULFILL INC PROPHECY IN GHETTO EDUCATNHARVARD EDUCATIONAL REVIEW 1970 40 0 411-451
INPUT' CHILD CHARACTERISTICS
PROCESS' TCHR/CHILD BEHAVIOR
PRODUCT'
REGULAR' Y RESOURCE' SPECIAL' AGE' ELEM HNDCPI NH
DESIGN' DESCRIPTIVE

' DEP VAR81.1 CHILD/TCHR BEHAVIOR COMMENTS' IND VAR-STUDENT SOCIAL CLASS. TEACHER EXPECTATION AGE /INCLUDES ADULT

RITTER 0
SURVIVING IN THE REGULAR CLASSROOMIFOLLOW-UP

OF MAINSTR EARED CHILDREN WITH LDJ OF SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGY 1978 16 6 253-256
INPUT'

40PROCESS'
PRODUCT' CHILD OUTCOMES
REGULAR' Y RESOURCE' SPECIAL' AGE' ELEM HNDCPI LH
DESIGN' DEP VARBL1 COMMENTS'

ROMBERG T
SALIENT FEATURES OF THE BEGINNING TEACHER EVALUATION STUDY FRAMEWoRK OF TEACHERTIME TO LEARN 1980 0 0
INPUT'
PROCESS'
PRODUCT'
REGULAR' RESOURCE' SPECIAL' AGE' HNDCPI
DESIGN' NON-EMPIRICAL DEP YAM' COMMENTS' BEHAVIORREVIEW OF THE BEGINNING TEACHER EVALUATION STUDY DENHAM C & LIEPERMAN AiED)

3 3.J
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LICE ABSTRACTS
ROSENSHINE B

ACADEMIC ENGAGED TIME. CONTENT COVERED. AND DIRECT INSTRUCTIONJOURNAL OF EDUCATION 1970 160 0 38-66INPUT'
PROCESS'
PRODUCT'
REGULAR' RESOURCE! SPECIAL' AGE' HNDCP'DESIGN' NONEMPIRICAL DEP VAMP
ON RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CORM INSTRUCTION & STUDENT ACh:DMIGAIN

ROSENSHINE B
CONTENT. TIME AND DIRECT INSTRUCTION
RESEARCH ON TEACHING 1979 0 21-56
INPUT'
PROCESS'
PRODUCT'
REGULAR' RESOURCE' SPECIALS AGE' HMDCPsDESIGN' NON-EMPIRICAL DEP YAM'
BETWEEN TIME ON TASK Is LEARNG PETERSON P & WALDEN H IED80

ROTHBART M DALFEN 8 BARNETT R
EFFECTS OF TEACHER EXPECT ATIONS ON STUDENT-TEACHER INTE RACTION41041. OF ED PSYCHOLOGY 1971 62 0 49-54
INPUT' CHILD CHARACTERISTICS
PROCESS' CHILDPCCIIR BEHAVIOR
PRODUCT'
REGULAR' Y RESOURCE' SPECIAL! ACE' ADULT ;Imp, NH
DESIGN' EXPERIMENTAL DEP YAM, TEACHER BEHAVIOR

ROWITZ L

SOCIOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVE ON LABELINGIA REACTION TO
AMERICAN JRNUMENTAL BFCNCY 1974 79 265-267INPUTS
PROCESS'
PRODUCT'
REGULAR' RESOURCE' SPECIALS ACES HNDC151DESIGN' NON-EMPIRICAL DEP VARBLI
OF LABELING Frreas

COMMENTS, PEVIEN OF RECENT RESEARCH

COMMENTS' DISCUSSION or RELATIONSHP

COMMENTS' IND VARLABEL

MACHILLAN.JONES.AND ALO1AS

COMMENTS' PHILOSOPHICAL DISCUSSION

RUBOVITS P HAEHR H
PYGMALION ANALYZED'TOWARD AN EXPLANATION OF ROSENTHAL-JA MOWN FINDINGSJRNL/PERSON & SOCIAL PSYCH 1971 19 0 197-203
INPUT' CHILD CHARACTERISTICS
PROCESS' TCHR/CHILD BEHAVIOR
PRODUCT'
REGULAR' Y RESOURCE' SPECIAL' ACE' ADULT HNDCP' NH
DESIGN' QUASIEXPERIMENTAL DEP YAM.' TCHR/STDNT INTERACTIONS COMMENTS' IND VAR -TCUR EXPECTATIONSAGE'INCLUDES ELEM & SCRIM?

3 A 0
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RUBOVITS P MAEHR M

PYGMALION BLACK AND WHITE
JRNL/PERSON It SOCIAL PSYCH 1973 25 0 210-218
INPUT: CHILD CHARACTERISTICS
PROCESS: TEACHER BEHAVIOR
PRODUCT:
REGULAR' Y RESOURCE' SPECIAL' AGE' ADULT HNOCP: NH
DESIGN' QUASI-EXPERIMENTAL DEP VARBLi TCHR/STDNT INTERACTIONS COHMENTSI IND V6R-RoCE.LOELAGE1INCLUDES SCNDY

RUSSO D KOEGEL R
A METHOD FOR INTEGRATING AN AUTISTIC CHILD INTO NORMAL PUBLIC SCHOOL CLASSROOMJAW+ 1977 10 0 579-590
INPUT,
PROCESS: COLL /CHILD PROGRS DATA
PRODUCT' CHILD OUTCOMES
REGULAR: I/ RESOURCE: SPECIAL' AGE: ELEM HOU: SH
DESIGN: INTRASUBJECT DEP VARBL$ OBSERVATION COMMENTS:

RUST J MILLER L
USING A CONTROL GROUP TO EVALUATE A RESOURCE ROOM PROGRAM
PSYCHOLOGY IN THE SCHOOLS, 1978 15 0 503-506
INPUT: SETTING CHARACTERISTICS
PROCESS:
PRODUCT: CHILD OUTCOMES
REGULAR: RESOURCE: Y SPECIAL: AGE: ELEM HNDCP1 LH
DESIGN: EXP-IINDMLY PLCD tXP/CMTRL DEP VARBL' STANDARDIZED TESTS COMMENTS:

1

RYNDERS J JOHNSON R ET AL JOHNSON D SCHMIDT B
PRODUCING POSITIVE INTERA C711 AMONG DONN SYNDRM If NH TEE NACERS THRU COOP GOAL STRUCTNG
AMERICAN JRNL/MENTAL DFCNCY 1980 85 0 268-273
INPUT: CHILD/SETTING CHARAC
PROCESS' COOP LEARNING
PRODUCT: CHILD OUTCOMES
REGULAR: Y RESOURCE: SPECIAL' Y AGE: SCNDY MCP: NH/SH
DESIGN' QUASI-EXPERIMENTAL DEP VARBL1 BOWLING ACHIEVEMENT ETC COMMENTS: IND VAR-COOP. CONKS. INDGOAL STRUCTURE DEP VAR-FREQUENCY OF VERBAL INTERACTIONS

SABATINO D
AN EVALUATION Ot RESOURCE ROOMS FOR CHILDREEN WITH LEARNING DISABILITIES,J OF LEARNING DISABILITIES 1971 2 0 26-35
INPUT:
PROCESS' SPEC CLASS VS RSC RH
PRODUCT:
REGULAR' RESOURCE: Y SPECIAL: AGE: ELEM HNDCPI LH
DESIGN' EXP _DEP YAM: ACADEMIC GROWTH CONNENTS1

BEST COPY



!AC ABSTRACT

SABATINO D
RESOURCE ROOMS' THE RENAL SANCE IN SPECIAL EDUCATION
JOURNAL OF SPECIAL EDUCATION 1972 4 1 335-347
INPUT'
PROCESS'
PRODUCTS
REGULAR' RESOURCE' SPECIALS ACES
DESIGN' NON-EMPIRICAL DEP VARSO
SPECIAL EDUCATION THAT ALLOWS FOR A DIVERSITY OF EDUCATIONALSYSTEMS

SABATINO D
REVOLUTIONMVA RESOURCE ROOM
JOURNAL OF SPECIAL EDUCATION 1972 6 2 389-395
INPUT'
PROCESS'
PRODUCT'
REGULAR' RESOURCE' SPECIAL' ACE' ASIDCP1
DESIGN' NON-EMPIRICAL DEP VAROLi
EARLIER ARTICLE ON RESOURCE ROOMS

COHNEHTS1 DEr3CRI6E5 A THEORY OF

COMMENTSi REVIEW or RESPONSES To

SABATINO D
PL 94-1421POPULAR WELFARE BANDWAGON OR A NON-TOO STABLE EDUCATIONAL SHIP?JOURNAL OF SPECIAL EDUCATION 1981 15 1 49-54
INPUT'
PROCESS,
PRODUCT'
REGULAR' RESOURCE' SPECIAL' ACE' HNDCPS
DESIGN' NON-EMPIRICAL DEP VARBLS

COMMENTS' RESPONSE TO 4 CRITIOES OFSYMPOSIUM ARTICLE DEALS V/ SOCIO-POLITICAL CONTEXT OF LAU/LEGAL MANDATES CANNOT PRODUCE CHANGE OUTSIDE OF SYSTEM
SABATINO D

ARE APPROPRIATE ED PROGRM OPERATIONALLY ACCEPTABLE UNDER MANDATED PROMISES OF PL94-142?JOURNAL OF SPECIAL EDUCATION 1981 15 2 9-23
INPUT'
PROCESS'
PRODUCT'
REGULAR' RESOURCES SPECIALS ACES MCP'
DESIGNS NON-EMPIRICAL DEP VARBLS COMMENTS' SYMPOSIUM LEAD ARTICLE DISCUSSES AMBIGUITIES IN 94-142 THAT COULD CAUSE PROBLEMS AT IMPLEMENTATION LEVEL

SAPON-SHERIN M
MAINSTREAMING' IMPLEMENTI NC THE SPIRIT or THE LAW
JOURNAL OF NEGRO EDUCATION 1979 48 3 364-381
INPUTS
PROCESS'
PRODUCTS
REGULAR' RESOURCES SPECIAL' AGES HNDCP'
DESIGN' NON-EMPIRICAL DEP VARBLS
THE MAINSTREAMING MOVEMENT HASTAMEN TO DATE
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SARGENT L LEHMAN R ET AL SMITH D HILDESRANDT C
INDIVIDUALIZATION SIMULAT ION & INTECRATION1HODEL SCNDY PROCRM FR MILD MENTALLY HNDCPETHR 1991 16 0 162-165
INPW!
PROCU191 TEACHING STRATEGIES
PRODUCTS CHILD OU COMES
REGULARS RESOURCE' SPECIALS Y'AGE1 SCNDY HNDCP1 LH
DESIGN, DEP VARBL1 SOCIAL/PREVOC INFO BATTRY COMMENTS'

SCHANTZ C
THE DEVELOPMENT OF SOCIAL COGNITION
REVIEW/CHILD DVPIINT/RESEARCH 1975 0 0
INPUTS
PROCESS'
PRODUCT!
REGULARS ,RESOURCE' SPECIAL' AGES HNDCPs
DESIGN' NON-EMPIRICAL DEP YAM'
OF SOCIAL COGNITION HETHERINGTON E (ED)

SCHLOSS P MILLER S
EFFECTS OF LABEL "INSTITU TIONALIZED" VS "REGULAR SCHOOL STUDENT" ON TEACHER EXPECTATNS
EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN 1992 40. 0 363-364
INPUTS LABEL/TEACHER ATTITUDES
PROCESS'
PRODUCTS
REGULARS RESOURCES SPECIALS ACES ADULT HNDCPs
DESIGNS EXPERIMENTAL DEP VARBLS QUESTIONNAIRE COHMENTSI IND VAR-PLACEMENT INFO.LABEL OF STUDENT

COMMENTS: DISCUSSION OF DEVELOPMENT

SCHUMAN H JOHNSON H
ATTITUDES AND BEHAVIOR
ANNUAL REVIEW OF SOCIOLOGY 1976 2 0 161-207
INPUTS
PROCESS1
PRODUCTS
REGULARS RESOURCES SPECIALS AGES IINDCP8
DESIGNS NON-EMPIRICAL DEP VARBL1
OF RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN AT- TITUDES AND BEHAVIOR

COMMENTS' DISCUSSION OF THE LACK

SCOTT M
ECOLOGICAL THEORY & METHO DS FOR RESEARCH IN SPECIAL EDU CATION
JOURNAL OF SPECIAL EDUCATION 1980 14 0 279-294
INPUTS
PROCES91
PPOnlICTs
REGULARS RESOURCES SPECIAL' AGES HNDCPS
DESIGNS NON-EMPIRICAL DEP YAM' COMMENTS: DESCRIBES RELEVANCE or
ECO.RES. METHODS TO SPEC ED QUESTIONS INCLUDING MAINSTREAM/LRE. DESCRIBES BEHAVIOR X SETTING THEORY

REST COPY



LRE ABSTRACTS
SCRANTON T RYCKMAN D

SOCIOMETRIC STATUS OF LEARNING DISABLED CHILDREN IN AN INTEGRATIVE PROGRAMJRNL OF LEARNING DISABILITY 1979 12 0'402-407INPUT' CHILD CHARAC/ATTITUDES
PROCESS'
PRODUCT'
REGULAR' V RESOURCE' SPECIAL' , AGEs ELEM HNDCP' NH/LHDESIGN' ,QUASI- EXPERIMENTAL DEP VARBLs SOCIOMETRIC MEASURE COMMENTS' ING VnR-LD/W10-1.0.SEX.ITEMS

SEHMEL H VANEVERY P SITIO M
MOTHER.FATHERAND TEACHER PERCEPTIONS OF SOCIAL COMPETEN CY OF TMR CHILDRENCNTR/INNOVATION TCHNC HNDCP 1971 0 0
INPUT' TEACHER/PARENT ATTITUDE
PROCESS'
PRODUCT' CHILD CHARACTERISTICS
REGULAR' RESOURCE' SPECIAL' AGE' ADULT HNDCP' SH
DESIGN' QUASI-EXPERIMENTAL DEP VARBLs SOCIAL COMPETENCY SCORES COMMENTS' IND VAR-RATERS. ADMINISTRATION OF SCALE. SEX, 8E8. INTERACTIONS OF VARIABLES

SHARAN S
COOP LEARNING IN SMALL CR OUPSIRECENT METHOD & EFFECT*ON. ACHIEV.ATTIT. !, ETHNIC MATHSREVIEW OF ED RESEARCH 1980 50 2 241-271
INPUT'
PROCESS'
PRODUCT'
REGULAR' RESOURCE' SPECIAL' AGES HNDCP,DESIGN' NON-EMPIRICAL DEP VARBL,

COMMENTS' REVIEW OF RESEARCH ON COOPERATIVE LEARNING

SHEARE J
SOCIAL ACCEPTANCE OF EHR ADOLESCENTS IN INTEGRATED PROC RAMSAJMD 1974 78 0 678-682INPUT'
PROCESS'
PRODUCT'
REGULAR' Y RESOURCE' SPECIAL' ACE' SCNDY HNDCP' NH/EHR
DESIGN' QUASI-EXPERIMENTAL DEP YAM' ATTITUDE SCALE COMMENTS!

HEARE J
IMPACT OF RESOURCE PROGR11 UPON SELF-CONCEPT Is PEER ACCEP TANCE orLo CHILDRENPSYCHOLOGY IN THE SCHOOLS 1978 15 0 406-412
INPUT' CHILD/SETTING CHARM
PROCESS'
PRODUCT' CHILD ATTITUDE
REGULAR' Y RESOURCE' Y SPECIAL' AGES ELEM HNDCP' NH/LH
DESIGN' QUASI-EXPERIMENTAL DEP VARBL1 SELF-CONCEPT SCORES ETC COMMENTS! IND VAR-PARTICIPATION INRESOURCE-BASED SPECIAL ED PROGRAM

344
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!MOTEL J IANO R MCGETTIGAN J

TEACHER ATTITUDES ASSOCIA TED UITH THE INTEGRATION OF HA NDICAPPED CHILDRENEXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN 1972 38 0 677-683
INPUT'
PROCESS!
PRODUCT*
REGULAR' RESOURCE' SPECIAL' AGE' HNDCP'
DESIGN' DEP VARBLI COMMENTS+

SIGLER G MABEC U LAZAR A
CHILDREN'S ATTITUDES TOWA RD HANDICAPPED STUDENTS AS RES ULT OF HAINSTREAHED SETTINGMENTAL RETARDATION BULLETIN 1978 6 0 92-97
INPUT' CHILD/SETTNG CHARAC/ATTIT
PROCESS'
PRODUCT'
REGULARS Y RESOURCE' SPECIAL' AGE' ELEM HNDCP' NH
DESIGN' QUASI-EXPERIMENTAL DEP VARBLI ATTITUDE MEASURES COMMEMTS: IND VAR- SETTING TYPE. LENCTH OF TIME EXPOSED TO HNDCP

SILBERMAN M
BEHAVIORAL EXPRESSION OF TEACHERS' ATTITUDES TOVARD ELEMENTARY SCHOOL STUDENTSJOURNAL OF EDUC PSYCHOLOGY 1969 60 0 402-407
INPUT! TEACHER ATTRIBUTIONS
PROCESS' TEACHER BEHAVIOR
PRODUCTS
REGULARS Y RESOURCES SPECIAL" ACES ADULT HNDCP' NH
DESIGN' QUASI - EXPERIMENTAL DEP YAM' TEACHER BEHAVIOR COMMENTS' IND VAR-TEACHER ATTITUDE

SINPr^N R
Mt 'Y1NG THE ATTITUDES OF REGULAR CLASS STUDENTS TOVA RD THE HANDICAPPED
FO. ON EXCEPTIONAL CHILDRN 1990 13 0 1-11
INFu(t
PROCESS'
PRODUCT'
REGULAR' RESOURCES SPECIAL' ACES HNDCP'
DESIGN' NON- EMPIRICAL DEP URDU COMMENTS+ DISCUSSION Or PREPARINGTHE REGULAR CLASSROOM STUDENTSTO ACCEPT HANDICAPPED BY MODIFYING ATTITUDES

SIMPSON R PARRISH N COOK J
MODIFICATION OF ATT OF REGULAR CLASS CHILDREN TUD THE HAND! FOR THE PURPOSE OF INTEL
CONTEMP EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLO 1976 1 0 46-51
INPUT:
PROCESS' DIRECT TEACHING
PRODUCT' CHILD OUTCOMES
REGULAK1 Y RESOURCE' SPECIAL' AGE' MEN HNDCP' NH
DESIGN' EXP-RANDOM ASSIGN DEP VARNA ATTITUDE SCALE SCORE COMMITS! IND VAR-EXPOSURE TO FILMSSLIDES. LECTURE. ROLE PLAY 2ND EXP-

34
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LRE ABSTRACTS

SIMEON J NETHERICK N
%ME BEHAVIOR OF CHILDREN WITH DOUR'S SYNDROME IN NORMAL PLAYGROUNDS
,IANL/MENTAL DFCNCY RESEARCH 1981 25 0 113-120
INPUT'
PROCESS'
PRODUCT'
REGULARS RESOURCE. SPECIAL' AGES MCP.
DESIGN' DEP VARBL' COMMENTS'

SIPERSTEIN C BAK J
STUDENTS' AND TEACHERS' PERCEPTIONS OF THE MENTALLY RETARDED CHILD
EDUCATING MR PERSONS/M6INSTR 1980 0 0
INPUT' CHILD CHARAC/ATTITUDES
PROCESS'
PRODUCT'
REGULAR' Y RESOURCE: SPECIAL.' AGES ELEM HNDC/.. AN
DESIGN' DESCRIPTIVE DEP YAM' QUESTIONNAIRE COMMENTS' IND VARGRADE LEVEL
AGESINCLUDES SCNDY GOTTLIEB J SEM BOOK TITLE'EDUCATING MR PERSONIN THE MAINSTREAM

SIPER9TC111 C BOPP M BAK J
SOCIAL STATUS or LEARNING DICABLED CHILDREN
JRNL OF LEARNING DISABILITY 1978 11 0 98-102
INPUT' CHILD CHARAC/ATTITUVES
PROCESS'
PRODUCT'
REGULAR' Y RESOURCES SPECIALS AGE' ELEM MCP' LH/NH
DESIGN: QUASIEXPERIMENTAL DEP VARBL' SOCIOMETRIC MEASURE COMMENTS' 1140 VARLD/NOR-LD STUDENT,

SIPERSTEIN C suoorr M BAK J
EFFECT OF LABELS "MENTALL I RETARDED" & "RETARDED" ON SO CIAL ACCEPTAB or MR CHILDREN
AMERICAN JRNL/MENTAL orcmcv 1980 84 596-601
INPUT' CHILD CHARAC/ATTITUDr8
PROCESS'
PRODUCT'
REGULARS I RESOURCE' SPECIAL' ACES ELEM HNDCPS NH
DESIGN' QUASIEXPERIMENTAL DEP VARBL' ADJECTIVE CHECKLIST ETC COMMENTS' INC, VARCOMPETENCE. SEX.
LABEL, APPEARANCE DEP VAR-ACTIVITY PREFERENCE LIST

SIPERSTEIN C CHATILLON A '

IMPORTANCE or PERCEIVED S IMILARIIT IN IMPROVING CHILDRE N'S ATTITUDES TOWARD MR pErns
AMERICAN JRNL /MENTAL DFCNCY 1982 86 0 453-458
INPUT' CHILD CHARAC/ATTITUDES
PROCESSI
PRODUCT.
REGULARS I RESOURCE' SPECIAL' (AEI ELEM HNDCPs NH
DESIGN' QUASI- EXPERIMENTAL DFP ?MOO ATIIITUDE MEASURES COMMENTS' IND VARREX. EXPOSURE TO
RETARDED. NEUTRAL/SIMILAR CONDITIONS

M
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SIPERSTEIP C GOTTLIEB J

PHYSICAL STIGNA ACAD PE RFORMNCE AFFECTING CHILDREN'S FIRST IMPRESSION or HUMP PEERAJMD 1977 61 6 455-462
INPUT' CHILD CHARAC/ATTIIUDES
PROCESS'
PRODUCT*
REGULAR' V RESOURCES SPECIAL' AGE* ELEM HNBCP1 NH
DESIGN' QUASI- EXPERIMENTAL. DEP VARBL' ADJECTIVE CHECKLIST ETC COHHENTS1 IND VAR-SEX.POPULARIYVDIES VAR-SPELLER COMPETENCY InVENTORY. 30CIAL DISTANCE SCAIE.TEACHER RATING OF CHILD SOCIALSToTUS

SLAVIN R
STUDENT TERMS AND ACHIEVEMENT DIVISIONS
JRNL RESEARCH/DUN/I IN ED 1978 12 0 39-49
INPUT'
PROCESS'
PRODUCTS,
REGULAR' RESOURCEI 6PECIALI AGE1 HNDCP1
DESIGN' NON-EMPIRICAL DEP VARSLI
COOPERATIVE LEARNING COMMENTS' REVIEU OF RESEARCH ON

SLAVIN R
COOPERATIVE LEARNING
EEVIER OF ED RESEARCH 1990 50 0 315-342
INPUT,!

PROCESS'
PRODUCTS
(REGULAR* RESOURCES SPECIAL' AGE' HNDCPI
DCSIENv NON-EMPIRICAL DEP YAM' COHHENISI REVIEW OF EFFECTS OFCOOPERATIVE LEARNING

SLAVIN R MARUEIT N
COGNITIVE AND AFFECTIVE OUTCOMES or All INTENSIVE ETUDE NT TEAM LEARNING EXPERIENCE
JOURNAL OF EXPERIMENTAL ED 1981 50 1 29-33
INPUTS

PROCESS' COOPERATIVE LEARNING
PRODUCT* CHILD OUTCOMES
REGULAR' Y RESOURCE' SPECIAL' AGE' ELM HNDCPs NH
DESIGNS QUASI-EXPERIMENTAL DEP MALI ACAD ACH.ATTITUDES ETC COMMENTS' 110) VAR-COOPERATIVE GROUPSTRUCTURE DEP VAR-ANXIETY,MCIOHEIRIC ITEMS. ACAD ACH ACCOUNTASILITY.STUGENT SELF-ESTEEM

SLAVIN R RARWEIT'N
COGNITIVE AND AFFECTIVE OUTCOMES or AN INTENSIVE /RUDE NT TEAM LEARNING EXPERIENCE
JRNL or EXPERIMENTAL. ED 1961 50 0 29-33
INPUT'

PROCESS' COOPERATIVE LEARNING
PRODUCTS CHILD OUTCOMES
REGULARS Y RESOURCE' SPECIAL' AGES ELELl MCP* NH
DESIGN' QUASI-EXPERIMENTAL DEP vimpLI ACH TEST.ATTITUDEB ETC COMMENTS' IND VAR-GOAL STRUCTURE
DEP VAR-ACADMIC ACHIEVEMENT ACCOUNTABALITY.ANXIETY.SOCIOHETRIC ITEMS.STUDENT SELF-ESTEEM

0 ' I
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LRE ABSTRACTS
SMITH I GREENBURG S

TEACHER. ATTITUDES AND THE LABELING PROCESS
'EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN 1975 41 0 319-324
INPUT: LABEL/TCHR ATTITUDES
PROCESS'
PRODUCT:
REGULAR' RESOURCE' SPECIAL' AGE' ADULT HMOs
DESIGN' EMPIRICAL/EXPERIMENTAL DEP YAM: TCHR RSPNSE TO QUESTIONS COMMENTS: IND VAP-SOCA6L CLAOS.ADAPTIVE BEHAVIOR

SMITH N JOHNSON D JOHNSON R
EFFECT or COOP I INDIV IN STRUCTION ON ACHIEVIIT OF MCP 'REGULAR. & GIFTED STUDENTSJRNL Or SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY 1982 116 0 277-283
INPUT' CHILD CHARACTERISTICS
PROCESS' COOP LEARNING
PRODUCT' CHILD OUTCOMES
REGULAR' Y RESOURCE' SPECIAL' AGE' ELM IINDCPI NH/LH
DESIGN' QUASI-EXPERIMENTAL DEP YAM' ACHIEVEMENT QUESTIONS COMMENTS' IND VAR-COOP/1NDIV GOALSTRUCTURE, CUTER, MCP, OR REGULAE

SOMMER R
SMALL GROW ECOLOGY

PSYCHOLOGICAL BULLETIN 1967 67 0 145-152
INPUT'
PROCESS'
PRODUCT:
REGULAR' RESOURCE' SPECIAL' AGE' MCP:
DESIGN' NON-EMPIRICAL DEP VARBLI

COMMENTS' LOOKS AT %JAi GROUPS ARRANGE ThEMSELVES UNDER VARIOUS CONDITIONS/VATS IN WHICH ARRANGEMENTS AFFECT COMMUNICATION.ETC
STAGER S YOUNG R

INTERGROUP CONTACT AND SOCIAL OUTCOMES FOR HAIN- STREAMED EMR ADOLESCENTSAn() 1981 85 0 497-503
INPUT' CHILD CHARAC/ATTITUDES
PROCESS'
PRODUCT'
REGULAR' Y RESOURCE' SPECIAL' Y ACE' KNOT MCP" NH/LH
DESIGN' QUASI-EXPERIMENTAL DEP %WW1 ATTIT/SOCIOMETRIC QUESTNN COMMENTS' IND VAR -TIME. OMINIITIONSBY NH /EMS

STAINBACK V STAINBACK S RASCHHE D ANDERSON R
THREE METHODS FOR ENCOURA GING INTERACTIONS BETH SEVEREL Y RETARDED AND NH STUDENTSED & TRAINING OF THE MR 1981 16 0 1811-152
INPUT'

. PROCESS:
PRODUCT'
REGULAR: RESOURCE: SPECIAL: AGE: MCP:
DESIGN' NON- EMPIRICAL DEP YAM:

3 A 8 COMMENTst
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STALLINGS J

IMPLEMENTATION AND CHILD EFFECTS OR TEACHING PRACTICES IN FOLLOW THROUGH CLASSROOMSMONOGRAPHS/CHILD DEVELOPMENT 1975 40 0
INPUT'
PROCESS' DIRECT TEACHING
PRODUCT' CHILD OUTCOMES
REGULAR' Y RESOURCE' CPECIAL1 ACE' ELEM HNDCP' NH
DESIGN' QUASIEXPERIMENTAL DEP VARBL1 ACHIEVEMENT TESTS.ETC COMMENTS! IND VAR-PENAV or TCHRS/THILDREN IN CLSRM SITUATION. DEP VARCOPPERSMITHS SELFESTEEM INVENTORY.RAVENS COLON PPGNHAIPICES. ETC.

STALLINGS J
ALLOCATED ACADEMIC LEARNING TIME REVISITED. OR BEYOND TIME ON TASKEDUCATIONAL RESEARCHER 1980 9 0 11-16
INPUT'
PROCESS' DIRECT TEACHING
PRODUCT' CHILD OUTCOMES
REGULAR' Y RESOURCE' SPECIAL' ACE' SCNDY HNDCP' NH
DESIGN' QUASIEXPERIMENTAL DEP VARBLs ACHIEVEMENT TESTS, ETC COMMENTS' IND VARAMOUNT OF TIMEALLOCATED TO SPECIFIC READING ACTIVITIES DEP VARTCHR BEHAV.CLSRM OBSERVATION. ASSENCE RECORDS

STENDLER C DAMRIN D HAINES A
STUDIES IN COOPERATION 6 COMPETITION
JRNL OF GENETIC PSYCHOLOGY 1951 79 0 173-197
INPUT'
PROCESS' COOP GOAL STRUCTURING
PRODUCT' CHILD OUTCOMES
REGULAR' Y RESOURCE' SPECIAL' AGE' ELEH HNDCP' NH
DESIGN' QUASIEXPERIMENTAL DEP VARBLI BEHAVIOR/SITUATION OBSERV COMMENTS' EFFECT OF WORKING FOR GPOUP 11 INDIVID REWARDS ON SOCIALCLIMATE OF CHILDREN'S GROUPS IND VARGOAL FACTORS

STEPHENS 7' BRAUN L
MEASURES OF REGULAR CLASS ROOM TEACHERS' ATTITUDE TOWARD HANDICAPPED CHILDRENEXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN 1980 46 0 292-294
INPUT" TEACHER CHARACTERISTICS
PROCESS'
PRODUCT'
REGULAR' Y RESOURCES SPECIAL' AGES TCHR HNDCP'
DESIGN' QUASI EXPERIMENTAL DEP VARBLS QUESTIONNAIRE

I COMMENTS' IND VAR-ANT OF TRAINING.ATTITUDES TOWARD HANDICAPPED

STRAUCH J
SOCIAL CONTACT AS VARIABL IN EXPRESSED ATTITUDES OF NORM AL ADOLESC
EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN 1970 36 0 495-500
INPUT' SETTNG CHARAC/CHILD ATTIT
PROCESS'
PRODUCT'
REGULAR' Y RESOURCE' SPECIAL' AGE' SCNDY HNDCP' NH
DESIGN' QUASIEXPERIMENTAL DEP YAM.' ATTITUDE MEASURE
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LRE ABSTRACTS

SUART R
A SECONDARY SCHOOL RESOUR CE ROOM.MAKES MAINSTREAMING WORK
TEACHING EXCEPTIONAL CHL 1979 0 0 77-79
INPUT:
PROCESS:
PRODUCT:
REGULAR: RESOURCE: SPECIAL: AGE: HNDCP:
DESIGN: NON-EMPIRICAL DEP YAM: COHHENTSI DESeIRIRES JR. H101 RESOUPCE RM PROGRAM FR EHR STUDENTS/DESCRIBES LACK OF FLEXIBILITY AT SCNDY LEVEL OF TEACHING TECHNIQUES

THOMAS M
ADAPT PROGRAM TO FIT THE NEEDSICONVERSATION UlTa K E WYATT ABOUT LRE FOR MR STUDENTETHR 1979 0 0 191-197
INPUT:
PROCESS:
PRODUCT:
REGULAR: RESOUKLE1 SPECIAL: AGE: HNOCP1
DESIGNS NON-EMPIRICAL DEP VARBL1 COMMENTS: DISCUSSION OF ENVIRONMENT& OTHER FACTORS WHICH CONTRIBUTE TO LRE FOR HR/ ETHICAL VS. LEGAL REQUIREMENTS OF SERVICESTO CHILDREN

THORPE H CHIANG 0 DARCH C
INDIV Si GRP FEEDBACK BYST EMS FR IMPROVING ORAL READING ACCURACY IN LD Is REG CLASSJRNL OF LEARNING DISABILITY 1981 14 0 332-334
INPUT: CHILD CHARACTERISTICS
PROCESS: TEACHER BEHAVIOR
PRODUCT: CHILD OUTCOMES
REGULAR: if RESOURCE: SPECIAL: AGE: CLEM HMDCP1 LH/NH
DESIGN: QUASI-EXPERIMENTAL DEP VARBLI %AGE OF READING ERRORS COMMENTS: IND VAR-INDIVIDUAL OR GRPFEEDBACK

THURMAN
LEAST RESTRICTIVE ENVIRON RENTS:ANOTHER SIDE or THE COIN
ETHR 1981 0 0 68-70
INPUT:
PROCESS:
PRODUCT:
REGULAR: RESOURCE: SPECIAL: AGE: HNDCP:
DESIGN: NON-EMPIRICAL DEP liARBLI COMMFNTS: MUTUAL TOLERANCE & ACCEPTAWE BETWEEN INDIVIDUAL Si ENVIRONMENT/PHILOSOPHICAL/ LEGAL STRENGTH or LRE PRINCIPLE

THURMAN S LEWIS H
CHILDREN'S RESPONSE TO DIFFERENCESISOME POSSIBLE IMPL 'CATIONS FOR MAINSTREAMINGEXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN 1979 45 0 468-470
INPUT:
PROCESS:
PRODUCT:
REGULAR: RESOURCE: SPECIAL: AGE' HNDCP:
DESIGN: NON-EMPIRICAL DEP VARNA COMMENTS: LOOKS hT ROOTS or PREJUblCE/REJECTION OF HNDCP CHILDRENHAY BE TENDENCY TO RESPOND DIFFERENTIALLY TO oirr/succmrs ACTIVE CONFRONTATION
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TRICKETT E MOOS R
GENERALITY At srEcirIcITT OF STUDENT REACTIONS IN HIGH SCHOOL CLASSROOMSADOLESCENCE 0 0 0
INPUTS
PROCESS: SETTING CHARAC
PRODUCT' STUDENT OUTCOMES
REGULAR' Y RESOURCE' SPECIAL' ACES SCNDY HNDCP' NH
DESIGN: QUASI-EXPERIMENTAL DEP ORM" STUDENT FEELING/INITIATIV COMMENTS' IND VAR STRAEHT/SETTIKDIFFERENCES

TRICKETT E MOOS R
SOCIAL ENVIRONMENT OF JUNIOR HIGH AND HIGH SCHOOL CLASSROOMSJRNL OF EDUCATIONAL PBYCHOLO 1973 65 0 93-102
INPUTS
PROCESS'
PRODUCT'
REGULAR' RESOURCES SPECIAL' AGE: HNDCPS
DESIGN' HONEMPIRICAL DEP YAM'
DIFFERENT CLASSROOM PROFILES COMMENTS: GIVES EXAMPLES or

VACC H KIRST N
EMOTIONALLY DISTURBED CHILDREN AHD REGULAR CLASS TEACHERS
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL JOURNAL 1977 77 0 309-317
INPUTS TEACHER ATTITUDES
PROCESS'
PRODUCTS
REGULAR' Y RESOURCE' SPECIAL' AGE' TCHR HNDCP'
DESIGN' EXPRANDOM SELECTION DEP ',ARENA QUESTIONNAIRE COMMENTS' IND VARSELFREPORTM

VALETT R
MAINSTREAMING EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN BY rumcriomm.
JRNL OF LEARNING UI8ABILITY 1981 14 0 123,171
INPUTS
PROCESS'
PRODUCT'
REGULAR' RESOURCES SPECIAL' ACE' .HNDCP'
DESIGN' NONEMPIRICAL DEP VARBLI
REGULAR CHRONOLOGICAL ACE CLASS GROUPING.OF CHILDREN

ACHIEVEMENT GROUPING

COMMENTS: PRI:SMITS ALTERWITIVES TO

VOELTZ L
CHILDREN'S ATTITUDES TOWARD HANDICAPPED PEERS
AMERICAN JRNL /MENTAL DFCNCY 1980 84 0 455-465
INPUT' CHILD CHARAC/ATTITUDES
PROCESS'
PRODUCT'
REGULAR' if RESOURCES SPECIAL' MB: ELM wimps NH
DESIGN' QUASIEXPEkIMENTAL DEP VANN.' ATTITUDE SURVEY COMMENTS' 1RD VARAHOURT or CONTKT. SEX, GRADE

L
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LRE ABSTRACTS
VOELTZ L

EFFECT OF STRUCTURED INTE RACTION V/ SEVERELY HNDCP PEER ON CHILDREN'S ATTITUDESAMERICAN JRNL/MENTAL DFCNCY 1962 86 0 380-390
INPUT' SETTING CHARACTERISTICS
PROCESS'
PRODUCT' CHILD ATTITUDES
REGULAR' T RESOURCE' SPECIAL', AGE' ELEM HNDCP' NH
DESICN1 QUASI- EXPERIMENTAL DEP VARBLI ACCEPTANCE SCALE COMMENTS' IND VAR-AMOUNT or r.ONTACSEX

UALSERG.H
CLASS SIZE AND THE SOCIAL ENVIRONMENT OF LEARNINGHUMAN RELATIONS 1969 22 465-475
INPUT' SETTING CHARAC
PROCESS'
PRODUCT' STUDENT OUTCOMES
REGULAR' RESOURCE' SPECIAL' AGE' SCREW IINDCP1 NH
DESIGN' DESCRIPTIVE DEP VARBLI LEI

COMMENTS' IND VAR-CLASS SIZE/CURRICULUM . ,
UALSERG H

MODELS FOR OPTIMIZING AND INDIVIDUALIZING SCHOOL. LEARNINGINTERCHANGE 1971 2 15-27
INPUT'
PROCESS'
PRODUCT'
REGULAR' RESOURCE' SPECIAL' AGES iNDCP1
DESIGN' NONEMPIRICAL DEP VARNA COMMENTS'

UALBERG H FREDERICK U
INSTRUCTIONAL TIME AND LEARNING
ENCYLOPEDIA OF ED RESEARCH 1992 0
INPUT.
PROCESS'
PRODUCT'
REGULAR' RESOURCE' SPECIALS ACV' HNDCP'
DESIGN' NON-EMPIRICAL DEP VARBLI'
INSTRUCTIONAL ITHE AND LEARNING COMMENTS' REVIEW or LITERATURE OH

VAT J
ACHIEVEMENT AND SELF-CONC EPT IN MULTI-AGE CLASSROOMSED RESEARCH QUARTERLY 1991 6 0 69-75
INPUT. CHILD BETTING/CHARAC
PROCESS'
PRODUCT' CHILD OUTCOMES
REGULAR' Y RESOURCES SPECIAL' AGE' ELM, HNDCP' NH
DESIGN' QUASI-EXPERIMENTAL DEP YAM' ACHEIV/SELF-CONCEPT SCORE COMMENTS' IND VAR-TYPE or CLASSROOMDEP VAR-TOTAL READING SCORE TOTAL MATH SCORE. SELF CONCEPTRCORE
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WEINBERG N
MODIFYING SOCIAL. STEREOTY PCS OF THE PHYSICALLY DISABLED
REHABILIT COUNSELING BULLETN 1978 22 0 114-124
INPUT' CHILD/SETTNG CHARAC/ATTIT
PROCESS'
PRODUCT'
REGULAR! Y RESOURCE' SPECIALS AGE' ELEA RAMP' NH
DESIGNS QUASI-EXPERIMENTAL DEP trims TEST BOOKLETS
PHYSICAL CONDITION OF CHILD COMMENTS, IND VARTYPE Or SCHOOL.

WEINSTEIN R
READING GROUP MEMBERSHIP IN FIRST GRADE' TEACHER BEHAV & PUPIL EXPERIENCE OVER TIMEJOURNAL OF ED PSYCHOLOGY 1976 68 * 103-116
INPUT' CHILD CHARACTERISTICS
PROCESS' TEACHER BEHAVIOR
PRODUCTS CHILD OUTCOMES
REGULARS Y RESOURCES SPECIALS AGES ADULT HNDCP, NH
DESIGNS QUASI- EXPERIMENTAL DEP YAM.' TCHR BEHAV/PUPIL MOBILITY COMMENTS' IND VAR REAPING CROUPAGES INCLUDES ELEM

MERRY J QUAY H
OBSERVING THE CLASSROOM BEHAVIOR OF ELEMENTARY SCHOOL CHILDRENEXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN 1969 35 * 461-470
INPUTS CHILD CHARACTERISTICS
PROCESSI CHILD BEHAVIOR
PRODUCT'
REGULARS Y RESOURCES SPECIAL' Y AGES ELEA MCP" NH/LH
DESIGNS QUASIEXPERIMENTAL DEP VARBLI, STINIT/TCHR INTERACTIONS COMMENTS' IND VARLABELOCORDUCTDISORDERS" VS NM'

UESTERVELT V !MUNRO J
EFFECTS OF A um ON NON- HANDICAPPED CHILDREN'S ATTI TUDES TOWARD HANDICAPPED CHLEXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN 1980 46 0 294-296
INPUT' CHILD CHARACTERISTICS
PROCESS' DIRECT TEACHING
PRODUCTS CHILD OUTCOMES
REGULAR' Y RESOURCE' SPECIAL' AGE' CLEM liNDCPI NH
DESIGNS EXP-RANDOM ASSIGN DEP VARBLI QUESTIONNAIRE CORNCRIB' IND VAREXPOSURE TO rumSEX/RACE OF CHILDREN

WHEELER R RYAN F
EFFECTS OF COOPERATIVE AND COMPETITIVE CLASSROOM EN VIRONMENTS ON THE ATTITUDESJOURNAL OF ED PSYCHOLOGY 1973 65 0 402-407
INPUTS CHILD CHARACTERISTICS
PROCESS' COOPERATIVE LEARNING
PRODUCTS CHILD OUTCOMES
REGULARS T RESOURCE' SPECIALS AGES ELM HNDCPS NH
DESIGNS EXPERIMENTAL DIP VARBLw PERCEPTION TEST/ATTITUDES COMMENTS' AND ACHIVERENT or ELEMENTARY SCHOOL STUDENTS ENGAGEDIN SOCIAL STUDIES INSUIRY AC- TIVITIES IND VAR-GOAL STRUCTORE.ARXIETY
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LRE ABSTRACTS

NICKER A
ATTITUDE VS ACTIONS'THE RELATIONSHIP OF VERBAL AND OVERT BEHAVIORAL RESPONSES TOJOURNAL OF SOCIAL ISSUES 1969 25 (J1 4I-78
INPUT'
PROCESS'
PRODUCTS
REGULARS RESOURCE' SPECIAL' AGE' HNDCP'
DESIGN' NONEMPIRICAL. DEP VARBLe COMMENTS,DISCUSSION OF RELATIONSHIP OF VERBAL & OVERT BEHAVIORAL RESPONSES TO ATTITUDE OBJECTS

WIENER J
A THEORETICAL MODEL OF THE ACQUISITION OF PEER RELA TIONSNIPS IN LEARNING DISABLEDJ OF LEARNING DISABILITIES 1980 13 9 42-47
INPUT' CHILD CHARACTERISTICS
PROCESS'
PRODUCTS CHILD OUTCOMES
REGULAR' RESOURCE' SPECIAL' Y AGES ELEM UNDCP1 LH
DESIGN' QUASI-EXPERIMENTAL DEP VAMILI SOCIORETRIC/TCHR RATING COMMENTS' CHILDRENIND VARAREA OF DISABILITY SEVERITY OF DISABILITY

WILEY D HARNISCHFEGER A
EXPLOSION OF A MYTHIQUANT ITV OF SCHOOLING & EXPOSURE TO INSTRUCTION.MAJOR ED VEHICLESEDUCATIONAL RESEARCHER 1974 3 0 7-12
INPUTS
PROCESS'
PRODUCTS
REGULAR' RESOURCE' SPECIAL' AGE' MCP'
DESIGN' NONEMPIRICAL DEP VARSL'
ORY or THE EFFECT OF SCHOOLING COMMENTS' PRESENTS h MODEL or A THE

UILLEY N MCCANDLESS B
SOCIAL STEREOTYPES FOR NO RMAL9EMR9 I ORTHOPEDICALLY HAN DICAPPED CHILDREN
JRNL OF SPECIAL EDUCATION 1973 7 9 293-280
INPUT' CHILD CMARAC/ATTIT
PROCESS'
PRODUCT'
REGULAR' Y RESOURCE' SPECIALS AGE' ELEM UNDCP1 NH
DESIGN' QUASIEXPERIMENTAL DEP VARBL1 ATTITUDE MEASURE COMMENTS' IND VARHANDICAPPING CORDITION

WILLIAMS R ALCOZZINE B
DIFFERENTIAL ATTITUDES TOWARD MAINSTREAMING AN INVES TIGATION
ALBERTA JRNL OF ED RESEARCH 1977 23 0 207-212
INPUTS LABEL/TEACHER ATTITUDE
PROCESS'
PRODUCT'
REGULAR' RESOURCES SPECIAL' AGES ADULT NNDCPe
DESIGN' QUASIEXPERIMENTAL DEP YAM.' RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS COMMENTS' IND VARCATEGORY OF HUGOILD,EMRISED.PH/
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WILLIS S BROPHY J
ORIGINS OF TEACHERS ATTI TUDES TOWARD YOUNG CHILDREN
JOURNAL OF ED PSYCHOLOGY 1974 66 0 520-529
INPUT' TEACHER ATTITUDES
PROCESS'
PRODUCT'
REGULAR' V RESOURCE' SPECIAL: AGE: 4DULT HNDCP1 NH
DESIGNS QUASI- EXPERIMENTAL DEP VARBLI TEACHER BEHAVIOR COMMENTS: IND VAR-TEACHEP ATTITUDE

WILSON B SCHMIDTS D
WHAT'S NEW IN ABILITY GPO UPING7
PHI DELTA KAPPAN 1970 59 0 535-536
INPUT'
PROCESS'
PRODUCT!
REGULAR' RESOURCE' SPECIAL' AGE' HNOCP1
DESIGNS NONEMPIRICAL DEP YAM'
UPING

COMMENTS: DISCUSSION OF ABILITY GRO

WISELY D MORGAN S
CHILDREN'S RATINGS OF PEE RS PRESENTED AS MENTALLY RETAR DED 4 PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED
AJHD 1961 86 0 261-206
INPUTS CHILD CHARAC / ATTITUDES
PROCESS'
PRODUCT'
REGULAR' Y RESOURCE' SPECIAL' AGE' ELEH HNDCP1 NH
DESIGN' OUASI-EXPERIMENTAL DEP VARNA ADJECTIVE CHECKLIST ETC COMMENTS: IND VAR-TREATMENT GROUP.

YOSHIDA R MEYERS C
EFFECT OF LABELING AS EMR ON TEACHERS' EXPECTANCIES FOR CHANCE IN STUDENT PERFORMANCE
JRHL OF ED PSYCHOLOGY 1975 67 0 521-527
INPUT' TEACHER CHARAC
PROCESS' CHILD BEHAVIOR
PRODUCT' TEACHER ATTITUDES
REGULAR' RESOURCE' SPECIAL' AGE' ADULT HNDCpl
DESIGNS QUASI-EXPERIMENTAL DEP YAM' TEACHER EXPECTANCIES COMMENTS' IND VAR-LABEL. TCHR TYPE.
TRIALS

YOUNG S ALCOZZINE B SCHMID R
THE EFFECTS OF ASSIGNED ATTRIBUTES AND LABELS ON CHL PEER ACCEPTANCE RATINGS
ETHR 1979 14 0 257-261
INPUTS
PROCESS: PEER REHAVIOR
PRODUCT' CHILD OUTCOMES
REGULAR: V RESOURCE: SPECIAL: AGE' CLEM HNDCP1 NH
DESIGN' EXP-RANDOM ASSIGNMENT DEP VARBLS QUESTIONNAIRE COMMENTS: IND VAR- LAPEL & KNOULEDG
OF ATTRIBUTES
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YSSELDYKE J FOSTER C
BIAS IN TEACHERS' OBSERVA TINS OF ED AND LD CHILDREN
EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN 1978 44 0 613-615
INPUT' CHILD CHARAC
PROCESS'
PRODUCT'
REGULAR' Y RESOURCE' SPECIAL' AGE' ACULT HNDCPs
DESIGN' EXPRANDOM ASSIGNMENT DEP VARBLS BEHAVIOR CHECKLIST COMMENTS' IND VARLoBEL

ZIEGLER S HAMBLETON D
INTEGRATION OF YOUNG THR CHILDREN INTO A REGULAR ELEMEN TART SCHOOL
EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN 1976 42 0 459-461
INPUT' CHILD CHARAC
PROCESS' PEER BEHAV
PRODUCT'
REGULAR' RESOURCE' SPECIAL' Y AGE' ELEM HNDCPS SH
DESIGNS QUASI-EXPERIMENTAL DEP VARBLS BEHAVIOR CHECKLIST
OR AT PUBLIC SCHOOL
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